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Transcription conventions

Notes on the transcription of the students’ translations

The student translations in Appendix C were typed as they appear on the student paper. The symbols used to signal the edited bits were adapted from Campbell (1998), in addition to new symbols I have introduced in this study.

Student translations transcription notations

- **strikethrough**: deletion
- **------------**: omission
- `< >`: addition
- **underline** --------------: second editing (used only in S2’s data where she had edited her translation on the same paper on two different occasions)

Notes on the transliteration

*The Arabic source text*

The transliteration of the source text is based on the phonetic symbols used in the Hans Wehr Dictionary (Cowen 1976). The Arabic used for the source text transliteration is modern standard Arabic.

*Parts of the interview that were spoken in Arabic*
The transliteration of parts of the interview that were spoken in Arabic—whether Modern Standard or dialect—is also based on the phonetic symbols used in the Hans Wehr Dictionary (Cowen 1976). The parts that represent reading of the source text were transcribed as they were read, i.e. according to the way the reader had made use of the diacritics in reading the text; the readings may not always be correct. The extracts from the student translations that appear in the interviews were also transcribed as they were read by myself or by the students.

A detailed transliteration guide of Arabic sounds

The list below contains a detailed transliteration guide of Arabic sounds. In the list below, each sound is followed by the corresponding Arabic grapheme, then a description of the sound followed by examples. Note that the guide is based on Arabic sounds based on the phonetic symbols used in the Hans Wehr Dictionary (Cowen 1976) in addition to some symbols that are particular to the Lebanese dialect from Bizri (2010). The format of the guide follows that in Bizri (2010: 17-21).

- ‘| A glottal stop that follows the sound of the vowel attached to it: intabih watch out (the ‘ does not appear in the beginning of the word); yamla’a fills (middle of the word); la’ no (in the Lebanese dialect) end of the word.
- b Ϫ as in “boat” bard cold
- t Ϫ as in “ten” tim mouth
- ג as in “thin” allati which
- j ג as in French “joie” jabal mountain
- h ג A pharyngeal voiceless fricative. Does not have an equivalent sound in English aḥmar red
- k ג A uvular voiceless fricative similar to the German ch or the Spanish jota. akdar green
- d ג as in “door” dib bear
- g ג as in “this” qanab tail
• $r$  A rolled $r$ similar to the Italian or Spanish $r$  
  rūḥ soul

• $z$  as in “zebra”  
  ziz a cricket

• $s$  as in “sin”  
  sīn tooth

• $š$  as in “shoe”  
  šū what

• s  An emphatic that makes the sound of the vowel that follows it more pronounced  
  asfar yellow

• d  An emphatic that makes the sound of the vowel that follows it more pronounced  
  daw light

• t  An emphatic that makes the sound of the vowel that follows it more pronounced  
  tār he flew

• z  An emphatic that makes the sound of the vowel that follows it more pronounced  
  zahr back (in Modern Standard Arabic. In the Lebanese dialect it is pronounced as an emphatic z)

• ‘  A voiced pharyngeal approximant----  
  na‘am yes

• g Similar to the French sound $r$ however it can be more pronounced  
  ġarīb stranger

• f  as in “fun”  
  fann art

• q it is also used as an equivalent to the glottal stop // (l) in the Lebanese dialect where it is used by the Druze community.  
  qamar moon (in Modern Standard Arabic). It is pronounced amar in spoken Lebanese.

• k  as in “cat”  
  kalb dog

• l  as in “Lebanon”  
  lubnān Lebanon

• m  as in “mouth”  
  fam mouth

• n  as in “north”  
  jnūb south

• h  as in “house”  
  huwa he

• w  as in “wind”  
  ward rose

• y  as in “ying and yang”  
  yawm day

• g  (the phoneme /g/ does not exist in Arabic. It is used in borrowings from foreign languages, to the exception of the Egyptian dialect where $g$ represents the Arabic letter $j$)  
  galon galon; garage garage (as in borrowed words); gawāb
answer (in Egyptian dialect equivalent to Modern Standard Arabic jawāb)

- ١  as in “animal”  امال hope
- ٣ ١ as in “ah”  باب porter
- ٣ ٨ as in French “ouvrir”  عَل watch out! (in the Lebanese dialect)
- ٣ ٨ ٨ a long  عَل funūn (arts)
- ٣ ٨ ٨ as in “bin”  ديب (bear)
- ٣ ٨ ٨ as in “seen”  اريب (near)
- ٣ ٨ ٨ The phoneme /é/ is similar to the French phoneme /é/ as in “mémé”. It is used in the Lebanese and Egyptian dialects.
- ٣ ٨ ٨ as a shorter version of the phoneme /é/. It is also used in the Lebanese and Egyptian dialects.

Notes on the transcription of the student interviews

The student interviews in Appendix D and the extracts from the same interviews, in chapters 4, 5 and 6 were transcribed based on the transcription conventions devised for the analysis second language learners’ data within Processability Theory framework, with additional symbols newly introduced in this study.

Transcription notations

- (.) brief pause equivalent to a comma
- (..) longer pause equivalent to a full stop
- (long pause) a pause that is longer than a full stop
- underline stress placed on a word
- bolded letter stress placed on one letter
Abstract

This thesis explores translation competence within the framework of learning and teaching in higher education. In particular, it takes a student-centred approach that explores the psycholinguistic and cognitive aspects of translation competence into English as a second language. This approach is based on students’ psychological needs, particularly in relation to assessment.

The thesis focuses on developing an assessment tool which can perform the dual role of diagnosing students’ translation difficulties when translating from Arabic into English, and helping them learn about the mental processes underpinning translation. It argues that developing such a tool within a self-assessment framework is much needed in translation pedagogy, for an essential attribute of a successful translation graduate is the ability to work autonomously, and to be able to self-monitor and self-evaluate one’s work.

The theoretical framework of the assessment tool is based on a psycholinguistic model namely, the Translation Continuum Model, which is converted into a prototype diagnostic tool by the introduction of test items, and an interview technique based on the notion of self-assessment.

The prototype was trialled and refined on two separate occasions. Findings from the trials suggest that a collaborative approach to assessing translation competence whereby learners are active participants in the assessment process can be the starting point towards self-assessment.

The thesis concludes by explaining how the self-diagnostic model can be used to strengthen the curriculum, by confirming how the study has proved the usefulness of the Translation Continuum Model, by acknowledging the limitations of the study, and by making recommendations for future research.
Chapter ONE

1. Introduction

1.1 Broad motivations for the present study

This thesis explores translation assessment within the framework of learning and teaching in higher education. In particular it deals with the psycholinguistic and cognitive aspects of translation competence into English as a second language, an area that is relatively under-researched. The current situation in translator education is characterised by three key needs: (1) a student-centred approach to teaching translation, that favors the active participation of the students in the learning process, and caters for their psychological needs, particularly in relation to assessment, (2) theoretical integration of Psycholinguistics, Second Language Acquisition and Translation Studies so that a better understanding of how students relate to translation as a cognitive activity can be achieved and (3) better use of the scholarship of teaching and learning, specifically in relation to assessment so that focus can be on the quality of the student translator rather than on the quality of the translated product.

The three needs, above mentioned, motivate this study, which seeks to find “the extent to which it is feasible to design an assessment tool that would help students learn about the mental processes underlying translation, by self-assessing their translation competence through self-reflection”.

1.2 Students’ needs
Research into students’ needs has been firmly established (Boud and Falchikov 2007, Biggs and Tang 2007, Brundage and MacKeracher 1980). Students’ needs fall into two major categories: the social and the psychological which are found to affect the quality of student learning (Boud and Falchikov 2007). An important aspect of student psychological needs is that which pertains to their attitude toward their course, which is often associated with phobia or fear of assessment. There is evidence from the scholarship of teaching and learning, to suggest that fear of assessment is a major impediment to students’ achievement (Brundage and MacKeracher 1980).

Research carried out at the School of Mathematics at the University of Western Sydney, has revealed that students’ negative attitude to maths can impact on their performance: Students enrolled in courses where maths is an essential component, e.g., engineering, biology, etc, some of whom are brilliant students, were seen to experience stress and phobia of maths which prevented them from performing well in tests. Coady (2007) attended to this problem, by designing the “Mathematics Toolbox”: a project-based unit that aims to help students overcome their fear, by helping them understand how maths applies to their course. Coady states: “Changing students’ attitude to maths and gaining an understanding of how maths applies to their own discipline, is just as important as teaching these skills and knowledge” (Coady 2007: 4).

The situation of translation students is not very different from their engineering or biology homologues. Unlike mathematics, which does not necessarily require the use of language, translating is an extremely complex activity, which entails the simultaneous use of a number of cognitive and linguistic skills. Therefore this thesis sees the need to help translation students gain a positive attitude towards their course by helping them to understand and reflect on the mental processes underlying translation, specifically in relation to assessment.

1.3 Psycholinguistics as a theoretical basis for assessing translation competence
A number of authors have called for the importance for teachers to be familiar with the psycholinguistic aspects of the translation process (Honig 1991, Moser-Mercer 1994, Wilss 1996, Krings 2001). Gonzalez Davies and Scott-Tennent (2005) comment that part of the reason behind the lack of teaching about the mental processes that underpin translation, is that the skills and competencies linked to those processes may have been acquired by teachers to such a degree of expertise that they have become automatised; this may explain why teachers may take these processes in students’ learning for granted (Gonzalez Davies and Scott-Tennent 2005: 161).

Research into comprehension and production in translation, based on psycholinguistics and cognitive psychology, has recently moved to the translation classroom, where tasks are designed to replicate one particular phase of the translation process, combined with self-assessment methods. These models either focus on self-monitoring translated output (Mizon M. and Diéguez M. 1996) or on solving translation problems (Gonzalez Davies and Scott-Tennent 2005). One recent processing model (Funayama 2007) proposes to teach students about the mental processes of the translation task with the aim to “enhance” their mental processing. However it is designed for interpreting and does not involve assessment.

The adoption of a psycholinguistic/cognitive approach to translation learning and assessment would allow both teachers and learners a peek into the students’ black box and may change their perception of the attributes a quality translation graduate must have.

1.4 The need for improved translation assessment instruments

Traditional assessment methods normally used in translator education focus on selection assessment and accreditation assessment (Boud and Falchikov 2007). These types of assessment, have been found to put strain on the student (Boud and Falchikov 2007, Biggs and Tang 2007). Diagnostic assessment, on the other hand, is an assessment
method that caters better for students’ psychological needs, for it can help detect student learning difficulties, so that individual syllabi are designed accordingly.

One particularly good example of diagnostic assessment that has combined assessment and learning is in studies in second language acquisition where a psycholinguistic theory, namely Processability Theory (PT) is taught. Processability Theory (PT) allows researchers to assess a learner’s interlanguage production, by profiling their second language output. From a learning perspective, Processability Theory was introduced to students at the University of Western Sydney, by teaching them the principles of profiling one learner’s competence in L2 English, thus going through the process of data elicitation, data collection, data analysis and assessment.

In translator education, a number of educators have recognised the need for improved assessment instruments, such as diagnostic assessment (Gentile 1995, Campbell 1991, Campbell and Hale 2003, Angelelli and Jacobson 2009). In this context, Processability Theory was used in one experimental study (Wakim 2006) for the purpose of profiling one translation student competence in three different modes: fast translation, consecutive interpreting and monologic speech. For the purpose of the study, a Translation Continuum Model was proposed that bridges the link between translation research and second language acquisition research. The model was also explored in a research paper (Campbell and Wakim 2007) and one empirical study based on sentence openings (Campbell et al. 2010). To my knowledge this approach has not yet been used in translation pedagogy for self-assessment and learning purposes.

1.5 The present study

This study extends on previous work (Wakim 2006, Campbell and Wakim 2007, Campbell et al. 2010), by developing a diagnostic tool that allows the assessment of learners’ translation competence. The design of the diagnostic tool is based on the Translation Continuum Model (Wakim 2006, Campbell and Wakim 2007), which
combines a model of translation competence, (Campbell 1998) with Processability Theory (Pienemann 1999, 2005). The tool is to be used by students to self-assess their translation competence and to explore their mental processes. Although there are several translation modes that the diagnostic tool is able to assess, this research focuses on one: written translation in its two forms, fast and slow. It also limits itself to the language pair Arabic/English.

This study argues that profiling students’ translation competence, within a psycholinguistic framework, based on self-assessment, helps students learn about their translation competence and their mental processes through self-reflection.

1.6 Outline of the present study

Chapter 1 introduces the main issues and broad aims of the research and places the study at the intersection between psycholinguistics, second language acquisition research, translation studies and the scholarship of teaching and learning.

In chapter 2, I review the literature on translation competence, on textual and psycholinguistic approaches to translation competence, followed by self-assessment in higher education, and self-assessment in translation pedagogy. The aim of the review is to show current key needs in translator education.

Chapter 3 presents the methodology. The chapter begins with a discussion over the original prototype diagnostic tool where I explain why and how it was amended. The chapter then looks at trials 1 and 2, and the evaluation and refinement of both trials. The chapter ends with a set of recommendations for future researchers.

Chapters, 4, 5 and 6 focus on the interpretation of the data. Chapter 4 analyses student awareness of their mental processes and their translation competence; chapter 5 looks deeper into the impact of the comprehension of the source language text on student
performance; in chapter 6, I examine the cognitive and affective factors that play an important role in student performance.

Finally, in chapter 7, I summarise the study and propose future directions.

1.7 Research questions

The broad research questions this study asks are:

Q 1 To what extent are students able to assess their own translation competence?

Q 2 To what extent can students reflect on their mental processes as part of self-assessment?

Q3 What kinds of feedback do students find useful?

Q 4 What kinds of tasks and task characteristics are most useful for self-assessment of translation competence?

Q5 What implications does the research have for curriculum design?
Chapter TWO

2. Literature review

2.1 Introduction

The present study focuses on the pedagogical aspect of translation competence assessment. Specifically, it deals with the relationship between translation competence, assessment and learning. The study is pedagogic in nature, in that it tries to develop a diagnostic tool that combines psycholinguistics and cognitive psychology, within a student centred approach to learning. The theoretical underpinning of this study is based on previous empirical work that combined translation research and second language acquisition research with psycholinguistics and cognitive psychology.

This chapter first introduces the problem of translation competence. The discussion is done with reference to approaches to translation competence that are most relevant to this study. These are: language competence, acquisition of translation competence, mental processes, and teaching and curriculum design. This is followed by a review of the textual approach to translation competence. The chapter then reflects on psycholinguistic approaches to the investigation of translation competence, and points out the theoretical backgrounds relevant to this study. As the study focuses on translation assessment in higher education, I will spend the last section reviewing assessment in higher education, and assessment in translation, with special focus on self-assessment. The final part of this chapter focuses on the refinement of the broad research questions, supported by the literature from chapters 4, 5 and 6.

2.2 Translation competence
2.2.1 Introduction

Given that in translation pedagogy, students’ translation competence is generally assessed via testing their performance, and that the aim of the majority of translation tests is mainly for accreditation purposes, the question of what constitutes translation competence is a major pedagogic issue that is of relevance to students and educators alike. For decades, translation scholars have made numerous attempts at defining translation competence however, a number of reviews of the literature on the topic (Pym 2003, PACTE 2003, Lesznyak 2007, Angelelli and Jacobson 2009) point to the absence of a “single conceptual framework for [translation] competence” (Weinert 2001).

Màrta Lesznyàk (2007) dedicates a full article on the conceptualization of translation competence into a psychological framework, based on Weinert (2001) and Pym (2003). The author was searching for a definition of translation competence that fits in with her doctoral research project, based on the psycholinguistic aspects of translation pedagogy. She found two important aspects of difficulty in defining translation competence. The first was the nature of the relationship between linguistic competence and translation competence, i.e., whether linguistic competence and translation competence are separate competences or the former a sub-component of the latter. The second was the need for other types of competences to be taken into consideration, when investigating translation competence from a pedagogic perspective. These are metacognitive competences, and key competences: metacognitive competences can tell us about the translator’s awareness of their performance, while key competences are part of what is considered in higher education as generic attributes, e.g. critical thinking, creativity and problem solving, among others. The author states that these competences are not useful in themselves, unless they are developed as part of a situated environment, such as a translation course (Lesznyàk 2007: 190-191).

A major aim of this study is the theoretical integration of Psycholinguistics and Cognitive psychology with Second Language Acquisition and Translation Studies, therefore we need an approach that can help us answer this question from the point of view of: (1)
language competence (2) the acquisition of translation competence (3) mental processes and (4) teaching and curriculum design.

Firstly, given that competence in two or more languages is a prerequisite for entering a translation course, and that, in those courses, translation assessment has to rely in some way on the assessment of the student language competence, the question of students’ competence in their first, or their second language, is crucial for translation pedagogy as it is for the present study.

Secondly, with the acquisition of translation competence, we move deeper into the translator’s competence, as we start dealing with a dynamic construct, where the translator’s competence is constantly changing through their learning (PACTE 2003, Göpferich 2009). Scholars have taken different routes in dealing with the acquisition issue, with a strong trend emerging, toward the study of translation competence acquisition, based on longitudinal studies, with models developed specifically for this purpose (PACTE 2003, Göpferich 2009). The main aim of this study is to develop a diagnostic tool that can be used to assess the translation student’s competence, at a particular point in their learning, therefore the acquisition of translation competence is of great relevance in this context.

Thirdly, we need an approach that can help us answer the question of translation competence from the point of view of the mental processes underpinning the translation task: any study of the translation process, cross-sectional or longitudinal, must be able to explain the mental processes underpinning the translation task. Although there have been some attempts at incorporating mental processes into the study of translation competence, for research and pedagogic purposes (Honig 1991, Mizon M. and Diéguez M. 1996, Funayama 2007), translation educators tend to shy away from using the study of mental processing in their teaching, mainly because of the complexity of dealing with matters of the brain (Honig 1991, Wilss 1996, Krings 2001). It should however be for this very reason that students and teachers need to have an understanding of these processes (Honig 1991: 87). The present study focuses on the student translator, therefore the
relevance of mental processes, to this study, is an issue of primary importance, especially when addressing student psychological needs.

Fourthly, in regard to teaching and curriculum design, it is normal practice that a scholar’s work on translation competence influences the way they teach, and in some instances, the design of the curriculum. As with the three other approaches to the present study, mentioned above, i.e. language competence, acquisition of translation competence and mental processes, it seems that teaching and curriculum design, has also been influenced by the way translation competence is defined, i.e. according to the teachers’ or the institutions’ aims (Campbell 1998, Pym 2003). This issue is of importance to the present study for it concerns the way translation competence is dealt with in translator education, in particular where student needs is the main focus.

In the section that follows, I present key scholars’ work on translation competence, followed by an evaluation of these works against the four approaches above mentioned.

2.2.2 Key scholars’ work on translation competence

*Brian Harris’s Natural Translation approach*

The Natural Translation approach (Harris 1978, Harris and Sherwood 1978) goes back to early works on child bilingualism, with research in the areas of phonetics and pragmatics, which later developed into a formal approach to translation, namely Natural Translation. Natural Translation is defined as “[t]ranslation done by bilinguals in everyday circumstances without special training for it” (Harris 1977: 5); in other words it is an innate skill, that presupposes no learnt behaviour, hence the main feature of this model, the intuitive behaviour of the bilingual translator. Harris explains the behaviour of natural translators drawing on case study research, whereby children are observed translating between two languages in a normal communicative situation. According to Harris, intuition and spontaneity are the bases for the development of Natural Translation,
specifically at the level of style: the author borrows, from the French linguist J. Ronjat, the term *l'excellente stylistique instinctive* ‘instinctive stylistic competence’, to show that the bilingual translator’s instinctual behaviour functions at the level of style (Harris 1978: 419).

He also claims that the acquisition of professional translation requires the development of special skills, apart from the linguistic skills that are presumed to be innate. The author’s work on Natural Translation points to his interest in the development of translation competence in higher education. The main argument he puts forward is that the translation student who is about to graduate and enter the professional world “remains only dimly aware that his skill rests on natural foundations” (Harris 1978: 427).

At the time when Harris performed his early research, Translation Studies and Psycholinguistics were still in their infancy; Harris’s early work on Natural translation draws the reader to the naive world of Psycholinguistics and Cognitive Psychology, where intuition is seen by the author as an important aspect of the monitoring process; the intuitive qualities of the natural translator, Harris believes, are reflected in their self-revising skills and self-evaluating skills (Harris 1979: 425).

From a translation pedagogy perspective, Harris believes in Ljudskanov’s statement that teaching translation is not teaching how to translate, since this is innate, rather it is teaching how to behave following a certain a-priori definition of professional translation (Ljudskanov 1969 in Harris 1979: 421). Therefore, Harris proposes “that N[atural] T[ranslation] should be the foundation of all translation research”, a proposal that “professional translators like Darwish (2000), and teachers, who view translation only in an academic context, like Krings (1986, 1992)” have opposed (Harris 2008: 5). Harris’ argument is that most translation students end up working in fields other than translation, where they would eventually need to use their linguistic skills. Therefore the author favours teaching languages to students throughout the course of their translation studies (Harris 1979: 426).
To recapitulate on the above, Harris’s work on translation competence from a language competence perspective is based on bilingual competence that functions instinctively at the level of discourse and style. His stages of acquisition of translation competence are based on observations of this bilingual competence. Harris’s work, although geared towards bilingualism, which sets it apart from other translation scholars’ works, is nevertheless concerned with translation teaching and curriculum design, if one examines it from the point of view of diagnostic assessment. This is especially true for written translation where novice translator’s competence is an important issue. Harris’s contribution in this regard could be seen at the diagnostic stage of entry to a translation course (Lesznyàk 2007: 176).

*Anthony Pym’s Minimalist approach to defining translation competence*

The translator’s intuitive behaviour and their self-confidence is part of what defines Pym’s translation competence. Pym belongs to proponents of Translation Studies, as a discipline that sets itself apart from Languages, therefore his approach argues for a definition, that captures the *essence* of what translating is, regardless of the languages used in any particular translation task. Pym’s approach is grounded in translator training, translation competence therefore is defined within that particular context, as Pym states:

As an interpersonal activity working on texts (of whatever length or fragmentary status), the training of translators involves the creation of the following two-fold functional competence (cf Pym 1991):

- The ability to generate a series of more than one viable target text (TT1, TT2…TTn) for a pertinent source text ST;
- The ability to select only one viable target text from this series, quickly and with justified confidence.

We propose that, together, these two skills form a specifically translational competence; their union concerns translation and nothing but translation (Pym 2003: 489).
Pym further elaborates on his definition claiming that his approach requires that the translation trainee possess self-theorising and self-evaluation skills, in addition to flexibility and self-confidence. Pym claims that his approach also presumes the trainee’s competence in grammar and rhetoric, so that they are able to “create this two-fold functional competence”.

From a teaching perspective, in his 2003 article, written in defence of the minimalist approach, Pym starts by putting forward the argument that students and teachers do not seem to have the same conception of what translation competence is. The author tries to solve this problem throughout by providing evidence for the benefits of a minimalist definition of translation competence. A minimalist definition, according to Pym, allows teachers and students to negotiate translation competence in order to get a better understanding of what translation is and how it is acquired (Pym 2003: 490).

Language competence, according to Pym is a sort of pre-competence, that is necessary for achieving translation competence. While Pym does not have an explicit model for the acquisition of translation competence, his minimalist approach presumes the development of translation competence to be affected by the level of the language competence of the translation trainee, along with other cognitive skills such as self-theorising and self-evaluation. The latter which normally belong to skills that are said to be of the generic type, lead to the development of student self-confidence. Since Pym is interested in the practical side of translation competence, involving his students with the discussion of the concept of translation competence, helps them engage the learning process and reflect on their learning.

*Stuart Campbell’s Model of Translation Competence Into the Second Language*

Campbell’s work on translation competence takes a textual approach to translation into English as a second language. In his translation competence model (Campbell 1998), each of *Textual competence, Disposition and Monitoring competence* are not sub-
competences, rather they function as separate competences, that are nevertheless interrelated. The linguistic component in Campbell’s model, namely *Textual competence*, comprises three stages: *sub-standard, pre-textual* and *textual*. Campbell strongly believes in the importance that language competence - especially the learner’s textual competence in their second language - plays as part of translation competence. A detailed description of Campbell’s model is provided in section 2.3 below.

In Campbell’s work, the developmental issue is crucial to the competence model, where translation competence is seen as having a developmental dimension, related to the development of the learner’s second language. This is because the author believes that learning to translate into one’s second language is a form of second language acquisition (Campbell 1998: 156), Moreover, the development of the student second language goes hand in hand with their *Disposition* and their *Monitoring competence*. Campbell’s focus on the developmental issue has mainly been through defining stages of acquisition which, as mentioned above, he had produced for the textual component of the model.

The introduction of the notion of *critical structures* in his 2000 work, was an attempt by Campbell at developing a psycholinguistic and cognitive stage approach to the acquisition of translation competence. Therefore, Campbell’s later work on translation competence, explored *Textual competence* and *Disposition* based on psycholinguistics and cognitive psychology (Campbell 1999, 2000a, 2000b). In these works however, the monitoring component of Campbell’s model which allows the assessment of students’ ability to self-edit their translations, was the least explored of the competences.

Campbell is an advocate of translation competence assessment based on individual student profiles. He argues that this approach allows for individual syllabi to be designed to help students overcome their translation difficulties and to develop competence. Campbell had mentioned the lack of proper diagnostic tests for entry to translation courses, in as early as 1991 (Campbell 1991: 340). In his 1998 study, his translation competence model had three pedagogic aims: building better assessment of students’ competence by way of profiling, based on diagnosing their translation difficulties, and
designing individual syllabi specifically for that purpose. Secondly, providing teachers with proper tools to improve their teaching, through feedback from these *periodical profiles*. Thirdly, improve student translation competence by providing students with feedback into their learning, from those profiles (Campbell 1998: 165-168).

Campbell’s work on translation competence is geared towards teaching and curriculum design, with profiling of student translation competence in mind. A stage approach to diagnostic assessment of translation competence as proposed by Campbell may have more practical applications to training translators, as I demonstrate later in the thesis. Moreover, the feedback into learning that results from the application of the model to assessment is especially important where student needs is in focus, as in the present study.

**Hans Honig’s Model of the ideal translation process**

In Honig’s model of the ideal translation process (1991), competence in the translator’s first language is of primary importance, for it determines the degree of comprehension of the source text, which consequently affects the translation process (Honig 1991: 85). Honig’s approach to translation is similar to Harris’s intuitive approach: his ideal translation process requires that the translator understand the source language, at the discourse level, and make use of their innate transfer ability or *associative competence*, in producing the target text. It assumes that the development of automaticity associated to the transfer competence is innate, and is linked to the development of the translator’s self-confidence, which constitutes an intrinsic part of translation competence. In this model the translation process is based on monitoring strategies and on automatic processing. One major feature of the ideal process is that it should always be governed by *macro-strategies*, or strategies performed at discourse level, which complement those made at the micro level.

Honig’s model is aimed at theory building and teaching. The author believes that teachers and students need to know about the mental processes underlying translation. Honig
states: “we have to teach students to develop self-confidence as translators through an awareness of their mental reality” (Honig 1991: 87). The aim of the model is didactic, the author stating that the reason behind the lack of use of such models in teaching is the lack of knowledge about how such models operate, thus preferring to stick to symmetrical matching of items in the two languages, in other words, finding equivalences (Honig 1991: 85).

In Honig’s work, language competence is based on instinctive bilingual competence at the level of discourse and style. His work also focuses on “the acquisition of macro-strategies and their consistent usage”, which implies, the development of automaticity in the translator’s behaviour. His model can be seen as a didactic tool for teaching students about the mental processes underpinning the translation task.

**The PACTE Group Models of translation competence and translation competence acquisition**

The PACTE group’s research covers the study of translation competence and translation competence acquisition from the stage of the novice translator to that of the expert. The group consider novice competence, as pre-translation competence, and expert competence, as translation competence proper. The translation competence model is one of the models with the largest number of sub-competences (Pym 2003).The language component of their model is referred to as bilingual sub-competence, and is defined as:

> Predominantly procedural knowledge needed to communicate in two languages. It includes the specific feature of interference control when alternating between the two languages. It is made up of pragmatic, socio-linguistic, textual, grammatical and lexical knowledge in the two languages. (PACTE 2003: 92)

According to PACTE, three specific sub-competences distinguish the competence of translators from that of natural bilinguals. These are: **strategic sub-competence**,
instrumental sub-competence and knowledge about translation sub-competence.\(^1\) These sub-competences represent the mental processes that are specific to the translation process.

The PACTE group’s work is the first empirical research to investigate the acquisition of translation competence, through a model specifically designed for this purpose (PACTE 2000). The process of translation competence acquisition is considered as

A dynamic, spiral process that, like all learning processes, evolves from novice knowledge (pre-translation competence) to expert knowledge (translation competence); it requires learning competence (learning strategies) and during the process both declarative and procedural types of knowledge are integrated, developed and restructured. (PACTE 2000)

The PACTE models of translation competence and of the acquisition of translation competence are designed based on research into competence, expert knowledge and learning processes in areas such as Pedagogy, Psychology and Languages (PACTE 2003). Empirical work on the models is carried out in the form of longitudinal studies for the purpose of research and teaching, with the aim at helping to improve curriculum design, that is geared towards professional translation. The group is still at the stage of trialling the models and refining them based on empirical research, with the ultimate goal of translation measurement and teaching.

PACTE considers language competence as a sort of pre-competence. The group also claims bilingual competence to be a sub-competence, that is assessed as an intrinsic part of translation competence. The PACTE group research is based on a longitudinal study of translation competence acquisition, and postulates specific learning strategies are used by translation learners in the acquisition process, in addition to a restructuring of knowledge that is constantly taking place. The group’s research is not restricted to English as it tries

\(^{1}\) For a thorough review of the group’s research project the reader is referred to PACTE (2002; 2003 and 2009)
to reach as many language combinations as possible. The longitudinal studies on translation competence acquisition that are being carried out by the PACTE group can help shed light on how translation competence develops and how it is acquired.

_Göpferich’s model of translation competence acquisition_

Göpferich’s model was adopted from the PACTE group and Honig. It is a translation competence acquisition model, based on expert knowledge following Honig’s model as it represents the ideal translation process. It considers language competence as a sub-component of translation competence, as in the PACTE model; student participants in Göpferich’s project were chosen on the basis of their optimum linguistic competence, and their ability for “semantic differanciation”, they had to be the best among the group of the student volunteers for the project (Göpferich 2009: 25).

Göpferich’s model was specifically developed for the study of translation competence acquisition, and focuses on a longitudinal study of translation competence, as part of action research. Göpferich’s research project aims at studying students’ learning process for the period of three years. This, according to Göpferich, allows the study of their psychophysical disposition as well (2009: 22). Göpferich’s research on translation competence acquisition combines a model of the translation process, Honig’s model with the PACTE group’s model, and adds the translation routine activation competence, a sort of matching competence based on transcoding. This competence allows one to capture the creative aspect of the translator’s competence (Göpferich 2009: 21). Göpferich’s interest is empirical research into the acquisition of translation competence, its ultimate goal being pedagogic.

The author considers language competence as a sort of pre-competence, and bilingual competence as a sub-competence that is assessed as an intrinsic part of translation competence. Her research is based on a longitudinal study of translation competence acquisition that focuses on the disposition of the student translators and on their acquisition of a sort of matching competence. As PACTE’s model, Göpferich’s model of
translation competence acquisition also postulates specific learning strategies are used by translation learners in the acquisition process, in addition to a restructuring of knowledge that is constantly taking place.

One main feature of Göpferich’s model is the focus on translation expertise. The longitudinal studies on translation competence acquisition that are being carried out by Göpferich can help shed light on how translation competence develops and how it is acquired. Göpferich’s main interest is empirical research with the ultimate goal of applying her findings to teaching and translation measurement. Her study is very promising from a pedagogical perspective, firstly because the research data is made available online for other researchers to consult and secondly because it allows for curricula to be developed based on the research findings.

To recapitulate on the above, all scholars attempt to describe translation competence, based on their own goals or research or pedagogic aims. The diverse ways in which each scholar has approached the problem, suggests the need for understanding the mental processes involved in translation: Harris’s work for example can be useful for the investigation of language competence, and of the mental processes in a pedagogic setting, specifically at the beginning of a translation program where students have had no previous formal translation instruction. Pym’s work is strong in its approach to translator training, for it allows students to reflect on their learning and to develop self-confidence, self-theorising skills and decision-making skills which are essential cognitive attributes of a successful translation graduate. Campbell’s work is geared towards teaching and curriculum design with a bias towards second language acquisition and learning. Although Campbell’s early work was not grounded in psycholinguistics (1998) later work focused on the production phase and its psycholinguistic and cognitive aspects. Honig’s work is grounded in psycholinguistics, but, as Honig explains, his model does not explain the entire process. Its aim is didactic and considers the first language, the language of comprehension of the source text as the most important, specifically at discourse level. PACTE and Göpferich’s work is grounded in psycholinguistics and translation pedagogy, specifically from a translation expertise and acquisition
perspective. The inclusion of Honig’s psycholinguistic model to Göpferich’s research, provides a better understanding of how translation competence works and how it is acquired.

Finally, one noticeable aspect of these scholars’ works regards the language competence component: The prominent use of text as a standard measure of competence for translators suggests that “the translator cannot translate words or sentences. Translators can only translate texts”. Therefore, “[t]he argument for a textual approach to translation rests to a great degree on the global textual meaning” (Neubert and Shreve 1992: 139-140).

The section that follows focuses on textual competence and translation competence. In particular I review the works of Robert de-Beaugrande whose work on text production and his textual approach to translation have influenced the work of many translation scholars, e.g., Albrecht Neubert, Basil Hatim, among others. This review is seen as complementary to the review of Campbell’s work in section 2.3 in that it sheds light on interdisciplinarity as a useful approach to the investigation of learner’s textual competence and their translation competence.

2.2.3 A textual approach to translation competence

Translation scholars agree that there is more to text than, for example, linking sentences or choosing the right words, or pronouns. Therefore, we find in the literature on textual competence, particularly in Translation Studies, that textual competence is defined as “not only to know the LEXICOGRAMMATICAL rules of a language in order to produce well-formed sentences (Hatim and Munday 2004: 351)”; not only to be able “to string ideas together as a text... (Angelelli and Jacobson 2009: 32)”; but also “to organize a text in the most appropriate way to achieve its aims in a given community” (Cao 1996); “to know how to make a sentence play a role within a sequence that is eventually part of a
well-formed TEXT, DISCOURSE and GENRE (Hatim and Munday 2004: 351).
Moreover, to acquire textual competence, is also “to be sensitised to identify textual features in addition to linguistic ones…” (Neubert 2000: 8).

If we return to the notion of text, from which textual competence derives, we find the term has changed since the 1970s when Paul Ricoeur wrote his essay titled “What is a text?”. For Ricoeur, at the time, “the text [was] a discourse fixed by writing” (Thompson 1981: 146). Ricoeur from his interpretive approach to text, sees “the text [as] the medium through which we understand ourselves” as readers (Thompson 1981: 142). The term text as “written discourse” has since evolved to include notions such as hypertext, modular texts (Kress and Van Leeuwen, 2001) or intertextuality (Hatim and Mason 1997, de-Beaugrande and Dressler 1981, de-Beaugrande 1984, 1997). The question these new created meanings poses is what to include in the definition of text. Do we for example consider an image as text (Kress and Van Leeuwen (2001)? de-Beaugrande (1984) argues that although a text may be a single word, a sentence, or a string of sentences; it may be written or spoken, [h]owever, “the text is not language alone: it is defined as a communicative manifestation in a social and psychological context” (de-Beaugrande 1984: 40). From a translator education perspective, one can see the notion of text and textual competence as closely tied to the psychological and social context of the learner.

Robert de-Beaugrande, a translation theorist and one of the founders of text and discourse studies (de-Beaugrande 1980, de-Beaugrande and Dressler 1981) wrote extensively on text, textual competence and translation competence. His work focused on multidisciplinarity, and the notion of ecological validity specifically in education. de-Beaugrande’s writings on text and textual competence combined research from various disciplines, e.g. ethnography, cognitive psychology, linguistics, education, among others. His ecological approach to education favoured the learner acquisition of knowledge over their acquisition of “static” information, and believed in encouraging them to be creative over teaching them through rote memorisation. This ecological view encompasses the learners’ beliefs, attitudes, and emotions that when used constructively are believed to
enhance their learning, but can inhibit it if used negatively. (de-Beaugrande 1997: 108).

From an ecological standpoint also, the issue of data type is of primary importance to de-Beaugrande who believes that research data should not be of the static type, where inferences are made about the learner’s competence based only on linguistic evidence, rather it should be the type that is “on the move”, i.e., process data. One such example is retrospective data that is collected from the learner. This type of data can give the researcher valuable insights into the learner’s textual competence. It can help evaluate their textual competence by comparing the learner’s speech to their writing. Static data on the other hand is traditionally complemented with inferences made by the researcher about the learner. These inferences are mainly intuitive and do not always give a true evaluation of the learner’s competence (de-Beaugrande 1997: 30).  

From this perspective, he sees the role of the learner as essential in the evaluation of their work. The author proposes that textual education and literacy be based on individual student profiling. This approach allows for individualised teaching strategies to be designed based on each student needs. He proposes fair grading principles (de-Beaugrande 1984: 30) that ban the right/wrong dichotomy in favor of a negotiable evaluation between teacher and learner. Learners are encouraged to self-revise their own work. This the author believes reenforces their self-confidence and allows for knowledge to be re-constructed. He also proposes basing this evaluation on an interview between the learner and the teacher. The qualitative data is then used in developing exercises to help learners with their difficulties. de-beaugrande proposes sentence connecting in form of exercises. This type of exercise he sees as essential in that it helps learners make connections between sentences based on whatever textual skills they may have developed, as for example in their use of cohesive devices.  

From a social and psychological perspective, the author sees that learners who are not comfortable with their learning environment may not perform well in assessment tasks
even though they may already have the skills and competence necessary to perform those tasks. The author relegates this phenomenon to learner psychological issues such as stress and anxiety which he sees also as related to their social environment and which can have a huge impact on their learning (de-Beaugrande 1984: 12).

Anxiety and stress also affect the learner’s reading processes, which the author describes as “running on the threshold of overload”: he sees the learner as a processor who has to go through the phases of reading and comprehension, of decoding the message and in case of translating, of recoding that information so that it can be produced in the target language. The reading stage is characterised by problem solving and pattern matching operations that are governed by the learner’s world knowledge, their attention to the task, their memory, and their automatic behaviour. The interplay between those elements along with the learner’s attitude to learning, e.g. anxiety and motivation, is seen by the deBeaugrande as a major factor in the evaluation of their textual competence. For example, in regard to attention, when the task demands are very high, a phenomena called “daydreaming” occurs, whereby the learner’s attention is directed to “a chain of associations irrelevant to the task at hand” (de-Beaugrande 1984: 112).

The evaluation of learners’ textual competence is based on seven standards of textuality: These have been adopted by a number of scholars, proponents of the textual approach to translation, e.g. Neubert 1980, Neubert and Shreve 1992, Hatim and Mason 1990, among others. The standards are: cohesion, coherence, intentionality, acceptability, informativity, situationality and intertextuality (see de-Beaugrande and dressler (1981, de-Beaugrande 1997, 2004)). These, according to de-Beaugrande, are expressed through the learner’s beliefs, their attitudes, emotions, knowledge, experience and the relation of their speech to their writing. de-Beaugrande later presented these standards of textuality “from a transdisciplinary stanpoint” by matching each principle with its linguistic counterpart:
cohesion = morphology, syntax, grammar
coherence = semantics
intentionality + acceptability + situationality = pragmatics
intertextuality = stylistics (de-Beaugrande 1997: 185)

dе-Beaugrande’s textual approach covers also the translation process, where he sees two operations at work: convergence and coincidence. These are “ongoing processes” that are meant to replace the translation notion of equivalence. Convergence is defined as “an activity and perhaps achievement of circumspect or rapprochement” and coincidence as “the activity of exploiting available parallels between system and inducing parallels where they are not available but still within reach”. de-Beaugrande argues that these processes allow for the translator creativity to surface (de-Beaugrande 2007).

For the evaluation of poetic translation, de-Beaugrande devised a model of translation evaluation based on “a map of strategies for quality control” which manages the processes of convergence and coincidence above mentioned. To possess Quality control is to have awareness of: superficial errors and oversights, rearranging the word order, metre, euphony and intonational flow, off targets and special creations. These are important aspects of the translation process which can be mastered only through experience so that one becomes “sensitised” to see them and has the skills to detect them. “Quality out of control” is when the translator has “limited experience…coupled with insensitivity for quality control” (see de-Beaugrande 2007).

Taken together, the works of de-Beaugrande can be seen as a model for the translator specifically from a textual approach. In these works, textual competence is arrived at through the interplay between the “seven standards of textuality” de-Beaugrande proposes and the “quality control” the translator performs either during the translation process or after, in addition to the learner’s psychological attitude to the task. This operation resembles in a way the interplay between textual competence, disposition and
monitoring competence in Campbell’s translation competence model which I review in the section that follows, and which is the basis of the present study.

2.3 A psycholinguistic approach to translation competence

2.3.1 Introduction

This study investigates mental processes and self-reflection in a pedagogic setting. It is mainly interested in what students know about their mental processes, and how this knowledge can impact their learning. Research on mental processes in translation is very diverse, and so is research on student self-reflection. Mental processes have been investigated from a second language perspective (de Bot 2000, Campbell 2000a, 2000b), from an expertise perspective (Tirkonnen-Condit and Laukkanaen1996) and from one or more particular aspect of the translation process, e.g. focusing on comprehension (Honig 1991) on textual production (Campbell 2000a, 2000b, de-Beaugrande 2007). Self-reflection, on the other hand, has been investigated as part of translation process research, as in Think Aloud Protocols (Krings 1986, 1987, Gerloff 1987) and has been used in other types of translation research, as we shall see below, such as a teaching tool based on self-correction (Mizon M. and Diéguez M. 1996). Since the present study focuses on mental processes and self-reflection, within diagnostic assessment, therefore research on psycholinguistic dimensions of translation competence is vital underpinning. It allows an understanding of individual psycholinguistic elements of each student’s translation process and of the degree of student awareness of these elements, in an attempt to profile their translation competence.

In section 2.2.2 above, I presented one of the latest works on translation competence (Göpferich 2009) which combines a model of translation competence acquisition (mainly adapted from PACTE’s model) with Honig’s model of the ideal translation process, designed as a didactic tool, that enables students a better understanding of their mental processes. The inclusion of Honig’s model, within a model of the acquisition of
translation competence, allows better understanding of the translation processes under investigation. The present study also needed a model of translation competence that can help explain the mental processes underpinning the translation task. Since the study is concerned with diagnostic assessment, the model should allow the assessment of separate competences, and be didactic in nature, as we are dealing with student self-assessment for learning.

I also presented Campbell’s work on translation competence, specifically his model of translation competence into English as a second language (Campbell 1998). Campbell’s model was designed in an attempt at developing a stage approach to the acquisition of translation competence, with practical pedagogical applications in view. Although Campbell’s early work was grounded in applied linguistics, there was an attempt by Campbell at introducing psycholinguistics and cognitive psychology into his research of translation competence, through the introduction of Choice Network Analysis (Campbell 2000a) and the notion of critical structures (Campbell 2000b). The revisions that were made to the model in 2006 and 2007 (Wakim 2006, Campbell and Wakim 2007) have allowed for the model to be used in the exploration of psycholinguistic dimensions of translation competence, such as the development of automaticity, and the ability to solve the problem of linearity, e.g. of information structure.

In the section that follows, I discuss the rationale for utilising Campbell’s model and its refinements as a basis for the diagnostic tool.

2.3.2 Campbell’s model and its refinements as the basis for the diagnostic tool

As mentioned above, Campbell’s model of translation competence is grounded in second language acquisition research. The model can be applied to translator education, for it allows individual profiling of students translation competence which provides feedback into learning and teaching. Campbell’s work includes various attempts at explaining translation mental processes, specifically through the introduction of Choice Network
Analysis (Campbell 2000a) and the notion of critical structures (Campbell 2000b). Both of these attempts are based on inferring from the data, about students’ behaviour in relation to their textual competence and their disposition to the task in hand - the monitoring component of Campbell’s model was no fully explored in these studies. I also mentioned the refinements to Campbell’s model that were done in stages, starting with filling a psycholinguistic gap in the model (Wakim 2006), by the introduction of the Translation Continuum Model. At the same time work was underway for the development of the Translation Continuum Model as a methodological tool for researching translation processes (Campbell and Wakim 2007). The Model was used in one recent empirical study, in the investigation of sentence openings as part of textual competence (Campbell et al. 2010).

This study argues for the use of Campbell’s model and its refinements as the basis for the diagnostic tool. The approach that this study takes in the investigation of the psycholinguistic dimensions of translation competence, into English as a second language, is similar to Levelt’s (1989) seminal work “Speaking: from intention to articulation”. In the preface to his book Levelt states:

…the literature on speaking is gigantic. But the majority of it is not to be found in standard psycholinguistic sources. Other disciplines have asked the questions that psycholinguists have ignored. Students of conversational analysis, pragmatics, discourse semantics, artificial intelligence, syntax, phonology, speech communication and phonetics have contributed myriad theoretical insights and empirical findings (Levelt 1989: xiii).

Translation studies live a similar situation, especially if one’s aim is the study of the psychological aspects of the translation task, i.e. the mental processes that underpin the translation task, an area that has received little attention from translation researchers, mainly because of the complex nature of the translation process, and the reluctance of many researchers and educators to try to learn more about the learner’s black box. A close look at neighbouring disciplines, as was done with Campbell’s model and its
refinements (Campbell 1998, 2000a, 2000b, Wakim 2006, Campbell and Wakim 2007, Campbell et al. 2010), may reveal aspects of the translation process that would otherwise go unnoticed.

In the next two sections, I present Campbell’s earlier model and its refinements and in the last section, I provide the rationale for using the Translation Continuum Model as the basis for the diagnostic tool.

2.3.3 Campbell’s earlier model

Stuart Campbell started his work on translation competence in 1991 with “Towards a model of translation competence” in which the author proposes the use of translation tests, based on item difficulty, as a diagnostic tool for “the potential to develop translation competence” (Campbell 1991: 340). The notion of item difficulty as used in educational measurement is quite different from that in translation where “setting a criterion for correctness and “defining the boundaries of each item” is not an easy task (Campbell 1991: 331). In this study the author states: “A diagnostic test for the potential to develop translation competence (such as an entrance test for a translation course) must look at the process and the developmental dimension” (Campbell 1991: 340).

This work was the first step towards a complete model designed for profiling students’ translation competence; its main concept was diagnostic testing, based on testing criteria Campbell had identified as intrinsic to the translation process. These consisted of nine analyses of the student translator’s interlanguage, and a disposition test based on their choice of lexis and their ability to match L1 structures with their L2 counterparts. This research idea was further developed by Campbell and the model completed thus resulting in the author’s major work on translation competence (Campbell 1998), set within the framework of second language development research.
In Campbell (1998), the model of translation competence proposed allows translation students’ competence to be assessed based on three independent components. The first component is the *textual competence* of the translator, defined as the capacity to deploy target language grammar and lexis in a stylistically authentic way. The second component is *Disposition* defined by Campbell as encompassing two aspects of the learner’s competence, namely their choice of lexis as a reflection of their textual competence, and their cognitive attitude to the task, and finally the third component, *Monitoring* of the translation process which denotes the translators’ self assessment abilities reflected by the way they tackle revisions and corrections of their output.

Campbell’s study (1998) stemmed from the observations the author had done during his teaching career, finding that the problem that students of translation and interpreting face when working into English as their second language, is to produce texts that are stylistically authentic. These difficulties were reconceptualized as manifestations of interlanguage. Whereas in Campbell (1991) the main focus was on translation tests and the assessment of translation competence, in Campbell (1998) the author explores translation competence within the framework of second language acquisition research and proposes the application of the model to profiling students’ translation competence, rather than simply measuring their translated output. He also proposes to design individualised teaching strategies to account for the learners’ deficiencies in their second language, English.

The basic recommendations set forth by Campbell for the application of his model to translation pedagogy and assessment were based on the following:

- The use of separate translation competence components in curriculum design
- Translation pedagogy would be based on “intervening in the development of those components”
- The assessment of translation competence would be based on profiling students’ competence rather than just “measuring the quality” of their translated output.
• The model allows for teachers to cater for various levels of development of translation competence in different students, an approach that requires individualised teaching strategies (Campbell 1998:163-167).

The recommendations made by Campbell for curriculum design:

• Focus should be on individual learners and their needs.
• Evaluation of teaching would be through a follow up of the progress that learners make in the development of their translation competence. This, according to Campbell, “is done from year to year by comparing classes”.

The most important outcome of profiling, in regard to feedback on assessment, as Campbell explains, is that it would help give students feedback into their learning, that is “slow and incremental” (Campbell 1998: 168).

2.3.4 Campbell’s later refinements

In this section, I present the Translation-Continuum Model followed by a review of the revision to Campbell’s model, based on two major works, namely Wakim (2006) and Campbell and Wakim (2007).

_The Translation-Continuum Model_

As mentioned in the introduction to this study, the Translation Continuum was developed as a methodological tool for researching translation processes (Campbell and Wakim 2007), and was first proposed in Wakim (2006) as a model that bridges the link between translation research and second language acquisition research, by combining Campbell’s

The Translation Continuum is based on a framework of the processes that underpin the translation task, thus providing a theoretical foundation for psycholinguistic studies of translation competence. The Model derives from phenomena such as task types (translation modes), elicitation techniques (oral and written) and data types (various registers). It draws on other concepts of linguistic continua, such as the interlanguage continuum onto which L2 learners are located at points relating to the level of development of their L2, and Biber’s (1986, 1988) oral-literate continuum. From a cognitive perspective, the Translation Continuum Model resonates with Grosjean’s (2001) notion of language modes, Tarone’s (1989) capability continuum and finally de Groot’s (1997) “experimental continuum”, which adopts the subtraction model from cognitive psychology to construct translation tasks.

The Model takes as its point of departure, a spectrum of translation competence based on various translation modes, i.e., tasks placed at different points along the Continuum. The experimental design allows the exploration of translation competence. Modes along the Continuum are characterised by a degree of linearity, word order variation, and on-line editing (Wakim 2006: 8). The Continuum was originally designed to allow the exploration of textual competence within a psycholinguistic framework, namely Processability Theory.

The model is based on Levelt’s (1989) blue print for the speaker, a psycholinguistic model of the architecture of the human processor which comprises three components: a conceptualizer, a formulator and an articulator. These components help explain the speaker’s speech “from intention to articulation” (Levelt’s 1989: 9). The Translation Continuum Model sees the translator as processor of a second language in different translation modes. Similar to Levelt’s blue print for the speaker, the Translation Continuum Model can explain the processing mechanisms from the moment the
In the following two sections I present the two major works related to the Continuum, namely Wakim (2006) and Campbell and Wakim (2007).

Translation Into the Second Language and Processability Theory: exploring textual competence along the Translation – Speech Continuum (Wakim 2006)

This study explored Translation Into the Second Language (Campbell 1998) within Processability Theory (PT) framework (Pienemann 1999, 2005). Two major problems had prevented an earlier application of Processability Theory to Campbell’s model, namely that Processability Theory was restricted to the assessment of second language learners’ interlanguage up to the level of the sentence and was based on eliciting primary data through oral tasks only. Recent Processability Theory publications and an extension to the theory had meant that the problems above mentioned had been solved to a certain extent.

This study used Campbell’s model of translation competence as a yardstick against which, one Arabic native speaker’s data in L2 English were analysed by applying Extended Processability Theory. The aim was to explore the extent to which Extended Processability Theory may be able to explain Translation Competence in regard to issues of textual competence and task and data type. A Translation-Speech Continuum was proposed in order to account for the variation of interlanguage in different translation and speech modes. Three different modes were tested: Fast translation; Consecutive interpreting; and Scaffolded Speech based on news-reporting. Passivisation was the test bench mark of this study for it captures aspects of both theories, such as typological differences between Arabic and English, L1 transfer, and matching competence.
The results of this study showed that the assessment of translation competence in speech production alone may not be the sole indicator of the state of the translator’s interlanguage and that an assessment of translation competence based on different modes along the Translation-Speech Continuum, using different methods, enables the researcher to form a more rounded picture. The study also showed that it is possible to investigate written translation using Processability Theory, and that contrary to previous restrictions on data type collected for Processability Theory analysis, i.e. data elicited through spontaneous speech only, Processability Theory can be incorporated into Campbell’s model at the Sub-standard and Pre-textual stages, for its ability to assess translation learners’ interlanguage below sentence level, i.e. assessment of morphology and syntax, and to predict developmental milestones (Wakim 2006: 2).

Methodological questions about translation research: a model to underpin research into the mental processes of translation (Campbell and Wakim 2007)

This paper took a different perspective in the study of translation competence into English as a second language through the Translation Continuum Model. Contrary to Wakim (2006) whereby a theory of second language acquisition was applied to translation, this paper is built on a critical review of the various approaches to the study of the mental processes in Bilingualism, Second Language Acquisition and Translation Studies. It brings together studies from discourse processing, reading and comprehension, psycholinguistics, cognitive psychology and neuro-psychology in an attempt to give a “blue print” of the translator as a processor of a second language.

2.3.5 Why the Translation Continuum Model as the basis for the diagnostic tool?

The Translation Continuum Model is based on a spectrum of translation modes that range from slow written translation to monologic speech. Each of these modes is characterised by a degree of automaticity, of word order variation and of linearity. We have seen in
previous sections how the Translation Continuum Model can accommodate different types of tasks, and how it allows the researcher to collect data that best serves their research aims. In Wakim (2006) which combined Processability Theory and Campbell’s model in exploring textual competence along the Translation Continuum, the focus was on the production of passives as part of textual competence. In Campbell et al. (2010) the Translation Continuum Model was used in the investigation of sentence openings, also as part of textual competence. In both these studies the focus was on data type in various modes and on assessing student and/or professional translator competence. The present study differs from these two studies in that rather than focusing on the student as subject it considers the student as a collaborator in the assessment procedure.

For the purpose of this study the Translation Continuum Model is converted into a diagnostic tool by the introduction of test items which have been empirically validated, and an interview technique based on the notion of self-assessment (refer to chapter 3). The argument put forward for the use of the Translation Continuum Model in this study is that the Model generates better data because tasks are designed to elicit data on particular mental processes, at various stages of the translation process, from comprehension to production.

2.4 Self assessment in higher education

The Higher Education sector has undergone important changes in the last decade marked by a focus on quality of learning and learner’s needs (Biggs 2003, Boud and Falchikov 2007). Although translation departments seem to be moving towards better quality teaching and learning, with more focus on students’ learning, and the introduction of novel approaches, these changes in the pedagogical area did not go hand in hand with assessment. This has created a wide gap between what students learn and how they learn, and the assessment procedures used. Translation pedagogy also suffers from a lack of empirical research on assessment, that is an essential pre-requisite for developing valid and reliable tools (PACTE 2003, Göpferich 2009, Angelelli and Jacobson 2009). The
large gap between translation pedagogy and the translation profession, coupled with a lack of empirical research on assessment, has made it difficult to design effective assessment tools and to move forward towards quality learning.

Research into the quality of learning has shown that students’ university experience is shaped by assessment (Scott 2006, Biggs 2003). Although translation curricula describe the skills and competencies that students are expected to acquire and/or develop during the course of their studies, it is not clear how these competencies and skills, in particular the generic ones, are assessed (AUQUA 2005, Bath et al. 2004). In their survey on graduate attributes, Bath et al. (2004) have found that teachers and students have different perceptions of which types of attributes the students were developing (Bath et al. 2004: 317). This phenomenon has not been lost on translation educators who see the problem as deeply rooted in the disagreement on the nature of translation competence, as a result of the definitions of competence that can range from the minimalist, e.g. Pym (2003) to a set of dozen competencies, e.g. PACTE (2002). Assessment therefore needs to be built around a specified set of competencies that students and teachers agree upon.

In what follows I shall proceed with a review of the current status of translation assessment, then I narrow the focus to commonly used translation assessment tools and examine the effectiveness of these tools in regard to students’ needs.

2.5 Assessment in translation

Translation assessment research can be divided into three major categories: assessment in the professional field, literary assessment, and assessment in educational contexts. Melis and Albir (2001) give a comprehensive description of assessment in all three fields, including a set of proposals for developing effective assessment instruments. A comprehensive review of assessment featured in Maier (2000) and (2001) covers aspects of assessment in a second language context, in particular a study by Campbell (2000b),
which proposes the use of *critical structures* in the evaluation of translations from Arabic into English as a second language. An earlier review of the literature on translation quality assessment by Waddington (2001) shows the lack of empirical research on assessment and the over use of error analysis in the evaluation of translations. The empirical studies in Waddington’s review are three: Campbell (1991), Séguinot (1989, 1990) and Stansfield (1999). More recently, Campbell and Hale (2003) have surveyed the literature on assessment in the context of educational measurement. The authors’ main focus was on the educational context with its two major components, accreditation and pedagogy. The literature surveyed was assessed according to a set of criteria adopted from educational measurement, an area that, at the time, was relatively unexplored by translation studies. The survey reveals little mention of feedback in the literature as well as a large gap in diagnostic testing.

As previously mentioned, much of the debate surrounding the notion of translation competence, especially in the area of translation pedagogy and assessment, stems from the fact that “competence” is defined according to the research interests or the area of specialisation of each individual researcher (Angelelli and Jacobson 2009). The diversity in which translation competence can be defined has made it difficult to have a unified approach to profiling translation learners’ competence, and has consequently led to the paucity of diagnostic tests for entry to translation courses. This situation has left some trainers with the problem of how to assess their students’ competence and which competencies to assess, so that a balance between theory, skills and practice in teaching can be achieved.

For the purpose of this research, the present review narrows the focus to commonly used translation assessment tests with specific focus on self-assessment. The areas that I review in this section were adopted from the validity criteria for translation assessment set by Campbell and Hale (2003). These are: *the nature of the competencies assessed, the models of learning underpinning educational programs, feedback, and the extent to which tests should reflect professional tasks* (Campbell and Hale 2003: 207-208). Finally I examine the issue of feedback, and of test capacity. Although some of these issues may
overlap, the aim of this review is mainly to shed light on the current status of translation assessment in educational contexts.

2.6 Self assessment in translation studies

Many studies have explored new ways of assessing students’ translation competence (Gonzalez Davies and Scott Tennent 2005, Bastin 2003, Robinson et al. 2006, Sainz 1994). Gonzalez Davies and Scott Tennent (2005) identify two generic skills that are necessary qualities a translation student should have in order to translate cultural references. These skills are problem spotting and problem solving. The authors’ aim is to explore the translation learner’s creative thinking in translating cultural references, in an attempt to bring innovation to the translation process. The tasks they use are based on a task-chain approach, where each task represents a particular step of the process of problem solving, and focuses on one particular skill students are expected to develop through this approach. These are, noticing, decision-making and self-monitoring. The assessment tools they use are based on a test of reading and circling cultural references, in addition to verbal protocols, filling a questionnaire and teacher’s diary. These tools are aimed at detecting the extent to which students have developed those skills. The revision to this research model, in 2005, resulted in the addition of written protocols that students are asked to do at home, at their own ease.

Bastin (2003) uses creativity, as a situated skill that is taught and assessed. Creativity is taught to students through the translation of titles, based on the functionalist Skopos theory (Nord 1991, 1997). In this approach, students are tested at the beginning of the semester, before any teaching of creativity takes place, and are retested at the end of the semester. Assessment results showed that while students’ linguistic competence had improved, a new type of error had surfaced that could be characterised by an excess of usage of the functional approach (Bastin 2003: 347). The problem, according to Bastin, resides in the choice of the marking scheme that was based on error analysis, which
proved to be incompatible with the construct for which students were being tested, i.e. creativity (352-353).

“Models of learning underpinning educational programs”

A number of teachers have introduced self-assessment in their teaching in an attempt to develop in students a particular skill or competence. Following is a review of three approaches to self-assessment based on differing theoretical frameworks.

Sainz (1994) adopts a “student-centred human rights” approach in teaching correction to her translation students. The method she uses is pedagogical, centred on “learning how to learn”. Sainz teaches her students “how to learn from their mistakes and have a full understanding of the evaluation system used” (Sainz 1994:135). She uses checklists both for self, peer and student assessment as well as a correction form. These lists also serve as a diagnostic tool that allows the teacher to help the student overcome their difficulties during the correction session. The lists are also “an attempt to try to dispel the element of fear or stress implicit in any written assignment” (Sainz 1994: 141). The special feature of Sainz’s method is that it adopts a “human rights approach” that caters for students’ psychological and social needs (Sainz 1994: 135). This system was adopted from Brundage and MacKeracher (1980). One of the principles for adult learning set by the authors is that “[A]dults do not learn when over-stimulated or when experiencing extreme stress or anxiety” (Brundage and MacKeracher 1980: 21-31). Sainz sees this approach as an important aspect of helping translation students to gain awareness of their learning (Sainz 1994: 141).

Mizon M. and Diéguez M.’s (1996) method for teaching self-correction is based within Konig’s (1987) psycholinguistic model of decision-making that is based on Think Aloud Protocols and on the concept of natural translation. This model operates on the mental processes of the translation task and is based on the mental operations that take place at the time of translating in fast translation, followed by self-editing strategies that the translator applies to their first draft.
The process involves producing a fast translation of a text, followed by self-editing and self-revision of that first draft. The aim is to develop in students “fast strategic translation specific skills”. Mizon M. and Diéguez M. compile a list of difficulties students encounter in their translations, as well as a set of competencies they are expected to develop through self-correction. The difficulties are comprehension, interpretation, writing, and the competencies, procedural, linguistic, knowledge, cultural and pragmatic (Mizon M. and Diéguez M. 1996: 76).

The student assessment is formative, based on the fast translation and on the three errors that are corrected in class and presented with a discussion to the class. The results of the self-corrections are the data that determine the development of the students’ competence. The ultimate goal of this self-correction task is to develop in students autonomous problem-solving ability as a graduate attribute (Mizon M. and Diéguez M. 1996: 75).

Mizon M. and Diéguez M. consider translation as “a natural process of a very complex cognitive and linguistic nature”, this in agreement with Lorscher (1991), Bialystok (1991) and Toury (1986) (Mizon M. and Diéguez M. 1996: 77). The authors also believe the role of the teacher in the self-assessment process as an external monitoring device following Toury (1986).

Robinson et al. (2006) use a complex approach to self-assessment based on self and peer assessment with tutor moderation. The e-learning task performed by students is “an adaptation of the standard procedure for examination marking employed by exam boards such as the International Baccalaureate Organization” (Robinson et al. 2006: 123). The authors used the University of Granada description of graduate attributes, in particular, proactive learning, team working and quality assessment, as the focus for their study. The study wanted to demonstrate that students had acquired editor like training and self assessment skills. The marking system is holistic, based on translation quality assessment with criterion referenced descriptors based on Robinson (2005).
The authors acknowledge the need to improve their course design, specifically in relation to “the tension between student dependence and student autonomy” (Robinson et al. 2006: 136), as the approach adopted by the authors seems to be directed toward assessment of the product, rather than assessment for student quality.

The three authors above mentioned have used self-assessment, however each with a different theoretical approach to learning: a pedagogic approach (Sainz 1994), a psycholinguistic approach (Mizon M. and Diéguez M.’s 1996) and a functionalist approach based on translation quality assessment (Robinson et al. 2006) respectively. While Sainz’s approach focuses on student needs, Robinson et al.’s put special emphasis on the translated product, and on the development of a specific graduate attribute. Mizon M. and Diéguez M. (1996) on the other hand, specify from the outset that one of the basic objectives of their study is “to provide a psycholinguistic grounding of pedagogical procedures in the didactics of translation” (Mizon M. and Diéguez M. 1996: 75). A model of learning, combined with a set of competencies and authentic tasks allows a better understanding of the mental processes underpinning the translation task and engages students in learning.

*Feedback and students’ needs*

In educational research, the term feedback is used to refer to the impact that the test has on the student or to the use of the test results to improve learning and/or teaching (Bachman and Palmer 2004). There is evidence from AUQUA (2005) suggesting the need for improvement in the timeliness of feedback for “the more immediate and precise the feedback, the stronger the effect on learning” (Kvale 2007: 58). Some teachers have used feedback as a normal step in the teaching process, that helps them improve their teaching (Sainz, 1994), while others have made feedback the centre of their study (Masschelein and Verschueren 2005). More interestingly, Li (2006) studies the impact of testing on the development of translation competence.
Masschelein and Verschueren (2005) attempt to bridge the link between formative and summative assessment by introducing “incremental feedback” as a teaching method. The feedback system they offer is incremental in that it proceeds from the qualitative towards the quantitative (Masschelein and Verschueren 2005: 568). In this method, students’ data, including their corrections, are used as a learning aid and as research data for teachers’ class evaluation.

The system of correction is based on a computer program, Markin, that allows teachers to correct students’ texts online, annotating the texts and inserting feedback for each error. Students are also provided with links to websites or exercises for practice and learning. The study uses Delisle et al.’s (2003) annotations and follows a functionalist approach to explaining the errors. The annotations consist of 7 positive buttons and 90 negative ones (Masschelein and Verschueren 2005: 566-567).

Masschelein and Verschueren (2005) have designed their assessments based on a translation quality assessment approach to teaching translation, aiming to help students develop a sense of “semi-autonomy”. However results have shown there was no consensus among teachers about the classification of errors (Masschelein and Verschueren 2005: 570). The main drawback of this method could be its effect on the students, for the large amount of negative errors used, i.e. 90, may have impeded student learning. There is evidence to suggest the advantages of making feedback the “central component of teaching and assessment” (Kvale 2007: 68), however if feedback is to be centred on quality learning it needs to consider the students’ psychological needs when designing assessment tools. Masschelein and Verschueren (2005) state that one of the possible drawbacks of their method is that students may be discouraged by the complexity of this error-based multi-channel feedback system Masschelein and Verschueren (2005: 569-570).

Li (2006), on the other hand, focuses on students’ needs, beginning with a model of translation competence based on Bachman (1990), with a list of corrections criteria adapted from the languages and additional criteria from Kußmaul (1995). She proposes
“testing for washback” as a method that allows for the development of translation competence. The feedback students get from the Portfolio Assessment method develops in students the ability for self-reflection and functions as a diagnostic tool, a combination of comments on the corrections and advice on the next stage in their learning (Li 2006: 10).

“The extent to which tasks emulate real translation tasks”

Empirical research in second language acquisition has shown that the choice of task can guide the acquisition of learner’s L2 competence, and that task repetition can help learners deal with new versions of that task type (Bygate 2001: 29). Candlin (2001) has even gone further to suggest “taking the curriculum to task”. In translation pedagogy, Davies tries to emulate the process of problem spotting and solving by designing a task chain that replicates the problem-solving process, and Mizon M. and Diéguez M. (1996) go further to suggest a psycholinguistic theoretical framework for teaching self-corrections, based on the process of decision-making and choice, through task repetition. What Gonzalez Davies and Tennent (2005) and Mizon M. and Diéguez M. (1996) have succeeded in doing is to represent in one task one particular aspect of the translation process so that students get familiar with the mental processes that underpin this particular translation task. Robinson et al. (2006), on the other hand, are training students in translation quality assessment. Rather than focusing on the process, with students’ competencies in mind, they have shifted focus to the product, and to the acquisition of editor like skills.

“Empirically-based translation pedagogy”

Colina (2003) proposes a series of classroom activities aimed at developing different aspects of the learner’s translation competence, within an “empirically-based translation pedagogy” that integrates various theoretical frameworks. Her proposed program is based on second language acquisition, in particular on Cao’s model of translation competence (Cao 1996). The classroom activities she proposes are exercises based on the second
language acquisition theory of “focus on form” (Long 1991). This method is supposed to help translation students learn to translate by noticing their errors.

2.7 Knowledge gaps

One of the aims of diagnostic assessment, besides its application to placement or entrance tests, is to allow a profile of the learners’ potential to become a translator (Campbell 1991, 1998, Melis and Albir 2001). Diagnostic assessment detects students’ translation difficulties by assessing their competence.

In the previous sections I presented two teaching methods where diagnostic assessment features. These were Sainz’s self-correction method where checklists serve as a diagnostic tool to help the teacher decide “on the spot” to help learners with their weaknesses, and Li’s (2006) where a combination of comments on the corrections and advice on the next stage in student learning are considered as part of diagnostic assessment.

In what follows I return to Campbell’s proposal to apply his model of translation competence to profiling student competence to compare Campbell’s proposal with an “atomistic” approach to diagnostic testing, McAlester’s (2000). McAlester, like Campbell, is a proponent of the second language approach to translation. He proposes an “atomistic” approach to assessment, whereby “the notion of time for revision is used as a criterion for assessment” (McAlester 2000: 237). His method is believed to serve as a diagnostic test for novice translators. The author acknowledges that the “pedagogical value of his method is low”, for it does not provide students with any feedback. On the other hand, Campbell’s (1991, 1998) proposal for diagnostic testing provides the teacher with a profile of the translation students’ competence; translation difficulties can be identified and appropriate syllabi devised to help learners overcome those difficulties. Campbell proposes exercises as an aid to students. These are drawn from second language testing (Bachman 1990, Bachman and Palmer 2004). Unlike McAlester,
Campbell is concerned about the issue of feedback in profiling, which according to the author allows for feedback into learning.

A minimalist approach to diagnostic testing such as McAlester’s that is based on “time factor” can be more time efficient for teachers, however it does not provide the students with constructive feedback. The difference between the two diagnostic tests above mentioned lies in the purpose of the test, whereby McAlester (2000) uses the test as a fast diagnosis for novice translators, Campbell (1998) has more ambitious pedagogical aims in mind that take into consideration the learner’s needs.

2.8 Translation competence: in search for the attributes of a successful graduate

In chapters 4, 5 and 6 I undertake an empirical exploration of the issues mentioned so far in this chapter. In those chapters, a more detailed set of research questions emerges, in areas such as metacognitive awareness, self-theorising, self-evaluation, self-monitoring, and matching capacity. I take the opportunity here to anticipate that exploration by presenting the detailed research questions:

1. To what extent are students able to use retrospection and what is the quality of their reflections?
2. To what extent are students aware of their monitoring capacity, in different translation modes, i.e. how do they evaluate their corrections, their choices, and their individual responses to pushed corrections?
3. To what extent are students aware of their lexical choices?
4. What do students know of their automatic processes?
5. What is translation difficulty, according to students, especially in the translation of idioms and metaphors?
6. What makes a particular structure critical to students?
7. What is the effect of the translation mode, on the student comprehension process, and what role does the student competence in their first language play in this regard?
8. How does student self-image impact on their performance?
9. To what extent are students able to self-theorise and self-evaluate their work?
10. What aspects of creativity do students exhibit through the self-assessment procedure?
Chapter THREE

3. Methodology

3.1 The early prototype

The original aim of the research project was to develop a purely self-diagnostic tool, that would be trialled by translation students, in order to explore the extent to which they were able to self-assess their translation competence, and learn about the mental processes underpinning the translation tasks, through self-reflection. The Translation Continuum Model, was converted into a prototype self-diagnostic tool by the introduction of test items which had been empirically validated, and a self-assessment instruction manual designed for this purpose.

The manual was designed to introduce students to the following research areas: Self-profiling, Psycholinguistics, Case research and the notion of translation difficulty. It was also to allow students to explore their translation competence, through the exploration of the following: Textual competence, based on particular critical cases, Disposition, based on their lexical choices, and Monitoring competence, based on comparing their performance in the different translation modes that were part of the trial. The manual was to end with a retrospective student questionnaire, and an evaluative sheet for the self-diagnostic tool.

Finding students willing to take part in the first trial, proved a daunting task: the number of Arabic translation students has been in decline in recent years, with a large number of those students transferring to language courses. After visiting a few translation classes, I finally managed to convince three students to participate in trial 1. I gave each of the students, a copy of the article on the Translation Continuum Model (Campbell and Wakim 2007) to read for the following week, when they were to sit for the trial. The purpose of this reading was to get students acquainted with the tasks they were to
perform as part of the trial, as well as to introduce them to psycholinguistic research. On the day of the first session of trial 1, I asked each of the students what they thought of the article in question, and was surprised to learn that none of them had read it. At the same session, before starting the trial, I gave them an information sheet and a consent form, that they were to read and sign. None of the students appeared interested in reading the information sheet; they just signed the consent form and two of the students asked me to explain the content of the information sheet. Observing their passive behaviour during the first session, and following a casual conversation I had with each of the students, after that session, I realised that, to introduce students to a purely self-assessment task, might not be the best approach, and that a collaborative approach to assessing translation competence whereby learners are active participants in the assessment process can be the starting point towards self-assessment. In order to do so, I converted the self-assessment manual, from a written document, into an interview technique based on the notion of self-assessment.

This approach is similar to the Collaborative Translation Protocol proposed by Pavlović (2007, 2009). The difference between my approach and the Collaborative Translation Protocol however, is that the latter involves students (two or more), while the collaborative protocol I used in my trials involved myself, i.e. the researcher and one student. Some process researchers have expressed the negative impact a one on one approach, especially between a teacher and a student, could have on student performance. Therefore, in order to reduce the psychological impact on the students, from the researcher’s presence, and my involvement in the self-assessment dialogue, I made sure that I use a very casual approach to the interview, that allows students maximum ease and relaxation.

Also part of the early prototype was the design of a source text based on critical cases. The idea of using source texts specifically constructed for the trial was adopted from Campbell and Wakim (2007) and Campbell et al. (2010). This idea was also dismissed as I explain later in section 3.2.2 below.
For the remainder of this chapter I use the modified version of the self-diagnostic tool. I shall refer to the early prototype, only when necessary, e.g. in section 3.2.2 where I discuss the changes I had made to the source text.

3.2 Materials

In this section, I present the rationale for choosing critical cases, as test items, followed by the list of cases that were used in trial 1. This will be followed by the rationale for choosing a literary text as the source text for the trials.

3.2.1 Critical cases

As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, the notion of a critical case as test item, was first introduced by Campbell (2000b) in an attempt to develop a stage approach to the development of translation competence. The cases, which Campbell referred to as critical structures, allowed him to assess the translation learner’s competence in two dimensions: the linguistic dimension and the cognitive. The critical structures that were empirically validated by Campbell were: cross clause ellipsis; relative clause; passives and metaphors (Campbell 2000a, 2000b).

In second language acquisition research, in particular, within Processability Theory, a similar type of test item was also used. These test items allowed researchers to assess the learner’s interlanguage, based on an a priori definition of processing procedures. Processability Theory’s assessment is based on a stage approach that is incremental, that is, the learner is expected to acquire a structure only after s/he has acquired the previous structure on the Processability Theory hierarchy (Pieneman 1999, Pieneman et al. 2005).

The structures in Processability Theory, which span from the level of the morpheme, up to the level of the sentence, may be called critical, in that they can tell us about the stage
of interlanguage of a particular second language learner (examples are provided in 3.2.1.1 below). The acquisition of these structures is also determined by the variational features, which play a role in determining the individual differences in the acquisition process (Pieneman et al. 2005, Dyson 2004).

In Campbell’s *critical structures*, the assessment of a particular critical structure can tell the researcher about the linguistic competence of the translator, and about their disposition to the translation task. Looking closely at Processability Theory, the test items, which are believed to be at the interface between syntax and pragmatics, belong to the variational features. In other words, they are based on the choices that the second language learner makes. However, according to Processability Theory, these variational features have to follow the Processability Theory implicational hierarchy: For example, in the production of passives, a learner cannot produce a passive structure, unless they have first acquired the previous structures: for learners of English, this means that, before they are able to produce a passive, they must know how to produce a complex sentence structure (Kawaguchi 2005). This concept agrees with Campbell’s notion of *critical structures*, as Campbell defines them based on the cognitive and grammatical constraints that restrict the choices the translator can make (Campbell 2000b).

The approach taken in this thesis was adopted from both Campbell and Processability Theory. It was believed that a combination of both approaches would allow a more systematic approach to testing translation competence: critical cases were to start from the level of the morpheme, such as the 3rd person singular –s, to the level of the information structure of the sentence (Pieneman et al. 2005). For the purpose of this study, a critical case is defined as: a particular test item, e.g. morphological, grammatical, lexical or syntactical, that, when translated into English, allows the researcher to make logical deductions as to students’ translation competence, specifically from a psycholinguistic perspective, i.e. any aspect relevant to their comprehension, production and acquisition of translation competence.
The rationale for using critical cases as test items, as part of the diagnostic tool was that the combination of the profiling models of Processability Theory and Campbell, would allow one to build a new psycholinguistic model for the assessment of translation competence. In selecting some of the cases, I relied on my own intuition and on my research experience. Case study research suggests that the researcher’s intuitive choice and their level of experience, play a crucial role in the outcome of the research (Flivbjerg 2006: 230-231). Based on these premises, and knowing that the cases from Processability Theory, and those from Campbell were different in that the former were based on second language acquisition and the latter on translating into the second language, I decided to use those cases in the study.

The rationale for combining the two approaches is discussed in Wakim (2006), where it was found that according to Processability Theory, although the acquisition of grammatical structures is based on English output regardless of the Arabic, it appeared from recent research that as we move closer to sentence level, and the level of *information structure*, the role of the first language becomes of primary importance in defining the acquisition of particular structures, such as *passives* (Wakim 2006).

In chapters 4, 5 and 6 of the present thesis, I show how a comparison of one particular critical case, in different modes, has allowed me to get an idea about the student translator’s competence and their disposition. It also allowed the students to focus on this particular case, and to reflect on their translation performance. The use of such items, as part of the self-diagnostic tool, may benefit learners and teachers alike: firstly it allows learners to focus on these items, i.e., “focus on learnable form” (Dyson 2002), when assessing their translations, and secondly it benefits teachers, in that it gives a more objective assessment of the student translation competence into L2 (Campbell 2000b).

The studies conducted by Campbell in 1991 and 2000 are the only translation studies, I am aware of, that have used critical cases as test items. Campbell gives the following description of *critical structures*:
structures are critical in the sense that their translations may be especially susceptible to variation caused by differences in the competence of translators.

(Campbell 2000b: 212)

Campbell’s definition applies to his model of translation competence, where the author was investigating translation competence by comparing student performance among each other. The present study is particularly interested in individual profiles, as it focuses on student psychological needs, in regard to learning translation. Therefore, in chapter 4, I explore student conception of a critical case through their retrospections. Following is a list of the critical cases that were tested in trial 1. These cases have been empirically validated in Pienemann (1998, 2005), and in Campbell (1998, 2000a, 2000b).

**Critical cases used in trial 1**

The critical cases chosen for trial 1 were: (1) 3rd person singular –s; (2) definite article; (3) possessive –s; (4) copula ‘is’; (5) relative clause and (6) cross-clause ellipsis. In addition to these critical cases, the study also explored the student choice of lexical items, including idioms and metaphors. These were investigated from the point of view of student ability to make choices based on the global meaning of the text rather than on sentential meaning. It also looked at the omissions and additions in student translations in order to explore the participants’ self-monitoring capacity.

The working rationale of each critical case is elaborated below:

- **3rd person singular –s** (Processability Theory)
  This critical case entails assessing the ability to hold a pronoun in short term memory, until the verb is produced, e.g. he plays chess

- **possessive –s** (Processability Theory)
  This critical case entails assessing the ability to produce agreement within a noun phrase.
- copula ‘is’ (Processability Theory)
This critical case entails assessing the ability to match Arabic nominal (verbless) sentences with English sentences that require that copula be be used as a main verb, e.g. *at-taqṣu jamīl* (the weather beautiful) as *the weather is beautiful.*

- relative clause (Campbell)
This critical case entails assessing the ability to “retain in memory information from a prior clause that is to be used in a subsequent clause”. Campbell explains that “[i]n cognitive terms, the complexity of translating Arabic relative clauses into English seems to depend primarily on remembering the noun phrase relativized on in the matrix clause and providing the correctly matched pronoun in the subordinate clause. There is, however, a further complexity in that Arabic relative clauses are not introduced by a relative pronoun if the noun phrase relativized on is indefinite, i.e. if it is not preceded by the definite article *al-* (Campbell 2000b: 215).”

- cross-clause ellipsis (Campbell)
This critical case entails assessing the ability to retain in memory complex grammatical information. Campbell explains “The rationale for considering *cross-clause ellipsis* as a critical case is that this is the maximum span across which relatively complex grammatical information must be retained in memory” (Campbell 2000b: 216).

- definite article (Campbell)
This critical case entails assessing the ability to decode an encode number and definiteness, e.g. to know that the equivalent of an Arabic generic definite noun is an indefinite English generic noun.

3.2.2 Choice of source text

As mentioned in section 3.1, part of the early prototype was the design of a source text based on critical cases. After several attempts at constructing the text, the idea was
dismissed, and a more natural approach to text choice was adopted. In my search for the Arabic source text, I had two criteria in mind: (1) the text had to grasp students’ attention and (2) it had to be a type of text they could relate to.

Firstly, to grasp students’ attention, the text had to be different to the texts used in the students’ translation courses. Texts normally used in those courses are medical, legal or community and welfare texts. Choosing a different type of text was thought to give students the opportunity to explore translation in a more creative environment, away from a formal learning situation. Therefore, the text chosen was an extract from one of three Arabic translations of Khalil Gibran’s The Prophet. The text was translated by Yussef El-Khal (1968). Among the three translations that were available to me, I chose Yussef El-Khal’s for I found it to be the most straightforward of the three. El-Khal’s translation reminds me of Rilke’s observation on his translation of the poetical work of the French poet Paul Valery. After he had finished translating some of Valery’s work, Rainer Maria Rilke wrote:

some of his individual stanzas…can be glossed accurately at the level of content, his poetical work as a whole and even his prose, which is completely different from his poetry and distilled to the core of its innermost law…cannot really be clarified, that is to say it is clearest exactly where it reveals the secret by its very nature and thus not capable either of concealing itself or explaining itself…

(Snow and Winkler 2008: 351)

A quote similar to Rilke’s was made by Saba Yared (2002) in describing Gibran’s poems (Saba Yared 2002: 31).

Secondly, it was believed that the poem chosen was something students could relate to, especially because of the story behind its original authorship, not of Gibran, the famous poet, but of Gibran, the second language writer. Gibran had once “revealed that while working on The Prophet he was always conscious of writing in a language that was not
his mother tongue…..I still think in Arabic……I told him the simple truth that like his Arabic, his English too is creative. It is not of any period. It is his own” (Bushrui and Jenkins 1998: 222). Although Gibran cannot be considered a self-translator for he has written his books in either language, it is interesting to note that his writing of The Prophet is a special case. Bushrui and Jenkins (1998) recount how Gibran went on writing drafts of his book, in Arabic, for more than ten years before he finally decided to write it in English. The authors also recount, that in writing his book, Gibran used to start each idea with an Arabic word, before continuing writing the idea in English. This particular aspect of Gibran’s writing I thought (as I am a second language writer myself) would inspire translation students and hopefully enhance their self-confidence in their own writing, as learners of translation into the second language.

3.3 Trial 1

The reader will remember that the aim of the Translation Continuum diagnostic tool was to help students to diagnose their translation difficulties, during the course of their studies, by self-profiling their translation competence, specifically when translating from Arabic into English. The purpose of trial 1 of the diagnostic tool was to help decide the extent to which it is possible to adopt a self-assessment approach to learning translation, based on the tool.

Three students studying at the University of Western Sydney were asked to participate in trial 1. They were Arabic native speakers, with English as their second language. The students were enrolled in a second year Bachelor of Arts in Interpreting and Translation. No specific knowledge requirements were requested of the students, assuming they were competent in both of their languages, especially since they had already been accepted to the translation course in which they were enrolled. Note that the three students were recruited from the same translation class they were attending at the time of the trial.
An application for ethics was submitted prior to the trials. Following submission of the application, the Ethics Approval Committee requested that the first contact with the students be made through the Head of School, rather than by direct contact between the researcher and the students. Therefore, students were firstly approached via an e-mail that was sent by the Head of School of Humanities and Languages, as requested by the committee. The e-mail contained an Information sheet explaining the project and what was expected of the students if they wished to participate in the trial.

Due to the lack of response to the email, the second step consisted of getting permission from academic staff to speak to their students, during class hour, to explain the project. Consequently, I made a visit to Arabic translation classes, where I talked to students about my project, and recruited the three students who were interested in participating in the project. I later contacted those students to decide on a day for the trial.

The tasks the students were requested to perform were based on translation modes from the Translation Continuum Model (Campbell and Wakim 2007). The modes that were tested were fast translation and slow translation, in addition to edited versions of the slow translation, i.e. as many times as the student found was needed, in order to get a satisfactory translation. Following is a description of each task. Note that these instructions were adopted from previous research (Wakim 2006 and Campbell et al. 2010).

Fast translation was administered first, so that data from automatic on-line processing can be gathered. The participants were given instructions as to how the task was to be carried out: they were to sit at a desk with pen and paper. The participants were asked to read the text one time without stopping and to start translating. They were asked to translate with maximum speed, i.e. they were not allowed to make corrections or to revise their work, except for on-line editing, i.e. editing that is done automatically while they’re translating. Dictionaries were not allowed. The participants were asked to stop as soon as the translation was finished and not to reread or attempt at editing the translated text.
Slow translation was placed after fast translation as part of a sequence of re-translations. In this task, the participants were asked to retranslate the same text, this time there were no time constraints and no limitations as to the amount of editing they could perform, i.e. the participants were allowed to translate and edit at their own pace. Dictionaries were allowed. This task repetition, i.e. repetition of the same source text, allows the collection of rich data for the analysis of the participants’ disposition and their monitoring competence. In this experiment the participants who were now acquainted with the content of the source text that was to be performed after the slow translation task, were expected to spend more time on higher order processes, such as stylistic issues. Dictionary look-up was permitted.

Finally, for the slow editing, the participants were asked to produce as many edited versions of their translation until they were satisfied with the final product. This sequence of slow editing, under no time constraints, is an excellent source of data for exploring monitoring competence and disposition. Therefore the students were encouraged to perform as many edited versions of their translation as needed, although as we shall see later in the analysis of the data, some participants insisted they were satisfied with their fast or slow versions and needed not do any further editing.

The trial was carried out in an informal classroom setting, the same setting in which it is expected to be used after the completion of the thesis. The subjects were given a Consent Form each and were asked to read it carefully and sign it. I have already mentioned in the introduction to this chapter about the passive behaviour of the student participants when they were presented with the forms. The second part of the trial consisted of a one on one interview that was conducted with each of the students. This interview was to replace the self-profiling manual that students were to use in order to assess their translation competence.

3.3.1 Conducting the trial
The three students attended the trial at different times, due to their heavy schedule. S1 was the first to sit for the trial. She performed the fast translation, and insisted that she was satisfied with the outcome, and that if she were to retranslate the text in slow mode, she would come up with the same translation. I asked S1 to try retranslating the text at home and to keep on editing it, until she was satisfied with the outcome. She was to bring the slow translation and the edited versions with her the following week, in time for the second session, i.e. the self-assessment interview. The following week, S1 turned up with one edited version of the fast translation, rather than a retranslation of the same text in slow mode, and additional edited versions of that retranslation: S1 had done the editing without having recourse to the source text. Consequently I asked S1 to attempt to translate some of the sentences from the text during the interview. A full transcript of the interview is available in Appendix D. S2 attended the trial after S1. She performed a fast translation and a slow translation. She kept a copy of both versions to take home, and returned the following week with one edited version (note this version was edited twice). The interview was conducted as planned. S3 attended the trial in the early afternoon of the same day. He performed a fast and a slow translation. He also returned the following week, with one edited version. The interview was also conducted in that week as planned.

It is important to note that students were given the flexibility to edit their translations, because I wanted to see the extent to which they were able to judge when their translation becomes acceptable. The idea of producing different translations of the same text is not very far from Anthony Pym’s minimalist definition of translation competence (refer to Chapter 2 for Pym’s minimalist definition of translation competence). The version that each student chooses as their best was to be used in the self-assessment interview. However as will be apparent later in the analysis of the data, student retrospections which were part of the interview, were at times responsible for a student rejecting a particular version and adopting another one, as their best. At the end of the trial, student translations were typed and the data from the interviews transcribed. A full analysis of student retrospective data is provided in chapters 4, 5 and 6.
In the preliminary analysis of the qualitative data of the interviews, a number of key words started emerging. No special program was used to extract those key words for the reason that there was not enough data to perform an elaborate analysis. These key words were used in order to find the following: (1) translation competence (2) students’ knowledge about their translation competence (3) the translation process including translation modes (4) student knowledge about their mental processes. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 contain a thorough analysis of those themes.

3.3.2 Evaluation of trial 1

One of the important aims of trial 1, was to refine the assessment tool, before it was to be trialled again, at the beginning of Autumn Semester 2009. A number of issues arose from the trial, that were of critical importance to the study in general and to the tool in particular. These issues were found to fall into four categories: (1) the experiment, (2) the interview, (3) the Translation Continuum, and (4) learning and self-assessment. The issues are presented in point form below. Note that these issues are the result of personal notes I had kept throughout the study, which contained my own retrospection about the trials, in particular about my behaviour as the interviewer, and about the research project in general.

The experiment

There were two issues related to the experiment that needed to be addressed when trialling the tool for the second time. These were student’s need for more information about the source text and the need to include the newly found critical cases in trial 2.

- Firstly, students needed to be given a brief about the text they were requested to translate, including an idea about previous sections of the book. In this trial, students were given details about the book, its author and translator, but were not given a sample of previous chapters of the book. All three participants mistranslated the first sentence in fast mode thus confusing the subject of the sentence with the object. S2 was the only
student to realise, only after she translated the text in slow mode, that her translation didn’t make sense and asked me about this particular sentence.

- Secondly, this trial was based on a small number of critical cases, drawn from previous experimental work. However as soon as I started analysing the data, other critical cases started surfacing which needed to be added to the tool, to account for particular translation difficulties students were finding in processing and translating the text. These will be explored in chapters 4, 5 and 6 below.

*The interview*

The issues that have arisen from the trial that were related to the interview were the following: (1) the usefulness of on-line translation, (2) the need to conduct the interview in English, (3) the usefulness of the interview in bringing out the importance of the participants’ competence in their first language, and (4) ideas that students bring into the self-assessment interview that help refine the interview protocol for trial 2.

- Firstly, the “unplanned” on-line translation S1 had performed proved very successful. One particular way in which introducing on-line translation in trial 2 may be useful, would be in examining the way students segment the text, translating by tiny segments, or word for word, which can tell us about their mental processes.

- Secondly, it would be preferable to conduct the interview in English so that a sample of each student spoken interlanguage output can be collected. This allows for a comparison of their spoken output with their written one, whenever needed (as was the case with S1). This would also save me time translating parts of the interview.

- Thirdly, the qualitative data from the interviews was a valuable aid to diagnosing gaps in students’ knowledge, e.g. the need for students to comprehend collocations and phrasal verbs in their first language so that they are able to translate them into English. This problem I thought needed further exploration, especially through studies that focused on
the cognitive processes of the translator as reader (de-Beaugrande 2005, Boase-Beier 2006: 71).

- Fourthly, the interview needed to include questions on word order variation. The interview with S2 was very helpful in this regard, for it helped shape the type of question one might ask, i.e., to help the interviewer focus their questions. S2’s discussion of the choices she had made in beginning the sentence with a particular message was a good indicator of the usefulness of exploring sentence openings, for example, as a critical case, as well as deeper exploration of self-editing in translation.

*The Translation Continuum Model*

The issues that have arisen from the trial were related to the Translation Continuum were: (1) students experiencing translation in various modes, (2) the role of the dictionary, (3) the importance of the comprehension process and (4) the usefulness of exploring self-editing through the self-assessment interview.

- Firstly, trial 1 has shown that the Translation Continuum was an excellent choice, for although students did not know much about processing in various translation modes, the Continuum allowed them to experience those differences and gave them the opportunity, during the interview, to reflect on that experience.

- Secondly, working in two different translation modes, in addition to a self-editing mode, where dictionary use is an important variable, allowed students to think about the uses and abuses of dictionaries.

- Thirdly, I found that I could glean more data about student mental processes if I focused my questions on the comprehension process, i.e. comprehension of the source text and its impact on their translation. Issues of importance here are interference between the spoken and the written modalities in the source language, and from a psycholinguistic
perspective, the role of memory and attention, as well as individual differences in the success or failure of the comprehension process.

- Fourthly, exploring the self-editing process during the interview was found to give valuable information about the level at which students monitored their work. This area needs to be explored in more detail in trial 2.

Learning and self-assessment

The issues related to learning and self-assessment were: (1) student feedback, (2) importance of diagnostic self-assessment, (3) usefulness of replaying the decision-making process, (4) importance of exploring textual competence in the students’ first language.

- Firstly, the feedback that students gave the researcher was of utmost importance and needed to be explored further in relation to self-assessment and learning.

- Secondly, the trial showed the importance of this type of diagnostic assessment in developing student awareness of their level of competence.

- Thirdly, exploring the choice of lexical items allowed students to replay the decision-making process; a useful and much interesting idea for teaching students the translation of particular structures that can be adopted in future research.

- Finally, trial 1 showed that textual competence in the first language is as important as that in the second language. After further exploration of the data, I decided to explore this further by focusing on the cognitive processes of the translator as reader, e.g. Wilss (1996), de-Beaugrande (2005), Boase-Beier (2006).

3.3.3 Suggested Interview protocol for trial 2
• The interview is to be divided into seven sections, each section representing one potential critical case. The critical cases will be the following: passivization, relative clause, cross-clause ellipsis, pronominal reference, tense/aspect/modality, sentence openings, in addition to lexis and metaphors which were also explored in trial 1. Note that the critical cases, 3rd person singular –s, possessive –s, copula ‘is’ and articles do not appear in the above list but will be explored only whenever a student’s translation data reveals that the student has some problem with those cases (these cases are present in the sentences in which the other cases appear).

• The interview is to be conducted in English so that collected spoken interlanguage data can be used to compare the spoken and written outputs whenever it is found necessary, e.g. S1.

• The interview is to follow the steps below mentioned:
  The student will be asked to translate the text on-line, based on the critical cases. This procedure helps to recreate the process by which the student got to their fast translation. In Trial 1, for example, S1’s on-line translation turned out exactly the same as her fast translated version and she did not resort to any editing except when the interviewer had triggered it.

Sample of interview questions for each of the critical cases

For each example of a critical case the researcher will probe students’ knowledge about

• how they translated each example in fast translation mode and why, and the possible motivation(s) behind their choices
• how they translated each example in slow translation mode and why, and the possible motivation(s) behind their choices
• how they translated each example in the edited slow version (s) and why, and the possible motivation(s) behind their choices
• how they monitored their translation process and their use of *self-repair* (Campbell’s (1998) notion of *correction*): researcher probes student’s knowledge about the nature of the self-repair
• how they monitored their translation process and their use of *error-repair* (Campbell’s (1998) notion of *revision*): researcher probes student’s knowledge about the nature of the error-repair

Note that the literature pertaining to the notions of *self-repair* and *error-repair* is presented in Chapter 4.

The exploration of self-monitoring in trial 2 allows for the following questions to be explored: (note that these questions were asked by Campbell in 1998)

- Do students perform their real-time editing internally, i.e. before output is realized as writing?
- Do some perform at least part of this operation during the act of writing, rather than before?
- Are there some kinds of editing operation that occur internally and others that typically that occur externally? (Campbell 1998: 127)

The above questions will focus on getting the students to explore the role of their memory, their attentional resources, their development of automaticity and matching ability, in an attempt to profile their translation competence. It is hoped that students’ answers will help to distinguish aspects of their competence that are specific to English from those that are translation proper. The questions proposed for the interview would also help answer the following questions previously asked by Campbell: (1) [t]he extent to which students are aware of the quality of their output and (2) [t]heir ability to repair output during the course of their work into L2 (Campbell 1998).
3.4 Trial 2

The purpose of Trial 1 of the self-diagnostic tool was to help decide the extent to which it is possible to adopt a self-assessment approach to learning translation, based on the diagnostic tool. The results showed that the interview technique is very productive especially since the three students showed very different behaviours. The interview protocol for the present trial was therefore prepared based on the results of trial 1.

For trial 2, four students studying at the University of Western Sydney were recruited under the same ethics application that was submitted for trial 1. I got permission from translation academic staff to speak to the students during class hour, to explain the project. I visited Arabic translation classes, where I talked to students about my project, and was able to recruit the four students who were attending the same translation class at the time. One student, namely S5, was in her second year of a Bachelor of Arts in Interpreting and Translation, while the other three students S4, S6 and S7 were enrolled in their first semester of a Masters Degree in Translation.

The tasks that the four participants were requested to perform, were the same tasks as in trial 1, with the addition of on-line translation that all four students were requested to perform during the interview. The fast translation and slow translation tasks were administered following the same procedures as for trial 1. The on-line translation was performed in the second session of trial 2, as part of the self-assessment interview. This was in accordance with the refinement of the diagnostic tool after trial 1.

As in trial 1, trial 2 was carried out in an informal classroom setting, the same setting in which it is expected to be used after the completion of the thesis. The subjects were given an Information sheet and a Consent Form each, and were asked to read them carefully and sign the Consent Form.

3.4.1 Critical cases used in trial 2
As mentioned in 3.3.1.3 the potential critical cases chosen for trial 2 are: (1) passivization, (2) relative clause, (3) cross-clause ellipsis, (4) pronominal reference, (5) tense/aspect/modality, (6) sentence openings, (7) and (7) lexis. Note that the following critical cases, 3rd person singular –s, possessive –s, copula ‘is’ and articles are repeated here for the sake of clarity. The working rationale of each critical case is elaborated below:

- 3rd person singular –s (Processability Theory)
This critical case entails assessing the ability to hold a pronoun in short term memory, until the verb is produced.

- definite article (Campbell)
This critical case entails assessing the ability to decode an encode number and definiteness, e.g. to know that the equivalent of an Arabic generic definite noun is an indefinite English generic noun.

- possessive –s (Processability Theory)
This critical case entails assessing the ability to produce agreement within a noun phrase.

- copula ‘is’ (Processability Theory)
This critical case entails assessing the ability to match Arabic nominal (verbless) sentences with English sentences that require that copula be used as a main verb, e.g. at-ṭaqsu jamīl (the weather beautiful) as the weather is beautiful.

- relative clause (Campbell 2000b: 220)
This critical case entails assessing the ability to “retain in memory information from a prior clause that is to be used in a subsequent clause”. Campbell explains that “[i]n cognitive terms, the complexity of translating Arabic relative clauses into English seems to depend primarily on remembering the noun phrase relativized on in the matrix clause and providing the correctly matched pronoun in the subordinate clause. There is,
however, a further complexity in that Arabic relative clauses are not introduced by a
relative pronoun if the noun phrase relativized on is indefinite, i.e. if it is not preceded by
the definite article *al-* (Campbell 2000b: 220).”

- *cross-clause ellipsis* (Campbell)
  
  This critical case entails assessing the ability to retain in memory complex grammatical
  ellipsis as a critical case is that this is the maximum span across which relatively complex
  grammatical information must be retained in memory” (Campbell 2000: 216).

In addition to these critical cases, as for trial 1, the study also explored the student choice
of lexical items, including idioms and metaphors. These were investigated from the point
of view of student ability to make choices based on the global meaning of the text rather
than on sentential meaning. It also looked at the omissions and additions in student
translations in order to explore the participants’ self-monitoring capacity.

The new critical cases to be explored in trial 2 were: (1) *pronominal reference*, (2)
tense/aspect/modality, (3) *sentence openings* and (4) *passivization*.

3.4.2 Conducting the trial

As in trial 1, the four students attended the trial at different times due to their varying
schedules. S4 was the first participant. He performed the fast translation and the slow. A
noticeable aspect of S4’s behaviour is that he was thinking aloud while performing both
translations. Although I had not used any recordings during the first session of the trial,
the thinking aloud that S4 was performing resurfaced during the interview, and will be
analysed in chapter 4 as part of S4’s ability for retrospection.

S6 also performed the fast translation and the slow on that same day. He told me that he
wishes to become a literary translator. He also confessed having difficulties with his
English and his Arabic, having left his country of origin (Egypt) many years ago.
The following week, S5 attended the trial. When I gave her the instructions about the fast translation, and the slow, she told me that she normally translates the text automatically, without the need for a draft. I still insisted that she translates the same text in slow mode, where she would be able to use a dictionary. She therefore translated the text in fast mode, followed by a slow version that was very similar to the first version. She did not perform any additional edited versions of the slow translation.

S7 was the last participant to attend the trial. He performed the fast translation and asked if he could retranslate the text at home, and return with the slow version and any edited versions the following week. I agreed because I wanted the students to feel at ease, while they performed their translations.

A full analysis of student retrospective data is provided in chapters 4, 5 and 6. In the preliminary analysis of the qualitative data of the interviews, additional themes started emerging, related to affective and cognitive issues. These were the issues of stress, self-confidence, frustration, motivation, in addition to cognitive issues such as risk behaviour, conservatism, and lack of attention.

3.4.3 Evaluation of trial 2

As for trial 1, I had kept a diary of my observations of the outcome of the trial. Nine specific issues had arisen this time, that were particularly related to my interviewing skills. I present these issues below in the same retrospective format as they appeared in my diary, hoping they can be of help to other researchers wanting to replicate the study. The reason behind using this format is to show the importance of the interviewer’s skills in the self-assessment process.

- For some reason, I did not follow the plan I had used in my first trial, that is by interviewing students based on the critical cases that I had circled in different colours prior to the interview…
- The main question I need to answer at this stage is how effective was it to have a very long interview and an unstructured one, in that it did not follow the critical cases? I know part of the answer which concerns the interviewer: my unstructured interview was very time consuming and draining because I felt that I was loosing control over the assessment procedure. Maybe the self-assessment interview should be concise, straight to the point, in order for it to be effective. But then if it were too structured I am sure it would not have yielded such rich data.

- I have just finished typing the translations for S5, S6 and S7. It’s been such a long and full day. After typing the interviews for the past few days and the translations today, I was amazed at the wealth of data I got from the translations. It would take many hours of interviewing to be able to explore the translations in full. Obviously that’s why I chose to base the interview on critical cases in the first place.

- But the critical cases alone may not be enough because each student processes the text differently: for example when typing S6’s translations I was stunned at the way he reversed the order in his target sentences, something I failed to see before the interview, mainly because I was under too much pressure to collect the data. I also noticed that S6 translates in a structured way, i.e. by numbering each sentence in fast mode and using bullets in slow, something that wasn’t present in the Arabic source text. I think a feedback session with all participants is going to be crucial and very informative.

- I have just been reading S4’s interview and I think that the way I did the interview makes it much more difficult for me to tease out the critical cases from the other stuff. It’s going to be very time consuming to do that.

- While completing the transcriptions, I started noticing that the interviewer’s role was very critical, because it can affect the way students view the translation process. One major issue was when a number of students were being interviewed successively by the same interviewer, the issue of fatigue and the negative role that short term memory can
play in the process, may affect the interviewer’s ability to evaluate the student’s output, which would affect the interviewee’s view and knowledge about his/her own mental processes and translation competence.

- If I were to think about refining the tool at this stage, that is after trial 2, I would think primarily about the effectiveness of the interview in regard to assessment because remember that the aim of the tool is to diagnose students translation difficulties and to help them learn about their mental processes, through self-reflection. I still feel that the qualitative data that I got from the translations and the interviews needs to be sorted in a systematic way so that educators are later able to replicate my study. One possible way this study can be replicated would be by performing a quantitative analysis of the same data.

- The way the interview is done at the moment is very unpredictable and very difficult to control. If the interview needs to be based on some sort of intuitive protocol, this protocol should at least follow certain guiding criteria. Perhaps the themes in chapter 4 could help me devise the instructions for educators as it will act as a summary for the whole project.

- If I were a translation teacher wanting to use the Translation Continuum as a diagnostic tool, at the beginning of the semester, to profile first year BA Interpreting and Translation and Masters in Translation students, what would I do?

Firstly I would need to check how many students I have in class – this would be the tutorial class, where students are classified according to their first language.

Secondly, I would need to have an introductory session where I introduce students to the diagnostic tool and I provide them with a reference list for important articles that will help them understand how it works.

Thirdly I would plan a translation session with all students. In this session they will be asked to translate a text twice: in fast mode followed by slow mode. Students will then be
asked to take their work home and edit it until they are satisfied with the outcome. Students are given approximately two weeks to do the editing. In the meantime, the tutor would have time to go over the fast and slow translations that were performed by the students and to prepare a plan for the interview.

The interview protocol should be based on the critical cases found in the text (note that these should cover the major sources of translation difficulty for this particular group of students, in that it will be language specific). At the end of the two weeks, the students would return the edited translations to the tutor and a one on one session with each of the students is planned. Each session should not take more than one hour during which the student translates the same text on-line while s/he discusses the translations with the tutor. Note that some students do not think they need to edit their work so those students would be ready to sit for the interview sooner than others. This would facilitate the tutor’s job for they would do the interviews gradually.

Finally the unpredictability of the content of the questionnaire is important so that it would be almost impossible for students to find out from others how they performed or the sort of questions they were asked. This final note shows that there need to be some sort of unstructured parts in the interview. This I think calls for the skills of the interviewer.
Chapter FOUR

4. Student awareness of their translation competence and mental processing

4.1 Introduction

The main view embraced in this study, which spans the next three chapters, is the claim that the self-diagnostic tool can help students learn about the mental processes underpinning translation while self-assessing their translation competence. One major aspect of the self-assessment procedure is self-reflection.

This study draws from higher education research into learning where metacognitive awareness, or the knowledge of one’s cognition and how to control that cognition, has been found essential in “enhancing students’ higher order thinking” (Zohar 1999: 414). Brown believes that “metacognition refers to understanding of knowledge, an understanding that can be reflected in either effective use or overt description of the knowledge in question” (Brown 1987: 65). From a translation perspective, metacognitive evaluation has been used as an effective method to teach translation students to self-evaluate their learning (Choi 2006: 277).

This study differs from other studies in that it considers student metacognitive awareness of their experience as translation learners, through self-diagnostic assessment i.e. it explores all what students exhibit about awareness of their cognitive system. From a practical point of view, the identification of what students know about their translation competence and their mental processes, in addition to identifying the psycholinguistic and cognitive traits behind student performance, rests on the principles of students’ active participation in the learning process (Zohar 1999). It is therefore believed that by probing students’ knowledge about their translation competence and mental processes we can be
on the way to understanding the difficulties behind their behaviour and helping them to gain autonomy.

Student interviews have been analysed in terms of students’ awareness of those attributes, with specific focus on critical cases. These are believed to assist in drawing students’ attention to particular translation difficulties and play a basic role in the self-diagnostic tool. A number of themes have emerged from the data of the interviews that were found to express students’ thoughts about their translation competence and their mental processes. These themes were classified into clusters for ease of analysis. Those clusters are: (1) Student awareness of their translation competence and mental processes; (2) Source text comprehension and (3) Cognitive and affective factors.

The present chapter aims to present some of the themes that emerged from the data which exhibit student awareness of their translation competence and of their mental processes. In chapter 5, I present some of the themes which exhibit student comprehension of the source text; and in chapter 6, I examine the themes that represent affective and cognitive factors revealed by students and how these factors reflect on their performance. Through these chapters, I aim to show the importance of the self-diagnostic tool in starting point towards self-assessment.

4.2 Retrospection

Overview

I have chosen to start the analysis of student data by examining student retrospections, for it is through the analysis of student retrospective data that the other themes, in this chapter and in the following two chapters, have emerged. One example of a translator’s retrospective account on their work is William Weaver (1990, 2002). Weaver discusses the problems he encounters, how he reflects on them, and how he manages to solve them, in an attempt to “make visible an elusive process… I have tried to make conscious and logical something that is, most of the time, unconscious, instinctive” (Weaver 1989: 117).
Retrospection gives the translator and the researcher insight into the mental processes underlying the translation task. Recent research on the use of the technique of retrospection in translation studies (Hansen 2005), suggests that in retrospection “it is not only spontaneous unmodified thoughts about the actual process that are verbalized, but also memories, reflections, justifications, explanations, emotions and experiences” (Hansen 2005: 511). There are also interesting accounts from psycholinguistic research into second language self-monitoring and self-editing (Kormos 1999) where retrospection is suggested as an effective method that helps determine the cause of covert errors that speakers do (Kormos 1999: 320). From a translation pedagogy perspective, the technique of retrospection has been found useful in helping students develop metacognitive evaluation skills, where translation learners are “encouraged to think about …problems by reflecting upon themselves through self-evaluation (Choi 2006: 277).

In examining the retrospection of the participants throughout the interviews, I found that each of the seven students seem to have one recurrent theme running throughout their reflections that has overridden the other themes. The analysis also has shown that the participants varied in their ability to reflect on their translation, or to verbalise their thoughts during the on-line translation. Moreover, students’ retrospective data indicated variation in the degree of insight they had on their performance. This variation involved two major elements: (1) the object(s) of students’ verbalisations and (2) the type of reflections students have used in their reflective comments. Students were found to focus mostly on: language, e.g. grammar or lexis; stylistics, e.g. translation of poetry; cognition and affect, e.g. stress; and psycholinguistics, e.g. L2 processing and speed of processing.

In the extracts below, I focus my analysis of student retrospective data based on those findings. Note that in the extracts, the interviewer’s utterances have been omitted for the sake of clarity, except where they provide essential context. The full transcripts are in Appendices C and D.

The analyses of the individual participant data are as follows:
Participant S1

A noticeable aspect of S1’s interview data is that her retrospection was largely influenced by the interviewer’s questions; certain terms used by the interviewer seem to have triggered a particular response from S1 who has used those terms in constructing her reflective comments.

Two recurrent themes were found in S1’s retrospection: the first was S1 seeking evaluation of her translations; S1 was constantly asking for her translation to be evaluated although she knew she was just a participant in the trial and her translations were not meant to be assessed as part of her coursework. In extract 4.1 (114), she tries to get a general evaluation of her translation by focusing her question on her mistakes, and towards the end of the interview, in 254, she reformulates the same question as in 114, this time focusing on assessment. In 178, 242 and 244 she is seeking approval of her translations.

| 114 |
| S1 what you think? I have many mistakes? |
| 178 |
| S1 eh so what do you think? |
| 242 |
| S1 eh . because šabaka maṭrūḥa deserted net (long pause) but here šabaka maṭrūḥa lā taṣṭad ḫaṣṣa mā la naʿf a ʿifī . it’s deserted net . it won’t fish. except what is nothing . what is left out . yeh . that’s what I meant . did you like it? |
| 244 |
| S1 is it right? |
| 254 |
| S1 so in general how can you assess me for this translation? |

Extract 4.1
The second focus in S1’s retrospection was the word for word technique she had used in her translation and which she was defending throughout the interview. In extract 4.2, she explains why she had decided to translate the text, word for word, and in extract 4.3 (186) an example of her word for word translation. Note how S1 keeps repeating the segments, in Arabic, then in English, before finally evaluating her translation: “I think this one is all right”. However, the last fragment of her speech, in 186, that comes after the long pause, shows that although she had given herself a positive evaluation, she could still be unsure about her translation. More analysis is needed in order to determine whether a possible link exists between S1’s need for expert evaluation in the example above and the uncertainty in her self-evaluation of her translation in the present one.

130

S1  it’s just like when you’re translating some, holy script, you can’t change anything . you have to be strict eh eh to the register . you can’t change any one word or letter . so in the poem I thought is as well . you can’t . yeh

Extract 4.2

186

S1 taqtulūnahu . fa-mā huwa šadiqukum ḥattā taṭlubūh wa-ladaikum waqtun taqtulūnahu? . so who . is .. fa- mā huwa šadiqukum (long pause) and who is your friend that you call him and with your time you kill him. .. fa-mā huwa šadiqukum ḥattā taṭlubūh wa-ladaikum waqtun taqtulūnahu(long pause) yeh . and who is your friend that you call him . yeh this is all right . yeh I think this one is all right (long pause) who is your friend

Extract 4.3
Participant S2

S2’s main focus throughout her retrospection was on the importance of pragmatics in conveying the message of the source text in the most accurate manner. Her retrospection included issues such as word order variation between Arabic and English, and its effect on pragmatics, and the lexical choices which must convey the pragmatic value of the Arabic text, as S2 explains in extract 4.4 (86).

In extract 4.5, still within the same focus, pragmatics and accuracy, S2’s reflective comments revolve around the issue of processing in fast mode, as opposed to slow. In this segment she explains how in fast mode she was translating “line by line, section by section”, but how in slow mode she had already read the text and knew what it was about so she was able to concentrate on the pragmatics (Campbell and Wakim 2007: 10).
In addition to her ability to discuss her translations with confidence, S2 was also able to express the motivations behind the choices she had made at various levels, i.e. from the level of the word, to that of word order and information structure, all in view of conveying the message of the source text in a pragmatically correct way. Her retrospection, e.g. above, in extract 4.4 (88) goes as far as to explain the reasons behind possible errors in word order she might sometimes make.

**Participant S3**

Contrary to S2 who has shown overt metalinguistic knowledge in discussing her translation problems, from a textual and pragmatic perspective, S3 has made very little comments, resorting mainly to non-verbal communication, or to simple replies such as “I’m not sure and “I don’t know” (extract 4.6 (168)).

The few instances where S3 has commented on his translations was when he mentions the gaps and problems he has with his English, and how confused he gets when he has to decide on the use of the –s, especially at the end of verbs, e.g. in 8, 162, 164 and 166 below. Note that S3 focuses on the micro level analysis of the text, at the morpheme and word level. Besides acknowledging the gaps in his grammar, in 94, S3 also mentions noticing his errors when he has ample time to reflect on his translation, e.g. in slow mode.
5B OK .. in the first sentence in the first version you wrote you plant a love . 
in the second version you replaced it with with love and in the edited version?
6S3 with love
7B why do you think you’ve chosen a love in the first translation?
8S3 (long pause) maybe it’s wrong grammar .. ‘îndî (I have) problem bil(with) 
grammar
161B (long pause) you put a 3rd person singular –s then you cross it out .. here 
also you put the –s then you cross it out
162S3 ’îndî (yes I have) problem sometimes I think some words doesn’t take –s 
.. so I take them off.
163B OK
164S3 ’îndî problem
165B problem bil (with the) 3rd person singular –s? bil (with the) pronoun it?
166S3 bil (with the) verb anâ ‘îndî . fi (there are) verbs I think they don’t take 
the s
167B why you think?
168S3 I don’t know
169B when it is the subject?
170S3 ê . ê . šâh ( yes, yes, true)!
94S3 yimkin anâ mā fakkart (maybe I didn’t think of the word) except fi awwal 
marra fa-stakdamt (in the first translation so I used) accept fa-ğîyyarta (so I’ve 
changed it) except make the soul deeper . fa-yom ken ‘îndi wa’t aktar fakkart bi (so 
when I had more time I thought about) except

Extract 4.6
These self-diagnostic statements, unfortunately, S3 could not further elaborate on, for he was mainly resorting to non-verbal communication, in the form of smiling, perhaps as a reflection of his inability to evaluate his translation.

*Participant S4*

S4 may be considered as a special case, for although he seemed to focus on his lexical choices, his reflections encompassed various aspects of his translations, that seemed to revolve around his learning experience; S4 is interested in evaluating his translations, in checking how other students have translated the same text and how they compare to him, and how his translation compares to the original English version.

Along his interest in evaluating his translation, S4 also talks about the problems he encounters, how he attempts to solve them, and tries to reflect on the reasons behind these problems (Tirkkonen-Condit and Laukkanen 1996, Weaver 1990, 2002). A sample of this sequence of reflections is presented in extract 4.7 below. The sequence consists of seven steps that S4 seem to have followed in his retrospection. It can be summarised as follows: (1) in 156, S4 acknowledges that a particular structure was difficult to translate; (2) in 162, he reflects over the translation problem one more time; he discovers the problem in 166, 168 and 170; in 172, he tries to come up with a reason for the error; in 174, he still doesn’t know the reason, then in 176, he relates the error to stress; in 192 he reasserts that he is highly competent in Arabic so he shouldn’t have made this error; he congratulates himself for discovering the error by himself in 204, and finally in 206 he reminds himself and the interviewer that the real cause for the error was the stress he is experiencing from his current studies. Note that the full extract can be found in Appendix D, S4: 156-208.
Fast: So, what is your friend **to** who you need and then you have time to kill him?

Slow: So, what is your friend **so that** you ask for **him** them and then you have time to kill them?

Edited Slow: **what is your friend so that you ask for need** ask for them and then **have time to kill them**?

On-line translation: *they are not your friend, so th no no sorry eh eh..OK. what what is your friend so that. you. ask for them.or need them, and then you have time to kill them.*

156S4 this one gave me it gave me headache as well because eh
162S4 (reflects) (long pause) maybe maybe he means *famā huwa ṣadiqum ḥattā taṭlūbūnahu wa-ladaikum waqt*. but .. I’m not sure I .. but . but I
166S4 oh . sooo . OK OOOK OOOOK I I I
168S4 yeh yeh yeh yeh yeh yeh
170S4 yeh yeh yeh OK oh oh oh oh oh oh
172S4 OK no no . OK . oh I I related the second part of this sentence to the first part .. but here *wa-ladaikum waqt taqtulūnahu*, you have time to spend or to waste . here **and you have time to waste**
174S4 yeh yeh so OK it says I I don’t know why when I
176S4 it’s it’s not ambiguous because OK because I’m stressed from the course . I’m doing Masters of Translation and my mind is not . is not eh is not eh clear . ehhh like eh because I’m stressed a lot . so
178S4 yeh yeh yeh I think because I had shower before I came so my mind is refresh now
192S4 (making the correction) but I shouldn’t have . I shouldn’t have made this mistake because I’m very good at Arabic . especially Arabic grammar
204S4 but anyway I found (laughs) I discovered by myself
206S4 yeh yeh yeh anyway but because I. as I told you .. I’m stressed because of the course (incomprehensible speech) that’s why
Extract 4.7

The various reflective comments S4 has managed to pull together into this retrospection could be thought of as a micro learning experience that encompasses student translation competence, linguistic competence, affect and self-assessment, among others. I have added S4’s translations in fast, slow, edited slow and on-line to the extract in extract 4.7 above for the sake of clarity.

Participant S5

S5’s main focus was the comprehension of the source text and the readership of the target text. The comments S5 makes in extracts 4.8 and 4.9 reveal her comprehension of the text at discourse level. In extract 4.10, we get a sense of the importance she gives to the readership of the target text, in making her decisions. However, a close examination of S5’s comments in 4.11 show that behind those comments could lie a sense of risk avoidance and of prudence in making decisions (Campbell 1998: 109-110). We shall return to this issue in later sections of the present chapter, and the next two chapters.

Extract 4.8

90S5 it took me a while . when I first read the text and I was translating .. because I don’t read the text all of it . and then translate it . as I’m reading . I translate so when I first read it . it took me a few seconds to actually eh get the meaning of the sentence because eh it says enno (that) tlubūh then taqtulūh enno (now) it doesn’t make sense to call someone then kill them

Extract 4.8

103B because if you read the sentence that follows wa-ladaikum sā‘āt tahyūnahā so it links with waqt taqtulūnahu
104S5 yeh. and even before all reading that. *enno* (xx) the whole text talks about friendship and how like. the the the friends should blend together and this and that

**Extract 4.9**

118S5 no. I like. but to be honest. at that time I couldn’t remember what *jazr* and *madd* meant.

120S5 in English. and then even when I did the slow translation. and I looked it up. eh. it felt. you’d explain it more because I don’t know maybe not all of people understand all metaphors or something like that

**Extract 4.10**

188S5 (silence) *make friendship eh. an aim to touch the soul*

190S5 yeh. and beside if you want to say here *do not make friendship this. but eh an aim to touch the soul*. so you gotta have something there

192S5 yeh. yes. *la’anno* (because) I thought about it *la’anno* (because) I was trying to translate because I thought if. you got. you gotta put a word there!

194S5 and you don’t have but to put a word.

196S5 yeh. and what happens if if I pick the wrong word it might change the entire meaning

**Extract 4.11**

*Participant S6*

At first glance, S6’s retrospective data seems to indicate his main focus was on the importance of preserving the meaning intended by the writer of the original text. A closer examination of S6’s retrospection however, reveals a sense of translation difficulty and of frustration, that underlies S6’s comments. In extract 4.12 (232 and 234), he explains what needs to be done in order to get a good translation, but fails to illustrate his ideas with examples from his own translations. Whenever S6 tries to give an example, he tends to get stuck as in 290 and 464.
this thing is eh . this sentence is eh . you have to play around with the words and structure . because you can’t translate word to word . it doesn’t give the meaning . in the Arabic language

but you have to eh eh abstract the meaning and what’s the writer who wants to say and just put the meaning . not translate word by word fa (so) if I try translate word by word probably I stuck and I can’t find any equivalent for the words like yūlad wa-yataqāsam you know . which . I I translated in the fast one

I don’t know too! you know I try to . I try to just understand the meaning . if this is the meaning he wants to say or not . probably.

The technique S6 seems to be using in preserving the meaning intended by the writer of the original text is achieved through a paraphrase of the Arabic text that he then translates word for word into English. One particular comment in extract 4.13, below, reveals possible frustration due to the difficulties he has in the process, his inability to cope with the whole process because of the gaps in his L2 and possibly his L1.
Extract 4.13

Note S6’s comments in extract 4.14, particularly in 116 and 134, where beneath his concern for “translating the meaning” may lie S6’s inability to match the lexical items with their English counterparts, which can be gleaned from his comment in extract 4.12, (234) above.

116S6 wa-huwa mā’datukum wa-madfa’atikum of course here . you don’t want stuck with the literary meaning of translation . I can’t translate mā’datukum as a table or madfa’atukum as a chimney or . heater . you know it doesn’t give real meaning what the writer wants to convey . you know . wa-huwa mā’datukum wa-madfa’atukum I think the original one what I said I said . eh . probably what I said . this is the literary meaning and it is your table and heater . that is totally wrong

134S6 that’s right I changed to the real meaning that’s wants the writer to convey you know . without using hungry for example . because if I write hungry it’s not the one he mention . you know he wants to know . you know but in the .

135B in the fast one

136S6 in the fast one . so that you come hungry and demand rest (laughs) no probably I translate it literally hungry coz that was wrong it’s not right

Extract 4.14

Participant S7

Finally in analysing the retrospective data from S7, I found that although he had reflected on various aspects of the translation process, as S4 had also done, S7’s reflections seem to centre on the translator’s self-concept, as in extract 4.15, (148, 304 and 344), thus
taking away from the attention S7 needed in order for him to focus on the translation process and on the interview process.

Nevertheless, S7’s retrospection shows, at times, that he indeed possesses overt metalinguistic knowledge, but that this knowledge is affected by his concern with his self-image and his lack of attention to the task; for example, in extract 4.16, S7 comments on the importance of understanding how famous poets and writers use particular lexical items (Boase-Beier 2006: 104).
you know and I think that that what many people fall in, by not understanding what the author is saying and that’s why this is hard because you know Khalil Gibran is not anyone, you know he is very smart, he’s very articulate, more than us of course, and so when he write that, some people think oh you know he’s not, you know he meant it’s easy but it’s not because there is aj- jabal and there is as-sahl

Extract 4.16

Summary

To summarise the above, student retrospective data was examined for student ability for retrospection and for the quality of their reflections. It was found that even though on the surface students’ main focus was issues such as style, pragmatics, meaning, the readership of the target text, and linguistic competence, these issues were covering much deeper issues that some of the participants seemed to be struggling with. These deeper issues were: gaps in their second language, and in their first language comprehension problems, risk avoidance, stress, frustration, and translation difficulty. Probing student knowledge about their translation competence and mental processes has helped unveil those cognitive and psycholinguistic traits that students had regarded as important throughout their retrospections. These are explored in more detail in the rest of the sections of the present chapter, and in chapters 5 and 6.

4.3 Monitoring capacity

Overview

As previously mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, the monitoring component of Campbell’s model of translation competence is the least explored among the other two components, Disposition and Textual competence. In this section I present a brief review of the
literature on self-monitoring and self-repair in the second language. This review aims at relating the work done on monitoring in the second language with Campbell’s monitoring competence, in an attempt at incorporating psycholinguistic aspects of self-monitoring from second language acquisition research, into translation. The works I draw upon in this regard are from second language acquisition research and psycholinguistics specifically Kormos (1999) and Levelt (1989), and van Hest (1996b) and Brédard (1991), in addition to work on monitoring from Translation Studies.

Monitoring capacity refers to the ability to repair one’s output (Kormos 1999, Levelt 1989). There are three possible cases where this repair is likely to happen: (1) before the translation is written or spoken; (2) during the writing or speech processes and/or (3) after the translator has produced the translation. These stages have been referred to in translation as mental rehearsal, correction and revision respectively (Campbell 1998, Krings 2001).

The capacity to monitor one’s translation has been investigated from different perspectives: (1) by examining student translations in order to find out how students self-edit their translations and the cognitive drivers behind their choices, in an attempt to draw a profile of their monitoring competence (Campbell 1998, 2000); (2) through the study of translator verbal protocols, translation process researchers are able to draw conclusions on the way translators monitor their translation (Krings 2001, Tirkkonen-Condit 2005); and in psycholinguistic studies (Levelt 1989) and second language acquisition research (Kormos 1999, van-Hest 1996b), where researchers have looked specifically at the types of self-repairs learners make, in order to draw conclusions about their self-monitoring capacity.

One major element these studies have in common, in the monitoring and self-editing process, is the notion of consciousness, attention and noticing: learners notice that something is not right and attend to the problem (Krings 2001, Kormos 1999, Levelt 1989). In some cases however they may detect a problem but decide not to repair it on the spot. These covert repairs “where [they] notice the error prior to production and repair it
prior to production or decide not to repair it” are difficult for researchers to detect (Kormos 1999). One effective method of investigation is through retrospection (Kormos 1999: 320).

In translation studies, the study of monitoring and self-repair has been shown to help explore the development of automaticity in translation (Tirkkonen-Condit 1996). One important element of the Translation Continuum is in fact attention and automaticity (Campbell and Wakim 2007:10). In Campbell et.al (2009) attention and automaticity were investigated in the study of sentence openings, in three different modes, but were not thoroughly explored in relation to student self-editing or monitoring capacity.

Therefore, the analysis of student retrospection and translation data in the present study can help shed light on student monitoring capacity, in relation to their awareness of their own competence, and of their mental processes, in various modes along the Translation Continuum, i.e. slow, fast, edited slow, and in some cases, the on-line translation performed during the interview.

This section examines student awareness of their monitoring capacity in those modes with special focus on (1) student awareness of their self-monitoring capacity during the whole process, (2) awareness of their self-editing and self-revision capacity, i.e. how they evaluate their corrections, or choices and (3) their individual responses to pushed corrections and to pushed reflection. The terms pushed corrections and pushed reflection as used in this study are analogous to the term pushed output that is used in second language research to refer to [i]nstances where corrections or rephrasings are elicited by the L2 learner’s interlocutor” (Kormos 1999: 315). The notion of pushed output has been found to trigger different behaviours among learners, and has been included in this study as pushed corrections and to pushed reflection as part of the interview.

Student retrospective data in regard to their monitoring capacity has shown a general tendency among students not to notice some of their errors during the slow translation and the edited slow phase. The interviewer tried to draw students’ attention to some of
their errors, in an attempt to trigger a correction. In some cases, it was not until they were asked to translate on-line that some of the students noticed their errors, as we shall see in some of the examples below.

The main question this section tries to answer is how much awareness do students show of their monitoring capacity?

The analyses of the individual participant data are as follows:

*Participant S1*

S1’s retrospective data showed a lack of metalinguistic knowledge of her monitoring capacity. As mentioned previously in section 4.2, S1 does not reflect on how she translates, revises and edits her translations, except when she talks about translating poetry and the translation technique one ought to use. Remember that S1 had only performed a fast translation, that she had revised and made some corrections, without reference to the source text. Her translations in fast and edited fast modes were almost identical, except for minor corrections of some grammatical errors as in extract 4.20 (16) below.

The most prominent feature of S1’s monitoring, that she seemed aware of, was noticing the omitted 3rd person singular –s that she had failed to correct at home (16). In 26, she comments that failing to correct this error was out of unawareness. Omission of “non meaningful forms” such as the 3rd person singular –s is not uncommon in L2 learners’ processes when what is being processed requires a lot of attention (Kormos 1999: 326). Therefore, one could argue that the cognitive load in fast mode, coupled with the absence of the source text in slow mode, may have prevented S1 from noticing her errors.

However S1 had attempted to translate those same structures during the interview and had failed. Therefore it is possible that she may have problems with the production of this particular lexical morpheme. Research in second language acquisition has shown that
noticing the gap in one’s language, e.g. 3rd person singular –s can trigger acquisition of this particular structure (Kormos 1999: 314).

In section 4.2, I showed that the object of S1’s retrospection was to preserve the poetic style of the source text, through word for word translation. In extract 4.21 (132) below, an example that shows that her monitoring for poetic style is word focused, as she comments on the reason behind her editing of the relative pronoun. This also reveals an underlying gap in her English textual competence, for what S1 would have been trying to
do, in this instance, was *repairing* her translation for *good language*) but the transcoding technique she uses in this respect is inappropriate. Note that Brédard’s definition of *repair for good language* refers to a situation when the speakers replaced a term or an expression which was correct but either did not fit canonical good French or was not well suited to the social situation (Brédard 1991: 127).

---

**Extract 4.21**

There were also instances where S1 had noticed something was missing, as she was reading her translation or retranslating the text during the interview. For example, in extract 4.22, in 258, she notices the need for an adverb and in 268 for a cohesive device.

---

**Extract 4.22**

258S1 *wa-matā yakūn šāmitan lā tatawaqqaf qulūbukum ‘an l-išgā’ ilā qalbibi...* and *when* (long pause) (she realizes that she had omitted *when*)

268S1 *falahu huwa an yamla’ ḥājatakum lā farāğakum .. and he .. and he is to fulfill . and he’s the one* it should be

269B so you’ve added the connective *and* this time

270S1 yes . yeh . yeh *and he’s the one* . it should be ..
Throughout the interview, I have tried to draw S1’s attention to some of her errors to get a *pushed correction*, but my attempt had failed, as in the translation of the metaphor *wala-daikum waqtun taqtulunahu* in extract 4.23 (183-195): note how S1 translates the sentence in question on-line, failing to notice the error; she then evaluates her retranslation, in 186. Even though I had explained to her the metaphor, she is still trying to grasp the meaning as her comment in 194 reveals. Perhaps it is a matter of comprehending the source text, for in her question, she is trying to relate the pronoun suffix *-hu* on the verb *taqtulunahu* (to kill him) to its antecedent. Further detailed analysis of this example is provided in section 4.7.

---

**Extract 4.22**

| 183B | eh this one |
| 184S1 | you kill him? |
| 185B | can you read the Arabic just to see (long pause) it’s on the next page |
| 186S1 | *taqtulunahu*. *fa-mā huwa ṣadiqum ḥattā tatlūbūḥ wala-daikum waqtun taqtulunahu?*. so who . is .. *fa-mā huwa ṣadiqum* (long pause) and who is your friend that you call him and with your time you kill him. .. *fa-mā huwa ṣadiqum ḥattā tatlūbūḥ wala-daikum waqtun taqtulunahu*(long pause) yeh . and who is your friend that you call him . yeh this is all right . yeh I think this one is all right (long pause) who is your friend |
| 187B | *taqtulunahu*. X did the same thing . *hu in taqtulunahu refers to waqt*. not to ṣadiq |
| 188S1 | ah .. mhm (long pause) so |
| 189B | *him* here refers to *friend* while it should refer to *time* |
| 190S1 | ah OK |
| 191B | you get it? it is a bit ambiguous |
Participant S2

S2’s retrospective data revealed awareness of her monitoring capacity from different perspectives: in respect to text type and processing speed, distinguishing between a translation problem and a second language competence problem, between literal translation and word for word translation, and in explaining the motivation behind her lexical choices and her covert repairs. In extract 4.24, S2 seems aware that her acquaintance with a particular text type allows her to process her translation with more speed, and to perform less editing.

In extract 4.25, she also shows awareness that, when working under time pressure, she tends to resort to a literal rendition of the source text, that she manages to edit in slow mode, after having already read the text and has more time to reflect.
S2’s retrospection, in extract 4.26 (26), also reveals she is able to differentiate between a translation problem, i.e. a problem pertaining to the translation process, such as transcoding, and a linguistic problem, that relates to her competence in English (Campbell 1991: 340). Here S2 was unable to translate the segment in question even though she had time to reflect. She relates this incident to her L2 competence.

---

Extract 4.25

---

25B  mhm . when you did the editing (long pause) so you went back to your first
26S2  haïdè (this one) . I’m still . until now I’m not very sure (long pause) of it ..
yene what (long pause) to say in English (long pause) you know .. it doesn’t have anything to do with translation (long pause) izâ anâ ‘am ilik bil (if I’m saying to you in) English I’m gonna plant something . I don’t know if I should say I’m gonna plant it with love [B uhm]or I’m gonna plant..this garden (long pause) I don’t know .. I wasn’t sure of it.
She reveals the reasons behind some of her *covert repairs* such as in extract 4.27 (50) below, where she notices an error but decides to leave it till later, because she was unable to correct it on the spot. *Covert repairs* are not easy to detect except through retrospection (Kormos 1999: 320). S2’s ability to reflect on her translations in retrospect has helped in this regard.

Extract 4.27

If we try to examine the psycholinguistic mechanisms behind some of her editing, we find, for example, that since S2’s main concern was to render the pragmatic meaning of the original into an accurate equivalent, the repairs she has made are at the level of the sentence and of the information structure (Kormos 1999: 317). The aim of those repairs was to achieve a more appropriate, accurate message, as shown in extract 4.28 below:
As regards her editing of lexical items, S2 had recourse to a *pragmatic appropriacy repair* (Kormos 1999: 320), when in extract 4.29 (36 and 38) she explains why the word *mahabba* which she had translated in fast as *love* should in fact be rendered as *friendship love*, because the whole text revolves around friendship. The choice she makes in slow translation is dictated by her further analysis of the expression, a type of componential analysis, that S2 has done, which results in choosing to combine *love* and *friendship*, into the compound *friendship love*.
Participant S3

S3 was the least of the three students to reflect on his monitoring capacity as he tends to prefer to communicate non-verbally most of the time, smiling every time he senses something doesn’t sound right in his translations. He therefore did not seem to exhibit awareness of the way he was translating, at least not through his retrospection. He did however comment on the relationship between working under time pressure and having time to reflect on some of his errors.

In extract 4.30, for example he explains how in fast mode, he failed to produce the appropriate message as in the source text, and made the changes later in the slow translation and edited slow. This type of inappropriate information repair concerns errors that occur “in the conceptualizer where the information structure is planned” (Kormos 1999: 320, Levelt 1989:158) . In this case S3 had produced an inappropriate translation by conceptualising the mountain as growing, rather than the climber as climbing the mountain.
Working in fast mode also seems to have affected S3’s attention to the orthography as 94 below illustrates:

However not all orthographic errors are the result of S3 working under time pressure in fast mode. For if we were to examine the psycholinguistic mechanisms behind the editing S3 performs in slow mode and edited slow, we find that errors such as its, where an apostrophe is missing, are not exactly orthographic, but are deeply rooted in the gaps that S3 has in his L2 grammar.

The corrections of these errors that S3 has made in the fast, slow and edited slow modes were lexical repairs at the grammatical level, more specifically at the level of the
grammatical morpheme and were based on micro level analysis of the text rather than on text level. S3 says being confused about the use of the –s especially where there is a verb.

In extracts 4.32, and 4.33, we have two examples that reveal S3’s errors and the confusion surrounding the use of grammatical morphemes as well as his inability to edit his errors. Note the similarities in S3’s replies in 30 and 46. Clearly one can deduct from these examples that S3 may have not yet automatised the production of the grammatical morphemes such as 3rd person singular –s and possessive –s (Håkansson 2005: 143).

27B OK there’s also that one. Because the love that you would <not> know know its secret, its not love, but its <like> a net just fish whatever it needs..
28S3 (laughs) gayyartā hon katabtā (I changed it here, I wrote) but its like thrown net just catch whatever is beneficiary..
29B OK did you think at all about having the verb catches rather than catch?
30S3 (long pause) bass istakdamt is
31B yeh it is like a growing net..why do you think you kept it like this?
32S3 (long pause) maybe because. la’annī stakdamt el- s hon so mā gdert istaklima hon (long pause)

Extract 4.32

43B OK .. OK . hon (here) the net just catches
44S3 ah (yes)
45B fakkart fiya šī inna (did it occur to you that it was) 3rd person singular
46S3 it . bass istakdamt (but I used) it is
47B yes . why do you think you’ve kept it like this?
48S3 ye’ni yimkin la’annī stakdamt il- s hon fa mā gdert istaklima hon (maybe it’s because I used the –s here so I couldn’t use it there)

Extract 4.33
As regards the translation of lexis, S3 seems in constant search for the right translation, picking words from his electronic bilingual dictionary, that do not necessarily correspond to those in the Arabic source text as in extract 4.34. Note that a detailed analysis of S3’s editing of lexis and his ability to use dictionaries is provided in section 4.5, where I try to show that the more S3 was trying to search and edit the lexis the farther the meaning was getting from the original.

| 133B   | *He has to fill your needs, not your vacancy* |
| 134S3  | (smiles)                                      |
| 135B   | why are you smiling?                         |
| 136S3  | *fakkart bil* vacancy *lel-otel* (I thought about hotel vacancy) |
| 137B   | I noticed that sometimes                     |
| 138S3  | [mhm]                                        |
| 139B   | your first translation is OK but as soon as you start replacing words by others you find in the dictionary your translation gets messed up |
| 140S3  | *aa šah* (yes true)                          |

*Extract 4.34*

*Participant S4*

The verbalisations S4 had made of his thoughts during the fast translation and throughout the interview, reflect overt metalinguistic knowledge of his translation competence and mental processes. The comments he makes in relation to his monitoring capacity were general, revolving around exam situations and dealing with translating under time pressure, or particular as pertaining to his translation errors. For example, below, in 595, S4 explains the strategy he would use at a NAATI test.
595S4 yeh with the fast yeh yeh maybe they will give me one hour but first what I do with translation paper when I do test at NAATTI or here first I try to do fast translation and then and then try to make after I finish and then I try to make I try to make changes if I find something but if I don’t find something better I leave it

Extract 4.35

He also explains what he does when working under time pressure, as when I ask S4 why he chose to translate the most thing as aktar mā he replies: “this is the easiest word to come to my mind”. S4 tries to express how translators, working under pressure of time, try to produce the closest meaning to the original, with as minimum time as possible. This may also be a case of automatic word for word translation, as S4 comments in 90, below.

90S4 yeh yeh yeh just just write the idea and then make the changes

Extract 4.36

It is interesting to note how in extract 4.37, S4 uses the metaphor of the “battlefield” in his reflection on his decision-making and choice in fast mode.

584B for it his to fill your need not your emptiness
In extract 4.38, after reflecting on a particular error during the interview, S4 comments that in an exam situation, although he would be required to translate fast (as mentioned in extract 4.37, above) he would monitor his translation by sticking to the grammar of the source text. Note that this comment came after S4 had realised he had failed to understand a particular idiom in the source text which resulted in a mistranslation.
you think it’s because you’ve translated many times that it gets better? if you get the chance, if you’re doing a translation course, and you get the chance to translate many times

S4 yeh. no of course I know (long pause) if they, if they say to me translate what is there. I will I will exactly follow the Arabic grammar so I’m not make any mistakes OK?

Let us now turn to some of the psycholinguistic mechanisms behind some of S4’s editing. In extract 4.39, attention to simple errors during the interview has triggered a correction from S4. In this extract, as I read his fast translation to him, S4 notices he had omitted the 3rd person singular –s on the auxiliary do and corrects it on the spot. Note that unlike other participants such as S1 and S3 who at times had failed to notice these types of omissions, S4 had already noticed his error in slow mode and managed to correct it.

S4 explains the process by which he arrived at particular lexical choices, e.g. meets with. His retrospection seems as though he is taking the listener on a tour around his translation processes, which reminds us of William Weaver’s insight on his translation (1990, 2002). We notice also that “repetitions may call for a creative alternative that draws out the competence of the candidate” triggers a creative alternative (Kormos 1999: 315,
Campbell and Hale 2003: 220) as in extract 4.40, where S4 resorts to a creative metaphor to replace the Arabic one.

```
136S4  the heart . the heart meets his morning . and the heart meets with (stress on with) OK? it’s like eh why did I choose the two words meets with . because itt’s eh not . I I feel it’s better because it’s like they have an appointment . oorr . the date . a date . OK? . so they meet with each other . OK?
137B   OK
138S4  meet with his morning and . I used the word revive instead of eh
```

**Extract 4.40**

S4 not only discussed his monitoring techniques for lexical items but also talked about word order, as in extract 4.41, below where he decides to edit his translation by returning to the choice he had made first, i.e. in fast.

```
268S4  and I I here I went back to the first one I don’t want to change it I just kept it as it is
269B   mhm . what do you mean?
270S4  when you say . it’s like the same order as in Arabic . I kept
```

**Extract 4.41**

Finally, in extract 4.42, we have an example where S4’s noticing and editing of the error was triggered by the interviewer, i.e. a type of *pushed correction* that had proved
successful. This extract contains an evaluation of the correction by S4 as well. Note that the full extract and a detailed analysis are provided in section 4.7.

| 164S4 | I I just translate as it is uhuh *they are not your friend*. so th no no sorry eh eh (long pause) OK .. *what what is your friend so that .. you . ask for them . or need them . and then you have time to kill them* (long pause) |
| 165B | this is your last version . here? |
| 166S4 | oh . sooo . OK OOOK OOOK I I I (Eureka!!) |
| 167B | what you’ve discovered something? |
| 168S4 | yeh yeh yeh yeh yeh yeh |
| 169B | really! |
| 170S4 | yeh yeh yeh OK oh oh oh oh oh oh |
| 171B | what did you discover? |
| 172S4 | OK no no . OK . oh I I related the second part of this sentence to the first part .. but here *wa-ladaikum waqt taqtulinahu . you have time to spend or to waste*. here and you have time to waste |

**Extract 4.42**

*Participant S5*

S5 had started the interview telling me that she normally produces one draft only; in extract 4.43, in 256, she explains how she just reads the text section by section and translates without going back to the text nor revising nor editing. After performing the fast, slow and on-line translations, one could sense from her comments during the interview that S5 was rethinking her translation technique and has somehow realised that she needs to edit her translation at some stage during the process.
In fact during the interview, we were examining the translation of one particular structure *wa-in kāna lahu an* (if he must) which I noticed S5 had difficulty translating, for she couldn’t settle on a tense: *if they know, if he knew, or if, if he knows.* The presence of the verb *kāna* makes this sentence hard to translate for it requires that the translator know the matching structure for *wa-in kāna lahu an* (if he must). I ask S5 how she decides on the tense, note her reply in extract 4.44, below.

136S5 there is a lot of difference uhm but the thing is .. when you revise it . you know where to fix . what to fix . because from from from what I learnt you cannot start a text in present and then finish in past or the other way around or something like that . it’s gotta be all the text .. I I do that . I I swap around . but when I revise . I usually . if I see it like I notice it I change it .. see whatever goes well with the text. because in Arabic you can use
S5’s revision technique can also be said to be text based or discourse based for it involves her making decisions to edit at discourse level (Gadalla 2006). In 90, below, is an example of S5 monitoring her translation at discourse level: note that this particular translation, only S2 and S5 among the seven participants succeeded in rendering into English. A detailed analysis of this translation is provided in section 4.7.

**Extract 4.44**

```
90S5 it took me a while . when I first read the text and I was translating .. because I don’t read the text all of it . and then translate it . as I’m reading . I translate so when I first read it . it took me a few seconds to actually eh get the meaning of the sentence because eh it says enno (that) titbūh then tagtulūh enno (now) it doesn’t make sense to call someone then kill them
```

**Extract 4.45**

One special feature of S5’s monitoring that was not as obvious in the other participants’ data was her prudence in making lexical choices; she seems to avoid using words or structures that she is not familiar with as in extract 4.46 (190), below.

**Extract 4.46**

```
185B and fourteen. wa-matā tu_fa_rīqūn it’s also the same I think in this one you changed the word order your friend is there for you to be with and here you changed from negative to positive do not make .. in Arabic lā taʃalū li-ʃsadāqa you
```
made it *make friendship* .. can you try and translate this one very quickly just to see what you might come up with?

186S5 which one?

187B *wa-lā wa-lā taj’alū li-ṣ-sadāqa*

188S5 (silence) *make friendship eh . an aim to touch the soul*

189B you think of it as positive not negative

190S5 yeh . and beside if you want to say here *do not make friendship this . but eh an aim to touch the soul* . so you gotta have something there

191B can I ask you and can you honestly tell me because this is quite interesting . did you try to avoid this structure that’s why you’ve chosen the positive

192S5 yeh . yes .. *la’anno* (because) I thought about it *la’anno* (because) I was trying to translate because I though if . you got . you gotta put a word there!

193B yeh, that’s right

194S5 and you don’t have but to put a word .

195B *but or save* I think in the original Gibran uses *save*

196S5 yeh . and what happens if if I pick the wrong word it might change the entire meaning

197B OK ah, so to be on the safe side you chose not to take a risk

198S5 yeh

**Extract 4.46**

*Participant S6*

Although S6 comments a lot about the process, the underlying feeling is one of confusion and inability to express his ideas coherently. He seems to explain a lot about the process but without showing the ability to relate those ideas to his translations. Therefore, unlike S2, S4 and S5 who were able to give insight into the way they monitor their translations, the most prominent feature of S6’s retrospections and introspections was around translation difficulties, specifically in transferring the meaning of the source text from Arabic into English. Through S6’s data analysis, we also witness a different type of avoidance strategy than the one we have just seen with S5.
Note that to analyse S6’s data for monitoring capacity would take a chapter of its own, for the data abounds with interesting examples that can be analysed for self-monitoring. In what follows, I have tried to be very selective in my choice of examples; these I hope will allow the reader a glimpse into S6’s monitoring world.

In extract 4.47 is an example that shows the reason behind S6’s insistence on “translating the meaning”. Note how S6 explains why he resorts to a meaning based translation, rather than a word for word one. One would think that perhaps the reason behind his decision is because a meaning based translation is better in conveying the message of the source text. However the second part of S6’s comment, below, seems to betray the reason behind his choices. In other words, were he been able to find a direct equivalent to these words, S6 would have used them, it is only because he gets stuck that he resorts to a meaning based translation. One could see this strategy as one of avoidance, similar to the one S5 uses but with noticeable differences in their L2 competence.

234S6 but you have to eh eh abstract the meaning and what’s the writer who wants to say and just put the meaning . not translate word by word fa (so) if I try translate word by word probably I stuck and I can’t find any equivalent for the words like yūlad wa-yataqāsam you know . which . I I translated in the fast one

Extract 4.47

The following extract (4.48) also reveals how S6 stresses the importance of translating “the meaning” of mā’idatukum wa-madfa’atukum. Note the underlined words mean they were spoken with high pitch.
S6’s monitoring for meaning goes deeper than lexical items such as verbs and nouns, to reach the micro levels of grammar, with the copula *is*, pronouns and prepositions. Whenever we got the impression, from his retrospections, that S6 was monitoring his translation at the macro level of the text, i.e. the level of the sentence and discourse, he would in fact be trying to deal with translation difficulties he would be facing at the lower levels. In extract 4.49, the main source of difficulty for S6 seems to be matching a nominal sentence in Arabic with an English equivalent that contains the copula *is*. It also seems that he tries to transfer the same pronouns from Arabic into English, as he comments in 162.
In regard to monitoring for cohesion, S6 has made the following comment in extract 4.50.

It is obvious, from his comment above, that S6 was hinting at the need to automatise the process of joining sentences in order for him to acquire textual competence. In fact sentence connecting is seen by de-Beaugrande (1984) as a useful exercise for developing textual competence in learners. Extract 4.51, below, reveals further problems S6 has with
cohesion, particularly in his use of cohesive devices. While he can reflect on how to link sentences, he is unable to provide convincing evidence from his translations to support his claims.

If we try to understand how S6 monitors his translation in general, through his metalinguistic data we can see that he has not yet automatised certain processes, which prevents him from using his matching ability when needed. Translating the sense of the original is also problematic because of S6’s inability to work at text level. Although he insists on rendering the meaning of the source text, the extracts above have shown that
his deverbalisation is based on word comprehension rather than text comprehension. In other words, the problem resides at the level of comprehension of the source text, by attempting to decode it.

Participant S7

In his retrospection, S7 does not give direct comments or statements about the way he monitors his translation as S5 and S2 for example have. Rather his comments seem more general, stemming from his experience as a speaker of English rather than as a translator. In 344 below, S7 shows clear interest in interpreting rather than translation and how practicing in different modes can help him become a good interpreter.

344S7 and actually you know one thing too, I had to, really like let you know, I feel, since I have improved so much, from first to now. I think what I’m now is even better than the slow or fast why? because I’m getting more practice, I’m practicing more, see, I’m trying now to get better so I can be a good interpreter

Extract 4.52

He also gives some general insight into the reason behind his different translations in fast, slow and on-line translation modes. His comment in extract 4.53 shows he has some knowledge about his mental processes in various modes. Perhaps this experiment, with the fast, slow and on-line translations has in some way helped S7 reflect on the difference in processing between interpreting and translation.
which you cultivate and which you harvest with praise. now what happen.

it’s like, you see in translation, what’s about, I mean I mean translating and
interpreting, you never you never get it same every time, even if you translate
something, you don’t do it the same as every time because every time this depend
on the words coming to you at the time. that’s what I feel the difference between
my translations

Extract 4.53

S7 also mentions revision, but note his comment in extract 4.54, in 262 below, where he
explains about the importance of revision, and in 264, how he relates lack of revision to
having “more important things” to do. This reveals his attention was not fully geared
towards the translation task he was performing at the time. As previously mentioned in
Section 2.2.3, de-Beaugrande uses the term *daydreaming* to refer to the process whereby
the learner’s attention is directed to “a chain of associations irrelevant to the task at hand”
(de-Beaugrande 1984: 112).

Extract 4.54

yeh of course, of course, but you know what happens, because what
happen is that when why I do mistake too is that eh people when they speak they
do a lot of mistakes, when they write they do less mistake but they do less mistake
if they read it more, because anā I didn’t think I didn’t go over it

because I asked you to edit it, as many times as you think is necessary but
as you said earlier you didn’t have time, most of you didn’t do that, but it’s OK,
it’s part of the way you work

because I have other more important things
Extract 4.55, is another example of his lack of attention to the task; note how S7 has no problem making the right choices during the interview, whereas in the actual trial he does not perform well because he was doing two things at the same time, as he states in 176.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>173B</th>
<th>because here you had thought then you changed it to thinking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>174S7</td>
<td>I think, thought is better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175B</td>
<td>yeh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176S7</td>
<td>but you know because when I was doing it I just, I was (laughs) I was doing something and doing this at the same time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Extract 4.55**

It seems that when he tries to concentrate, S7 can notice some of his errors, and manages to correct them on the spot, as he does in extracts 4.56 and 4.57 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>185B</th>
<th>because most you like in it</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>186S7</td>
<td>in him sorry in him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187B</td>
<td>so it should be him</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Extract 4.56**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>329B</th>
<th>in fast you said he is only to fill up your need not your free time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>330S7</td>
<td>should be to fill your need, not, fill up your need, sorry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Extract 4.57**
Managing to notice some of the errors during the interview, shows that S7 understands the Arabic source text, however one could sense through his final comment an underlying feeling of stress. Note in extract 4.58, how he does not seem surprised at my comment in 315, and replies in 316 that he already knows. Perhaps the real reason behind the error in 319-322 as S7 comments was indeed stress. S4 was another case where stress was seen as a possible reason behind some of his unconscious errors.

308S7  *kent awwal mā kent ʿam nēm* (I was about to fall asleep) OK *fa-mā huwa ṣadiqum* eh and who’s your friend he is is one you ask for and and have enough ti, enough time

309B  can I ask you something? can you translate the one with this one? both together and we look at your translation?

310S7  OK

311B  thank you

312S7  *who’s who’s your friend until you ask for him and you have enough time to kill him eh eh but ask always you you’ll ask for him always and you have and you have hours eh eh, to achieve it*

313B  tāḥyūnahā!

314S7  tāḥyūnahā mā anā mā fhemta ktir. yimkin enno ʿindkun hours ταττα’e’o haššī (but I didn’t understand it very well, it could mean that you have hours to make this thing come true)

315B  sāʿāt tāḥyūnahā tīšuwa (to live), if you understand this one you will be able to understand enno (that) you don’t *kill your friend*

316S7  I know, I know

317B  šu ménēta (what does it mean)?

318S7  wa-ladaikum waqt taqtulūnahu, you’ve got time to spare

319B  right! why do you think you translated it first as *to kill your friend?*

320S7  (laughs) I tell you why because you know what, that’s why you know in my final exam, I’m gonna be like now, very eh eh.
Although S7 has managed to correct some of his errors on the spot, as we have just seen in extracts 4.56 and 4.57, above, there were instances where this type of pushed correction had failed. One such example is in the extract below where it seems that S7 makes his choices based on his comprehension of the source text lexical item. The motivation behind some of his choices reminds us of those S1 had made. S1 and S7 seem to think of the word in its dialectal form which has proved problematic: a simple change in one phoneme is very likely to produce a word that does not necessarily fit within the same context, e.g. the word 'ugūba means sweetness while 'uzūba means being single, and 'azba, a single female. In this example S7 was unaware he was annotating a different lexical entry than the one in the Arabic text.
Lastly, it is important to note S7’s interesting comment about poetic style when discussing the reasons behind one of the errors he had made as regards lexical choice. Note his comment in 212 below.

212S7 you know and I think that that what many people fall in, by not understanding what the author is saying and that’s why this is hard because you know Khalil Gibran is not anyone, you know he is very smart, he’s very articulate, more than us of course, and so when he write that, some people think oh you know he’s not, you know he meant it’s easy but it’s not because there is aj-jabal and there is as-sahl

214S7 there is aj-jabal and there is as-sahl so there is there are connection

216S7 I should have done that but I didn’t

Summary

The above analysis of student data has revealed that students differed in their approach to discussing their monitoring capacity and in the degree of their awareness of it. The main factors that were found to play a major role in student various approaches to monitoring
were: monitoring for style, that was word focused (S1); monitoring for sense, which was hindered by trying to cope with translation difficulties (S6); monitoring for accuracy at the level of the information structure of the sentence (S2); monitoring that was done at the microlevel as S3 had done; the relationship between pushed correction and attention, where the former seem to work for errors that were the result of student lack of attention; monitoring that was controlled by the student risk behaviour, whereby prudence in making lexical choices affected the outcome; there was also the case of the student who showed awareness of the way he monitors his translation according to the situation and the task (S4).

From the point of view of revising Campbell’s monitoring competence, the interpretation of student retrospective data in regard to their awareness of their self-monitoring capacity has revealed the following types of repairs: *lexical repairs*; *repairs for good language*; *coherence repairs*; *covert repairs*; *appropriateness syntactic, tense and aspect repairs*; *conceptual error repairs*; *grammatical repairs* as part of *lexical repairs*; *ambiguity repairs* and *repairs for good language*. This analysis has been a first attempt at revising Campbell’s monitoring competence. More research is needed in order to verify the types of repairs that were found in the student data, so that generalisations can be made.

The section that follows explores student matching capacity. Unlike monitoring which is a conscious process, matching as we shall demonstrate below is governed by some degree of automatic processing.

### 4.4 Matching versus reflecting

Previously, in section 4.2, we have seen the extent to which students were able to reflect on their translations in regard to their competence and to their mental processes, and what they seemed to focus on the most in their retrospection. In section 4.3, we looked at how much they knew about their monitoring capacity and the role that attention plays in the self-editing process. We continue to explore student awareness of their translation
competence and mental processes throughout this section, this time focusing closely on what students know about their automaticity. In other words, we will be examining student data for evidence of their knowledge of automatic processes, in the context of translation in general, and in regard to their translations during the trials. It has been argued that automaticity in translation cannot be observed, and that only what is noticeable can be noticed (Paradis 2004: 34; Campbell and Wakim 2007: 9).

In this section we set to explore whether task repetition, in addition to recreating the process during the interview, through student on-line translations, has allowed students to reflect on some of their automatic processes.

One special type of process that allows for student automatic processing to take place is matching. Matching can be described as an automatic operation whereby a translator finds an item in the target text that corresponds to that in the source text with the minimum time possible. This operation has also been described as transcoding (Christoffels and de Groot 2005: 459 and Paradis 1994: 329). In similar terms to transcoding, matching competence is also mentioned in Campbell (1998: 94) as part of student textual competence. In Campbell and Wakim (2007) it is compared to the fast matching that happens in discourse processing, specifically during reading of the source text (Campbell and Wakim 2007: 6). It is important to note that matching capacity as we see it in this study is not a fully automatic operation, rather it is an overarching term that encompasses some degree of reflection on the part of the translator. The degree of automatic-non-automatic behaviour involved in matching is set to be explored in this section.

We have briefly touched upon student matching capacity in the previous section as part of monitoring one’s translation process. In the present section, we explore the extent to which students know about their matching capacity. We also try to examine the strategies students use when automatic matching of source text items with the target text fails, and what is likely to happen when we draw student attention to those errors.
The reader will remember that unlike the slow modes where students had ample time to reflect, fast translation was specifically included in the diagnostic tool for its ability to elicit data from student automatic processes. In other terms, student data from their fast translation is very likely to contain examples of matching. Therefore the discussion below will revolve around student matching capacity from two different perspectives: firstly we shall try to examine student awareness of their matching capacity, i.e. how they reflect on their translations where some kind of matching has occurred. This will allow us to compare student performance in fast mode with the slow and edited slow modes. Secondly, we will try to examine the way they translate the same item during the interview, for this allows us to have insight into the matching techniques students are likely to use and the role of pushed correction in triggering a conscious matching operation. It is important to note that although students were required to translate in the fast mode without stopping and were only allowed minor editing, some students, e.g. S1 and S5 were slower in their translation as if they were doing some mental rehearsal before writing.

The analyses of the individual participant data are as follows:

**Participant S1**

The reader will remember that S1 had performed a fast translation and an edited version of the fast translation, without recourse to the source text. She was then requested to translate parts of the text during the interview, while at the same time reflecting on her translations. In extract 4.61, S1 explains why she had opted for a word for word translation. Note how her use of “set words” in 124 asserts her belief in the stylistic need to translate the text word for word.

```
S1 yeh . here I think . your friend is your need it has been fulfilled .. what I meant šadiqum huwa ḥājatukum wa-qad quḍiyat
```
In extract 4.62 (132), as she is reading her fast translation, S1 notices the need for a link between the two clauses, remembers the Arabic relative clause, and comments “we should have put that”. Note however, how the interviewer’s question in 133 triggers an answer from S1 that reveals the real reason behind her noticing the missing pronoun: “as I said you have to do it word by word”, meaning the relative pronoun has to be transcoded as well, for her translation to be stylistically correct, according to S1.

We continue our exploration of S1’s matching capacity by examining extract 4.63, which contains three further examples that illustrate her matching capacity; in this extract, I ask S1 to try to add the missing pronoun. Note how, in 144, not only does S1 find it difficult to produce a proper relative clause, by eliding the pronoun in the relative clause, but she also has difficulty matching the verb tense between Arabic and English. Both extracts prompt the question of whether a stylistic approach as stated by S1 could in fact be
masking difficulties she has in matching Arabic relative clauses with their English counterparts, or difficulty in matching verb tenses.

Then again, style may very well be S1’s priority, as her translation of the word garden in 142, denotes S1’s creative mind, whereby she renders *garden*, as *garden of affection* thus adding her own cognitive input to the word *garden*. When asked about her choice, she explains that she was translating the meaning, i.e. what was in her mental representation at the time she was translating (Campbell and Wakim 2007: 5). To what extent can this be called *matching* we shall see as we explore student lexical choices in more depth in chapter 6.

| 142S1 | *He’s your garden of affection you grow it with love* |
| 143B  | can you try to add *allahi* to this sentence? |
| 144S1 | *yeh*. that you have growned it. growned it. growned it with love .. |
| 145B  | OK so you still put the pronoun *it* at the end? |
| 146S1 | *yeh* *tazra’ūnahu*. growned it not grown! |

Extract 4.63

So far we have seen two possible types of *matching*, the first was S1 matching her translation to the style of the original, first by using sentence transcoding, which, as we have seen, may extend to cover the transfer of pronouns, and the second is matching of style using an opposite approach, based on her creativity. To what extent these matching operations were automatic, one has only to speculate, however if we examine extract 4.64, (280) below, where during the interview I ask S1 to retranslate the utterance in question, we find that her retranslation comes out transcoded. Recreating the process, in this particular case, may have helped to further explore S1’s automatic processing.
Finally it is interesting to bring up the notion of mismatching. I shall use the term *mismatching* when the matching process is done by annotating a different lexical entry than the one in the text. In other words, mismatching is thought of here as a covert operation where some error is likely to have occurred in the conceptualizer, while annotating a particular lexical entry (Levelt 1989, Pienemann 1999, 2005). The translation of 19 (Appendix A) which contains the couplet *madd* and *jazr*, is a good case of mismatching, for the Arabic couplet triggers an automatic translation resulting in the matching English couplet, *ebb* and *flow*. Yet this matching has not occurred despite that S1 had been following her word for word translation technique. The reason may be that, rather than annotating the lexical entry for the word *jazr* (ebb), S1 had annotated a different lexical entry, that of a homonym in her dialect, *jadr* (root). This mismatch is covert, for it was executed mentally before the message was retrieved (Levelt 1989). Therefore S1 was unaware of it, even after we discuss these words during the interview. Below we shall see a similar behaviour by S7, in regard to the same issue. In the second example, in 248 below, S1 has neither succeeded in matching the couplet *madd* and *jazr* with their English counterparts, nor has she chosen to translate them literally, instead she has annotated a different lexical entry based on confusing the homonyms *jazr* (ebb) as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extract 4.64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>280S1</strong> hiina yusarihukum shadiqum la takafun al-laa fii araalikum wa-la tabkiluna 'alaihi bii-n-na'am and you won't be greedy to say yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>281B</strong> (I smile)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>282S1</strong> sii mannu mazbu? (what, isn’t it right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>283B</strong> eltiya metl maa kente ketibtiya (you said it exactly the way you’ve written it) (we both laugh) bas hon . elte (but here you said ) yes on agreeing .. bta’rfe le ‘am es’alik? . ‘am bettala’ ‘ala jjemle lei zeide eysa fiya (you know why I’m asking, it’s because I’m looking at the additions you’ve made to the sentence)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
*jathr* (root). This seems to have restricted her choice of the second element in the couplet *madd* (flow) which she translated as *length*. Note that the word *maddahā* comes from the root *madd* which can also mean *to lengthen*.

| 248S1 | *jatr* ḥayātikum yeh . *jatr* the root yeh .. so to know the root of your life he may know its length as well . *fal-ya’rif maddahā ayḍan* .. |

**Extract 4.65**

There was one other instance where S1 had annotated a different lexical entry, in extract 4.66, where in order to translate the passive *yutaqāsam* she had taken the root *qsm*, which can also mean to divide, and rendered the passive verb *yutaqāsam* (shared) as *divide*. In process terms, rather than retrieving the English equivalent for the word *yutaqāsam*, S1 had annotated a different lexical entry, that for *divide*, i.e. Arabic *yaqsum* thus resulting in a deviated meaning. Campbell (2000a) relegates this problem to the translator accessing the word through the conceptual route or through the lexical route. As with the rest of her translation S1 has used word for word translation to a great extent. This may be the reason why she accesses the lexeme for *yaqsum; divide* rather than the one for *yutaqāsam; shared*. A closer examination of this extract shows that the problem could be related to producing a matching passive construction in English. For if we examine her production of verbs in English we notice that she has difficulty producing the right tense, as in extract 4.66 and in extract 4.63, in 146.

| 44S1 | yeh . like we said . *every desire kul riğba wa-kul rajā’ it only innamā yūlād wa-yutaqāsam it only becomes borned and dividened . , divided* (long pause) |

**Extract 4.66**
It is important to note that in both instances of wrong lexical annotation, my attempt at eliciting a pushed correction from S1 had failed; S1 was still unaware of her covert errors. Could this have something to do with her ability to reflect on her translations, or the ability to use metalanguage, or could it rather be that these processes are so fast (automatic) that it is almost impossible for the translator to detect the error on their own, this we need to explore further.

Participant S2

Unlike S1 for whom automatic matching seemed an elusive process, S2 seemed more aware of the benefits of matching capacity and its relation to automaticity in translation. In extract 4.67, S2 has found the text challenging for it did not permit her to make use of her matching competence. The Centre Link texts she is used to translating as part of her course she finds easier because she has already automatised most of their specialised terms. S2’s comment below reflects her awareness of the relationship between automaticity, text type and transcoding.

Extract 4.67

60S2 challenging because it was talking about pragmatic meaning .. kénit maktûbé bi- ṭariʿīt nāṯr aktar mā hiyyē . law ʿaṭaytînē ʿî lal-centrelink
62S2 yeh mā kint (long pause) kint šift specialised terms w-bektebun w-kalaṣ . bas heidé
there’s a message going through . you have to get it
Since the text was challenging for S2 let us examine how she has managed with her translation and if she was able to make use of her matching skills, despite the type of text she was dealing with in the trial. In extract 4.68 (23-26), S2 reveals her confusion with the sense of the original Arabic structure she was translating. In S2’s translation, it is clear that she does not try to avoid the translation problem, but chooses to reflect on it and find alternative solutions. If we examine 26, we find that S2 has commented that the difficulty she had in translating this clause ‘has nothing to do with translation’. At first glance one would think the problem is one of transitivity, i.e. confusion between *you sow love in the field* or *the field which you sow with love*. It could as well be a problem with matching the Arabic verb with its English counterpart.

Fast: *he is your garden in which you plant love & harvest thanks,*  
Slow: *He is the field in which you plant with love and harvest with thanking god.*  
Edited version: *He is the field in which you plant with love and harvest while you’re thanking god.*

23B mhm . you know about transcoding in translation? when you translate fast it happens a lot .. here in the fast translation you say *in which you plant love* and in the slow you’ve changed it to *in which you plant with love* . and in your final edited version you go back to the choice you had made in the fast translation ..  
24S2 in the third one?  
25B mhm . when you did the editing (long pause) so you went back to your first  
26S2 haïdè (this one) . I’m still . until now I’m not very sure (long pause) of it .. yene what (long pause) to say in English (long pause) you know .. it doesn’t have anything to do with translation (long pause) izā anā ‘am īlik bil (if I’m saying to you in) English I’m gonna plant something . I don’t know if I should say I’m gonna plant it with love [B uhm]or I’m gonna plant..this garden (long pause) I don’t know .. I wasn’t sure of it.
S2 shows awareness of the choices she makes: she resorts to a literal translation when she has no time to look for the right equivalent, as in 4, in extract 4.69 below, where she did not have time to think of a match for *hadaf* and resorted to a literal translation. In her slow and edited slow translations, she had chosen the verb *aim* which she found more pragmatically correct as she explains in 6 and 8 below. A literal translation, has been seen as the unmarked translation translators use when working under time pressure, resorting later to a more sense oriented translation if needed (Tirkkonen-Condit 2005: 407-408).

| 1B | let’s start with the stuff circled in Blue .. the first one you’ve translated in fast as *don’t make a goal of the friendship* .. and in the slow version .. you’ve changed the whole sentence .. |
| 2S2 | OK . do I have to answer why? |
| 3B |  |
| 4S2 | *la’anno awwal wehde kénit* (because the first one was) literal . it was more literal translation . and I didn’t have time . so I had to do literal .. eh . the other one I had more time to think [about it . |
| 5B |  [mhm |
| 6S2 | convey it eh according to the English eh eh context .. |
| 7B | so when you say literal, that’s why you think you put *the* in the fast translation? |
| 8S2 |  yeh w(and)-goal *la’anno kéno éylin* (because it says) *hadaf hownik kelme kelme ‘melta* .. (in the original I made it word for word) |

Extract 4.69
The same unmarked matching seems to have happened in regard to the word *maḥabba* which in Arabic carries connotations of friendship, whereas in English it translates as *love* (French has the words *amour* and *amitié* to refer to *maḥabba* and *hubb* respectively, whereas in English *love* may be used for both). How did S2 manage to match the word *maḥabba* with its English counterpart? In fast mode she had to use the closest match, *love*, then in slow and edited slow modes, when she had more time to reflect, she opted for a componential analysis of the word *maḥabba*. The English word *love* does not fully satisfy S2’s notion of love as expressed in the source text, therefore she chooses to use *friendship love*. S2 explains the motivation behind her choice in extract 4.70 below.

---

**Extract 4.70**

35B  OK OK the other version in slow translation and the other edited versions you’ve replaced *love* with *friendship love*. can you think of the reason behind your decision to use friendship love instead?

36S2  *la’anno hénné éylin* (because it says) *maḥabba w-anā mā fiyyē* (and I can’t) (long pause) *love šī* (is something) *w* (and)-friendship (long pause) I had.. *ye’ne* to *ejma’*

(I mean I had to combine)between them (long pause)

37B  *la’anno bil-’arabi ġeir šī ‘an l-inglīzī* (because in Arabic it’s different than in English)?

38S2  exactly . I can’t just say *love* .. it’s all about friendship *w-anā ūl* love *kazā kazā* (this and that) *ba’a* (so) I had to put (long pause) *friendship love* .. you love your friend but you love a *friendship love* ..
Besides this type of unmarked matching, when it was difficult for S2 to match the Arabic lexical item with the equivalent in English she has resorted to an omission, but see what S2 has to say about her decision to omit that word, in extract 4.71 below.

50S2  mission .. hiyyé kénit .. bitténé mā ḥatteit (it was in the other one, I didn’t put) mission? wa-qad qudiyat .. in a way, kent ṭah ḥoṭ (I was going to put) your established mission .. in a way . bass ṭjeṭ elt (but then I said to myself) mission kṭir kbir ‘alaya (is too much for this) .. ṭjeṭ elt la’ (then I said no) mission is not the right word . I’ll come back to it .. ba’dén ḡayyarta kellā la’an metl mā eltellik (then I changed it altogether because as I told you) pragmatically . ye’ne (I mean)

Extract 4.71

Below is another example of a difficulty S2 has found in matching. I ask her why she had chosen to translate ṣudūba with In the name of; she replies that she couldn’t automatically come up with the right term in the fast version. S2’s answer in 44 mā ṭolit ma’e meaning “I couldn’t come up with it on the spot” reveals that perhaps the right expression was not in her mental representation and that she was searching for an equivalent.

| Fast | In the --------<happiness> of happy friendship, laugh and share those happy times because the heart finds its happiness and in the small things therefore the heart gets alive and fresh. (lines 22 to 24) |
| Slow | In the name of the pleasant friendship, laugh and share the good <&happy> times Because the heart finds its happiness in such little things so it revives and feels fresh.(lines 23 and 24) |
Edited slow  
*In the name of the pleasant friendship, laugh and share the good & happy times*. Because the hearts find* their* happiness in such little things so it revives and feels fresh. (lines 22 to 24).

**Last editing**  
*Since it’s*. Let your heart revive & feel fresh through finding happiness in such little things like those found in a friendship. (lines 25 to 27)

44S2  
*mā ṭol‘it ma‘e* (it didn’t come out (the equivalent of))  ‘uǧūba again pragmatically

67B  
OK .. now I want to ask you about three sentences .. I noticed that the last paragraph you’ve changed it in the last version .. (I read the three versions) I’m very interested to know why you’ve decided to use different word orders and which one you think is the best

68S2  
the last one . because the message . kén hu kén ʿam yēḏ’ē la-šī so I had to put let your heart revive whatever . the actual . ahamma šī  be-jjemle ḥattayta bil-awwal laʾanno heik bil English bifūtu diğre bil-mawdūʿ , neḥnā ʿinnā bitʿūlē sū kén lézim taʾmlē baʿ dën lawain raḥ ṭūṣalē

**Extract 4.72**

The extract above along with S2’s translation examples reveals the pathway that S2 has followed from *matching* to *reflecting*, until finally she settles for a satisfactory rendition in her last edited version: she starts off with her inability to find a match for ʿuǧūba, then resorts to an expression that according to her would render the pragmatic meaning of the original, she keeps it in the edited slow version then decides to change the word order and start with a different sentence opening. Following S2’s reflective comment in 68, we can safely say that the matching process she seems to follow can then be said to be performed at the macrolevel of the text (Honig 1991).

**Participant S3**
What does S3 know about his matching capacity? To answer this question may be a bit difficult since we have very little retrospective data from S3. In the previous section, we have discussed how in monitoring his translations, S3 had his attention focused on the micro levels of the text, i.e. on grammatical morphemes and on words, and on the orthographic mistakes he was making. The comments we have of S3, regarding these operations, reveal his confusion in the use of the –s at the ends of words, especially verbs. Could it be possible that S3’s constant attention to these morphemes and words precludes any automatic processes?

In what follows we shall examine some of S3’s translated output and his reflective comments, in order to get an idea of his matching capacity and the extent of his awareness of it.

In extract 473 (94), S3 has rendered the Arabic particle illā, in fast, as accept instead of except. This mismatching error is related to orthography; in 162, 164 and 166, S3 explains he has a problem with the use of the –s at the ends of verbs. These types of mismatches may be thought of as automatic as S3’s comment in 94 reveals: “maybe I hadn’t thought”. In fact his full comment in 94 illustrates S3’s matching and reflecting capacity.

94S3  yimkin anā mā fakkart (maybe I didn’t think of the word) except fī awwal marra fa-stakdamt (in the first translation so I used) accept fa-ghayyarta (so I’ve changed it) except make the soul deeper. fa-yom ken ‘indi wa’t aktar fakkart bi (so when I had more time I thought about) except

161B  (long pause) you put a 3rd person singular –s then you cross it out .. here also you put the –s then you cross it out
é’ndi (yes I have) problem sometimes I think some words doesn’t take –s .. so I take them off.

OK

‘ndi problem

problem bil (wth the) 3rd person singular –s? bil (with the) pronoun it?

bil (with the) verb anā ‘ndi fi (there are) verbs I think they don’t take the s

why you think?

I don’t know

Extract 4.73

Participant S4

We have seen in sections 4.2 and 4.3 that S4 feels at ease with thinking aloud, when translating on his own, as well as during the interview. In the examples below, we try to explore S4’s knowledge about his matching capacity, and what he does when automatic matching fails. The extracts below illustrate some of S4’s retrospection on these questions.

Let us start with a simple example from his translation where, in two different places in the text, S4 has chosen to use the word thing(s). In extract 4.74 (88-90), the word things, when preceded by the adjective good is used in replacement of the word ebb, and when preceded by the adjective bad, replaces flow. In 276, the word thing replaces that which, which translates literally into Arabic as the most of what. In both these instances, S4 was translating in fast mode, and had to try to get the closest match to the Arabic text. When asked for the reason behind his choices, S4 explains that in the first case, he “just just write the idea and then . make the changes” (90), i.e. he tries to get the closest match. Indeed we can see, in the example below, that S4 had made the change in edited slow. In the second case where thing was also used, S4 has kept it in all his translated versions including the on-line version. Note his comment in 276: “this is the easiest word to come to my mind”, which means that again it was the closest match. But why didn’t S4 try to
change this word later as he explained in 90? A closer look at the full sentence reveals the presence of a problem of a different order: a critical case, let us say.

This example encompasses several issues the translator needs to take into account when translating. Firstly they need to make the right choice of verb tense and mode based on the global meaning of the text. For example, the imperative S4 uses in this example has not conveyed the meaning of the source text. Secondly, the translator must also watch the word order, in particular, sentence openings. Note how S4 translated the connective and which is in initial position in the Arabic sentence, in the fast, slow and edited slow versions but not in the on-line version, where he has chosen to begin the sentence with the imperative don’t be. Thirdly pronominal reference seems to be a source of difficulty for translators working from Arabic into English. The difficult bit is li-anna akṭar mā tuḥibbūnahu fīhi because this construction requires that the translator know the matching structure in English. In order to do so, they must understand the workings of the pronominal system in both languages. For example the particle mā and the dependent pronoun -hu in tuḥibbūnahu are rendered in English as that which. A student who is not familiar with this structure fails to perform this matching.

One last observation about S4’s matching capacity, in 275 and 276, when I ask him why he has chosen the most thing as a translation for akṭar mā, he replies: “this is the easiest word to come to my mind”. This expresses S4’s awareness how translators working under pressure of time try to produce the closest meaning to the original with as minimum time as possible.

| Fast: and if they know about bad things about your life, let them know about its good things as well. |
| Slow: And if they know about your the bad things about your life, let them know about its good thinks as well. |
Edited Slow: *If they know about the ebb of your life, then let them know about its flow as well.*

On-line translation: *if theyyy, OK.. if they know about. the ebb of your life, then, let them know, about its flow, as well*

88S4 things . maybe . fast, yeh yeh yeh
89B so in fast you tend to
90S4 yeh yeh yeh . just just write the idea and then . make the changes

**Extract 4.74**

Fast: *And do not be sad when you are separated from your friend, because the most thing you like in him might be clearer than in his absence,*

Slow: *And when you farewell your friend do not be sad, because the most thing you like in them might be clearer in their absence,*

Edited Slow: *And when your friend leaves you, do not be sad because the most things you like about them might be clearer in their absence,*

On-line translation: *don’t be sad if your friend leaves you… because, because. the most thing. you, like about them. might be clearer in their absence*

275B why do you think you chose *the most thing?*
276S4 eeh . this is the easiest word to come to my mind . eh . we can say *the most interesting but things you like in them not interesting .. eh .. we can say the most interesting things* (long pause)

**Extract 4.75**
Moreover, if we examine 256-258 below, we notice that S4 seems more focused on the lexical choices rather than on the discourse. This is apparent in his on-line translation where he lists a number of alternative choices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>256S4</th>
<th><em>when</em>. <em>when</em>. if we say <em>when your friend</em> or whenever they say <em>farewell to you</em> or <em>when your friend leaves you</em> or <em>when you are separated from your friend</em>. ..</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>257B</td>
<td><em>yes</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258S4</td>
<td><em>don’t</em>. <em>don’t be sad</em>. .. but in English if we say <em>I didn’t do it</em>. <em>I I I used the same way here</em>. like the Arabic order. <em>eh</em> but English we say <em>it’s it’s acceptable to sayy eh if your friend leaves you don’t be sad</em> but better if we say <em>don’t be sad if your friend</em>. <em>don’t be sad if your friend leaves you</em>. or <em>be separated from</em>. or <em>say farewell to you</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>591S4</td>
<td>of course <em>I I choose whatever comes in my mind and and make sense immediately without wasting the time</em>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Extract 4.76**

Before we conclude our discussion of S4’s matching capacity, the reader is reminded of the “battlefield” metaphor S4 has used in describing his behaviour when translating under time pressure, and which we have previously discussed in section 4.3. Suffice here to reflect on S4’s last comment, in 591, taken from extract 4.76, where S4 combines in his reflection automatic processing and sense, which may be seen as S4’s conception of what matching capacity is to him.

*Participant S5*
In her retrospection, S5 was focused on the global meaning of the text, and how to render that meaning, to her readership, in a comprehensible way. If we were to examine S5’s matching behaviour in fast mode, we can see that her attention was on the global sense of the source text, rather than on rendering the words in isolation. In fact, among the seven participants, S5 was one of only two students (the other was S2) to understand the meaning of the metaphor *to have time to kill* and translate it correctly. Note her comment in 90 below, where she tries to apply logic in her reflection.

90

S5: it took me a while. When I first read the text and I was translating...
because I don’t read the text all of it, and then translate it. As I’m reading, I translate so when I first read it, it took me a few seconds to actually... get the meaning of the sentence because... it says enno (that) *tībūḥ* then *taqtulūḥ enno* (now) it doesn’t make sense to call someone then kill them

**Extract 4.77**

Although she was working in fast mode, S5 was constantly relating what was in her discourse representation with what she had just translated, resulting in a translation that can be said to be more text based than word based (Campbell and Wakim 2007: 6). In extract 4.79, in 118, we can see how failing to perform a quick match of the couplet *jazr* and *madd* with their English counterparts, she resorts to a paraphrase. She also repeats the same strategy in extract 4.78, in 54, this time with the word *nadā* (dew).

41B

ye yeh OK eh number six fa-fi nadā ʾl-ʾašyāʾ ʾṣ-ṣaǧīra yājid ʾl-qalb šabāḥahu fa-yantaʾiš
42S5 yeh that was a bit hard
43B really!
44S5 yeh
45B ah because you didn’t have a dictionary? but you had a dictionary for the slow
46S5 yeh I had a dictionary but eh.
47B you found it hard
48S5 yeh
49B OK so
50S5 for in the middle of tiny things. the heart finds its happiness and relaxes
51B this is in fast..
52S5 yeh
53B do you want to try to translate it now maybe you come up with something! or
54S5 up until now I’m still looking for a proper term for nadā l-āṣyā’ ư-ṣağīra (long pause) because it’s not. ye ্ńe (I mean) it’s not in the. enno (as) in the shade of this stuff

Extract 4.78

112S5 wa-in kāna lahu an ya’rifa jazra ḥayātikum fa-l-ya’rif maddahā aydan
113B here also you didn’t use. can you translate it or eh?
114S5 uhm. I remember vaguely but I didn’t use jazr or madd 1 I just used little details
115B that’s right
116S5 and, big drama or something like that
117B so you don’t like using metaphors
118S5 no. I like. but to be honest. at that time I couldn’t remember what jazr and madd meant
119B OK
In extract 4.79, in 120, S5 said she tries to avoid translating metaphors by similar English metaphors, because of her concern for the readership. Perhaps this can also be explained as an avoidance strategy that S5 uses when confronted with choices she is not familiar with, as S5 reveals in extract 4.80. Choosing to omit the translation of some of the metaphors in this type of text, may in fact betray the readership of her translation rather than help them understand the text, as her translation may have lost some of the flavour of the source text (Beier 2006: 100).

Extract 4.79

In 187B, S5 said that wa-lā wa-lā taj'alū li-š-sadāqa makes friendship eh. an aim to touch the soul.

In 188S5, S5 made a point that you think of it as positive not negative.

In 189B, S5 emphasized that you gotta have something there. She clarified that if you want to say here do not make friendship this. but eh an aim to touch the soul. so you gotta have something there.

In 190S5, S5 elaborated that can I ask you and can you honestly tell me because this is quite interesting. did you try to avoid this structure that’s why you’ve chosen the positive.

In 191B, S6 asked can I ask you and can you honestly tell me because this is quite interesting. did you try to avoid this structure that’s why you’ve chosen the positive. S5 agreed with S6’s question and explained that you gotta put a word there! So you gotta put a word there!

In 192S5, S5 acknowledged that yeh. yes .. la‘anno (because) I thought about it la‘anno (because) I was trying to translate because I thought if . you got . you gotta put a word there!

In 193B, S6 confirmed that yeh, that’s right.

In 194S5, S5 agreed with S6’s clarification that and you don’t have but to put a word.

Extract 4.80

Participant S6
S6 is mainly concerned about how to render, into English, the exact meaning intended by the source text writer. A close look at his comments, however, reveals that these comments S6 has made (60) underlie a sense of difficulty S6 has in achieving this aim. The difficulty seems to start at the level of the word, in the comprehension of the source text. For example, when probing S6’s knowledge about the word sahl (extract 4.82), he comes up with a direct match in English, a sort of lexical transcoding, however this matching word is problematic, since the Arabic word sahl has two meanings, the noun plain, and the adjective easy. S6 has chosen the wrong concept, and matched it with its English equivalent, thus resulting in a translation that is contextually implausible.

58S6  *qad qudiyat* it’s it’s pose problem also you know . because . what does mean *qad qudiyat* you know . yeh . yeh  
59B  what does it mean?  
60S6  yes (smiles) you have to look beyond the meaning of this one . especially just to . eh . to suit the text . you know .. *qudiyat* even *qudiyat* you have to understand the meaning by Arabic (laughs) *qu'diya't* I think . *qu'diya't* it’s finished . *something is finished or done*

**Extract 4.81**

419B  *ba'den fi šaqlé* (there’s one more thing) did you think of the word *sah/.* what it means?  
420S6  *easy*?  

**Extract 4.82**

In extract 4.83 (24-46), S6 translated this sentence based on his comprehension of the Arabic source text. He uses *young man* and *talk to us* which are approximations to the
meaning of the source text. In slow mode, when he has time to reflect, he takes a step backwards, and edits his translation. He comes up with the words a boy and had told us, which are inappropriate in this context. It was not until later, in recreating the translation process, during the interview, that it was revealed that S6 did not know the word youth in English, and was trying to figure out which of the two words would make a right choice. Note his comment in 46: “ah . youth . yeh . yeh . I don’t think about this word no . it doesn’t came in my mind”. We notice from this extract that unlike S2, who was able to perform a componential analysis of the word love, to come up with friendship love, S6 was stuck as he could not find a direct match for fata (youth).

As for the verb ḥaddātnā, S6 was able to match the verb tense with the English, in fast mode but not in slow. But note how in 33-35 my pushed correction has worked, as S6 succeeds in coming up with the right verb and the right tense as soon as he reads the source text. In this case, the interviewer skill in probing S6’s knowledge about this translation, and by S6 repeating the translation, S6 was able to automatically supply a matching English translation of the verb ḥaddātnā, and correctly evaluate his choice as well (35).

```
24B thank you. so in the fast translation if we look at number one . you said he said a young man . talk to us about friendship
25S6 mhm
26B and then in this one he said a boy had told us about the friendship . why do you think you you chose different . you changed the translation . yes
27S6 eh like
28B I noticed you changed told us and talk to us
29S6 probably when I take my time . I took my time to think about the meaning . I just started to translate the the try to translate the the right meaning . yeh because I have my time . enough time . just to think about it
30B Ok . so . here told us . so you would change told us
```
31S6  talk . talk to us
32B  yeh
33S6  OK . because in the text . the original text said hadditma just tell us . tell us about the relationship . tell us about the relationship . or talk to us . here now another xx translation tell us
34B  so you think . which one do you like
35S6  I think tell us . this is the right one because the tense .
36B  so the tense here in the fast translation
37S6  the tense
38S6  yeh yep
39B  OK eh .. and then you changed a boy and
40S6  young man
41B  young man
42S6  because fataa actually is a young man or a boy you know .. I don’t know it’s exactly it’s a young man or a boy
43B  it’s in between . youth
44S6  youth . yeh . yeh
45B  so there is a third word
46S6  ah . youth . yeh . yeh . I don’t think about this word no . it doesn’t came in my mind

Extract 4.83

What we have just witnessed above is a sort of reversed matching, that starts with the translator’s inability to match an item, which creates a problem, he then reflects over the problem, then in the on-line translation when the process is recreated, the translator solves the problem without noticing, as S6 has done.

Participant S7
The extract 4.84, below, revolves around the translation of the expression *wa-qad qudiyat* and S7 use of his matching capacity. S7 started off by matching the word *qudiyat* with *fulfilled*, which is a close approximation to the meaning in Arabic. In slow, he changes it to the verb *spends*, which is out of context. I ask S7 in 25 about the motivation behind his choice. He replies it was a sort of literal translation, then evaluates his choice in 36, preferring *spends* to *fulfilled*. But his last comment, in 42, betrays S7’s evaluation for it shows that he was never sure of the meaning of the Arabic phrase *qad qudiyat*.

| 23B | OK I wanted to ask you when you said in fast *your friend is your need and he fulfilled* |
| 24S7 | yeh |
| 25B | in slow you said *your friend is your need and it spends*. I couldn’t understand what you meant by *spends* |
| 26S7 | yeh actually, actually that’s slow, and that’s fast |
| 27B | yeh |
| 28S7 | now this is *it spends* it means like, I tried to be like literal, mean it’s like, *he’s your need and then, eh eh when you need someone and you have used it, you have spend so you have money spend it* |
| 29B | ah so you’ve related it to money! |
| 30S7 | hard I mean that’s hard, I wasn’t sure about it. I wasn’t sure about it |
| 31B | so, uhm, so here now I understand *spends* |
| 32S7 | yeh see I get it now |
| 33B | but here you said *he fulfilled* |
| 34S7 | yes. different |
| 35B | what did you mean by *he fulfilled*? |
| 36S7 | I think, I think *fulfil* is maybe better than *spends* |
| 37B | yeh because you put *he* and you put *fulfil* and nothing in the middle |
In extract 4.85, S7 reflects on what he thinks happens every time one translates. Note by his statement “you never you never get it same every time …because every time this depend on the words coming to you at the time”, S7 was trying to convince me of the choices he had made in the three translated versions and why they differed each time.
Let us conclude our analysis of student data with an extract from S7 where he fails to provide a matching translation for the words, *afrāh* in 335 (extract 4.86) and ‘*ugūba*’ in 354 (extract 4.87) below. Both examples remind us of S1’s behaviour in the translation of the word *jazr* in extract 4.65. In the extracts below, S7 had chosen the wrong concept and may have been influenced by his spoken Arabic as well: the words *celebration* and *parties* S7 had chosen, match the word *afrāh*, only when understood within the context of marriages, where both words refer to a sort of celebration. The word *ugūba*, on the other hand, is somehow problematic, because in spoken dialect it is pronounced with a /zl/ rather than a /th/. S7 must have made the connection between *ugūba* (sweetness) and ‘*uzūba* (celibacy).

It is interesting to note that as with S1, S7 could not be convinced he had made the wrong choices by failing to match the Arabic words with their English counterparts. His reaction in 344 may be an indicator that indeed these types of errors are not easily recognisable by translation learners, and need to be taught perhaps by “focusing on learnable form” (Dyson 2002: 53) However, after multiple readings of his data it became apparent that perhaps this was not an error rather it was one of S7’s creative sparks as we shall see in chapter 6 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S7</th>
<th>S7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>334</strong></td>
<td>S7 yeh, and in the purity of friendship eh you you you eh laugh eh you laugh, no not you laugh, laugh and and share eh eh eh eh celebration, parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>335</strong></td>
<td>B I like that! because in arabic the word <em>afrāh</em> we use for weddings and stuff and you got this from the way we use in advertising for <em>afrāh</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>336</strong></td>
<td>S7 parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>337</strong></td>
<td>B yeh parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>338</strong></td>
<td>S7 yeh, but it’s not parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>339</strong></td>
<td>B it’s like joy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>340</strong></td>
<td>S7 no it’s it’s celebration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>341</strong></td>
<td>B celebration?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OK so you changed it from parties to celebrations, actually what did you have
and actually you know one thing too, I had to, really like let you know, I feel, since I have improved so much, from first to now, I think what I’m now is even better than the slow or fast why? because I’m getting more practice, I’m practicing more, see, I’m trying now to get better so I can be a good interpreter

why did you say in the purity of of friendship?
because this is purity of friendship ‘ugdba ‘ugdba is eh eh ‘ugdba can be like virginity but you don’t use virginity you know it can mean different thing
but you use it also for water we say miyah ‘adba
yeh yeh yeh but here purity
OK so that’s why you chose purity
yeh
it could have the meaning of sweetness
yeh sweetness yeh but ‘ugdba ‘ugdba can also mean in some meaning, context, in some contexts virginity or someone is ‘azb, you know, but here
a’zab heydiike bil z (that one is spelled with a /z/)
yeh but can be anā(I) that’s what I thought but here purity, here purity

Summary

As discussed earlier in the introduction, matching capacity is seen as an overarching term that spans from automatic to reflective behaviour. In our exploration of student awareness of their mental processes and translation competence through their matching capacity, we
found that the seven participants have relied on various matching techniques. These techniques were seen as a reflection of individual differences among them.

The types of matching the student participants were found to use were five: (1) automatic matching that was done at various linguistic levels from the word to sentence level to discourse level, and that was affected by the student translation competence, or their risk behaviour, ; (2) unmarked matching, where unfamiliarity with the text type and mode lead to a literal match, followed by reflecting, then settling on a choice. For S6, for example, mismatching or unmarked matching was unlike S2 who was able to edit, S6 was stuck; (3) mismatching, as a consequence of a difficulty in annotating the right lexical entry, but in some cases it ended up being a creative solution; and lastly (4) reversed matching which starts off by mismatching or unmarked matching. A noticeable aspect of reversed matching was the pushed corrections which when they were used as part of recreating the process during the interview allowed students to do a reversed matching, where the correction was then successful. One interesting behavior among the seven participants was: using automatic matching in the form of sentence transcoding as a stylistic device (S1) which has lead to unacceptable translations.

The cognitive load that the text type places on the student, and the students’ unfamiliarity with the content of the text renders automatic processing almost impossible; gaps at the level of English grammar, especially in grammatical morphemes, meant that full automatisation of those processes has not yet been completed. This in turn affects the student ability to deal with higher order processes that require automatic processing as well; matching with the closest equivalent in English that makes sense, when translating under time pressure, does not seem to always work for S4, especially in cases where the match is done at the level of the word rather than at text level and when a mismatch between pronouns in the two languages can lead to a mistranslation, a transcoding at the level of the sentence, done word for word.

The pushed reflection during the interview seems to have worked in drawing attention to the error and correcting it; avoiding to match a set expression with its English
counterpart, can sometimes lead to a loss in the stylistic value of the source text (S5); comprehension of the source text and a good command of L2 are essential if effective matching is to happen (S6 and S7). One such problem is the presence of homonymy in the source text that can be problematic when matching is done at word level without comprehending the source text (S6). The main issue that seem to emerge from the analysis was the effect of translation difficulty on the matching technique used:

4.5 Self-diagnosing translation difficulties

Overview

The previous sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 have given us an idea of student awareness of their translation competence and their mental processes, as we had a close look at student retrospective ability, their monitoring capacity and their matching capacity. Throughout these sections we have come across student comments about some type of difficulty they had encountered during the trials. For example, S2 and S6 found the text type problematic. Assuming that text type was the main difficulty in regard to the trials, what would be the students’ view about the notion of difficulty, considering that they had the opportunity to translate the same text more than once and to discuss their translations during the interview?

In the present section I do not try to give a thorough analysis of translation difficulty nor do I try to infer from student data about what makes a translation difficult (Campbell 1991, 2000b). Rather I try to explore student retrospections for their views of what they found difficult in the trials, in an attempt to define the notion of translation difficulty, from the student perspective. This section will be shorter than the previous ones, as it will be followed by sections, 4.6 and 4.7 which further explore translation difficulty based on evidence from student translation data.

The analyses of the individual participant data are as follows:
Participant S1

The reader will remember that S1 enjoyed translating the text because she was able to relate it to the religious speeches she occasionally performs within her community. In her retrospection, she does not focus on the notion of difficulty as much as she does on assessment, more specifically on expert evaluation of her work. Translation difficulty starts to emerge, in discussing her monitoring capacity, where S1 reflects on her translation of the metaphor to have time to kill. Even though I explain to S1 the meaning of the source text metaphor and its matching English translation, one gets the feeling that S1 is still trying to grasp that meaning (extract 4.88, 194). In 192, 196, 198 and 200 below, S1 gives the interviewer clues to why she finds this translation difficult: a translation, for S1, may be called difficult, when she has to translate, under time pressure, a text that requires more thinking than other text types, because of its literary genre.

---

192S1 yeh it is totally ambiguous .. that’s why it’s a little bit hard to figure out (long pause)
193B (it’s as if you killed your friend, we both laugh)
194S OK (long pause) hala’ you mean taqtiluñahu ʿi-il-waqṭ!
195B yes . like when you say you have time to kill
196S1 you know what? because the time like you said it was quick .it was good like to do it like part by part and understand what he meant . because it’s poem it’s not like every day talk
197B yes
198S1 you can’t just pick it up straight away
199B mhm
200S1 you have to dig in . find out what he meant by the ambiguity in his sentences

Extract 4.88
In extract 4.89, S1 adds one more criterion to the above: the difficulty in editing one’s translation in fast written translation and in interpreting as opposed to written slow where the translator has plenty of time to reflect.

| 262 | S1 as I said when I went back . straight away I correction . that means for next time . if I’m interpreting . because limited time! |
| 263 | B if you’re working under pressure? |
| 264 | S1 yeh . you still do it .. you still do this .. but I mean . how can you have chance to correct if there’s not much time? |

Extract 4.89

Participant S2

With S2, we get a better picture of what she considers difficult in translation, considering the overt metalinguistic awareness we have witnessed from S2 throughout previous sections. Let us examine extracts 4.90 and 4.91 below.

At first glance, we find that translation difficulty for S2 arises when she is required to translate texts she is not familiar with, and that require the translator to balance the pragmatics between source text and target text. S2 believes, from her experience, as student of community translation, that familiarity with the text one is required to translate, allows for the translator to use the knowledge stored in their long term memory without much effort (Campbell and Wakim 2007: 10).

The second criterion for translation difficulty S2 refers to in her retrospection, in 22, is in respect to editing and accuracy: it is difficult to control accuracy when translating fast,
because under time constraints, one’s translation tends towards the literal. Yet another source of difficulty for S2, in 26, where she explains how a gap in her English has made it impossible for her to translate the sentence in question, as she kept editing it.

If we were to recapitulate on the above we can say that translation difficulty for S2 may be unfamiliarity with the text, especially if the text is pragmatically challenging; translating this particular type of text under time pressure represents a difficulty unless the translator has more time to reflect and edit their translations later on; but there are cases where the difficulty may be closely related to the translator’s second language competence, in which case the translator may not be able to edit or if they did edit they may not be fully satisfied with their translation.

22S2 el-muhammad (what’s important is that) awwal mara tarjamet šatr šatr (the first time I translated line by line), not even ma’ta’ ma’ta’. bas heidike kint. ‘rit kil šī. w-kint am tarjim
(section by section, but the other one I had read the whole text and I was translating) pragmatically. šu fhemt kint am tarjim. la’anno izā ilīt (whatever I was understanding I was translating it, because if I say) and the heart find its (long pause) in the small things therefore it gets alive and fresh. yimkin mā tkūn da’īa (it might not be accurate)..

24S2 in the third one?

25B mhm. when you did the editing (long pause) so you went back to your first

26S2 haidd (this one). I’m still. until now I’m not very sure (long pause) of it. yene what (long pause) to say in English (long pause) you know .. it doesn’t have anything to do with translation (long pause) izā anā ‘am līlik bil (if I’m saying to you in) English I’m gonna plant something. I don’t know if I should say I’m gonna plant it with love [B uhm] or I’m gonna plant..this garden (long pause) I don’t know .. I wasn’t sure of it.
Extract 4.90

57B so you think there is still need for editing?
58S2 could be (long pause)
59B do you think the text was very challenging?
60S2 challenging because it was talking about pragmatic meaning .. kénit

maktúbé bi- ṭari‘it naṭr aktar mā hiyyé . law ‘aṭay tíné ši lal-centrelink

61B because you are used to centrelink type texts
62S2 yeh mā kint (long pause) kint šift specialised terms w-bektebun w-kalaş . bas

heidé there’s a message going through . you have to get it

Extract 4.91

Participant S3

S3 may not have shown metalinguistic awareness as S2 has, he did however express what for him translation difficulty is. Previously, in sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 we have analysed some of S3’s comments where his focus was on the difficulties he has in producing grammatical morphemes, such as 3rd person singular –s, possessive –s (extract 4.92 (162)) and on the difficulty in making the right lexical choices. According to S3, he has difficulties with English grammar and lexis, which at times causes him confusion. But there were instances during the interview where S3 also commented on his miscomprehension of the source text as in 150 to 154 below.

Translation difficulty, therefore, for S3, may be present when the translator has a gap in their L1 and L2. Note that unlike S2 who was able to dissociate between the two competences, i.e. translation competence and L2 competence, S3 was too busy struggling with the grammar and lexis to reflect on further issues.
Participant S4

With S4’s retrospections, a new dimension to translation difficulty starts to emerge: the notion of stress. As previously seen in section 4.2, although his main focus is his learning experience, S4 seems to relate his translation difficulties to the stress he has been experiencing through his studies. I have chosen brief comments from S4 that best represent his conception of translation difficulty. A close look at his data in Appendix D reveals that he neither complains about the text type nor about translation modes. His behaviour is positively geared towards being able to accommodate himself to any translation situation, even if at times he feels as though he is “in the middle of a battlefield” as S4 reflects in extract 4.94 below. In short, we may say that for S4, one major element of translation difficulty that may affect the translator performance, is primarily the stress of being a student.

OK, I (S4 takes a deep breath) it gave me a headache

this one gave me it gave me headache as well because eh
Participant S5

S5’s retrospective data reveals the general view she holds about translation difficulty. She does talk about text difficulty but rather in the context of community translation, a subject she was studying at the time of the trial. Note her comments in extract 4.95 (42) and extract 4.96 (258), where she comments on text type and translation difficulty. When S5 mentions having difficulty with her translation, in 42, her comments reveal that the main source of difficulty is the word nadā. It may be that her unfamiliarity with certain lexical items creates translation difficulty. It may also be related to her being prudent in making choices. Her comment in 54 resembles that made by S2 in extract 4.90 (26), when she pointed to a problem she had encountered that she related to a gap in her second language competence. Further analysis may help shed more light on S2 and S5 cognitive behaviour in regard to this issue.
41B: yeh yeh OK eh number six fa-ﬁ nadā l-ašyā’ š-ṣağira yajid l-qalb šabāḥahu fa-yanta’iš

42S5: yeh that was a bit hard

43B: really!

44S5: yeh

45B: ah because you didn’t have a dictionary? but you had a dictionary for the slow

46S5: yeh I had a dictionary but eh.

47B: you found it hard

48S5: yeh

49B: OK so

50S5: for in the middle of tiny things. the heart finds its happiness and relaxes

51B: this is in fast..

52S5: yeh

53B: do you want to try to translate it now maybe you come up with something! or

54S5: up until now I’m still looking for a proper term for nadā l-ašyā’ š-ṣağira (long pause) because it’s not. ye’ne (I mean) it’s not in the. enno (as) in the shade of this stuff

Extract 4.95

260S5: both are all right. halla’ kamen (now also) depending on the text. like now I’m doing community translation. I hate it because the texts are really hard.

they’re really really hard. the texts..

Extract 4.96

Participant S6
With S6’s retrospective data, we enter the field of translation difficulty from different places: from the areas of lexis, including adjectives and pronouns, of dictionary usage; that of metaphors; of text type; and of cohesion. As we will be exploring S6’s data throughout this chapter and the following next two chapters, I shall focus my analysis in this section on some of the most important of S6’s retrospections, leaving the rest to be explored elsewhere in the thesis.

What conception of translation difficulty does S6 have? In order to answer this question, let us explore some of the data below: In 58, below, translation difficulty, for S6, is in the comprehension of lexical items in the source text, such as *qad qudiyat*.

---

**Extract 4.97**

58S6 *qad qudiyat* it’s it’s pose problem also you know . because . what does mean *qad qudiyat* you know . *yeh . yeh*

59B what does it mean?

60S6 yes (smiles) you have to look beyond the meaning of this one . especially just to . eh . to suit the text . you know .. *qudiyat* even *qudiyat* you have to understand the meaning by Arabic (laughs) *qudiyat* I think . *qudiyat it’s finished*. *something is finished or done*

---

Translating under time pressure is also problematic for S6, for it does not allow him to perform a dictionary search. Although it seems from S6’s comment in extract 4.98 (486), that dictionary search in general is problematic for him. His comment on Arabic dictionaries in this extract indeed reveals possible frustration regarding dictionary usage.
what I have here. he’s like a field that you plant in it a love and harvest by thanks. and harvest... actually when I translated on spot just I... get stuck with harvest yahṣud and but when I looked in the dictionary I just found this one. the harvest you know

and you harvest by thanks. probably because it says in the original wa-tahṣudūnahu bi-l-ḥamd bi-l ẓīkr. and harvest by thanks. this is one I stuck in the beginning because I don’t know this word but when I took my time I just looked in the dictionary and I got this this word. yep

cast net. all right dictionary ‘arabi zibāla

Extract 4.98

In extract 4.99, text type, in particular literary texts that abound with metaphors, also causes translation difficulties for S6.

no. it’s a bit hard because this is a poem. šīr (poetry) ʾiš-šīr (poetry) probably it’s a bit harder than

oh. of course because the Centrelink or migration or any other document it’s for word. words and English words. you can understand the meaning. but fi-l-šīr fihā hāgāt (in poetry there are things). there’s too many words like magāzī (metaphorical)

ah (yes). hāgāt magāziyya (metaphorical things). hāgāt (things) describing. for example you have to go beyond this things you know.

Extract 4.99
In extract 4.100, yet another source of translation difficulty for S6: joining sentences is difficult because, as he explains: you have to do it by guessing. Note that this may very well be a second language competence problem related to S6’s textual competence, for he does not seem to be yet “sensitised to identify textual features in addition to linguistic ones” (Neubert 2000: 8).

“yep this is the problem also the adjectives the adjectives another”: comments S6, in extract 4.101 (386).
To recapitulate on the above, what could be translation difficulty in S6’s view? S6’s retrospective data has revealed that, lexis including adjectives and pronouns, dictionary usage, metaphors, text type, and cohesion are all sources of difficulty. The data also has revealed possible links between his competence in L1 and L2 and what S6 considers difficult, e.g. using an Arabic dictionary. Further exploration of S6’s data in this chapter and the next two chapters will help us draw a better picture of his conception of translation difficulty.

**Participant S7**

There were two instances, in the interview, where S7 mentions something to do with translation difficulty: the first was when we were discussing his translation of the Arabic expression *qad qudiyat*, where S7 tries to explain the motivation behind choosing the verb *spends*, then, realising he had made the wrong choice he says: “hard I mean that’s hard, I wasn’t sure about it. I wasn’t sure about it” (extract 4.102: 30). The other instance was in 86, where I ask S7 if he found the text hard, he replies “yeh not easy!” In my discussion on S7’s ability for retrospection in section 4.2, I have mentioned that S7’s main focus was his self-image, where he compares himself to the Lebanese author Khalil Gibran, writer of the original English version of the present source text.

It is important to remember that S7 himself, is also an author and poet, as well as a translation student, so that one would expect his reflection on the translation of poetry to stem from his own experience rather than from what he would have learned through his course. Therefore if we were to take a close look at some of S7’s reflections on his translations, such as in extract 4.103 (212), we may find that S7 seems aware of the difficult task of the literary translator when it comes to dealing with author’s lexical choices such as Gibrans’ (Beier 2006: 104). Yet, despite his awareness, his lexical choices seem problematic because of the semantic associations he tends to make when translating, as previously discussed in section 4.4.
The reader will remember that in sections 4.3 and 4.4 I had alluded to S7’s lack of attention to the task, which had caused him to make unconscious errors, some of which he was capable of correcting on the spot during the interview. If we were to look closely at the link between the translation difficulties S7 mentions above, i.e. translating literary texts, and dealing with the source text author’s lexical choices in those texts, and S7’s lack of attention to the task, it may be that the main source of S7’s translation difficulty lies somewhere around his attention span, and the cognitive load of the task in hand.

28S7 now this is *it spends* it means like, I tried to be like literal, mean it’s like, *he’s your need and then, eh eh when you need someone and you have used it, you have spend so you have money spend it*

29B ah so you’ve related it to money!

30S7 hard I mean that’s hard, I wasn’t sure about it. I wasn’t sure about it

85B *li-annakum tajī‘ūnahu jā‘ rī‘īn wa-taṭṭlabūnahu li-r-rāḥa*

86S7 *because you come eh come to him hungry and you ask for mercy. ask for*

but this was hard

87B ah, you found the text hard?

88S7 yeh not easy!

**Extract 4.102**

201B you know in the slow translation you said *he is seemed to be so clear*

202S7 yes

203B in the Arabic you have *fa-huwa yabdū mina s-sahl* what do you understand by this expression?

204S7 eh eh which one?

205B *k-aj-jabal li-ṣ-ṣā‘īd fa-huwa yabdū min as-sahl akṭar wudūḥan lahu*

206S7 OK, *it seem more easy*
In exploring student retrospective data in an attempt to define the notion of translation difficulty from the student perspective, we found that although student retrospections were very diverse, there were some common factors among them that reflected what may be considered a translation difficulty.

The first major source of difficulty for students seems to be their competence in L1 and L2. Linguistic competence is needed at the comprehension and production stages as well.
at the editing stage. It is also necessary for effective dictionary usage. The second source of difficulty is working under time pressure, specifically with literary texts, which were found to be challenging, or texts one is unfamiliar with, such as the literary text used in this study. These texts require time to reflect before making choices. Unfamiliar lexis was also found difficult to deal with especially if the translator is of the prudent type, and unwilling to take risks in their choice making. Finally and most importantly, affective factors such as stress seem to be a major cause of difficulty for some translators as it affects their performance causing unconscious errors due to the lack of attention to the task in hand. Student ability to reflect on what constitutes a difficulty in translation is one important theme that reflects student awareness of their translation competence and their mental processes.

In the section that follows we explore the notion of difficulty further by examining lexical choice awareness and dictionary usage, and in 4.7 we look at one particular critical case that has proved difficult to translate for all participants.

4.6 Dictionary use and awareness of lexical choice

Dictionary use has emerged from the data as a reflection of student awareness of their decision making and choice of lexis, in the slow translation and edited slow. It is important to note that students were not allowed to use dictionaries in fast mode, but were given the freedom to use the dictionaries of their choice in the other modes. Two of the participants, S1 and S7, did not seem to have used dictionaries throughout their translations. In the previous section we have seen, through student retrospections, that for most students, a gap in their first or second languages can be a source of translation difficulty, in regard to lexical choices and dictionary usage.

This section explores student awareness of their lexical choices and their competence in using dictionaries. It is believed that a student has recourse to a dictionary after having failed to find the search item, first by searching their mental lexicon, and the knowledge
store in their long term memory (Ronowicz et al 2005: 581). Student retrospective data has shown, in regard to dictionary use, that in slow and edited slow modes, students seem to fall into three categories: those who have not used a dictionary or any translation aid throughout the experiment; those who have acknowledged using a dictionary however cautiously; and those students who seem to have relied on a dictionary in selecting lexical items but were unable to make the right choices.

Searching for word meaning, during the translation task, can be a daunting exercise. If we are to look at the whole process of lexical search, we have to consider looking at what happens also in the translator’s mind as they cannot match items and try to search their mental lexicon for the right word. Psycholinguistics deals with this issue of lexical search and retrieval (Levelt 1989: 185-187). This operation is even more necessary when the translator does not have access to a dictionary, as in our fast translation task. But what happens when students are given the chance to search for the items they were not able to find in fast mode? Do students try to look for alternative choices to the ones they made in fast? How aware are they of the choices they have made?

The analysis below allows a glimpse into student retrospections in an attempt to understand what students know about their lexical searching ability and their dictionary usage skills. Note that S1 and S7 were excluded from this analysis, because they have not used a dictionary in translating the text. The reader is referred to section 4.4 where examples of S1 and S7 lexical choice awareness are discussed.

The analyses of the individual participant data are as follows:

**Participant S2**

Participant S2 was constantly searching for a translation that would render the pragmatic meaning of the original message as accurately as possible. As the examples below show, S2 did use a dictionary in the slow translation, and the edited slow. In 27, I ask S2 the reason why she has chosen in her three translated versions, to render the Arabic word *sahl*
as the English bottom. Note her answer in 28 below. The dictionary entry for the word sahl in the Al-Mawred Dictionary (Ba’albaki and Ba’albaki 2006) contains the following words: plain, flat(s), level and level land. Note that, in this entry, the compound level land is printed on two separate lines, which may have caused S2 to omit reading the first part of that compound and to focus her attention on the word land. The Arabic entry also gives an explanation for sahl as ard munbasita. Although the lexical choice S2 has made in 28 conveys the meaning intended by the source text writer, it is important that the issue of choice awareness in dictionary skill usage be taken into consideration as well.

Let us now move to the second example where S2 explains why she has resorted to an explanation of the words madd and jazr in fast, because she couldn’t use a dictionary, and couldn’t recall the words in English. Indeed, as seen in the previous section, and in extract 4.105 below, having failed to match the couplet with its English equivalent, S2 resorts to a literal translation.

Extract 4.104

27B then here we have the word bottom that you’ve used in the three versions .. were there other words you thought of before deciding on the word bottom?

28S2 anā talla’ata bil dictionary toli’it (I looked it up in the dictionary and it came up as) land . it didn’t make sense so ḥattaitā mitl mā hiyyé (I kept it as it is). yimkin tkūn ‘ālyé . yimkin tkūn wāṭyé (it can be high as it can be low).

40S2 la’anno mā kint mittal’a ‘al (because I hadn’t looked it up in the) dictionary bi awwal wehde (in the first one) .. mā kint ‘erfé šū hiyyé (I didn’t know what it was) exactly ..
Extract 4.105

Participant S4

The retrospection in extract 4.106 below, shows S7’s lexical searching skills. In 222, he explains the process by which he arrived at the English translation of madd and jazr. He was not satisfied with checking the meaning in English, but also checked the internet for how the couplet was used in particular contexts. Note that S4 had kept the literal meaning in fast and slow modes and only decided to change it in the edited slow. When S7 had performed the slow translation, it was straight after the fast, in the same environment where students had used their dictionaries but not the internet. The additional internet search S7 had performed at home, may have helped him make his choice. It also reveals his ability to check many sources for inspiration before deciding on his translation.

219B you were struggling with the word jazr
220S4 and I used the same word jazr and madd
221B you’ve kept the same words?
222S4 yeh yeh yeh because you know how. I went through the Internet so I saw. I saw like someone wrote like a story and the title was the ebb and the flow of life that’s why I kept it OK?
223B OK
224S4 but I looked for the meaning. I saw it and then
225B so without a dictionary you wouldn’t have been able to find it. you found it through the Internet
226S4 no no I found it through the dictionary. first I. I looked for the meaning of jazr and madd in English
227B yeh
228S4  OK? just to remember and then before I wrote it down I went to the
Internet just I wrote *the ebb and flow of life* so I read it somewhere a story and the
title of the book *the ebb and flow of life*
229B  yes . I think I’ve seen it
230S4  yeh so I kept the same ones

**Extract 4.106**

*Participant S5*

While S4 searches the internet for contexts where the couplet *ebb* and *flow* are used, we
find S5, on the other hand, using dictionaries in her search for lexical items, but deciding
against using the words she finds, because she is not familiar with them. In extract 4.106
(228) above, S4 had found that *ebb* and *flow* can be used in describing one’s life; S5 had
never heard of the word *dew* used in describing small things in life (extract 4.107). It
seems from S5’s retrospection in this extract, that even when she knows the word, or
knows how to find it in the dictionary, she is not willing to take risks, when unfamiliar
with the context in which that word needs to be used. Her capacity to comprehend the
text at discourse level as demonstrated previously may also be at play in her decision-
making and choice.

41B  yeh yeh OK eh number six fa-fi  nadā  l-ašyā’ š-šaḡira yajid l-qalb šabāḥahu fa-
yanta’iš
42S5  yeh that was a bit hard
43B  really!
44S5  yeh
45B  ah because you didn’t have a dictionary? but you had a dictionary for the
slow
46S5  yeh I had a dictionary but eh .
47B  you found it hard
for in the middle of tiny things. the heart finds its happiness and relaxes

this is in fast..

do you want to try to translate it now maybe you come up with something!
or

up until now I’m still looking for a proper term for nadā l-ašyāʾ ʾṣ-ṣagīra (long pause) because it’s not. yeʾne (I mean) it’s not in the. enno (as) in the shade of this stuff
did you look it up in the dictionary?
no
you didn’t. because nadā is dew
yeh
so you can translate it
yeh . yeh . I know nadā is dew
but you’re trying to find
as a meaning nadā l-ašyāʾ ʾṣ-ṣagīra you can’t just put dew enno (I mean). you know what I mean?
because I noticed in your translation you’re . you did not follow the same expressions as in the Arabic text . you came up with your own expressions . your own words . your own word order
yeh because depending, like for example you can’t put dew here for example because it’s out of context
but as a metaphor you can, can’t you?
I’ve never come up with
maybe because we’re dealing with literary translation
yeh maybe you can put in the shadow of or whatever is happening . or something like that . but . I personally have never heard dew
OK
that’s why . I know nadā is dew but that’s why I didn’t use it
Participant S3

S3 has performed his lexical searches using an electronic dictionary. Remember that S3 used mostly non-verbal communication in order to convey what he thought about his translations, especially in our discussion of his lexical choices. It is interesting to see how his choice of words changes from one translation mode to the next, as shown in extracts 4.108, 4.109 and 4.110 below. Among the seven participants, S3 seems to have relied the most on words found in the dictionary.

Regardless of the lack of retrospective data from S3, the examples below show that he uses the dictionary to search for words and that he is also aware that he has not been making the right choices, he however lacks the metalanguage to explain why. Note S3’s comment in extract 4.108 (98), where he states he had found the word desire in the dictionary. S3 translations in fast, slow and edited slow modes indicate he had been trying to find the right word: from something in fast he moves to object, a more concrete word, then settles for desire. His smiling, in 96, however, reveals a possible sense of uncertainty about his choice, as S3 had expressed his confusion regarding grammatical and lexical choices on many occasions during the interview.

Fast: Do not make friendship just for something accept make it more the deep soul deeper.
Slow: Do not make friendship as an object except deepening the soul.
Edited version: Do not make wi friendship with a desire except deepening the soul.

95B   so w-ğayyart fikrak kamén ‘an (and you’ve also changed your mind about) something w-șaret (so it became) object w-ba’dén (then) desire?
Extract 4.108

Fast: *but asked* ask him to come and you have more time to *enjoy*.
Slow: *But asked him always, and you have time to in* inspirit.
Edited version: *But asked him always, and you have time to inspirit.*

119B here after *taqtulūnāhu, But asked him always, and you have time to inspirit*.
. you’ve kept the slow version
120S3 yep
121B right? why do you think you’ve chosen the word *inspirit* to replace enjoy?
did you find the word in the dictionary?
122S3 é (yes) and you have time to..(lost a bit)
123B so it didn’t just come up like that
124S3 *la’ (no)*

Extract 4.109

Fast: *He he can fillful your needs, not you lonely loly ho* loneliness.
Slow: *He has to fill your needs, not your vacancy.*
Edited version: *He has <is> <has> to fill your needs, not your leisure.*

133B *He has to fill your needs, not your vacancy*
134S3 (smiles)
135B why are you smiling?
136S3 *fakkart bil* vacancy lel-otel (I thought about hotel vacancy)
137B I noticed that sometimes
138S3 [mhm
Extract 4.110

*Participant S6*

In extract 4.111 (74), S6 explains, that in fast, he resorted to an explanation of the lexical item *yahṣud*, and found the word *harvest* later in the dictionary.

Extract 4.111

In extract 4.112 (288), we find that S6 did not look up the word in the dictionary as he came up with the translation *gather*. The problem in this particular case seems to be S6’s inability to produce an equivalent of the passive *yutaqāsam*, for it cannot be found in the dictionary but needs to be processed syntactically according to the information structure of the sentence.
**Extract 4.112**

In the extract below, is an example that reveals S6’s frustration regarding dictionaries, in particular Arabic ones. Note his comment in 486 (extract 4.113).

\[
\begin{align*}
282\text{S6} & \quad yataqāsam. \text{share.. share together} \\
283\text{B} & \quad \text{mhm} \\
284\text{S6} & \quad yataqāsam \text{something with someone else. you know share sandwich.. share money.. share relationship.. yeh} \\
285\text{B} & \quad \text{but here you didn’t put share you put gather} \\
286\text{S6} & \quad \text{ah (yes) gather} \\
287\text{B} & \quad \text{gather jam‘ (to gather) ye‘ hi (means) yujma‘ (is gathered)} \\
288\text{S6} & \quad \text{ah (yes) yeh ah ah (yeh yeh) gather ma‘ ba‘d (together) . gather ma‘ ba‘d (together) . aw (or)} \\
289\text{B} & \quad \text{why do you think you chose this? and to have the meaning of yutaqāsam differently?} \\
290\text{S6} & \quad \text{eh . I don’t know too! you know I try to . I try to just understand the meaning . if this is the meaning he wants to say or not . probably.} \\
291\text{B} & \quad \text{is it possible this was from the dictionary or?} \\
292\text{S6} & \quad \text{no no I didn’t look this one in the dictionary} \\
293\text{B} & \quad \text{so you just came up with the word} \\
294\text{S6} & \quad \text{yeh}
\end{align*}
\]

In the extract below, is an example that reveals S6’s frustration regarding dictionaries, in particular Arabic ones. Note his comment in 486 (extract 4.113).

\[
\begin{align*}
476\text{S6} & \quad \text{me too (both laughing) a trep . trap . no trep} \\
480\text{S6} & \quad \text{trap for fishing as a miṣyada ya‘nī (that is)} \\
481\text{B} & \quad \text{here . did you look it up in the dictionary . casting?}
\end{align*}
\]
482S6 yeh I look in dictionary but *casting net?*
483B *cast net*
484S6 *šabaka? OK*
485B a net *cast forth*
486S6 cast net . all right dictionary ‘*arabi zibāla*’

**Extract 4.113**

*Summary*

Student participants were given freedom in regard to dictionary use. S1 and S7 did not seem to have relied on a dictionary in their translations while S3 and S6 seem to have done the opposite, relying heavily in their choices on what they found in their dictionaries. S2 and S5 used dictionaries, however cautiously. The analysis in this section has revealed that many factors come into play when translators use dictionaries: firstly, lack of attention can affect the choices students make through dictionaries (S2); the level of competence in L1 and L2 also has an effect on the choices they make; and some cognitive factors, such as avoiding risks can also play a role in their choices. More insight into students’ choice awareness can be gleaned from their matching and reflecting in section 4.4.

4.7 Translating idiomatic expressions

*Overview*

Throughout the previous six sections I have been analysing individual participant data based on their retrospections around each theme. In this section I have decided to take a different approach to analysing this data, by focusing on one particular critical case, however still within student retrospection regarding this case. The reason for my decision to focus on this critical case is because its translation had triggered unusual behaviour among the seven participants. Five participants failed to comprehend the meaning of the
Arabic metaphor in question, translating it as “killing your friend” rather than “having time to kill”. Moreover those same five students also failed to notice their error in the slow and edited slow modes, even though they had ample time to reflect on their translation. As for the other two students who were able to comprehend the Arabic metaphor and to render it into English, they were found to encounter another type of difficulty in translating this case. Therefore this section seeks to explore student data in order to find the possible link between student awareness of their errors and translation difficulty. In what follows, I present individual participant translations of this critical case in the fast, slow, edited slow and on-line modes, whenever applicable. This is followed by a discussion of student retrospective data concerning the translation of this case.

The analyses of the individual participant data are as follows:

**Participant S1**

What were S1’s reflections on this particular case?

The first thing we notice in extract 4.114 below is S1’s evaluation of her on-line rendition of this structure. She seems satisfied with her translation in 186, but note how after she evaluates it, she still repeats the first part of the structure. We have the impression here that she is still thinking about it. In fact the rest of the extract reveals that even though I explained to S1 about the role of the pronoun and the antecedent that pronoun refers to, her comment in 194 “OK (long pause) halla’ (now) you mean taqtulūnahu l-il-waqt (you kill him, for the time)! shows she probably hasn’t fully comprehended the meaning of this structure.

If we were to examine closely her translation of this structure, we find that firstly, S1 has translated it word for word, and has copied the pronouns from Arabic. But the Arabic structure contains an idiom that has a direct match in English: a similar idiom, which does not require the second pronoun. The problem seems to be that S1 was unable to perform a direct matching of the idioms in her fast translation, for she has
miscomprehended the idiom ‘to kill time’ by misinterpreting the role that the pronoun \(hu\) in the verb \(ta\text{ṭūb\text{"u}nahu}\) plays in the structure.

The problem here is that in Arabic -\(hu\) can refer to humans as well as abstract entities, here \(waqt\) and \textit{friend} while in English we use \textit{him} for persons and \textit{it} for time. These are cross-linguistic differences that call for matching competence on the part of S1. We notice that she has transferred the pronoun -\(hu\) which refers to \(waqt\) as English \textit{him}, as refering \textit{to friend}. A proper translation in this case could not be achieved because of the gaps in S1’s L2. These gaps may be related to the acquisition of information structure and of the use of pronoun anaphora. We seem to be dealing here with a number of issues at the same time: firstly, comprehension of the source text idiom, and if possible, matching it with its English counterpart; if this fails, comprehending the role of the pronouns in this structure, and matching them with their antecedants. We must remember here that S1’s main concern was preserving the words as in the source text for stylistic purposes, and she has managed to do so in other places in her translation such as in the example below. Let us now examine S3’s translations and comments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fast:</th>
<th>And is who is your friend that you call him and with your time you kill him? (lines 34, 35)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edited fast:</td>
<td>And who is your friend that you call Him and with your time you kill him? (lines 33-34)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

183B eh this one
184S1 you kill him?
185B can you read the Arabic just to see (long pause) it’s on the next page
186S1 \textit{ta\text{ṭūlūnahu}. fa-m\text{"a} huwa šadiqukum ḥattā ta\text{ṭūb\text{"u}h wa-ladaikum waq\text{"u}n ta\text{ṭūlūnahu}}. so who . is ... fa-m\text{"a} huwa šadiqukum} (long pause) and who is your friend that you call him and with your time you kill him. ... \textit{fa-m\text{"a} huwa šadiqukum ḥattā ta\text{ṭūb\text{"u}h wa-ladaikum waq\text{"u}n ta\text{ṭūlūnahu}}}(long pause) yeh . and who is your
Participant S3

S3’s translation of this structure was a bit different from S1’s, for whereas S1 used the expression “with your time you kill him” S3 translated it literally as “and you have time to kill him”. S3 also had a problem comprehending the idiom *time to kill*. The data from extract 4.115 below reveals his lack of understanding of the source text, specifically in relation to grasping the meaning of the idiom. S3 claimed that the source text contained...
many ambiguities; S1 had also referred to the same problem during her interview, however in comparing their comments when I told them the exact meaning of the idiom, note how S1’s comment in 194 above was based on her conception of the importance of the pronoun in translating the idiom, while S3’s comment underlies a sense of ambiguity behind his miscomprehension of it. Note that I explain that the dependent pronoun *hu* in *taqtulhu* refers to time not to friend, i.e. time to kill. S3 fails to make the connection between “time” and “hours” in the clause that follows. We must remember that S4 was far too concerned about the grammatical morphemes and lexis, to be able to think at discourse level and make all these connections, as 110 shows when S3 asks “but where is time here?” S3 manages however to understand the idiom after I explain it to him for he comes up with an Arabic explanation “Ohhhh, time to kill means plenty of free time!” (114).

Fast:  what who is your friend that you want hin him and then kill him. you have time to kill him. (lines 30-33)

Slow:  What <who> is your friend that you call him and you have time to kill him? But asked him always, and you have time to inspirit. (lines 31,32)

Edited slow:  Who is your friend that you call him, and you have time to kill him. (lines 33,34)

105B somewhere else eh (long pause) let’s look at how you’ve translated *wa-ladaikum waqtun taqtulūnahu*

106S3 (long pause) *Who is your friend that you call him, and you have time to kill him .. (laughs)*

107B one of the other students translated it the same way .. she said to kill him .. the pronoun *h* in Arabic refers back to *waqt* not to friend

108S3 aaahhh!! (Ohhhhhh!!)

109B so you’ve both killed your friend!
fa-mā huwa ṣadiqukum ḥattā taṭlūbūḥ wa-ladaikum waqṭ taqtulūḥ? yaʿni l-ʿaarabi muṣḥ maḥūmī (the Arabic is not clear) taqtulūnāḥ (long pause)?

bas wein l-waqṭ hon bas wein fi (but where you have) wa-ladaikum sāʿāt tahyūnāḥ bi-ssatar yalle baʿdo mā ejaʿa la alaʿa fekrak abadan lamma kentʿam ṭtarjim enno waqṭ taqtulu:nahu mitl sāʿāt tahyūnāḥ? fa-mā huwa ṣadiqukum ḥattā taṭlūbūḥu wa-ladaikum waqτun taqtulūnahu? And you have time to kill yeʿneʿ endak waʿt kīr la-tmaḍdi (in the line that follows, it didn’t occur to you at all, when you were translating to relate time to kill to hours to live. fa-mā huwa ṣadiqukum ḥattā taṭlūbūḥu wa-ladaikum waqτun taqtulūnahu? (and you have time to kill meaning you have plenty of free time)

mhmmmm

it’s like an expression

āāā yaʿni waqτ taqtulūḥ . waqτ fi farāğ (Ohhhh, time to kill means plenty of free time)

é (yes)

āāā (Ohhhh)

so you didn’t understand it when you were translating

 Extract 4.115

Participant S4

S4’s retrospection on his translation of this critical case has been mentioned several times in this chapter, for S4 has managed to combine several aspects of his awareness of translation competence and mental processing into this one extract. In this section we reexamine his translation of this critical structure, this time however by relating it to two previous discussions, i.e. those of S1 and S3. This I hope will help shed some light on the notion of student awareness in regard to this particular case.

We notice from S4’s various translated versions of this example that he cannot decide on a rendition for taṭlūbūḥu, i.e. of choosing between ask for and need. The main problem
however seems to be S4 recognising the expression *to have time to kill* and consequently not rendering the redundant pronoun at the end of *kill* into English. Unlike S1 and S3 who had mistranslated this example and hadn’t recognise their error during the interview, S4 sensed the expression was wrong and showed great amazement when he discovered he was unable to recognise his error despite his competence in Arabic: “I shouldn’t have made this mistake because I’m very good at Arabic, especially Arabic grammar”. Note how he reflects on the cause of his errors. He relates his miscomprehension of the source text to his being stressed from the course, [he is] doing Masters of translation and [his] mind is not … clear, because [he is] stressed a lot. S4 is also happy that despite his stress he has discovered the error by himself: “but anyway I found (laughs) I discovered by myself”. The recurring theme in this long extract is the effect of anxiety (from the course) on students’ performance regardless of their competence.

If we look at our critical cases for this example, i.e. pronominal reference and sentence openings, we can say that in relation to pronominal reference, the pronoun *him* at the end of the sentence is part of the expression *time to kill*, therefore it need not be reproduced in English. The presence of a pronoun in this position distorts the meaning as has happened with S1, S3 and now S4’s translations of this example where the presence of the pronoun has shifted the meaning from *time to kill* to *time to kill him* (your friend). A close look at S4’s translations in the three modes shows something different is happening here.

Previously S1 and S4 have used *want* and *call for* *ušūbhū*, while we see that S4 is trying to find the right word as he gets closer to the sense of the original. He chooses, *need, ask for* and in the last version, he uses both, then settles for *ask for*. But note how in his online translation, S4 is back to using both, ask *for them*. or *need them* in extract 4.116 (164). Could it be that the verb *ušūbūn* has triggered a mistranslation of the idiom, for S1, S3 and now S4?

Let us continue our exploration of students’ translation of this critical case in an attempt to shed some light on their awareness of their translation competence and mental processes.
Fast:  So, what is your friend xx to who you need and then you have time to kill him? (lines 36,37)
Slow:  So, what is your friend so that you ask for him them and then you have time to kill them? (lines 21,22)
Edited slow: what is your friend so that you ask for need ask for them and then have time to kill them? (lines 21,22)

151B so now this one
152S4 yes
153B this one . I’m interested to see
154S4 ah . yeh this one
155B you told me it’s a hard one
156S4 this one gave me it gave me headache as well because eh
157B can you try to translate it for me straight from the Arabic?
158S4 OK . OK . here it said fa-mā huwa ṣadiqukum ḥattā taṭlūbūnahu wa-lādākum waqṭun taṭqūlahu . eh
159B OK . what do you think of it? I mean the source text and can you try to translate it into English?
160S4 OK . eh . it said . what is because it’s a questionnn
161B mhm
162S4 (reflects) (long pause) maybe maybe he means famā huwa ṣadiqukum ḥattā taṭlūbūnahu wa-lādākum waqṭ but .. I’m not sure I .. but . but I
163B what do you think the English would be?
164S4 I I just translate as it is uhm they are not your friend . so th no no sorry eh eh (long pause) OK .. what what is your friend so that .. you . ask for them . or need them . and then you have time to kill them (long pause)
165B this is your last version . here?
166S4 oh . sooo . OK OOOK OOOK I I I (Eureka!!)
167B what you’ve discovered something?
really!
yeh yeh yeh OK oh oh oh oh oh oh
what did you discover?
OK no no . OK . oh I I related the second part of this sentence to the first part .. but here wa-ladaikum waqt tagtulūnahū , you have time to spend or to waste . here and you have time to waste
(laughs) very good
so OK it says I I don’t know why when I
because I think it may be ambiguous
it’s it’s not ambiguous because OK because I’m stressed from the course . I’m doing Masters of translation and my mind is not . is not eh is not eh clear . ehhh like eh because I’m stressed a lot . so
but now after you’ve tried to read it
yeh yeh yeh I think because I had shower before I came so my mind is refresh now
OK . but
yeh yeh yeh yeh and you have time to …
you know if you read the sentence that follows . wa-ladaikum sā‘āt
yeh yeh yeh
sā‘āt tahyūnahā
yeh yeh yeh
it makes sense too
yeh yeh yeh yeh OK?
so you would change your last version?
of course of course I have to change it yeh yeh yeh . I have to change it here .. and you have time . OK (long pause) where? where is it?
here
OK .. and then you have time to waste . to spend? because here I spend my time because as if you want to have fun . I have time we . maybe it’s not wasting
time because the the the friend .. may . just have time to spend . not . not to waste . to spend OK? (reads at low voice) so you have time . then . where is it?
191B here
192S4 (making the correction) but I shouldn’t have . I shouldn’t have made this mistake because I’m very good at Arabic . especially Arabic grammar
193B that’s what I’m thinking . I was going to ask you because you told me that you were very good at Arabic
194S4 yeh
195B if you were to look up the expression qatl al-waqt now
196S4 yeh yeh qatl al-waqt yeh yeh
197B you would get in English time to kill or hours to kill or something?
198S4 OK to waste, time to waste . maybe time to waste but
199B so you would get the equivalent of
200S4 OK
201B because you’re very good at Arabic
202S4 yeh yeh yeh . that’s why
203B w-heide (and that one) it’s not just a simple
204S4 but anyway I found (laughs) I discovered by myself
205B that’s good . lā lā (no no) most students who have tried to translate this sentence did get it wrong in all their translated versions . except for one student who got it right from the first go .. so I think when you’re translating fast you tend to just
206S4 yeh yeh yeh anyway but because I. as I told you .. I’m stressed because of the course (incomprehensible speech) that’s why

Extract 4.116

Participant S6

Note that S6 had left the last section of the text untranslated in slow translation. Therefore we will be looking at the fast and the on-line versions. We notice from his translation of this critical case, that S6 has difficulty producing pronouns in obligatory contexts,
especially anaphors. Extract 4.117 shows the importance of an interview procedure to complement the assessment of students’ translations. In this case, as soon as I tell S6 “lāḥazet (can you see) taqtulūnahu refers to what?” He immediately replied “when you have time spare time”. Drawing S6’s attention to this case made him notice his error and intuitively come up with the correct translation.

An assessment of S6’s translation competence that is based solely on the translated product, especially such as S6’s, where the student’s translations can be said to be of mediocre quality, might assume that S6 is unable to deal with such a structure. Perhaps a personalised syllabus based on noticing specific translation problems can help S6 overcome these difficulties and develop his translation competence.

Fast:  
- That is your friend you have requested, so you have time to kill him? (line 18)
Note that S6 stopped his slow translation right before this sentence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>490S6</td>
<td>bal uthlūh dāʾīman wa-ladaikum sāʾ āt tahyūnahā yaʾrī (it means) just call him when you happy and you have time to get together to enjoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>491B</td>
<td>yeh lāḥazet (did you notice) taqtulūnahu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>492S6</td>
<td>wa-ladaikum waqt taqtulūnahu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>493B</td>
<td>it refers to what?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>494S6</td>
<td>when you have time spare time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>495B</td>
<td>you got it now. but in your translations you said time to kill him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>496S6</td>
<td>exactly yeh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>497B</td>
<td>you’re not the only one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>498S6</td>
<td>min-ūl bi-liʿ-arabi (in Arabic we say) mnīṭul il-water (we kill time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>499B</td>
<td>so you know the expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500S6</td>
<td>yeh fa-lahu an yamlaʿ ḥāgatakum lā farāğakum he is can. he is can give you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501B</td>
<td>fa-lahu huwa what do you understand by fa-lahu huwa?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
S7 was also one of the five students to mistranslate this critical case. What is interesting about his translation, is that in the second part of the sentence, he chooses to use the verb to achieve. One would wonder about the link between to kill the friend and to achieve the killing. S7 has mistranslated the idiom in fast, slow and the on-line modes, but when I draw his attention to the link between taḥyūnahā and killing the friend S7 automatically replies that he knows what the idiom meant (extract 4.118: 316 and 318). When I ask S7 about the possible reason behind his choices he replies that it all has to do with stress (320, 322). Note also the improper use of the temporal preposition until instead of that.

Fast: Who is your friend until you ask him and you have time to kill him. (line 21)
Slow: What is your friend until you ask for him and you have time to kill him. (lines 17,18

309B can I ask you something? can you translate the one with this one? both together and we look at your translation?
310S7 OK
311B thank you
S2 and S5 were the only participants to understand the meaning of this critical case. The data from S2’s retrospection and translation reveals her ability to defend the choices she had made and the motivations behind those choices. Although a better translation may have been possible, nevertheless we could say that S2 was able to comprehend the source text structure, in fast, and match it with the closest meaning she could get. When she had more time to reflect, in the slow and edited slow modes, she edited her translation to render it more pragmatically correct as she states in 90 below (extract 4.119). Through her comment S2 showed the ability to defend the choices she has made regarding this
translation, and awareness of the motivation behind those choices. Note that in her translation we do not see a direct match of the idiom in English, nor do we have retrospective data to tell us why S2 had not used a direct match.

Fast:  *Your friend should not be there only because you have time to waste, he should be there when you have plenty of time to spend and enjoy with him.* (lines 19,20)

Slow: *Don’t ask for your friend only when you have some spare time you need to waste somehow but always ask for him when you have plenty of hours you need to revive and enjoy,* (lines 20-22)

Edited slow: *Don’t ask for your friend only when you have some spare time you need to waste somehow but always ask for him when you have plenty of hours you need to revive and enjoy,* (lines 19-21)

89B now in this last utterance. what do you think was the reason behind your decision to add somehow and simply?

90S2 *la’an no (because) time to waste could be la’an no ‘endik wa’t w-baddik ddayf/ (because you have time you want to waste) . whether positive or negative, enno ‘alä ši yā emmā téfih yā emmā mnih . bas huwwé ašdo l- (on something either good or useless . but he meant) -author bass ddayf/ (just to waste) for the sake of (long pause) huwwé ‘éndo (it has) negative connotation ..

**Extract 4.119**

*Participant S5*

S5 also chose not to match the idiom with its English counterpart. The first thing that comes to mind when we look at her translation of this critical case is that unlike other students who failed to comprehend the Arabic metaphor *waqtun taqtulūnahu*, S5 comprehended it but chose not to translate it using the same image in English, i.e. to have
time to kill. Instead she opted for a translation that would render the sense of the source text. S5 also explains the process by which she arrived at her translation: she translates as she goes but applies “common sense” to her choices. That is probably the reason why she didn’t translate waqtun taqtablūnahu as with your time you kill him: “it doesn’t make sense to call someone then kill them”. This comment from S5 reveals one important issue regarding this case: the meaning of the verb utlubūḥ which in this context should be to seek. Note that in her comment S5 uses the verb to call your friend, probably because the verb utlubūḥ in the Lebanese dialect means to phone someone. But utlubūḥ has yet another meaning, which we shall discuss below. When I try drawing her attention to the second half of the sentence, S5 makes a comment that indicates she was aware of her comprehension ability for “even before all reading that, enno (xx) the whole text talks about friendship and how like, the the the friends should blend together and this and that… it didn’t make sense to kill the friend here after all that” (extract 4.120: 104).

Fast: Your friend is there for you to be with and to spend time together so call him often and spend good time with them, (lines 17,18)
Slow: Your friend is there for you to call and spend time together, (lines 15,16)

85B so we were at number six. number seven. kamen (also) I want to ask you about the tense in this sentence .. I’m interested in the whole text . I’m interested in the way you use the tense . the way you use the questions . for example here it’s a question in Arabic but you translated it differently . so can you try to translate it?
86S5 as a question?
87B try to translate it any way you think is right and then we’ll compare
88S5 your friend is there for you to call whenever you need him . and and eh to spend time together
89B OK
it took me a while. when I first read the text and I was translating ..
because I don’t read the text all of it. and then translate it. as I’m reading. I
translate so when I first read it. it took me a few seconds to actually eh get the
meaning of the sentence because eh it says enno (that) ṭlūbūh then taqtulūh. enno
(now) it doesn’t make sense to call someone then kill them
most students who translated this sentence killed their friend
yeh. ḥalla’ (now) common sense
I think it could be ambiguous in Arabic. that’s why you don’t get it
straight away
that’s why I remember eh when I was looking you asked me is it jāzr or
madd and I was like nooo
OK so you think it shouldn’t be a question in English?
yeh because the sentence. isn’t. like . they’re not actually asking
mhm
for .. eh .. who your friend is . they’re just . because when I translate it to
English. the question goes wrong there. who’s your friend . is he the person
in a way . it is a question but it’s not . it’s like it’s a statement
already . an answered question within itself
yeh . I don’t know what it’s called . but yeh OK it’s good that you picked
up the meaning of taqtulūnahu
yeh
because if you read the sentence that follows wa-ladaikum sāʿat tahyūnahā
so it links with waqt taqtulūnahu
yeh . and even before all reading that. enno (xx) the whole text talks about
friendship and how like . the the the friends should blend together and this and
that
ah . from the meaning
yeh
OK
yeh it didn’t make sense to kill the friend here after all that
Summary

If we were to reflect on the possible reason why this structure was critical for students, based on student retrospective data and our triangulation of the data with student translations in fast, slow, edited slow and on-line modes, we can safely say that this structure contained several difficulty issues that required students’ competence: (1) source text comprehension and having a stored knowledge of idioms and metaphors in both languages so that fast matching can be executed; (2) in case the idiom is not readily available to the translator, and they need to reflect and come up with a rendition that preserves the sense of the original, in this case, comprehension of the lexis in the Arabic text is crucial, and (3) finally transcoding of the idiom does work but a word for word translation where the pronoun is transferred does not.

What does this analysis tell us about student awareness of their translation competence and their mental processes? Students who are struggling with English grammar are unable to think at discourse level, even when they have time to reflect and edit. Similarly, students who are quite competent in English, but who are experiencing some sort of stress are unable to detect the error in slow and edited slow modes. Noticing the error has helped some of the students to recognise they had made an error however not all of them would be able to retranslate it properly. Thirdly the transfer of pronouns seems an issue of difficulty.

This example has shown the importance of focusing on one critical case that combines student retrospective data with their translations in giving us insight into how much students know about their translation competence and mental processes. It also helps in detecting what students find difficult and how to deal with the issue of difficulty pedagogically.

4.8 Conclusion
To recapitulate on the above, we started this chapter with the proposal that the self-diagnostic tool can help students learn about the mental processes underpinning the translation task while self-assessing their translation competence, through self-reflection. We have examined six themes that had emerged from the data as a reflection of student awareness of their translation competence and mental processes. Probing student knowledge about their translation competence and mental processes has helped unveil linguistic issues such as gaps in their second language, and in their first language, and cognitive and psycholinguistic traits such as comprehension problems, risk avoidance, stress, frustration, and translation difficulty. In regard to their awareness of their monitoring capacity, we found that the seven participants had recourse to various types of repairs, and relied on various matching techniques. These techniques were seen as a reflection of individual differences among them. This was a first step to revising Campbell’s monitoring competence. More research is needed in order to verify the types of repair that were found in the student data, so that generalisations can be made.

We then looked at what translation difficulty is from the student perspective. Again we found the first major source of difficulty for students seems to be their competence in L1 and L2, the second was working under time pressure, specifically with literary texts, which were found to be challenging, unfamiliar lexis was also found a source of difficulty, and finally and most importantly, affective factors such as stress seemed to be a major cause of difficulty for some translation students as it affected their performance causing unconscious errors due to the lack of attention to the task in hand. Lack of attention and the level of competence in L1 and L2 as well as some cognitive factors, such as avoiding risks also have an effect on the choices they make through dictionary use.

Finally, we found that focusing on one critical case that combines student retrospective data with their translations gave us insight into how much students know about their translation competence and mental processes. It also helped detect what students find difficult and how to deal with the issue of difficulty pedagogically.
5. Source text comprehension

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have discussed the themes that emerged from student data that can tell us about their awareness of their translation competence and mental processes. We have concluded that many factors were at play in determining student awareness. These factors are: students’ linguistic competence, in their first and their second language; their attention to the translation task; their risk behaviour; the emotional traits that were seen to have an effect on student’s performance; and student flexibility in regard to the creative demands of the task in hand. Through student retrospections, it became obvious that there were instances where the degree of comprehension of the source text was behind students’ performance.

In the present chapter we examine student comprehension of the source text, i.e., the second cluster of themes that have emerged from the data. The themes in this cluster are (1) comprehension of the source text and translation mode, and (2) student competence in the first language. In my multiple readings of the student participants retrospections, it appeared that in some instances, problems that were thought to be related to the second language, were in fact the result of student’s failure to comprehend a particular source text item. Translation research has shown this to be a normal phenomenon, especially when translators are working under time pressure (Bajo, Padilla and Padilla 2000: 137) such as what our participants had done in fast mode. The second reason is one that emerged from the data in the previous section as a reflection of student ability to translate figures of speech and set phrases, where the data revealed that although in fast translation students were found to miscomprehend the idiom in question, surprisingly, they also could not detect the error in slow mode nor in the edited versions. Some were surprised at
their mistranslation specifically because they thought they were very competent in their first language.

In what follows we examine the two situations above, i.e. student translations in fast translation as opposed to the other modes, and we shall examine instances in the retrospective data where students had mentioned not having understood what the source text item meant, as these may reveal what types of items, in students’ view, were found to be problematic in the source language, and may tell us about their competence in L1.

5.2 Comprehension and translation mode

Overview

Research into translation processes has shown that “training and experience in interpreting develop a set of cognitive skills involved in comprehension. These skills are: fast and accurate reading abilities, faster access to lexical and semantic information, larger working memory capacity and a more efficient use of this capacity. The strategies that interpreters develop in order to cope with the demand of the task enhance their comprehension skills” (Bajo, Padilla and Padilla 2000:140). Moreover, comprehension of the source text is hampered when the translator is not familiar with the text and has to place effort on reading accurately, therefore “because too many limited resources are directed towards recognising the printed words, too few remain for higher order processes such as drawing inferences and cross-sentence integration of information, and for the temporary storage of information that is required for these higher order processes” (de Groot 2000: 55). In fast translation, Campbell suggests that “frequency and familiarity” with a text type can allow better comprehension, this applying also to the processing of idioms (Campbell 1999: 60). Moreover “The combination of time pressure and certain types of translation difficulty” may force translators to use coping tactics as those used by interpreters” (Jensen and Jakobsen 2000:112). It seems, according to
Tirkkonen-Condit that the first thing translators resort to when faced with a problem is a direct mapping of the words that constitute an idiom (Tirkonnen Condit 2005: 409).

The reader will remember that after having performed the fast translation, the student participants were asked to retranslate the same text in slow mode, where they were allowed to use a dictionary, and they were also to edit their translation until satisfied with the outcome. Therefore, we have in our hands the data collected from the fast version, that can tell us about their comprehension at the beginning of the process, the data from the slow, that can tell us about their comprehension when they had more time to reflect, and that from the edited version(s) which can also tell us about their comprehension of the source text after several readings. Adding to these, the on-line translation that can tell us whether a pushed correction has allowed students to comprehend those parts of the text they had failed to comprehend in the other modes.

Student retrospective data in regard to their comprehension of the source text in various modes has shown that although the general tendency among translators is to comprehend the text at word level more than at discourse level, I found there to be differences in the way students were able to process in fast as opposed to slow and edited slow, as well as in the on-line translation they were requested to perform during the interview. There was the classical example of the student who was unable to grasp the meaning when working under time pressure but who later in slow and edited slow modes was able to reflect and comprehend the source text item, and edit their translation consequently. There also was the student who was able to comprehend the text at discourse level, regardless of mode, and the unexpected case where comprehension of the source text seemed to happen in conjunction with a paraphrase, followed later by an attempt at rendering that Arabic paraphrase into English.

We examine these cases below, based on students’ retrospective data. The main question this section tries to ask is whether the translation mode, specifically the fast as opposed to the slow, has an effect on the comprehension process. In other words, we ask to what degree comprehension of the source text can be affected by the translation mode.
The analyses of the individual participant data are as follows:

**Participant S1**

The main feature about S1’s translations is that she performed the fast translation, and edited it at home, without having recourse to the source text; S1 was satisfied with the fast version and did not need to retranslate the text in slow mode. Therefore I had asked her to edit her fast version at home and come back the following week for the self-assessment interview. Consequently, we would have to assume the fast translation S1 had performed was an indicator of the extent to which she was able to understand the source text, in addition to her retrospective comments during the interview.

The reader may need to refer to S1’s translations in Appendix C. Extract 5.1 shows two main features of S1’s comprehension of the source text regarding the translation mode: firstly, in 44, note how S1 segments the sentence when translating on-line. This indicates the level at which she was processing her translation; secondly, in 50-60, we can see how S1 had omitted the last part of the sentence because she did not have access to the source text. These two features may be indicators of S1’s comprehension of the source text as being at word and phrase level, rather than at the discourse level.

| 44S1  | yeh . like we said . every desire kul rīḡba wa-kul rajā’ it only innamā yūlad wa-yutaqāsam it only becomes borned and divided . divided (long pause) |
| 45B   | without the need to the words |
| 46S1  | yeh! so this one . yeh there need to be something changed .. |
| 47B   | yeh I’m interested to know how you came up with without the need to the words .. what do we have in Arabic? ḍūna ḥājatin ilā -lkālām |
| 48S1  | yeh . ḍūna ḥāja ilā -lkālām without . without the need to the word (repeat) |
| 49B   | have you kept it the same in the second version? |
Participant S2

With S2 we can get a better picture of student comprehension of the source text in various modes, for S2 had performed a fast translation, and a slow one followed by an edited slow version. Moreover, S2 reveals in her retrospections how in fast mode she was constrained to process the text in short sections, while in the slow and the edited slow modes she could process the text at discourse level.
The third example I have chosen from S2’s data shows her ability to cope with the demands of the fast translation; failing to come up with a direct match for the words *madd* and *jazr*, she resorted to a meaning based translation. This translation indicates S2 understood the meaning of these lexical items.
39B  mhm. OK.. eh what else.. here in fast you’ve translated *jazra hayātikum* and *maddahā* as *the bad things and the sorrow in your life and the good and the positive side of it*. but in the other versions you’ve replaced the four words that make up each term with only one.. why do you think you’ve made this choice?

40S2  *la’anmā mā kint mittal’a ‘al* (because I hadn’t looked it up in the) dictionary *bi awwal wēbdé* (in the first one) .. *mā kint ‘érfe šū hīyyē* (I didn’t know what it was) exactly..

41B  so first you were thinking about meaning of the word and later you chose the right word

Extract 5.4

*Participant S3*

No suitable examples were found to illustrate S3’s comprehension of the source text as per various modes.

*Participant S4*

The following example from S4 shows that under time pressure S4 was unable to match the word *haqlukum* with its English equivalent and came up with another word that did not fit the discourse requirements of the text. In slow however, S4 resorted to a dictionary in finding the right translation. Compared to S2’s data above, this example shows how students differ in the way they manage their translation in fast mode, in this case in regard to their matching ability.
42S4  because it is your farm you plant it. it’s OK. doesn’t matter. yeh.. but in my translation at home. when using the dictionary I changed the word farm to field

Extract 5.5

In extract 5.6, we can see how S4 gets from a general meaning of the word afrāḥ in fast mode, to a sharper meaning in slow. He was able to refine the meaning in the slow mode.

Extract 5.6

Extract 5.6 above shows how S4’s mental representation of a particular text section is likely to change from mode to mode. Below we also witness the emergence of a new mental representation of the expression yajidu l-qalb šabāhahu, a more creative rendition. S4 first used the verb find in the fast version, then corrected it to finds in the slow, however in the last version he decides to replace finds with the phrasal verb meets with. This is in line with Campbell and Hale, who believe that corrections bring about a creative solution to the translation problem (Campbell and Hale 2003: 220).

134S4  as in the as in the dew of tiny things. I like this translation instead of the heart finds. eh
In extract 5.7, S4 is trying to understand the meaning of the source text by repeating the sentence, reflecting, and then realising that he had misinterpreted the idiom. Several readings of the source text sentence have brought to S4’s attention the error he had made in translating this particular idiom.

In extract 5.8, S4 asks for translation help and S4 provides the translation of the source text. S4 then asks for clarification on the phrase “they are not your friend” and S4 translates it as “they are not your friends”.

Extract 5.7

Extract 5.8
The reader will remember from the previous chapter how S5 and S2 were the only ones, among the seven participants, to comprehend the idiom in extracts 4.119 and 4.120. S5’s statement in extract 5.9: 104 reflects the logic she has applied to the comprehension process, as it took a few seconds for her to grasp the meaning; meaning that comprehending the idiom wasn’t automatic, but reflective to a certain degree.

---

**Extract 5.9**

95B OK so you think it shouldn’t be a question in English?
96S5 yeh because the sentence isn’t like they’re not actually asking
97B mhm
98S5 for .. eh .. who your friend is .. they’re just .. because when I translate it to English .. the question goes wrong there .. who’s your friend .. is he the person
99B in a way .. it is a question but it’s not .. it’s like it’s a statement
100S5 already .. an answered question within itself
101B yeh .. I don’t know what it’s called .. but yeh OK it’s good that you picked up the meaning of *taqtulûnahu*
102S5 yeh
103B because if you read the sentence that follows *wa-ladaikum sâ‘at tahyûnahä* so it links with *waqt taqtulûnahu*
104S5 yeh .. and even before all reading that .. *enno (xx)* the whole text talks about friendship and how like .. the the friends should blend together and this and that
105B ah .. from the meaning
106S5 yeh
107B OK
108S5 yeh it didn’t make sense to kill the friend here after all that
The second extract (5.10) I have chosen from S5’s data that reflects her comprehension of the source text in various modes is one where she had failed to comprehend a lexical item in fast and slow but how when translating the same item on-line she becomes aware of its contextual meaning. One may think of this example as a *pushed correction* that triggers a different reading to the source text item each time it is read, thus resulting in its comprehension.

Extract 5.10

*Participant S6*
The extract from S6’s data below also shows how comprehension of the Arabic source text can be enhanced through the on-line translation performed during the interview. Note in 58 how S6 expresses the difficulty he found in understanding the Arabic expression *qad qudiyat*, but note how in 60, he questions what could be the meaning and comes up with the meaning intuitively, without much thought (Harris 1978). However, one soon finds that although S6 seems to have come up with the meaning instantaneously, he nevertheless was not capable of putting it into a proper sentence.

```
58S6  *qad qudiyat* it’s it’s pose problem also you know . because . what does mean *qad qudiyat* you know . yeh . yeh
59B  what does it mean?
60S6  yes (smiles) you have to look beyond the meaning of this one . especially just to . eh . to suit the text . you know .. *qudiyat* even *qudiyat* you have to understand the meaning by Arabic (laughs) *qudiyat* I think . *qudiyat* it’s finished . something is finished or done
```

**Extract 5.11**

The example below is also quite interesting because it shows an unexpected phenomenon: the way S6 translated the prepositions. Note how the first translation S6 had performed, was based on sentence comprehension, while the one in slow mode was based on word comprehension, thus losing the sense of the original. It seems as though S6 can sometimes get a translation right, spontaneous, better than when he tries to reflect too much.
98S6  I . probably in the first one . was right, with love in the second one because I tried to translate it a a literally . like anta tazra’hu bi-l-ḥub in it just as I said literally in it love I think this is with love is a better choice translation

Extract 5.12

The self-assessment interview seems to have triggered another correction: while in all his previous translations, S6 had mistranslated the idiom wa-ladaikum waqt taqtulūnahu it seemed that the on-line translation had triggered understanding of the Arabic idiom.

492S6  wa-ladaikum waqt taqtulūnahu
493B  it refers to what?
494S6  when you have time spare time

Extract 5.13

Participant S7

In the first extract from S7’s interview data below, I ask S7 why he had changed the verb mode in his fast translation from the imperative to the indicative in slow, and which mode he thinks conveys the contextual meaning of the source text. Note in 134 (extract 5.14), how S7 reflects on the spontaneity through which he arrives at his translations, and in 136, how he confirms that the fast version is correct, which in fact wasn’t so.

131B  so you used what I was just talking about, you didn’t choose do not you said will not, why do you think?
132S7  why I said do not
133B because, there’s a difference in the tense between the two, *hon* (here) *lā tatawaqqaf w-hon* (and here) *lā tajalû qulbakum tatawaqqaf*

134S7 actually, actually you know it should be, *which do not* not *which will not*, you know like sometimes too, when you talk, you do mistake like here, here it depend what you think when the words come to you quickly, you say it

135B but which one do you think is right?

136S7 *do not*

137B *do not? not will not*

**Extract 5.14**

Although, in the example above, S7 had made the wrong choice of verb mode, if we were to examine his reflective comment in extract 5.15, one could speculate that perhaps one more reading of the source text utterance might have triggered a correct answer from S6.

62S7 which you cultivate and which you harvest with praise. now what happen. it’s like, you see in translation, what’s about, I mean I mean translating and interpreting, you never you never get it same every time, even if you translate something, you don’t do it the same as every time because every time this depend on the words coming to you at the time. that’s what I feel the difference between my translations

**Extract 5.15**

**Summary**

The above analysis of student retrospective data in regard to their comprehension of the source text in various modes has revealed that translation mode does indeed affect students’ ability to comprehend the source text, for it restricts the amount of information
they are able to process at any given time, specifically when translating under pressure of
time. For example, S2 and S4 varied in the way they comprehended the text in fast, as
opposed to slow mode, as it seemed that the more they reflected on the text, the better
they were able to comprehend it. On the other hand, S5’s comprehension of the source
text seems to work regardless of mode, for she was able to focus on the discourse level of
the text, during the comprehension process, rather than focusing on single words, as S4
had done in fast mode.

Attention to the task seems to affect comprehension regardless of the translation mode in
hand, as was the case with S7. The analysis also has revealed one rather unusual case,
whereby S6, because of the difficulties he has in expressing himself in English, has
recourse to deverbalisation as a coping tactic that allows him to get a grasp of the
meaning of the source text and at the same time to avoid having to deal with issues such
as matching and transcoding. Note that if he were more competent in L2, S6 may have
performed this in a single process, i.e. more automatically.

One last comment to come out of this analysis is the usefulness of the on-line translation
in getting students to come up with intuitive solutions to some of the comprehension
problems they had encountered in the other modes, as was the case with S4, S5 and S6.

5.3 Student competence in the first language

Overview

Students who are enrolled in a translation course are expected to be competent in the
languages they are set to work with, in order for them to be able to comprehend the text
in the source language and be able to render it into the target language. Lederer (2001)
suggests that source text comprehension requires that translators have an “excellent
command of their mother tongue” for “only an excellent command of the …language
gives direct access to sense” (Lederer 2001: 25). Campbell (1998) on the other hand, has
found that his translation students varied in their awareness of their translation competence, when asked to evaluate their competence. Campbell found that Arabic students had a tendency to over-estimate their capabilities in regard to their translation competence (Campbell 1998: 134).

Student retrospective data in regard to student competence in the first language, specifically in comprehending the source text, has shown variation among the participants in the way they understood the source text. There were also instances where students had reflected on their competence in Arabic. Their reflective comments have allowed for a better understanding of the factors that may have contributed to the comprehension problems students had exhibited during the trials. The following analysis seeks to answer the extent to which student competence in the first language may be behind their lack of understanding of the source text.

The analyses of the individual participant data are as follows:

**Participant S1**

Let us start our analysis of S1’s competence in the language of the source text with the example of the idiom that five of the seven students had failed to understand, of whom S1 was one. In my interview with her, I asked S1 to translate the sentence on-line. In extract 5.16 (194), after I explain to her that she got the meaning wrong, S1 doesn’t seem to have grasped the meaning of the Arabic idiom as yet. Then, in 200, she finds it OK to have made such a mistake, because she was working under time pressure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>186S1</th>
<th>taqtulūnahū . fa-mā huwa ṣadīqukum ḥattā taṭlūbūh wa-ladaikum waqtūn taqtulūnahū? so who is .. fa- mā huwa ṣadīqukum (long pause) and who is your friend that you call him and with your time you kill him. .. fa-mā huwa ṣadīqukum ḥattā taṭlūbūh wa-ladaikum waqtūn taqtulūnahū (long pause) yeh . and who is your</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
friend that you call him. yeh this is all right. yeh I think this one is all right (long pause) who is your friend

.............................

194S OK (long pause) halla’ you mean taqtulūnahu l-il-waqti!

195B yes. like when you say you have time to kill

196S1 you know what? because the time like you said it was quick. it was good like to do it like part by part and understand what he meant. because it’s poem it’s not like every day talk

.............................

200S1 you have to dig in. find out what he meant by the ambiguity in his sentences but since here we didn’t have much time it’s not too bad! I feel this way

201B you’re right. even very good translators make mistakes when they work under pressure

Extract 5.16

The first impression one gets, in reading extract 5.17, is that S1 seems to have understood the underlying passive action of the verbs yūlad wa-yuttaqāsam, and tries to convey this meaning by providing the –ed on the ends of the verbs, even though the translation of the verb yūlad does not require that ending. Note S1’s reflective comment in 222, where although she may be able to explain the verb shared by a paraphrase, she nevertheless opts for the faulty English divided, which does not convey the meaning of the original. It is difficult in this case to dissociate between comprehension and production, in the understanding of passives, and of their matching with their English counterparts. But we do get the feeling from S1’s comment, in 222, that the Arabic passive yuttaqāsam triggers a mental representation of something being divided rather than shared. Perhaps the reason lies in that Arabic uses the same verb root qsm for both shared and divided, rather than two separate words as English does. The reader will see the same problem repeated by S6 below.
210S1 wa-yutaqāsam it (long pause) become borned?

211B here I’m looking at the metaphorical meaning of those words not the grammar.. I’d like to know why you think you chose the word divided

212S1 mhm, mhm probably because it was the same meaning

213B yutaqāsam?

214S1 eh. would you have another one?

215B bas hon (but here) we have yutaqāsam

216S1 yeh. dividened. ye’ne (that means innamā yūlad wa-yutaqāsam .. it would be borned and dividened .. yutaqāsam .. dividened in in the past

217B no yutaqāsam is like passive

218S1 yeh. that’s it

219B ye’ne (that means) yaqsum

220S1 wa-yutaqāsam.. that’s it yeh

221B if yaqsum is divide yutaqāsam it has another meaning of sharing

222S1 (long pause) yūlad wa-yutaqāsam, like every one can take a share .. that’s what it means. and it can be dividened

223B so your idea is that it should be dividened

Extract 5.17

Extract 5.18 shows how in reading the text, S1 has missed the preposition attached to the noun, which led her to miscomprehend the original text and therefore mistranslate it. S1 was not the only student to do so, for S3 had also done the same.

228S1 ka-jjabal li- ṣ-ṣā'id. just like an elevated mountain
The rest of the sentence discussed above is also interesting to examine, for it shows how by retranslating the sentence on-line, S1 has come up with a dual meaning of easy and clear for the polysemous word sahl.

S1’s influence by spoken Arabic surfaces in extract 5.20, where S1 has read the word jazr as jāfr, which led to her to understand the word as meaning root rather than ebb. This has led to a decontextualised translation that resulted in distorting the meaning of the target text. We have seen in the previous chapter that S1 was also unaware she had annotated a wrong lexical entry for the word jazr. It seems as though the phonological

---

2 In the spoken dialects of Arabic there is a degree of variation in the pronunciation of words including interdental fricatives in their standard basic forms. In this case the student has confused jazr with jathr and thus read jazr as “root” instead of “ebb”.

*See Holes (1995:56-59)*
aspects of some of the words in Arabic trigger a lexical annotation of a lexical entry that is not necessarily compatible with the word’s meaning, or semantic value.

| 245B | and here you were looking at the meaning |
| 246S1 | yeh the root of your life . yeh exactly the meaning .. I’m following the meaning |
| 247B | what does the Arabic say? I think it’s on the following page (long pause) |
| 248S1 | jatr ḥayātikum yeh . jatr the root yeh .. so to know the root of your life he may know its length as well . fal-yaʾrif maddahā aydān .. |
| 249B | OK |
| 250S1 | mā mazbūṭ (isn’t it right)? |
| 251B | OK. so tarjamtiya kelme kelme (you’ve translated it word for word) |
| 252S1 | é (yes) |

Extract 5.20

*Participant S2*

The reader will remember that S2 was very keen on preserving the message of the writer of the source text in her translation, especially in regard to the pragmatics, therefore one cannot be very sure her reflective comment below is in reality a production problem, for it could very possibly be a comprehension problem, i.e. comprehension of the source text. If we were to compare S2’s comment to the reflective comment made later by S5, regarding the same sentence, and which I’ve chosen to reproduce below (extract 5.22), we find that the problem might indeed be related to the comprehension of the source text utterance.
26S2  *haídé* (this one). I’m still, until now I’m not very sure (long pause) of it.. yene what (long pause) to say in English (long pause) you know .. it doesn’t have anything to do with translation (long pause) *izā anā ‘am illik bil* (if I’m saying to you in) English I’m gonna plant something. I don’t know if I should say I’m gonna plant it with love [B uhm] or I’m gonna plant..this garden (long pause) I don’t know .. I wasn’t sure of it.

Extract 5.21

17B  xx the pronouns eh . I think there’s a difference between your fast and your slow .. you say *he is your soil you plant with love and harvest peace*. and the other one (long pause) *they are the soil that you plant love in and harvest peace*. .. and you took out with

18S5  yeh .. because eh . here when you say *plant with love*. it means . it it probably means *enno* (that) you’re like you’re planting with . *with love*. you’re *happy to plant!* but here actually means *plant the love*

Extract 5.22

Extract 5.23 has been previously discussed in chapter 4, where I showed that S2 had failed to read the full dictionary entry for the word *sahl*. In this section, I shall look at the same example from the perspective of S2’s competence in Arabic. It is important to note in this regard that she was the only participant to understand the contextual meaning of the word *sahl*, rather than producing two meanings as the other six participants had done.

27B  then here we have the word *bottom* that you’ve used in the three versions .. were there other words you thought of before deciding on the word *bottom*?
(I looked it up in the dictionary and it came up as) land. It didn’t make sense so *hattaitā mitī mā hiyyē* (I kept it as it is). *yimkin tkūn ‘ālyē. yimkin tkūn wātīyē* (it can be high as it can be low).

Here I couldn’t make sense of the word *high*. Why do you think you wrote it?

(Reads) In addition don’t make a goal of the friendship other than spiritual (long pause) *šu hiyyē l’-arabē?*

(We both read the Arabic)

Ah. Don’t make high expectations

Ah so you couldn’t find the right word after *high*! It’s good you can still remember the process.

**Extract 5.23**

In extract 5.24, we get a deep sense of the original text through S2’s reflection, where she tries to look deeply into the meaning implied by the author.

(because) time to waste could be *la’anno ‘endik wa’t w-baddik ddāyī* (because you have time you want to waste) .. whether positive or negative, *enno ‘alā šī yā emmā tēfīh yā emmā mniḥ. bas huwwē ṣādo l-* (on something either good or useless. But he meant) -author *basu ddāyī* (just to waste) for the sake of (long pause) *huwwē ‘éndo* (it has) negative connotation ..

**Extract 5.24**

*Participant S3*

S3 has made the same error S1 made with misreading the prepositional phrase *li-ṣ-sā’īd, as* the noun phrase *al-ṣ-sā’īd*. Note how S3 relegates this error to the ambiguity of the source
text; he links it to the first part which he also found ambiguous, whereas S1 thought it was the result of having to work under time pressure.

18S3  *fakkart innu-l* (I thought that the) -mountain growing (long pause)
19B if *as growing mountain* were the proper choice would you rather say *as a growing mountain*?
20S3  *hiyye bil-'arabi šway .. miš mafhūmi* (In Arabic it is not comprehensible) ..
21B  ambiguous?
22S3  *é miš mafhūmi*
23B  OK
24S3  *li-anna akṭar mā tuḥībbūnahu fihi qad yakūn awdaḥ fi giyābihi ḥattā ha-jemle*
(even this sentence)  (long pause) doesn’t relate to the other one

**Extract 5.25**

S3 acknowledges having failed to understand the meaning of the utterance in extract 5.26.

100S3  *mā fhemta* (I didn’t understand it) *wa-qad qudiyat*

**Extract 5.26**

This example is the most prominent in the data where most students failed to grasp the meaning of the idiom. Five out of the seven students translated the pronoun on the end of *kill* as referring to *friend* rather than *time*, which changed the whole meaning of the idiom. Note S3’s comment in extract 5.27 (110).
Another example of a source text utterance S3 had failed to understand is found in extract 5.28. Note this example is the same one that S1 and S6 had also found difficult to translate. Could it be perhaps in the verb mood, i.e. the Arabic passive where the difficulty really lies?
Participant S4

S4’s reflective comment in extract 5.29 shows that he comprehended the contextual meaning of the expression fa-lahu huwa but was searching for the best way to express it in English.

Extract 5.29

Extract 5.30 reveals S4’s ability to comprehend the source text on a multitude of levels; he shows the ability to comprehend the meaning based on the tense, and to guess the
tense from the context, which also meant his comprehension of the text was at discourse level.

322S4 sorry before . before that . do you know why he used wa matā tufāriqūna šadiqakum lā tahzanūn do you know why the Arabic was like that? because in Arabic we have wa-matā . wa-matā (stressed) tufāriqūn bi-ayyi waqt ya’nī tufāriqūnahu lā
323B actually you’ve just reminded me when we were talking about the tense . verb tense and when you were doing the fast translation
324S4 yeh yeh yeh
325B you were trying to decide on which tense to use
326S4 yeh yeh yeh
327B you kept telling me what . which tense do we use? because .. do I say uhm . is it an order? is it amr or matā tufāriqūn šadiqakum .. so what did you decide to choose? I’m interested to know
328S4 OOOOK it’s better to say and do not be sad when when you part from from your friend or when you say farewell to your friend
329B so you don’t think . what do you think of it?
330S4 in English . in English
331B what do you think of it? is it fi/l amr (an imperative)or?
332S4 no no no matā tufāriqūn it’s not fi/l amr (an imperative), it’s it’s eh simple present tense huwa fi’l muḍārī’ basīt li-annahu kullahu šadiqakum huwa ḥājatukuum, li-annakum taji’ünahu jāii’iiin, lā tabkulūn ‘alay.mhiiii, yuṣāriḥukuumu. OK . innamā yūlād wa-yutaqaśaaaam, kullāhā kullāhā fi’l muḍārī’ b-il ‘arabī (these are all in simple present tense in Arabic) . huwa fi’l muḍārī’ āḍī . li ’an bil ḥāder yaqṣud bihā bas b-il inklizi in English simple present tense OK in English we use simple present tense because it says like your friend is your neeeeed . eh it’s your field which you sow with
333B even those negative constructions . everything?
334S4 yeh yeh yeh that’s why . you give me very good idea when ehhhh like no one escape of eh open open their heart to them so that’s correct but in Arabic for the first time it’s like (long pause) it’s like . it’s like eh for the first time \( hina \)
\( yusharihukum sadiquum \) \( l\) like for the first time \( l\) \( takafu \) (high pitch) \( hina \)
\( yusharihukum sadiquum \) but then no it’s it’s English like you don’t you don’t be afraid when your friend eh is frank to you or frank with you . so that so that why I told you . as I said, check check the English the English text maybe . maybe sometimes . maybe when they print . they print the text but it’s very accurate so

**Extract 5.30**

His comprehension seems based on his comprehension of the grammar (extract 5.31). This raises the question of why S6 had mistranslated the idiom in the previous example. Could it be that he was unable to understand that idiom or that he was processing it at word level rather than as one idiomatic whole? (ref)

340S4 yeh . no of course I know (long pause) if they . if they say to me translate what is there . I will I will exactly follow the Arabic grammar so I’m not make any mistakes OK?

**Extract 5.31**

Extract 5.32 is another example that shows S4’s ability to explain the source text, but where he does not get the meaning in all its subtleties. In this extract, the verb \( kana \) seems problematic, as students seem to automatically process Arabic \( kana \) as a simple past,
whereas in cases as in the present example, *kāna* is part of a conditional structure. Note how in 426, S4 resorts to the use of the conditional *if he must know*.

408S4 yeh yeh yeh. so here *if they had time* or *they had chance*. is is is the exact meaning. *if they had chance* or *they had time to know*. like *law sanaḥat lahu l-furṣa*

409B what do you mean?

410S4 *bi-an yaʾrifū, law kānat l-furṣa sāniḥa lahum bi-an yaʾrifū*

411B mhm

412S4 *yaʾnī ḍāʾ kānū yaʾrifūna sābiqan* already. they already know about yeh yeh yeh OK? *wa- in kāna lahu an yaʾrif* because *kāna māḍī* (past tense) OK? but we we yeh if they *had chance* if they *had time to know*. *if they had chance to know about the ebb of your life then let them know about its eh its flow as well*

413B OK

414S4 yeh. have you read the original English?

415B yes of course

416S4 so. what they write there?

417B *if he must know*

418S4 ah. if he must know

419B because it is very difficult when you’re translating. I found because of problems of correspondence. between tense and aspect of the verb

420S4 yes

421B because we have a lot of choices that we can make when we’re translating

422S4 yes *if he must know* that

423B so you have to know the whole context in order to be able to choose the right verb

424S4 but. but but as I told you. *if they have chance*

425B that’s why I asked you about the Arabic. because your Arabic is very good. I though if you give me the meaning in Arabic
Participant S5

The translation in extract 5.33 has been previously mentioned in my discussion of S2 above, where I speculate that the difficulty in translating this utterance lies at the comprehension stage, rather than at the production stage. The problem seems in the abstractness of the image.

Another translation difficulty that has been also discussed in section 5.3, is the Arabic expression *fa-lahu huwa*. While S4 had opted for *his duty*, S5 tried to render the meaning in a simpler version without the use of the words *duty* or *responsibility*. It seems that she got the meaning, but did not know how to render it into English.
eh he fulfills your need for stuff not not eh eh not your emptiness for ye'ne
(it means) he’s not just a friend that that whenever you’re bored . you know you
just go and spend time with . he’s more of a . like a mate . the lows and highs .
that kind of stuff
but this expression fa-lahu huwa an (long pause) because the way you’ve
translated it . eh five .. for they fill in your need not your emptiness .. this is what
you just said
and I think here it’s the same
so you don’t think there should be some other expression?
you mean words
fa-lahu huwa . as an expression in Arabic fa-lahu huwa an
halla’(now) here fa-lahu huwa, bittarjmiya enno (you translate it as) he has to
enno (it means) an yamla’a ḥājatakum lā farāḡakum
yes it is his to fill your need . but not your emptiness
yeh . it sort of means enno (that) it’s his responsibility . which is not . his
responsibility

Extract 5.34

S5 seems to give special care to the tense in the target text, especially at the revision
stage, where she tries to match the tense in the target text with that of the source text.
Comprehension of the tense in the source text based on the context is of primary
importance, since, in Arabic, the verb tense needs to be guessed from the context in order
to be able to translate it (Gadalla 2006).
Participan S6

Continuing with the role of verb tense in the comprehension process, let us examine extract 5.36, where I asked S6 the reason behind his choice of the verb tense in the fast mode, and why he chose to change the tense in the slow mode. I leave it to the reader to see what S6 had to say; suffice to mention that S6 did not comprehend the source text utterance in fast, for not only did he annotate fatā as object of the sentence, rather than subject, but he also misread the Arabic verb as ḥaddatānā (he had told us) rather than ḥadditnā (tell us). However when translating on-line, he came up with the right structure and the right imperative aspect spontaneously, and was able to evaluate his translation, bringing in the notion of tense, although tense seemed problematic in his first two choices.
and then in this one he said a boy had told us about the friendship. why do you think you chose different. you changed the translation. yes

eh like

I noticed you changed told us and talk to us

probably when I take my time. I took my time to think about the meaning. I just started to translate the the try to translate the the right meaning. yeh because I have my time. enough time. just to think about it

Ok. so. here told us. so you would change told us

talk. talk to us

yeh

OK. because in the text. the original text said ُدحتنا just tell us. tell us about the relationship. tell us about the relationship. or talk to us. here now another xx translation tell us

so you think. which one do you like

I think tell us. this is the right one because the tense.

so the tense here in the fast translation

the tense

Extract 5.36

Extract 5.37 shows how the interview and the on-line translation has helped shed light on students’ comprehension of the source text, and in some cases has made it easy to dissociate between what is a comprehension problem and what is a production one. Here S6 is trying to explain what he understood by the source text utterance; in the end he gives the translation of the word ُعاو. Note how S6’s comprehension of the source text utterance is acceptable, while it is his competence in L2 that seems to be the obstacle.
he’s yours field. because it said in the text. original text eh. ʻinnahu ۷8S6
haqlakum alaṭi tazraʿūnahu bi-l-mahabba. haqlakum here it’s. yeh he he he just wanna describe.. this is a place he wants to put as a plant as a plant as a love as a plant or something like this as a ʻhaql. a field

Extract 5.37

In extract 5.38, we witness the difficulties S6 has in comprehending the source text.
Starting with his on-line translation below

liʿanna kullu fikrin fi-š-ṣadāqa because every e e e in the relationship. every thought and every. eh desire. and hope eh will be born. aw (or) resulted resulted as. resulted as without any eh eh any speak or talk about it. which is, will be joy it’s more joyable

Note how incomprehensible his translation is, and how persistent S6 was in his reading of the passive *yutaqāsam* as an active verb. He seems unable to grasp the meaning of *yutaqāsam*, as passive.³

219B OK. eh halla ʿheide (now this one) it’s a continuation of the other one
liʿanna kullu fikrin

³ It may be that while the student understands the meaning of the verb root q-s-m, he confuses the standard Arabic passive verb pattern with its colloquial Arabic active counterpart.
*See Holes (1995) chapter 3*
220S6 li’anna kulla fikrin fi-ṣ-ṣadāqa wa-kulla raḥbatin wa-kulla ragā’ innamā yūlad wa-
yataqāsam
221B yutaqāsam
222S6 yataqāsam
223B yu yutaqāsam
224S6 yataqāsam
225B yutaqāsam
226S6 yutaqāsam?
227B yes, yutaqāsam, halla’(now) we’ll see how you translated it because this
one is a bit tricky
228S6 yataqāsam it’s old shi’r (poetry) old old
229B dūna ḥājatin ilā l-kalām bi-farahin lā yunādā bihi. what did you think of this
sentence?
230S6 OK .
231B and can you try to translate it? but what did you think of it?
232S6 this thing is eh . this sentence is eh . you have to play around with the
words and structure . because you can’t translate word to word . it doesn’t give
the meaning . in the Arabic language
233B uhm
234S6 but you have to eh eh abstract the meaning and what’s the writer who
wants to say and just put the meaning . not translate word by word fa (so) if I try
translate word by word probably I stuck and I can’t find any equivalent for the
words like yūlad wa-yataqāsam you know . which . I I translated in the fast one
235B can you do it on-line?
236S6 ah (yes) I can do it on-line
237B famous on-line translation!
238S6 li’anna kulla fikrin fi-ṣ-ṣadāqa because every e e e in the relationship . every
thought and every . eh desire . and hope eh will be born . aw (or) resulted resulted
as . resulted as without any eh eh any speak or talk about it . which is, will be joy
it’s more joyable
239B OK . lā yunādā bihi ye’né (that is) the meaning
bi-faraḥīn lā yunādā bihi, it’s more joyable most joyable one

241B teb (OK) let’s see the fast translation

242S6 the fast translation. every thought on friendship. wish, hope, will born and grow up. probably I translate grow up huwa yūlad (is born)

243B because you were translating fast maybe. grow and born. born and grow up

244S6 yes. exactly and I try to put equivalent word to words without looking at the meaning. you know

245B ah OK

266S6 everything in friendship. would born would born and gather would born as innamā yūlad wa yataqāsam that’s what I translated it as. would born and gather

267B so innamā gives the meaning of would?

268S6 yeh probably

269B it’s called modal. yeʾné (meaning) it’s a probability (?)

270S6 yeh. would. innamā yūlad, innamā yūlad wa-yataqāsam it can be.. without any. or without amazing joy

271B with amazing joy?

271S6 ah with amazing joy here. I tried to

273B gather. what did you put here. did you put gather here?

274S6 I said wish hope, will born

275B ah grow up

276S6 yep grow up

277B so grow up was not the right word

278S6 yūlad as as in the first translation it will grow up as yūlad

281B yutaqāsam. what do you understand by yutaqāsam? if we’re looking at words. I have a list that we we’re going to discuss later in the interview. but let’s think about this one in particular now

282S6 yataqāsam. share. .. share together

283B mhm
284S6 *yataqāsam* something with someone else. you know *share sandwich* . *share money* . *share relationship* . yeh

285B but here you didn’t put *share* you put *gather*

286S6 ah (yes) *gather*

287B *gather jamʿ* (to gather) ye hī (means) *yujmaʿ* (is gathered)

288S6 ah (yes) yeh ah ah (yeh yeh) *gather maʿ baʿd* (together) . *gather maʿ baʿd* (together) . *aw* (or)

289B why do you think you chose this? and to have the meaning of *yataqāsam* differently?

290S6 eh . I don’t know too! you know I try to . I try to just understand the meaning . if this is the meaning he wants to say or not . probably.

**Extract 5.38**

As other participants, S6 must have misread the prepositional phrase *lī-s-šāʿīd* as a simple noun phrase, i.e. by failing to read the preposition *lī* as S6 explains in extract 5.39 (316). His mental representation thus consisted of a mountain that was high, rather than of a climber climbing that mountain.

316S6 I just translate it as *high mountain* . you know .

317B OK . *hiyye* (it is) *ka-j-jabal lī-šāʿīd*

318S6 ah (yes) *ka-j-jabal lī- šāʿīd? ka-j-jabal lī- šāʿīd*

319B *ka-j-jabal li-l-latī yaṣʿaduḥu*

**Extract 5.39**
In extract 5.40 (432) S6 states he does not know the meaning of sahl, but one wonders if he had tried to understand the meaning from the discourse. If we were to examine S6’s translation in the fast, slow and the on-line versions we find that in his fast translation S6 did not translate the word sahl as other participants had done, i.e. by providing the two meanings of the Arabic word sahl: easy and plain. In the slow mode however, and on-line, he added that meaning to his translation. Note in 432, how his reflective comment shows S6 does not know the meaning of the word sahl in Arabic.

403B    ka-j-jabal li-š-šā’id fa-huwa yabdū min as-sahl ye’né (it means) huwa refers to
        the previous sentence you think?
404S6   la’ (no) huwa it refers to the one I described now . the person who climb
        the mountain . huwa . yeh huwa
405B    that’s why I’m asking . in your English translation it seems like you were
talking about him
406S6   mhm . yes . yeh
407B    but what did you put in the fast? let’s see because you didn’t have much
time to think
408S6   no . clear in absent like a high mountain as it looks like very clear
409B    ah . OK
410S6   no . this is totally different
411B    and here
412S6   and here . so when you left your friend do not be sad . ah OK . clear in his
        absent like a high mountain which seems more easy and clear to him .. no
        probably I can’t
413B    here it’s right which seems because which refers to mountain
414S6   to mountain ah OK
415B    w-mazbūt (and it’s right) huwa refers to jabal
416S6   that’s a good one! OK! yeh
417B  *mazbūt* (right) refers to *jabal ye'né ka-j-jabal li-ṣ-sā'īd fa-huwa fa-j-jabal yabdū mina s-sahl*
418S6 ah (yes) beautiful
419B  *ba'den fi šaglē* (there’s one more thing) did you think of the word *sahl*.
what it means?
420S6 easy?
421B  yeh in Arabic
422S6 ah (yes) it’s not the *easy yabdū mina s-sahl*
423B  you were not the only one to think like that
424S6 you mean *as-sahl*
425B  *as-sahl ye'né plain*
426S6 ah (yes) . no!
426B  most thought of *sahl* as having two meanings . *easy* and *plain*
428S6 aha
429B  so you got the meaning as *easy*. you didn’t think of it as *sahl*
430S6 no *fa-huwa yabdū mina s-sahl*
431B  in Arabic we have the expression *yabdū mina s-sahl kaza kaza* (blah blah)
432S6 ɑ (yes) *bi-z-zabṭ kida, ā ana ‘arift dil-wa’ti as-sahl illi huwa n-nahr aw small nahr b-yigrī* (aah now I know the plain is a small river . a small running river) *fa-huwa yabdū mina s-sahl aktar wudūhan lahu*
433B  *ye'né li-ṣ-saa'id* (it means *to the climber*) you got the meaning now!
434S6 mhm mhm yes yes
435B  so you translated it differently
436S6 ah (yes) exactly because I didn’t understand the *sahl* (yes) (laughs)
437B  I won’t ask you to translate it now because you won’t be able to . *yammā* (or) you can?
442S6 OK . eh eh *as a high mountain which . which seem ., which seems* .
*which seems like a a . I don’t know what this *sahl . nahr (river) . water*
443B  *sahl* is *plain . from the plain*
444S6 *plain?*
445B  *ye'né* (it means) *al-ard al-munbasīta* *(the flat land)*
The translation technique S6 seems to have followed is to paraphrase the Arabic then attempt to translate it into English. Extract 5.41 shows S6’s ability to comprehend the source text but his inability to find the right English expression.
Extract 5.41

Extract 5.42 shows S6 was able to understand the source text but had difficulty rendering it into English. However there were instances, such as, for example, his attempt in 500, where one would think this to be a translation problem. However, a closer look at his explanation of the expression *fa-lahu huwa* reveals S6’s misunderstanding of the deep meaning of the term.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>498S6</th>
<th>min-ūl bi-l-‘arabi (in Arabic we say) mni’tul il-wa’t (we kill time)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>499B</td>
<td>so you know the expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500S6</td>
<td>yeh fa-lahu an yamla’ ḥāgatakum lā farāḡakum he is can . he is can give you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501B</td>
<td>fa-lahu huwa what do you understand by fa-lahu huwa?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502S6</td>
<td>fa-lahu huwa ya’ni (means) he can . he can . huwa ‘induḥu l-mā’dira innu huwwa yamla’ wa’t farāḡakum bi-l-ḥāga il inta btīḥtağhā (he has the ability to fill your spare time with the thing that you are in need of)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>503B</td>
<td>so he can fill your life with love and your need not your spare time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>504S6</td>
<td>yeh yeh lā farāḡakum ya’ni (it means) miš li-t-tassiliya bass (not just for fun) wa fi ‘ uzūbati ś-ṣādāqa idḥakū wa-taqtasamū l-afrah and eh in the good relationship just laughing and tshare the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>505B</td>
<td>why choose laughing?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>506S6</td>
<td>idḥakū here idḥakū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>507B</td>
<td>laugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>508S6</td>
<td>laughing what he said</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>509B</td>
<td>laugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510S6</td>
<td>laughing ah laugh and tshare the the joy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Extract 5.42
Finally this last extract summarises the examples from S6 mentioned so far, for it seems as though the translation process S6 follows, starts slowly from a deverbalisation of the Arabic, followed by attempts at reconstructing the meaning into English. Only in few instances, as in extract 5.36 (33) does one feel the spontaneity of the process at work, where surprisingly S6 gets the translation correct.

```
518S6 eh eh which in the small things eh ay l- hāgāt š-ṣāgīra ḥatta l- ḥāgāt š-ṣāgīra mumkin tidī l-alb refreshment (even the tiny things provide the heart with refreshment)

Extract 5.43
```

**Participant S7**

In extract 5.44, S7 acknowledges his weakness in Arabic, his first language.

```
72S7 yeh yeh actually I think he’s your meal is much better maybe, better

78S7 this is, like you’re talking about something, have you šeftē addaš i-İnglize taba’e awiyé anā a’wā min l-‘arabé (see how strong my English is, stronger than my Arabic)

82S7 bas bi-l-‘arabé bi-l-marra (but my Arabic is nill)

Extract 5.44
```
In 5.45, below, he fails to understand the meaning of the expression *wa-qad qudiyat*, even though he had time to reflect. The reader will remember in our analysis of S7’s retrospective data in chapter 4, that it seemed that S7’s lack of attention to the task affects his performance. Indeed, the lack of attention to the translation task has impacted on S7’s revision of his translations, and his inability to detect errors that were related to the comprehension of the Arabic text.

| 23B | OK I wanted to ask you when you said in fast your friend is your need and he fulfilled |
| 24S7 | yeh |
| 25B | in slow you said your friend is your need and it spends I couldn’t understand what you meant by spends |
| 26S7 | yeh actually, actually that’s slow, and that’s fast |
| 27B | yeh |
| 28S7 | now this is it spends it means like, I tried to be like literal, mean it’s like, he’s your need and then, eh eh when you need someone and you have used it, you have spend so you have money spend it |
| 29B | ah so you’ve related it to money! |
| 30S7 | hard I mean that’s hard, I wasn’t sure about it. I wasn’t sure about it |

| 43B | *wa-qad qudiyat* |
| 44S7 | yeh |
| 45B | OK |
| 46S7 | yeh I didn’t understand, what does it mean? |
| 47B | ye’né (it means) *qudiyat*, kento bi-ḥājē la-ṣī *wa-qad qudiyat*  
*(you were in need of something and your friend answered your need)* |
| 48S7 | ah so this is it! |
| 49B | yeh so it gives the meaning |
Yet despite S7’s lack of attention, he nevertheless succeeds in grasping the poetic sense of the Arabic words; his observation in 194 (extract 5.46), reveals his mental representation contains a poetic element, as a result of his cognitive input, and personal involvement with the text, as we shall see in the next chapter.

Extract 5.45

148S7 OK and as you notice eh eh like I can be one day, Gibran khalil Gibran translator because you know what when you’re writer it’s is like I am a poet but he’s a writer but what I mean when you translate you need to translate it good so it sound like like Gibran Khalil Gibran, you know, you have to be eh eh faithful, and I think this is beautifully done

166S7 because my English now is to do with, I listen it comes from listening, it does come from

170S7 yeh and also you can discover, you can test yourself if you’re good by by listening, so if it doesn’t sound good, that’s it, it’s not good

194S7 you can say climber but ascender it’s more, is more appropriate because this is like poem you have to use idiomatic because it’s clear, it’s close to the English to the Arabic ones, that’s why here you can see I’m a bit, I’m a bit poetic, because you need to use right word

Extract 5.46
One however notices a lack of accuracy that S7 shows in defining words meanings and their semantic value; unlike S2, for example, who would perform a sort of componential analysis to the words, as accuracy was of primary importance to her, S7 seems to fail to see the nuances between the Arabic words, as his reflective comments in 230 and 236 below show.

| 224 | S7 soul and spirit the same soul and spirit |
| 225 | B tneyêtun rūḫ bāl ʿarabē? |
| 226 | S7 rūḫ, spirit |
| 227 | B nafs w-rūḫ (soul and spirit) |
| 228 | S7 I think spirit, I think spirit |
| 229 | B spirit? OK |
| 230 | S7 the the same you know, like this very hard like bitūli ḥelo aw bīʿaʿīd. (beautiful or breathtaking) tneyêtun ḥelo aw bīʿaʿīd, (both mean beautiful or breathtaking) this is very hard to distinguish, so both right, because soul and spirit is the same because you know |
| 231 | B soul nafs spirit rūḫ I think |
| 232 | S7 yeh |
| 233 | B I think, I’m just trying to think about the distinction between the two |
| 234 | S7 you know like when they say when we say we’re praying for his soul |
| 235 | B nafso w (and) spirit rūḥo (his spirit) |
| 236 | S7 rūḥo yeh, bas hiyyē matl baʿṭun ley laʾanno waʿt l-wēḥid ymūṯ bīʿūlū (but they’re the same because when someone dies they say) his spirit is still here his soul is still here, rūḥē ʿa/internet |

Extract 5.47
Extract 5.48, is an example that reveals once again S7’s ability to grasp the sense of the Arabic expression, this, despite his failure to do so at other times.

\[\text{Extract 5.48}\]

In extract 5.49 (314), S7 starts by saying he didn’t understand the meaning of \textit{tahyūnahā}. However it soon becomes apparent that he had tried to translate it without referring to the context. S7 does indeed know the meaning of the idiom \textit{to kill time} but his translation of it was based on word meaning rather than on contextual meaning.

\[\text{Extract 5.49}\]
Yet another quite interesting example is the complex of meanings S7 had used in translating the sense of *‘udūba*. This example reminds us of extract 5.20 from S1 above. An analysis of his translation of this utterance without reference to S7’s retrospection may fail to detect the real reason or motivation behind his choice. In examining S7’s reflective comment in extract 5.50 (360), and earlier in 354 and 356, we find that S7 had read the text in his own way, by processing the word *‘udūba* (sweetness) as *‘uzūba* (virginity). S7 has also added the meaning of being single, which he associates to being a virgin. It seems that S7 has explained it based on his own emotions. Still it may very well be the way he had read the text, if one were to look at S7’s translation, without reference to his retrospection.
OK, so, let’s do the last one

and in the

why did you say in the purity of of friendship?

because this is purity of friendship ‘udūba ‘udūba is eh eh ‘udūba can be like virginity but you don’t use virginity you know it can mean different thing

but you use it also for water we say miyāh ‘adba

eyeh yeh yeh but here purity

OK so that’s why you chose purity

eyeh

it could have the meaning of sweetness

yeh sweetness yeh but ‘udūba ‘udūba can also mean in some meaning, context, in some contexts virginity or someone is ‘azb, you know, but here

a’zab heydiike bil z (that one is spelled with a /z/)

yeh but can be anā (I) that’s what I thought but here purity, here purity

Extract 5.50

Summary

The above analysis has revealed that although the seven participants were native Arabic speakers, they have shown different degrees of competence as regards understanding of the Arabic source text throughout the trials. The main competence issues seem to be related to the following: reading of the source text, including interpreting the aspect and transitivity of verb patterns; comprehending set phrases; confusing between polysemous Arabic words; the ability to discern between words that differed in one sound, and to have a feel for the nuances between similar words, as we have seen with S7; understanding the root system of Arabic in order to tell the difference between words that come from the same root, and the differences in their meaning; the ability to guess the mode and tense of the verbs from the context. These competence issues may seem disconnected from the translation process, however they show that although this study is focused on translation into the second language, a lack of command of the first language is very likely to affect students’ performance.
5.4 Conclusion

The interpretation of student retrospective data in relation to their comprehension of the source text has revealed that working in fast mode does indeed have an effect on the comprehension process. However, there were factors that arose from the analysis that were found to affect student comprehension of the ST regardless of mode. These were attention to the task in hand and competence in L1 and L2. In L1 competence the main issue was reading the ST especially the ability to read the text without the diacritics, and be able to understand aspect and transitivity of verbs which can only be achieved if comprehension is at discourse level. An interesting issue to arise from the analysis as well is the influence of the oral on the written in interpreting phonemes or sounds in particular words. Finally the online translation was found to help students come up with intuitive solutions to some of the comprehension problems they had encountered in the other modes.

It is important to note that competence in L1 and the effect of the translation mode were not the only factors to affect student comprehension of the ST. We have seen in this chapter and in chapter 4 that student retrospections have revealed the presence of cognitive and affective factors that seem to affect student awareness of their translation competence and their mental processes in addition to their comprehension of the source text. We shall discuss these factors in the chapter that follows.
Chapter SIX

6. Affective and cognitive issues

6.1 Introduction

In the previous two chapters we have examined two clusters of themes that had emerged from the student retrospective data. These were student awareness of their translation competence and their mental processes, and student comprehension of the source text. In my analysis of the themes in those clusters it appeared that along with the competence and awareness issues, there were affective and cognitive factors that had an influence on students’ performance in the trials; the data had revealed individual differences among students in regard to the way they reflected on their behaviour during the trial. It also revealed that there were important factors that played a major role in determining students’ behaviour. Of those factors, I mentioned students’ lack of attention to the task, their risk behaviour, and their conservative behaviour. I also mentioned affective factors such as stress, frustration and the lack of self-esteem as compared to professionals.

In the present chapter we get a closer look at those affective and cognitive issues. This I hope will give us a glimpse into the student’s disposition to the translation task. The themes in the present cluster are (1) self-evaluation and self esteem as compared to professionals, which can tell us about the way students see themselves as compared to professionals, and how confident they are about themselves as translators. This theme is explored by looking at instances in the data where students performed some sort of self-evaluation of themselves or of their work; (2) self-theorising, or instances where students bring up a certain theory either as a reply to one of my questions, or as a reflection of the translation process and (3) creativity, which reflects students’ flexible behaviour and their ability to think outside the box.

The aim of this analysis is to bring forth the argument that affective and cognitive issues are of primary importance in assessing student performance.
6.2 Self-evaluation and self esteem as compared to professionals

Overview

Self-evaluation first emerged as a theme from student retrospective data when I was interviewing S1 and S2, where I noticed that S1 was constantly asking my opinion about her translations, and when at some point, she was surprised when I told her that expert translators were also prone to error. My second interview with S2 revealed a totally different behaviour, for S2 exuded self-confidence that she expressed through her retrospection, as she did not seem to need any expert evaluation of her translations. After observing the different behaviours S1 and S2 had shown during the interview, it appeared to me that the student translators’ self-image and their self-evaluation ability needed to be taken into account as an important aspect of their diagnostic profile, and that the degree of self-evaluation and the students’ self-image may have a direct impact on students’ performance and their attitude to the task.

In my quest for studies on self-evaluation and the students’ self-image, I came across three different types of research studies that explored the relationship between these affective and cognitive factors and students’ performance: For example, Hansen (2005) in his critique of introspection and retrospection through the Think Aloud method stresses the need to take cognitive and affective factors into consideration when analysing students’ verbalisations (Hansen 2005: 511). Also within process research, Tirkkonen-Condit and Laukkanen (1996) examine student introspective data for signs of their self-evaluation of their self-image and of their internal theories of translation, i.e. implicit theories that students have come up with when evaluating the choices they had made during the translation process (Tirkkonen-Condit and Laukkanen 1996: 52). On the other hand, in research into translation pedagogy and assessment, Choi (2006) develops an assessment method for novice consecutive interpreting students, that is based on self-evaluation, with special emphasis on metacognition, i.e. on thinking about their learning
and being able to evaluate it (Choi 2006: 277). Since in translation pedagogy, evaluation is mainly conducted from the point of view of professional translation, Choi believes that self-evaluation can lead to “improvements in the students’ learning process and performance in the area of interpretation” (Choi 2006: 275). She suggests a model of metacognitive self-evaluation, based on a collaborative approach between student and teacher (Choi 2006: 280).

The three studies above mentioned are interesting for the present research, because they demonstrate, firstly that students’ retrospective data contains a reflection of their emotions and experiences, among other cognitive and affective factors; secondly, that student retrospective data can tell us about their evaluation of their self-image and their ability for self-theorising; and thirdly, the importance for students to possess and/or develop self-evaluation skills that have been found to help them in their performance and in their learning, on their way to gaining autonomy.

In what follows I examine student retrospective data for signs of their self-evaluation. In particular, I examine how students perceive themselves as compared to professionals, and the extent to which they use self-evaluation in their retrospection. As just mentioned above, student self-evaluation skills can tell us about students’ metacognitive awareness and the extent to which they are able to make use of this awareness in the translation task and in their learning.

The question this section then tries to answer is what image students have of themselves and what sort of self-evaluative skills they possess, and to what extent does their self-image impact on their performance?

Note that although the data below may have been presented elsewhere in the two previous chapters, it will however be explained in the present section from a fresh perspective.

The analyses of the individual participant data are as follows:
Participant S1

There were two sides to S1’s self-evaluation capacity that were gleaned from the data. Firstly, she was constantly mirroring my questions and would evaluate her translations, or her behaviour, based on my questions, assuming whatever I was saying to be right. Secondly, this behaviour seemed to transfer to her evaluation of her work in general, where she was constantly seeking my opinion about her translations and asking me to assess her work. Extract 6.1 reveals two sides of S1’s self-evaluation capacity: firstly, in S1’s reflective comment comes after having asked her for the reason behind choosing to omit the article *the*. Note how, despite her translation being right, S1 feels as though she had made an error, by omitting the article. S1 does not seem to have a strong opinion of her translation capacity, for her evaluative comments would come as a result of my probing her knowledge about a particular translation. In the same extract, in 114, 178, 242 and 254 one sees the extent to which S1 seems to rely on my evaluative comments throughout the interview. Note her use of various words that express this side of her character, e.g. “what you think”; “I have many mistakes?”; “did you like it?”; and the word “assessment” that she uses at the end of the interview. Therefore, one can clearly see that S1 needs expert opinion about her work, for she does not yet possess the skills necessary, including the self-confidence, to self-evaluate her work.

82S1 yeh ḥaddīṯnā ‘an ʿṣ-ṣadāqa Tell us about friendship .. so you mean here I shouldn’t have the love but because the way he said it ḥaddīṯnā ‘an ṣ-ṣadāqa yeh . I thought we omit it but we can’t

114S1 what you think? I have many mistakes?

178S1 eh so what do you think?
Participant S2

Contrary to S1, S2 didn’t ask me to assess or evaluate her translations, nor did she exhibit any interest in comparing her performance to that of the other participants, as we shall see later, for example with S4. The self-evaluations she made, which were theoretically induced, regarded her translation choices. Throughout the interview she showed great confidence in the choices she had made, and in her translated output (Tirkkonen-Condit and Laukannen 1996: 51). Note that S2 had performed a fast translation, a slow one and an edited version of the slow translation. Extract 6.2 shows the type of comments she was making during the interview, as a reflection of her self-evaluative skills. She was very concerned about the pragmatics and was searching for the most accurate rendition, hence her dissatisfaction with her edited version.

The fact that at no stage during the trial did S2 ask me to evaluate her work, nor did she attempt to self-evaluate it herself, in addition to the way she would explain the motivation behind her choices and defend those choices, all these may be seen as indicative of her metacognitive awareness in relation to the tasks she had performed as part of the trial; metacognitive awareness being a valuable and essential aspect of student self-evaluation capacity (Choi 2006).
As we have seen in students’ retrospections, in section 4.2, S3 was the only student participant to rely mostly on non-verbal communication in evaluating his translations, this in addition to his short reflective comments. Note in extract 6.3, how in 8, S3 gives a self-diagnostic comment about his L2 competence, then, in 16 and 176, he explains how he gets confused with the use of the possessive –s and the third person singular –s. As to his comments about his choice of lexis, we notice throughout the interview that S3 seems to be searching for the right word. However, unlike S2, who was able to get a better rendition each time she edited her work, S3’s choices seemed to get worse, or more out of context, as we have previously seen in chapter 4.

The non-verbal communication S3 uses, reflects his awareness of his inability to control the process in regard to the choices he has to make. S3 does not reveal much about himself, except that he has gaps in his English, and that, at times, he has found it difficult to understand the Arabic source text. Contrary to S2, he does not seem to possess the language to explain his cognitive behaviour (Choi 2006: 280-281). I have previously mentioned that S3 was using non-verbal communication in the form of smiling throughout the interview. Therefore we do not have any reflective comments on his self-image, except perhaps that he sees himself as lacking the competence in English. However one may consider his non-verbal communication to some extent as indicative of his view about his self-image.

8S3 (long pause) maybe it’s wrong grammar .. ‘ minha (I have) problem bil (with) grammar
Participant S4

We have seen in chapter 4, how S4’s data was highly retrospective (and introspective), with a large number of self-evaluative comments, that revolved around his translation competence as compared to his peers, around comparing his rendition with the Arabic source text, and evaluating his English renditions against the original English text, this in addition to his self-evaluative comments, in particular regarding his competence in Arabic grammar. One gets the feeling that S4 wanted to get as much constructive feedback about his translations as he possibly could.

The most prominent self-evaluative comments however were firstly where S4 had relegated the reasons behind his errors to the stress he had been experiencing from being a student. The reader is referred to section 4.2 for a detailed analysis of S4’s retrospective data where I tried to show the seven step “self-evaluative” reflection, which reveals, in more detail, S4’s metacognitive skills, and his mention of stress. Secondly, where S4 comes up with a good solution to a translation problem, although he expresses pride in his success, he nevertheless feels as though he is just a student, way from becoming an expert. Note his comment in extract 6.4, in particular in 148, then in 204. These examples show that S4 does possess self-evaluative skills, but that he perhaps needs to work more on his self-image as a translator.
12S4  eh . OK . my if I give it to myself if I give myself a mark about . between four to five?

623S4  OK 4 or 5 . I don’t know if
624B  4 or 5?
625S4  OK 4 or 5? I think 5 (laughs)

144S4  yeh yeh yeh that’s why I preferred this translation
145B  so you had your own . you chose a different metaphor in your translation
146S4  yeh yeh yeh
147B  OK . uhm (searching)
148S4  but I’m not a professional translator . I’m doing my Masters in translation now . yeh

192S4  (making the correction) but I shouldn’t have . I shouldn’t have made this mistake because I’m very good at Arabic . especially Arabic grammar

204S4  but anyway I found (laughs) I discovered by myself

344S4  yeh yeh yeh I have right to ask before . before I translate . maybe when I translate . I I will be penalized . OK so that’s why I told you . make sure . but I think there students didn’t xx that or didn’t know that

390S4  I came with this . I I came up with with this idea
430S4  OK . yeh yeh yeh .. and what about the translators they used the same words ebb and flow?

440S4  what about the students you you tested . they use ebb as well?

495S4  so what . do you remember what Gibran
496B  for in the dew of little things the heart finds its morning and is refreshed
As regards S5, although she did not exhibit overt self-evaluative comments, besides those where she attempts to grade her translations, e.g. in extract 6.5 (12), she did however exude confidence in her translation ability. This, despite the fact that some of her reflective comments did not fit in well within the style of the source text, as in her choosing not to translate the metaphors in the text, fearing the readership might not understand them. One can sense in this instance a similar behaviour to S2’s above, that of being conservative in regard to the translation task and of being confident enough about the decisions she had made. However the difference between S2 and S5 seems to lie in their decision making, for while S2 is very keen on finding the right translation, S5 seems to avoid taking risks, and prefers to settle for those choices she is most familiar with.

S5’s approach was similar to S2’s in that her reflective comments underlie a sense of self-confidence, and of a positive self-image, as a translation student. Her confidence and positive approach to the task were prominent in her reflective comments, even when she tries to show another facet of her personality, that of being prudent, avoiding risks in her decision making.
Participant S6

Trying to analyse S6’s retrospective data for the present theme was not an easy task, because of the contradictory nature of the data: On one side we have an S6, who is very interested in becoming a successful literary translator (see 6.2 above); who shows that he comprehended the Arabic source text, by using paraphrase; who shows knowledge of implicit theories of translation, as we shall see in the next section; and who exudes self-confidence, and is perfectly capable of self-evaluating his work, as extract 6.6 shows. On the other hand, we have an S6 who is persistent in his choices, even though he is given reasons to why his choices are not contextually valid; who blames the dictionary for supplying him with the wrong words; who is not capable of applying his theoretical comments to his translations; for he is stuck with the Arabic paraphrase of the source text, not knowing how to express it in English.

Taking into account what we have managed to learn so far about S6, throughout the three chapters, these two facets of S6 perhaps reveal an underlying sense of disposition to the task that is masked by the linguistic gaps S6 seems to have with his first and second language that cause him extreme difficulty in translating.
28B I noticed you changed *told us* and talk to us
29S6 probably when I take my time. I took my time to think about the meaning.
I just started to translate the try to translate the the right meaning. yeh
because I have my time. enough time. just to think about it
30B Ok. so. here *told us*. so you would change *told us*
31S6 *talk*. *talk to us*
32B yeh
33S6 OK. because in the text. the original text said *haddīnā just tell us*. *tell us about the relationship*. *tell us about the relationship*. or *talk to us*. here now
another xx translation *tell us*
34B so you think. which one do you like
35S6 I think *tell us*. this is the right one because the tense.
36B so the tense here in the fast translation
37S6 the tense

Extract 6.6

*Participant S7*

Through S7’s retrospective data, one finds a different type of contradiction than the one found in S6’s. Firstly we have a high level of evaluative comments centred on S7’s self-image. S7 seems very confident about his competence in English, but reveals he is weak in Arabic; he evaluates the renditions he does on-line, as in extract 6.7 (112); he is very ambitious and motivated as we can see from 112-116; and he compares himself to the great Lebanese author Gibran, mentioning faithfulness to the source text, and evaluating his rendition by giving it his best appraisal; in 166 and 170 we can see how he shows his knowledge of how can tell about his competence in English, by testing himself; in 304 he asks for my opinion about his ability to become a successful translator; and in 324 and 344, he comments on the progress he has made throughout the trial because of having practiced translating the text.
So, what is contradictory about S7’s behaviour? Our examination of his data, in the last three chapters, has revealed one major flaw in S7’s behaviour that seemed to affect his performance: S7’s lack of attention to the task, which according to his reflective comments may be due to his “having other important things to do”, underlies a sense of lack of motivation, and of being under too much stress. This S7 tries to explain at some point during the interview.

8S7 one and seven? I give myself eh eh four out of seven

78S7 *this is*, like you’re talking about something, have you šefté addaš l-inglīze taba’ê awiyé anā a’wā min l-’arabé (see how strong my English is, stronger than my Arabic)

80S7 bas anā a’wā wēḥid bi-š-ṣaff bi-l-inglīze, anī šarle arb’a w-ʾišrīn séné haun (but I’m the strongest in class in English, I’ve been living in Australia for twenty four years)

82S7 bas bi-l-’arabé bi-l-marra (but my Arabic is nil)

112S7 coz you have more time..but I discovered that this is not bad (smiles)

113B ah! that’s good

114S7 because I mean

115B because it’s true

116S7 yes, it’s true because you know why, I think it depend on how good you are, how good translator you are, and I think by the end of the year I’m going to be good, very good, you know because I’m still in the training process. but that’s why

148S7 OK and and as you notice eh eh like I can be one day, Gibran khalil Gibran translator because you know what when you’re writer it’s is like I am a
poet but he’s a writer but what I mean when you translate you need to translate it
good so it sound like like Gibran Khalil Gibran, you know, you have to be eh eh
faithful, and I think this is beautifully done

166S7 because my English now is to do with, I listen it comes from listening, it
does come from

170S7 yeh and also you can discover, you can test yourself if you’re good by by
listening, so if it doesn’t sound good, that’s it, it’s not good

304S7*béte’dé yauman mā bṣir mtarjem awé* (you think I’ll become a famous
translator one day)?

324S7 yeh actually, actually now I mean I give myself six out of seven
344S7 and actually you know one thing too, I had to, really like let you know, I
feel, since I have improved so much, from first to now, I think what I’m now is
even better than the slow or fast why? because I’m getting more practice, I’m
practicing more, see, I’m trying now to get better so I can be a good interpreter

Extract 6.7

Summary

Let us recapitulate on the above: so far our analyses have revealed individual differences
among the seven participants. S1 was seen as passive in her approach to self-evaluation
and very self-conscious of the gap that exists between novice and expert translators. S2
was very confident and in no need to evaluate her work. S3 didn’t reveal much about his
self-image, nor about his self-evaluation skills, for he was too busy trying to work on his
English grammar and lexis. His non-verbal communication reveals some aspect of his
behaviour. As for S4, he was busier than the other three participants in evaluating his
skills as compared to the other six participants and to expert translators. S5’s approach
was similar to S2’s in that her reflective comments underlie a sense of self-confidence
and of a positive self-image as a translation student. Her confidence and positive approach to the task were prominent in her reflective comments even when she tries to show another facet of her personality, that of being prudent, avoiding risks in her decision making. Finally S6 and S7 showed contradiction in their behaviour in relation to their capacity to self-evaluation and to their self-image: in S6’s case the contradiction lies between his overt self-confidence that is masked by the gaps he has in his L2. In S7 it is between a strong and very positive self-image and a lack of attention to the task, which may underlie a lack of motivation on his part.

In the section that follows we shall explore how self-confidence and the translator’s self-image go hand in hand with self-theorising.

6.3 Self-theorising

*Overview*

Student ability to self-theorise emerged from the retrospective data at different points during the interview, and I have alluded to it throughout chapters 4, 5 and the present chapter, through my discussion of the other themes. Self-theorising, in this study, is defined as instances where students bring up a certain theory either as a reply to one of my questions, or as a reflection of the translation process. In some instances students have theorised about the text type, about their learning, and about their processing in different translation modes, among others.

Beier states the importance of the translator’s knowledge of theories of style in that it helps them in their stylistic decision making and choice (Beier 2006: 79). Tirkkonen-Condit and Laukkanen (1996) on the other hand analyse student *subjective* or *implicit* theories of translation in an attempt to reveal the theoretical motivations behind students’ decision making and choice (Tirkkonen-Condit and Laukkanen 1996: 52). Their research shows a correlation between positive professional self-image and self-confidence and
students’ self-theorising ability. Note that the authors’ study was based on Think Aloud data. Tirkkonen-Condit and Laukkanen (1996) reflect on the difference between theory and theorising in translation pedagogy: while theory is static, theorising gives students the ability to apply the theories they learn, and when necessary to come up with their own theories (Tirkkonen-Condit and Laukkanen 1996: 52).

Let me give you an example from my own experience as an Honours translation student, to show you why I think self-theorising is important for students’ self-image and self-evaluation: at my university, an Honours degree in translation requires that students take a translation methodology subject, followed by a translation seminar unit, in which students are required to present a research paper based on their Honours Thesis. At the end of the first semester, I prepared my seminar presentation, and it wasn’t until I presented my paper, that I learnt that I should have done the translation methodology unit first. This came following comments from one of the academics about my lack of use of proper terminology. For me this was a good experience, because I had discovered the methodology that I used in my seminar presentation on my own, before having to learn it through my course. My experience resembles in a way the sort of theorising, for example, S7 has produced in his retrospections, where he came up with theoretical statements drawn from his personal experience as a poet, that were stylistically and cognitively valid (Beier 2006: 103).

In what follows I examine examples from student retrospective data in an attempt to answer the question of the extent to which our participants were able to theorise during the self-diagnostic interview. In other words, I try to examine students’ ability to apply the theories they have learned, to their translations, in addition to their ability to come up with their own theories. It is important to note the difficulty in separating what students have learned formally through their course and the theories they come up with based on their own experience, as I have experienced as an Honours student. The aim of this analysis is to show the importance for students not only to know about theories but to be able to apply them to their translations and most importantly to give students the confidence to theorise by introducing novel theories in their retrospections.
The analyses of the individual participant data are as follows:

Participant S1

S1 stressed the need to translate the text word for word as one does for religious texts. Her main argument was that the text is a poem and has a spiritual flavour, therefore its translation according to S1 has to be “strict to the register”, meaning “you can’t change one word or letter”. It is interesting to note, as previously mentioned in Chapter 3, that the source text is one of three Arabic translations I had of Gibran’s original English text, and the one that mostly followed the word order of the original. Although one would possibly agree with S1’s theorising about how religious poetry should be translated, her word for word translation failed to follow the discourse of the original; S1’s excessive personal involvement with the source text and in this section, her self theorising that has followed the same path, have prevented her from allocating more attention to the context which is necessary in comprehending the source text and producing a proper translation in the target text.

In extract 6.8, S2’s reflective comment revolves around the notion that working under time pressure, did not allow her to comprehend the metaphor in question due to its ambiguity. S1 seems satisfied with her translation considering how little time she had to translate the text (extract 6.9 (200)).

120S1  yeh . here I think . your friend is your need it has been fulfilled .. what I meant ṣadiqum huwa ḥājatukum wa-qād qūṭiyat
121B  mhm
122S1  I translate it exactly because with poem
123B  yeh
124S1  you can’t change around because they are set words
Participant S2

So far, our analysis of S2’s data has shown her faithfulness to the message of the source text writer, and her concern in preserving the pragmatic value of the original in her translations, accuracy being her main concern. Throughout the interview, one can find self-theories that S2 had used in order to support her arguments for particular choices she had made, or for some translational decision she had made during the translation tasks, as in extract 6.10 below where she self-theorises about monitoring and translation mode.
In extract 6.11, S2 theorises about the translation mode and the segmentation of the text or the translation unit.

(continued)

Extract 6.11

22S2  *el-muhimm* (what’s important is that) *awwal marra tarjamet šatr šatr* (the first time I translated line by line), not even **maṭa’ maṭa’** bas *heidike kint*  *rit kil šī* **w-kint am tarjim**

(section by section, but the other one I had read the whole text and I was translating) pragmatically **šu fhemt kint am tarjim** *la’anno izā ilt* (whatever I was understanding I was translating it, because if I say) and the heart find its (long pause) in the small things therefore it gets alive and fresh **yimkin mā tkūn da’īa** (it might not be accurate) ..
Here S2 implicitly theorises about what, in her view, may be considered translation competence and what may be second language competence (extract 6.12).

26S2  

haïdé (this one) . I’m still . until now I’m not very sure (long pause) of it .. yene what (long pause) to say in English (long pause) you know .. it doesn’t have anything to do with translation (long pause) izā anā ‘am ilik bil (if I’m saying to you in) English I’m gonna plant something . I don’t know if I should say I’m gonna plant it with love [B uhm]or I’m gonna plant..this garden (long pause) I don’t know .. I wasn’t sure of it.

27B  

then here we have the word bottom that you’ve used in the three versions .. were there other words you thought of before deciding on the word bottom?

Extract 6.12

With this extract (6.13) we move to the use of componential analysis in rendering lexical items from Arabic into English.

36S2  

la‘anno hénné éylin (because it says) maḥabba w-anā mā fīyyé (and I can’t) (long pause) love šī (is something) w (and)-friendship (long pause) I had.. ye’ne to ejma‘ (I mean I had to combine)between them (long pause)

37B  

la‘anno bi‘-arabi geir šī ‘an inglīzi (because in Arabic it’s different than in English)?

38S2  

exactly . I can’t just say love .. it’s all about friendship w-anā jī jī ūl
And in extract 6.14, is self-theorisation about decision making and choice when working under different time constrained conditions.

A closer look at S2’s retrospective data in extract 6.15 also reveals that her logical and conservative approach to theorising about the process had her at times, fail to grasp the nuances of the source text stylistic features, such as when she argues for the need to use him/her for reasons of gender differences between Arabic and English.
but don’t you think for this type of text it is stylistically better to stick to one of the two?

é bas neḥnā ‘aṭūl mnehke bil-muthakkar bas l- (yes but we always talk using male gender but the) English it’s not..that’s not the case..

Extract 6.15

Participant S3

Unfortunately, not much can be said about S3’s self-theorising.

Participant S4

S4’s ability to theorise about the process seemed to work in two opposite directions: One was theorising on how to adapt to different translation situations, and the second was theorizing about the grammatical applications. As we have seen earlier, S4 was very enthusiastic about the trial, and had used self-theories throughout the interview in explaining the motivations behind his choices and translational decisions. Note in extract 6.16 below, his theory about the translation of pronouns and gender differences between the two languages.

OK? so eh instead of saying . OK when you transfer from Arabic because the Arabic when we use eh . the male OK? but in English . instead of saying him/her . she/he . we say they . because we don’t know who they are . OK?

Extract 6.16

In extract 6.17 is another example that shows S4’s self-theory about the use of tense in Arabic and how to render that same tense into English.

258
what do you think of it? is it *fil' amr* (an imperative) or?

no no no it’s not *fil' amr* (an imperative), it’s it’s eh simple present tense *huwa fil'mudāri' basīt li-annahu kullahu šadiqukum huwa ḥājatukuum, li-annakum ta'ī'ūnahu jā'ii'iiin, lā tabkulūn 'alay.mhiiii, yuṣāriňhukuum* . OK . innamā yūlād wa-yutaqūsaaaam, kullahā kullahā fi'l muḏāri' b-il 'arabī (these are all in simple present tense in Arabic) . *huwa fil'mudāri' 'ādī . li 'an bil ḥāder yaqṣud biḥā bas b-il inklīţ* in English simple present tense OK in English we use simple present tense because it says like *your friend is your neeeeed* . eh it’s your field which you sow with

even those negative constructions . everything?

yeh yeh yeh that’s why . you give me very good idea when ehhhh like no one escape of eh open open their heart to them so that’s correct but in Arabic for the first time it’s like (long pause) it’s like . it’s like eh for the first time *ḥina yuṣāriňhukum šadiqukum lā like for the first time lā takāřū* (high pitch) *ḥina yuṣāriňhukum šadiqukum* but then no it’s it’s English like you *don’t you don’t be afraid when your friend eh is frank to you or frank with you* . so that so that why I told you . as I said, check check the English the English text maybe . maybe sometimes . maybe when they print . they print the text but it’s very accurate so

**Extract 6.17**

Yet one more example where S4 reveals a self-theory about translating under exam conditions, by following the grammar of the source text, and making sure there are no typing errors in the source text (extract 6.18).
you think it’s because you’ve translated many times that it gets better? if you get the chance. if you’re doing a translation course. and you get the chance to translate many times

yeh. no of course I know (long pause) if they. if they say to me translate what is there. I will I will exactly follow the Arabic grammar so I’m not make any mistakes OK?

ah. OK

of course I’ll ask them first is is it like a a a typing mistake? or

yeh because sometimes they give you texts with typing mistakes

yeh yeh yeh I have right to ask before. before I translate. maybe when I translate. I I will be penalized. OK so that’s why I told you. make sure. but I think there students didn’t xx that or didn’t know that

Extract 6.18

Extract 6.19 below reveals a self-theory about translating under time constraint and how one deals with the situation.

yeh that’s why .. maybe you tried you try to think you try to read behi behi beyond beyond the the meaning so sometimes you choose emptiness tooo as I told you when you are in the in the battlefield you try just to to protect yourself to defend yourself, whatever whatever you do maybe you lose your hand, your leg (laughs) you get injured, it’s better that

so if you’re in the battlefield

yeh yeh yeh that’s right you’re in the battlefield

so how do you make. if you’re in the battlefield how do you choose?

of course I I choose whatever comes in my mind and and make sense immediately without wasting the time
With S5, we move to an interesting aspect of self-theorizing, about drafts and revision where logic seems to prevail, and of self-theorizing about decision making and choice, which underlies a sense of choice avoidance.

In extract 6.20, S5’s self-theory is that she translates as she reads the text so that it takes her a few seconds to grasp the meaning. If we were to compare her theorising with that of S1, according to S5’s self-theory, S1 would fail to apply common sense to her translation for her reading was more word focused than contextually focused.
In extract 6.21 below is S5’s self-theory about choosing the tense and mode in the target text: through revision.

136S5 there is a lot of difference uhm but the thing is .. when you revise it . you know where to fix . what to fix . because from from from what I learnt you cannot start a text in present and then finish in past or the other way around or something like that . it’s gotta be all the text .. I I do that . I I swap around . but when I revise . I usually . if I see it like I notice it I change it .. see whatever goes well with the text. because in Arabic you can use

137B so you get the context

138S5 yeh in Arabic you can use future present past . everything in one text but in English you can’t

Extract 6.21
And in extract 6.22, S5 provides a self-theory of the translator as reader of the source text: translating the same Arabic verb through different renditions, based on the contextual meaning each time she encountered (or read) that word in the text.

**Extract 6.22**

177B OK I want to ask you about the word *call* because if you notice in the first one of the first two sentences you have *taṭlūbūnahu li-r-rahā*. *asking for relaxation*. and then we have *love that asks for revealing its secret* *al-maḥabba allātī lā taṭlūb illā kašī sirrihā*. and then *uṭlūbhu* where you used *call*. can you just tell me why you chose different English translations from the same Arabic word?

178S5 yeh because here we’re talking . at the beginning . *ye’ne (xx)* it’s more about more general *enno (that)* *the friend is*. *the person that you ask for for relaxation when you’re with* or something like that . but here it’s sort of more specific . to actually *enno (that)* actually *uṭlūbhu* making a phone call or going over and or something the actual actual action of it to to be together

179B OK so this is more abstract

180S5 yes

181B OK I get it now . because I was wondering why you used *call*. I thought like *uṭlūbhu* like *mnūṭbu ‘ala t-telefon* (we call him as in phone call)

182S5 I didn’t mean like just *uṭlūbhu* as in phone call but yeh . as in . eh . just make that action . the contact

With extract 6.23, we move to a self-theory about translating a negative sentence where one is uncertain about one of the negation words: change the word order by making the sentence positive where there is no need for the negation word. This self-theory seems to be directed at those translators who, as S5, are not risk takers. Note that S5’s technique however has not allowed her to render the full sense of the original.
and fourteen. *wa-matā tufārīqūn* it’s also the same I think in this one you changed the word order *your friend is there for you to be with* and here you changed from negative to positive do not make .. in Arabic *lā tajālū lī-ṣ-sadāqa* you made it *make friendship* .. can you try and translate this one very quickly just to see what you might come up with?

which one?

*wa-lā wa-lā tajālū lī-ṣ-sadāqa*

(silence) *make friendship eh . an aim to touch the soul*

you think of it as positive not negative

and beside if you want to say here *do not make friendship this . but eh an aim to touch the soul* . so you gotta have something there

can I ask you and can you honestly tell me because this is quite interesting . did you try to avoid this structure that’s why you’ve chosen the positive

(yeh .. *la’anno* (because) I thought about it *la’anno* (because) I was trying to translate because I thought if . you got . you gotta put a word there!

that’s right

and you don’t have but to put a word .

*but or save* I think in the original Gibran uses *save*

*and what happens if if I pick the wrong word it might change the entire meaning*

OK ah, so to be on the safe side you chose not to take a risk

*yea*

S5’s self theoretical statement in extract 6.24 below is about the use of the definite article *the* before the negation particle *no*: note the personal touch in S5’s explanation.
Here we have a self-theory about editing one’s translation where S5 explains how editing is done internally as she translates so she can do later without a second draft (extract 6.25).

208S5 because it’s like it’s specific about the opinion. and usually and usually when you ask people about their opinion .. they never say no even if something is really ugly or something like that. they never say no .. so that no (stress) that specific no (stress) yeh that’s the no (stress)

Extract 6.24

248S5 yeh . I have only one copy I don’t have a draft
249B  yeh
250S5  yeh . yeh
251B  so how do you do your . I’m also analysing the way you edit your work . but you didn’t have a lot of editing
252S5  mhm I don’t edit
253B  you must edit . you edit internally
254S5  yeh yeh yeh as I’m as I’m writing it .
255B  you edit internally
256S5  yeh . and then and then it’s like . because like I said I don’t read the text . all of it . then translate . I start with the first sentence and then I go .. I change I change a lot while I’m doing it . coz if I if I’m at the third or fourth paragraph like I find that something links to the first paragraph . like different meaning or
something like that. I go back and change it. but once I finish. I write down my
last sentence and then I look at it again

Extract 6.25

Participant S6

The first impression one gets when reading S6’s retrospections is that he tends to use a lot
of theory in explaining his translations. These theories however do not always fit in with
how S6 had translated the text. The over-theorizing that is noticeable in his data seems to
mask a sense of frustration and inability to cope with the demands of the target text. His
overconfidence and drive for theorizing were perhaps a way of masking S6’s frustration
and inability to cope with the demands of the task. This may be mainly because he lacks a
good command of English expression, which has prevented him from rendering the sense
of the original into English.

Let us examine some of the examples below in order to clarify these comments. In the
first extract we have a self-theoretical statement about S6’s inability to come up with
lexical items spontaneously when translating in fast mode, thus relying on the dictionary
for help.

    74S6 what I have here. he’s like a field that you plant in it a love and harvest by
thanks. and harvest .. actually when I translated on spot just I. get stuck with
harvest yahşud and but when I looked in the dictionary I just found this one. the
harvest you know

Extract 6.26
In extract 6.27, S6 is trying to show that literary translation is not a good choice for rendering the sense of the source text, i.e. the meaning the source text writer wants to convey. His theoretical argument here is that you can’t translate a concrete image in the source text by the same concrete image in the target text. A meaning based translation would do as well, as long as it follows the style of the source text and is linguistically correct, unlike what S6 had been capable of doing.

In extract 6.29, S6 explains about the importance of translating the sense of the source text, rather than doing a word for word translation. Note however, in 234, how S6 gives the reason behind his theoretical argument, which reveals some difficulty S6 has in translating lexis.
In extract 6.30, S6 is trying to explain the reason why he translated the utterance using a particular word order, bringing in his theoretical knowledge of “the cause and effect”, which as S6 states may be difficult to achieve when translating fast.
Extract 6.30

Extract 6.31 reveals how S6 turns to a theory about cohesion, arguing the need for knowing how to join sentences which S6 thinks should be done by intuition. Perhaps what he meant, is that a competent translator would intuitively know the rules of cohesion and coherence in the target language, which obviously S6 was incapable of achieving in his translations.
Participant S7

S7’s self-theories were different from the other participants’ theories, for they stemmed from his personal experience as a poet and writer. His theoretical comments were very intuitive at times, although defying logic, as in the example on the word ‘ugūba. The reader will remember our first interpretation of this particular translation where I had commented that S7 had annotated a different lexical entry for the word ‘ugūba based on his listening skills and on his Lebanese dialect. After my multiple readings of his retrospections, it occurred to me that S7’s choice was in fact creative, specifically because it was based on making unusual associations between two different words, namely ‘aḍb and ‘azb.

Unfortunately his lack of attention made it difficult for S7 to reconcile between his self-theory and the way he had performed his translations, a behaviour that S7 did acknowledge at some stage during the interview. In the extract below S7 gives us a theory about how different readings of the text bring about a new interpretation at each reading (Beier 2006: 114)

Extract 6.32

62S7 which you cultivate and which you harvest with praise. now what happen. it’s like, you see in translation, what’s about, I mean I mean translating and interpreting, you never you never get it same every time, even if you translate something, you don’t do it the same as every time because every time this depend on the words coming to you at the time. that’s what I feel the difference between my translations
On the other hand, being prone to making errors when translating under time pressure, or in fast translation mode is not unlike the mistakes one makes when talking fast, for “it depends what you think when the words come to you quickly, you say it” as S7 states in extract 6.33.

more theoretical thought from S7, this time about listening to your own speech as a way of evaluating one’s competence in English (extract 6.34).
The extract below on S7’s ability to self-theorise is about the importance for the translator to choose lexical items that convey the poetic aspect of the source text.

191B  OK, as mountain for the ascender. you said
192S7  ascender yes
193B  for the climber you mean
194S7  you can say climber but ascender it’s more, is more appropriate because this is like poem you have to use idiomatic because it’s clear, it’s close to the English to the Arabic ones, that’s why here you can see I’m a bit, I’m a bit poetic, because you need to use right word
195B  in the fast one you mean?
196S7  yeh, in the fast one that’s why I used it. and I think this is true, because you can’t use any word like ascender this is like more more poetic is is more more powerful

Extract 6.35

An interesting theoretical comment is brought forward by S7 in extract 6.36, on how authors, such as Gibran, use in their poems, words that carry a meaning that is special and specific to them. This idea is very close to what Beier states about Blake’s poetic style and choice of words (Beier 2006: 104)

212S7  you know and I think that that what many people fall in, by not understanding what the author is saying and that’s why this is hard because you
know Khalil Gibran is not anyone, you know he is very smart, he’s very articulate, more than us of course, and so when he write that, some people think oh you know he’s not, you know he meant it’s easy but it’s not because there is *aj-jabal* and there is *as-sahl*

213B but he wrote the original in English, remember
214S7 there is *aj-jabal* and there is *as-sahl* so there is there are connection
215B that’s right
216S7 I should have done that but I didn’t

**Extract 6.36**

In his comment below (extract 6.37) however, S7 unfortunately fails to get the theory right. The Arabic words for *beautiful* and *amazing* are not hard to distinguish for they do have different semantic values. Unfortunately S7’s theoretical claim does not stand in this case.

230S7 the the same you know, like this very hard like *bitūli ḥelo aw bī’a’lād* (beautiful or breathtaking) *tneynētu ḥelo aw bī’a’lād*, (both mean beautiful or breathtaking) this is very hard to distinguish, so both right, because *soul* and *spirit* is the same because you know

**Extract 6.37**

With extract 6.38, S7 takes us back to the analogy between speech and translation, this time by way of a practical theory about revising that, as in other examples of his, S7 has related to speech.
262S7 yeh of course, of course, but you know what happens, because what happen is that when why I do mistake too is that eh people when they speak they do a lot of mistakes, when they write they do less mistake but they do less mistake if they read it more, because anā I didn’t think I didn’t go over it

 Extract 6.38

It seems, at this stage, that it is time for a theory drawn from S7’s personal experience: relaxation and less stress enhance the translator’s chances of performing well (extract 6.39).

312S7 who’s who’s your friend until you ask for him and you have enough time to kill him eh eh but ask always you you’ll ask for him always and you have and you have hours eh eh, to achieve it
313B tahuñahā!
314S7 tahuñahā mā anā mā āhmta ktir, yimkin enno ‘indkun hours tatha’e’o hašī (but I didn’t understand it very well, it could mean that you have hours to make this thing come true)
315B sā’ašt tahuñahā tīšuwa (to live), if you understand this one you will be able to understand enno (that) you don’t kill your friend
316S7 I know, I know
317B šu mé’nēta (what does it mean)?
318S7 wa-ladaikum waqt taqṭulūnahu, you’ve got time to spare
319B right! why do you think you translated it first as to kill your friend?
320S7 (laughs) I tell you why because you know what, that’s why you know in my final exam, I’m gonna be like now, very eh eh.
relaxed coz when I’m relaxed I do better, anything in life, I discover all my life, when I’m tense, I don’t do in anything in life, but when you’re quiet calm, you can do it better, seriously and that’s why you know look!

Extract 6.39

And, practice leads to improved translation performance, is S7’s motto in this last extract.

and actually you know one thing too, I had to, really like let you know, I feel, since I have improved so much, from first to now, I think what I’m now is even better than the slow or fast why? because I’m getting more practice, I’m practicing more, see, I’m trying now to get better so I can be a good interpreter

if you had the opportunity to do different translations as part of your course, different translations of one text in various modes, you think it would be beneficial?

yeh

like fast, slow, sight translation and so on

yeh yeh and then you can see the difference between them

so this helped

yeh it is it is helping me

Extract 6.40

Summary

The interpretation of student data in relation to self-theorising has revealed that students differed in their ability to self-theorise. The data also has shown that student self-theorising capacity was either hindered by the student lack of competence in L1 or L2, or
by their disposition to the translation task. For example S3 was too involved with grammatical issues, this in addition to his inability to reflect on his translation, to the extent that self-theorising was almost inexistant in his retrospections.

As regards the other participants, examples of successful self-theorising include differentiating between translation competence and second language competence, e.g. S2; decision making under different translation conditions e.g. S4; the effect of the translation mode on the monitoring process, i.e. literal translation or word for word, and the effect of the translation mode on the unit of processing, e.g. S2. There were also examples of theorising about the translation process that ranged from contextually focused reading of the source text, to internal self-monitoring, e.g. S5. Another type of self-theorising was how to survive an exam situation and how one processes their translation when in the middle of the battlefield, e.g. S4.

On the other hand, overconfidence and self-theorising have resulted in one student’s incapacity to apply their theory to their translation, e.g. S6. Lastly, the translator personal experience has helped in their self-theorising about poetic style, e.g. S7 who came up with the following self-theories for better performance: (a) a way of evaluating your linguistic competence is to listen to your own speech (b) relaxation and a stressless attitude enhance the translator’s performance (c) practice in various modes improves performance.

The factors that were at play in the student’s ability to theorise were: the conservative behaviour of the student, their risk behaviour, their excessive self-confidence which was accompanied by linguistic gaps and a sense of frustration, and finally the lack of attention to the task in hand which inhibits student ability to apply their self-theories successfully.

In what follows we further explore these affective and cognitive factors that have emerged from student retrospections this time focusing on their effect on the student’s ability to “think outside the box”.
6.4 Creativity

Overview

I devote this last section to student creative behaviour which emerged from the student retrospective data. Before we start exploring student creative behaviour, it is important to state the reason I have chosen to add creativity to the list of themes so far explored in this chapter and in chapters 4 and 5:

Firstly, the source text used in the trials is poetic therefore one would automatically assume there to be many instances where the translator’s creativity is needed.

Secondly, this study focuses primarily on the student rather than on the translated product, therefore I found it of primary importance to explore the extent to which the student participants were able to think outside the box, during the trial, especially since they are used to translating particular text types that do not necessarily call for the translator’s creativity. For example, we have seen the example of S2 who had commented on the challenges she had to face when translating this type of text, which does not allow for transcoding, as Centre Link texts do. If we conceive of creativity as a problem solving operation then it is possible to say that automaticity in translation, which can occur without the need for comprehension, requires zero creativity (Balacescu and Stefanink 2003: 522). In Chapter 4, section 4.3, we have looked at student automatic behaviour through their matching capacity and we hypothesised the presence of a spectrum of automatic to non-automatic matching, therefore it is important to consider looking at creativity as one aspect of the translation process. The reader is reminded that creativity is present not only in literary works but students may very well need to have recourse to creative solutions to the translation problems in texts such as a Centre link text or medical and legal types of texts.
Thirdly, I believe that creativity is worth exploring in regard to students’ ability to self-evaluate and self-monitor their translations. Creativity in education has been considered as a precursor for developing self-evaluation skills and self-monitoring skills as well as a sense of autonomy and a positive self-image, but “only if it is well harboured”. We have seen throughout the interpretation of student data that student involvement with the text was highly dependant on their motivation, their self-image and their creative thinking. In the section on student self-evaluation skills we found that some student participants lacked the ability to self-evaluate their work and the self-confidence to evaluate their translations, e.g. S1. This has been shown to be a sign of lack of critical thinking and creative thinking. As for the section on student theorising about the process, it showed that theorising requires a creative sense, but only if students are able to apply these theories in their translations, which S6 for example had failed to do.

As I have mentioned above, creativity is difficult to define however aspects of creativity are possible to detect in student behaviour (Bayer-Hohenwater 2009). Since we have already at our hands a wealth of data from the previous two chapters and from this chapter, therefore, in this section I shall try to examine student creativity by going back to examples from those chapters in an attempt to determine student creative behaviour or the lack of throughout the trials.

The analyses of the individual participant data are as follows:

*Participant S1*

Despite the many word for word renditions in her translations, the extract below demonstrates a spark of creativity on the part of S1 where rather than a word for word rendition she did get the meaning and tried to convey its essence, by relating *affection* to the concept of *love* that appears later in the same sentence. This shows both her involvement with the text at discourse level and at the personal/emotional level, in conveying the poetic aspect of the source text. If we were to compare S1’s word focused
style to this creative instance we find a deep contrast, for whereas in her word focused style S1 fails to capture the meaning and style of the source text, in the example below, she intuitively went for the expressions *centre of affection* then to the more poetic *garden of affection*, which surprisingly defy what S1 had been preaching all along: translating the text word for word. This is perhaps indicative of intuitive translation behaviour.

203B now the stuff in yellow in the fast translation you had *centre of affection* then you replaced it with *garden of affection* .. why do you think you did that?
204S1 because I’m going deeper in his thought! because if you only dig you just go back (long pause) his meaning . what he meant . to put it in a poetry way ..

**Extract 6.41**

Note however the contradictory statement S1 makes in example 6.42 where she comes back to her original motto she expresses in her reflective comment in 134.

131B  OK . so the second one here *he is your garden of affection*
132S1 *you grow it you grow it with love* yeh . because it says here *innahu ḥaqlakum allati tazraʿūnahu bi-l-mahabba* .. *He is your garden of affection you grow it with love*. OK? *allati tazraʿūnahu*. we should have put that
133B you didn’t think of it before?
134S1 yeh , . I didn’t .. well I should . yeh I should because as I said you have to do it word by word
135B when you were translating it did you think of using *allati* but do you think the text type . I mean being poetical . had something to do with your omitting of *allati*?
The reader will remember that S1 had failed to translate the idiom in section 4.7, concentrating on transferring the pronoun from Arabic. Moreover she failed to understand the idiom even after I explained it to her during the interview. This indicates that S1 is not always apt to resort to creative solutions to some of the translation problems she encounters.

Participant S2

While S1’s garden of affection seemed intuitive, S2 showed conservative behaviour in her choices as I have shown in section 6.2 (Tirkonnen Condit and Laukkanen 1996: 48). One notices that her close checking of the pragmatics of the source text in her renditions may have made it difficult for her to escape from what was on the page, to explore the poetic side of Gibran’s poem. For example in Appendix C, S2 slow: 12, S2 had come up with the pronoun him/her which is not indicative of a creative solution to the problem of
translating Arabic gender into English; she restricted herself to the cultural value of the lexical items regardless of the stylistic demands of the text.

S2 retrospective data revealed that her acquaintance with a particular text type allows her to process her translation with more speed, and to perform less editing. This is in line with the statement at the beginning of this section about automaticity could be seen as an absence of creativity. A thorough exploration of her translation behaviour is needed in order to explore S2’s creative side, perhaps by the exploration of automaticity and her conservative behaviour in relation to creativity.

Extract 6.43

Participant S3

The reader will remember the examples in Chapters 4 and 5 about the difficulties S3 was experiencing in making the right choices of lexis. S3 seemed in constant search for the right translation, picking words from his electronic bilingual dictionary, that did not necessarily correspond to those in the Arabic source text as in 133-140. S3 was too busy struggling with the grammar and lexis to reflect on further issues. This hinders creativity. In the example above, his choice was creative but did not serve the purpose of the text. While creativity can be found in finding a solution to a translation problem these examples show that S3 was unable to find a proper rendition of the lexical items thus resorting to a random choice from his electronic dictionary. A lack of subject knowledge
has been seen as one of the “[f]actors that inhibit students’ and teachers’ creativity” (Jackson 2005: 6).

Extract 6.47

Participant S4

Extracts 6.48 and 6.49 below represent an example of S4’s creative side. In 450-451 S4 shows his ability to come up with a creative translation based on the comprehension process whereby he adds his own emotional view about the translation. He wants to use the word spontaneous. If we were to examine his translation in fast, we notice that he had used the expression not called, then changed it to sought, in edited slow. Here we can see that the first two choices were of a transitive verb but S4 had failed to supply the direct object, or maybe called was meant to be the phrasal verb, called for. However, in 450-451, in the on-line translation S4 mentions wanting to use spontaneous happiness, which in a way may have been a more elegant choice in this context.

His multi-level approach to retrospection in extract 6.49 reveals a creative spark in S4’s mental processing.
what do you understand by lā yunādā bihi!

something that is yaʾnī (meaning) l-wāḥad lā lā yu lā yuṭālab lā yuṭālab bihi, automatically. comes automatically. spontaneously. OK? I think.. I want to use the word spontaneous spontaneous happiness. yeh

Extract 6.48

as in the as in the dew of tiny things. III tiny things. the heart meets with .. I like this translation instead of the heart finds. eh

yes

the heart. the heart meets his morning. and the heart meets with (stress on with) OK? it’s like eh why did I choose the two words meets with. because itt’s eh not. I I feel it’s better because it’s like they have an appointment. oorr. the date. a date. OK?.. so they meet with each other. OK?

OK

meet with his morning and. I used the word revive instead of eh

gets eh

gets refreshed

gets refreshed

yeh yeh. when someone yantaʾiš

OK yeh this one is much better

yeh yeh yeh that’s why I preferred this translation

so you had your own. you chose a different metaphor in your translation

yeh yeh yeh

OK. uhm (searching)

but I’m not a professional translator. I’m doing my Masters in translation now. yeh

Extract 6.49
In extract 6.50 below, is an example of S4’s creative mind through the use of analogy, whereby in 584-593 he uses the metaphor of the battlefield in his reflection on his decision-making and choice in fast mode.

### Extract 6.50

584B  *for it is his to fill your need not your emptiness*

585S4  yeh . yeh that’s correct

586B  so the first one . I noticed the first one in fast you used *emptiness* .. maybe because it was a simple translation

587S4  yeh that’s why .. maybe you tried you try to think you try to read behi behi beyond beyond the the meaning so sometimes you choose *emptiness* tooo as I told you when you are in the in the battlefield you try just to to protect yourself to defend yourself, whatever whatever you do maybe you lose your hand, your leg (laughs) you get injured, it’s better that

588B  so if you’re in the battlefield

589S4  yeh yeh yeh that’s right you’re in the battlefield

590B  so how do you make . if you’re in the battlefield how do you choose?

591S4  of course I I choose whatever comes in my mind and and make sense immediately without wasting the time

592B  mhm

593S4  I’ll have time . I’ll have time because limited time . it’s not xx

---

Participant S5

I have mentioned in the introduction to this section that research on creativity in higher education has shown that risk taking is one aspect of creativity that is beneficial to students’ learning. The reader will remember that our interpretation of S5’s retrospective data in the last two chapters has revealed a strong tendency for S5 to avoid making
certain translation choices and to taking risks. Extract 6.51 and 6.52 below, is an example that shows S5’s prudence in making choices and when confronted with structures she is not familiar with, as in 190 below.

185B and fourteen. *wa-matā tufāriqūn* it’s also the same I think in this one you changed the word order *your friend is there for you to be with* and here you changed from negative to positive do not make .. in Arabic *lā tajalū li-ṣ-sadāqa* you made it *make friendship* .. can you try and translate this one very quickly just to see what you might come up with?

186S5 which one?

187B *wa-lā wa-lā taj'alū li-ṣ-sadāqa*

188S5 (silence) *make friendship eh. an aim to touch the soul*

189B you think of it as positive not negative

190S5 yeh . and beside if you want to say here *do not make friendship this* . *but eh an aim to touch the soul*. so you gotta have something there

191B can I ask you and can you honestly tell me because this is quite interesting . did you try to avoid this structure that’s why you’ve chosen the positive

192S5 yeh . yes .. *la’anno* (because) I thought about it *la’anno* (because) I was trying to translate because I thought if . you got . you gotta put a word there!

193B yeh, that’s right

194S5 and you don’t have but to put a word .

195B *but or save* I think in the original Gibran uses *save*

196S5 yeh . and what happens if if I pick the wrong word it might change the entire meaning

197B OK ah, so to be on the safe side you chose not to take a risk

198S5 yeh

**Extract 6.51**

187B *wa-lā wa-lā taj'alū li-ṣ-sadāqa*
The translation of metaphors is an important aspect of creativity in translation where the translator’s choices can tell us about their ability to deal with figurative language. Choosing to omit the translation of some of the metaphors in this type of text, may in fact represent a lack of creativity on the part of S5.

Participant S6

The interpretation of S6’s retrospective data in the previous two chapters has revealed one particular coping tactic S6 seems to be using whenever faced with a translation difficulty. I showed earlier in those chapters how S6 resorts to a deverbalisation of the
source text and a paraphrase of that text then tries to render that paraphrase into English. Extract 6.54 below reveals the difficulty that S6 has in translating this particular type of text, especially in the translation of images and metaphors.

The reader will remember how S6 had commented that it is not possible to translate a concrete image by the same concrete image in English. Research into creativity in translation has shown that creativity is very likely to happen during the comprehension process, i.e. at the comprehension stage where the source text image is transferred in the translator’s mind into a mental representation.

In this particular example, S6 tries to comprehend the sense of the Arabic text and to render it the way he sees it as he states in 124 and 128 below. One may argue that S6’s rendition does not stick to the literary meaning of the original and may therefore be creative however for it to be creative from a production point of view it needs to be adequate to the target text as well.

<p>| 115B  | OK . eh . can we continue wa-huwa |
| 116S6 | wa-huwa māʾidatukum wa-madfaʿatikum of course here . you don’t want stuck with the literary meaning of translation . I can’t translate māʾidatukum as a table or madfaʿatukum as a chimney or heater . you know it doesn’t give real meaning what the writer wants to convey . you know . wa-huwa māʾidatukum wa-madfaʿatukum I think the original one what I said I said . eh . probably what I said . this is the literary meaning and it is your table and heater . that is totally wrong |
| 117B  | that’s why I wanted you to do the translation eh . automatically . if you translate automatically . what would you get? if you just try |
| 118S6 | yeh try to switch your brain quickly to the right meaning |
| 119B  | if you can |
| 120S6 | yeh if you can |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant S7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finally, I have chosen two extracts from S7’s retrospective data that exhibit his ability to think outside the box. I have already mentioned this extract in chapters 4 and 5 where I started by commenting on the possibility that S7 may have annotated a different lexical entry for the word ‘udūba, thus confusing it with ‘uzūba, which has a totally different meaning. Later in my analysis, after multiple readings of this particular section of S7’s interview it occurred to me that S7’s explanation in extract 6.55 does indeed reveal that S7 had come up with his translation intuitively. Therefore I preferred my second interpretation of S7’s interview data which is based on his own statement and which reveals a creative translation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
why did you say *in the purity of of friendship*?

because this is *purity of friendship* ‘udūba ‘udūba is eh eh ‘udūba can be like *virginity* but you don’t use *virginity* you know it can mean different thing

but you use it also for *water* we say *miyāh ‘adba*

*yeh yeh yeh* but here *purity*

OK so that’s why you chose *purity*

*yeh*

it could have the meaning of *sweetness*

*yeh sweetness* yeh but ‘udūba ‘udūba can also mean in some meaning, context, in some contexts *virginity* or someone is ‘azb, you know, but here

*azab* heydiike bil z (that one is spelled with a /z/)

*yeh but can be* *anā* (I) that’s what I thought but here *purity*, here *purity*

OK , and here you said *laugh and share*

*OK and and fafin nadā l-ašyāʾ-ṣ-ṣaḡrā*

if you link it, if you link it to the other one

*yeh, in the purity, in the eh in the purity of friendship, laugh and say eh eh, say ehh celebration, and in the eh eh nadā and in the eh eh what’s nadā? eh eh*

**Extract 6.55**

**Summary**

To recapitulate on the above, these simple examples from the students’ retrospective data show that a more thorough analysis of student creative behaviour is needed in order to come to some generalisations. The main aspects of creativity that were found through the interpretation of student retrospective data were the relationship between student ability to self-evaluate their translations and their creative behaviour, as was the case with S1. Self-evaluation that is coupled with a low self-image can reduce creativity (Silvia and Phillips 2004). The second aspect of creativity is the relationship between zero creativity and the student conservative behaviour, e.g. S2, or their prudence in making choices, e.g. S5. Both these cases were seen as an antidote to creative translations. Yet another aspect of creativity is its relationship to the translator’s linguistic competence. We have seen the
examples of S3 and S6 whereby S3’s struggle with English grammar had prevented him from allocating more attention to the literary aspect of the text. Some of the words S3 was finding in his dictionary were completely out of context. As for the examples for S4 and S7, they have shown the importance of task repetition (S4) and of the self-assessment interview (S7) in helping the teacher understand, to a certain extent, how student creative thoughts are processed.

6.5 Conclusion

We started this study with the proposal that the self-diagnostic tool can help students learn about the mental processes underpinning the translation task while self-assessing their translation competence, through self-reflection. This Chapter focused on the affective and cognitive factors that have emerged from the student retrospective data during the interviews. These were self-theorising, self-evaluation and creativity. The interpretation of student data in regard to these three factors has shown a correlation between student level of competence in their L1 and L2 and their self-evaluation and self-theorising skills.

The major finding from this analysis is that students retrospections as part of the collaborative interview have helped unveil affective and cognitive skills that would otherwise have gone unnoticed. The retrospective interview showed that it may be very useful in getting students to explore their creativity on their own, i.e. to come up with creative solutions based on their own intuitive behaviour, sometimes as an effect of task repetition or of some pushed correction. This takes us back to Harris’s natural translator, which despite a lot of criticism against this approach deserves to be explored in regard to the translator’s creativity.
Chapter SEVEN

7. Conclusion

I started this thesis by proposing three key needs in translator education: Firstly, the need for a student-centred approach to teaching translation that would cater for students’ psychological needs, in particular their negative attitude towards translation assessment; secondly, the need for adopting psycholinguistics as the theoretical basis for assessing translation competence, because of the importance for teachers and learners to understand the mental processes underpinning the translation task; thirdly, the need for improved translation assessment instruments, where I suggested diagnostic assessment that combines Psycholinguistics and Second Language Acquisition with Translation Studies, based on the Translation Continuum Model that was used as a research tool in Wakim (2006) and Campbell and Wakim (2007). I proposed to extend on previous work (Wakim 2006; Campbell and Wakim 2007; Campbell et al. 2010), by converting the Translation Continuum Model into a diagnostic tool to be used by students, to self-assess their translation competence, and to explore their mental processes.

The main research question I asked was “the extent to which it would be feasible to design an assessment tool that would help students learn about the mental processes underlying translation, by self-assessing their translation competence through self-reflection”.

The research I carried out focused on written translation in its two forms, fast and slow, and limited itself to the language pair Arabic/English. The prototype diagnostic tool was based on critical cases which had been empirically validated, and an interview technique based on the notion of self-assessment. The qualitative data from the self-diagnostic interviews were interpreted in chapters 4, 5 and 6.
I conclude this thesis by summarising the research study from three different perspectives: Firstly I look at how the self-assessment model could be used to strengthen the curriculum; secondly, at how the study has proved the usefulness of the Translation Continuum, and thirdly I present the limitations of the study and recommendations for future research.

1. How the self-diagnostic model can be used to strengthen the curriculum

At the beginning of this thesis I gave the example of the maths tool box and how it was designed to teach students the basics of mathematics so that they get an understanding of how maths relates to their course. The present research study has shown that the self-diagnostic model, with its three modes, can be used as a translation tool box, for it allowed students to reflect and use their intuitive behaviour, either in correcting an error they were previously unable to correct, or by coming up with a creative solution to a translation problem they were previously unable to solve.

Applied to translation learning and assessment, the self-diagnostic model can have a positive impact on student attitude toward their course. The spectrum from self-assessment to collaborative assessment allows to follow students’ learning process, as they become active participants in the translation process, and gain self-confidence and autonomy. A better understanding of their translation competence and mental processes would encourage students to stay in their course. Consequently this would lead to better student retention and better quality translation graduates.

In chapter 2, in reviewing current research on translation assessment, I mentioned feedback and diagnostic assessment as two major gaps in translation assessment. The present research study has allowed me to find a new dimension to assessing translation competence through self-diagnosis and a feedback loop. This was made possible by the successful combination of the Translation Continuum with critical cases and the self-assessment interview technique that constituted the main design elements of the prototype diagnostic tool.
The reader will also remember that Campbell’s Monitoring competence was the least explored of the three components of Campbell’s translation competence model, and that it needed revising so that it could be explored within the self-diagnostic tool. This study explored self-monitoring, in particular the issue of pushed correction, which was adopted from psycholinguistic research in second language learning. It also explored matching competence as part of monitoring competence. These were intended to contribute to the revision of Campbell’s monitoring competence. The results of this study have shown the presence of a spectrum of matching competence that spreads from automatic matching to reflective matching. It also helped add a new dimension to monitoring competence, that of pushed corrections.

The self-diagnostic model has also helped identify critical cases based on three dimensions of student translation competence: Student awareness of their translation competence and their mental processes and student comprehension of the source text, in addition to affective and cognitive factors. Through the self-assessment interview, which was an intrinsic part of the self-diagnostic model, were revealed aspects of competence not obvious from written tasks, such as stress, frustration, prudence and avoiding risks, conservative translation behaviour, self-confidence and creativity.

Moving to the notion of translation difficulty which has been mainly explored by inferring from student translation data, the self-diagnostic model has allowed students to define translation difficulty based on their own retrospections. It has also allowed to explore translation competence from a very special perspective: by isolating key competences, e.g. self-evaluation, self-theorising and creativity that are essential attributes for successful graduates.

From a teaching perspective, the combination of critical cases with the notion of “focus on learnable form” in exploring matching competence can be used in diagnostic assessment in the form of exercises that help learners with their translation difficulties. At the same time, it can be used for future refinement of the self-diagnostic model, through
action research. Focusing on critical cases may be seen as a novel technique of focusing on “learnable form” in translation, which ultimately would lead to the development of translation competence.

From a teacher perspective, the interviewer skills were seen as essential to the failure or success of the self-diagnostic model. One major finding was the cognitive load that I experienced as an interviewer, when I had to interview two or more students consecutively. This issue needs to be taken into account when applying the tool to the curriculum. Moreover, an interviewer (teacher) diary can be very useful as it allows teachers to reflect on the collaborative self-diagnostic interview. For example, in reading the notes I had written throughout the trials, I noticed that I experienced cognitive load from the interviews which affected the feedback I was able to give students. The application to the self-diagnostic model to the curriculum can be useful in that it encourages teacher and student to reflect on the assessment process. This brings us to the issue of metacognitive awareness which needs special consideration, not only for students but for teachers as well so that the latter can encourage students to reflect on their learning.

2. How the study has proved the usefulness of the Translation Continuum Model

The study has shown the flexibility of the Translation Continuum Model as a pedagogic tool in that it allows teachers to choose tasks that can best cater for students’ needs. For example the decision to introduce on-line translation in trial 2 allowed me to explore the cognitive and affective factors that would have been difficult to explore through written translation tasks.

Many scholars have mentioned the usefulness of task repetition in regard to translation competence and creativity. The Translation Continuum Model proved useful in this regard for it allowed us to explore what happens when a task is repeated, even in cases where the student did not come up with the number of translation versions that they were encouraged to produce. Repeating the translation task in various modes was indeed very
fruitful: the on-line translation mode revealed the importance of the comprehension process and student competence in their first language. Without the on-line translation, for example, it would have been almost impossible to detect the coping tactic S6 had been using when faced with a translation difficulty, i.e. through deverbalisation and the separation of the comprehension process from the production process. Without the on-line translation, it would have also been almost impossible to detect why S7 had annotated a different lexical entry for the word “sweetness”. Reconstructing the process during the on-line translation mode has helped students to diagnose their translation difficulties and reflect on the process. Rather than inferring from student data about the reasons behind the lexical choices students had made, student retrospections and their on-line translations revealed that students know best about their competence.

3. Limitations of the study and recommendations for future research

I conclude this study by discussing some of its limitations and proposing recommendations for future research:

Firstly, the small number of students that were willing to participate in the trials has not allowed me to make generalisations about the research findings.

Secondly, despite the small number of student participants, I was able to collect very rich data. However, the abundance of the data and the limitations of this study would not allow me to refine the analysis and focus on one aspect of student translation competence and their mental processes. More research is needed in this regard. One possible research project would be to focus on the critical cases and have a more rigorous testing of the cases. One possible way of achieving this would be by reintroducing the Self-assessment manual I had originally designed as part of the early prototype.

Thirdly, the study was limited to particular translation modes, fast, slow, edited slow and on-line modes. It was also limited to the language pair Arabic/English. The flexibility of the Self-diagnostic Model, especially with the Translation Continuum Model as its main
element, allows future research to explore other modes along the Continuum, and other language pairs; perhaps even to explore a combination of three languages, especially that for some Lebanese students for example, French would be their second language and English their third.

Fourthly this study was conducted using qualitative research. The reason for the decision to focus on qualitative data is twofold: (1) the preliminary analysis of the data from trial 1 included an attempt at using quantitative analysis. However I decided against the use of a quantitative analysis firstly because I had a wealth of quantitative data from the interviews to work with, and secondly because as Campbell had once stated\(^4\): I didn’t want to make a fool of myself and use quantitative analysis when I am not competent enough to do so. It would be interesting to see researchers competent in quantitative research replicate the study using quantitative data.

Another possible application of the self-diagnostic tool that is rather ambitious would be to apply the self-diagnostic tool to translation teaching, where the number of student participants would be more amenable to generalisation. A computer program would be used to save all the data. This would allow the tool to be self-generating of data, so that it can be used to refine the tool periodically with the ultimate goal of it becoming a purely self-assessment tool.

Lastly, this study was conducted from a student perspective. One useful way of replicating the study is to focus on the teacher and explore their metalinguistic awareness and their perspective on self-assessment. Research into the scholarship of teaching and learning has shown that teachers’ attitude toward issues such as self-assessment, metalinguistic awareness and creativity has a great effect on their students’ developing those skills.

\(^4\) Personal communication
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APPENDICES (VOL.2)

Appendix A

Arabic Source Text

1 wa-qāla
2 fatā ḥaddīṭnā ‘an ṣ-ṣadāqa
3 fa-ajābah u qā’lan
4 ṣadiqukum huwa ḥājatukum wa-qad ḍa’līyat
5 innahu ḥaqulum allaṭi tazra‘ūnahu bi-l-mahabba wa-taḥṣudūnahu bi-l-ḥamd
6 wa-huwa mā‘idratukum wa-madfa‘atukum
7 li -annakum tajjūnahu jā‘īn wa-taṭlubūnahu li-r-rāḥa
8 ḥiña yuṣāriḥukum ṣadiqukum lā takāfūn al-lā fi ārā‘ikum wa-lā tabkīlu‘na ‘alayhi bi-n-na‘am
9 wa-matā yakūnu šāmitan lā tatawagqaf quilibukum ‘an l-ḥṣā’ ilā qalbihi.
10 li-anna kulla fikrin fiṣadāqa wa-kulla raqbatin wa-kulla rajā‘īn innamā yūlād
11 wa-yutaqāsam dūna ḥājatin ilā -ikālam bi-faraḥīn lā yunādā bihi
12 wa matā tufrāqūn ṣadiqakum lā taḥzanūn. li-anna akṭar mā tuḥibbūnahu fihi qad yakūn
13 awḍah fi ǧiyābihi, ka-ṭjabal li-ṣ-ṣā‘īd, fa-huwa yabdū mina s-sahl akṭar wuqūḥān lahu
14 wa-lā ta‘alū li-ṣ-ṣadāqa ḡayatan illā ta‘miq r-rūḥ
15 li-anna l-mahabba allatī lā taṭlub illā kaṣf sirrihā laysat mahabba bal šabaka maṭrūḥa lā
16 taṣṭad illā mā l na‘a fihi
17 wa -l-yakun kāy mā fikum li- ṣadiqikum.
18 wa- in kāna lahu an ya‘rif jazra ḥayātitum fa-l-ya‘rif maddahā aydan
19 fa-mā huwa ṣadiqukum ḥattā taṭlubūhu wa-ladaikum waqṭun taqtulūnahu?
20 bal uṭlubūḥ dā‘īman wa-ladaikum sā‘āt tahyūnahā
21 falahu huwa an yamla‘a ḥājatukum lā farāqakum
22 wa fī ʿugbābi ṣ-ṣadāqa idhakū wa-taqāsamū l-afrah
23 fa fi nadā l-ašyā‘ ṣ-ṣaғīra, yajidu l-qalb šabḥahu fa-yanta‘iš

308
And a youth said, Speak to us of Friendship.
And he answered, saying:
Your friend is your needs answered.
He is your field which you sow with love and reap with thanksgiving.
And he is your board and your fireside.
For you come to him with your hunger, and you seek him for peace.
When your friend speaks his mind you fear not the “nay” in your own mind, nor do you withhold the “ay”.
And when he is silent your heart ceases not to listen to his heart;
For without words, in friendship, all thoughts, all desires, all expectations are born and shared, with joy that is unacclaimed.
When you part from your friend, you grieve not;
For that which you love most in him may be clearer in his absence, as the mountain to the climber is clearer from the plain.
And let there be no purpose in friendship save the deepening of the spirit.
For love that seeks aught but the disclosure of its own mystery is not love but a net cast-forth: and only the unprofitable is caught.
And let your best be for your friend.
If he must know the ebb of your tide, let him know its flood also.
For what is your friend that you should seek him with hours to kill?
Seek him always with hours to live.
For it is his to fill your need, but not your emptiness.
And in the sweetness of friendship let there be laughter, and sharing of pleasures.
For in the dew of little things the heart finds its morning and is refreshed.
Appendix C

Student translations

S1  Fast

1  And he said
2  Guy: tell us about friendship.
3  He answered him:
4  your friend is your need, it has been fulfilled
5  He is your centre of affection, you grow it with
6  love and pick it up with thankfulness
7  and he is your table and you warmth
8  because you come to him with hunger
9  and seek his help for comfort.
10  When your friend open up to you you don’t
11  fear from him, not in your ideas and you
12  won’t be greedy to say yes on agreeing.
13  And he is quiet your heart’s won’t stop from
14  listening to his heart.
15  because every thought in Friendship and every
16  wish, and every desire, it only become
17  borned and divided, without the call for it,
18  whenever you separate from your friend you
19  won’t be sad.
20  Because most of what you love about him
21  will become clear in his distance
22  like an elevating mountain to the claimer
23  it seems easy from the ground and clear to
24  him. Don’t make a purpose behind your
25  friendship except to deepen the soul.
26  Because the love that’s is not called love
27  except when it secrets are show, it is not
28  love, But a deserted net that won’t be
29  benefited from it to the fisher,
30  And make what is best in you be to the
31  friend of yours.
32  And if he was to know the roots of your lives,
33  he may know it’s length as well.
34  And is—who is your friend that you call him
35  and with your time you kill him?
36  instead call him and always, you have many
37  hours revive it. He is to fulfill your needs
38  not your gaps. and moreover laugh and share
39  the <sweetness of> friendship and happiness, in the smallest cool things
40  the heart finds its laughter and it’s content.
S1 Slow [performed without source text]

1 And he said:
2 Boy! tell us about friendship
3 He answered him:
4 your friend is your need, it has been fulfilled,
5 He is your garden of affection, you grow it
6 with love and pick it up with thankfulness,
7 And he is your table and your warmth
8 Because you come to him with hunger
9 And seek his help for comfort.
10 When your friend opens up to you, you don’t
11 fear from him. not in your ideas and you
12 won’t be greedy to say yes on agreeing.
13 And he is your heart’s quiet won’t stop from
14 listening to his heart.
15 Because every thought in friendship and every wish, and every desire, it only
16 become borned and divided
17 without the call for it,
18 whenever you separate from your friend you won’t be sad.
19 Because most of what you love about him will
20 become clearer in his distance
21 Like an elevated mountain to the claimer
22 It seems easy from the ground and clear
23 to him. Don’t make a purpose behind your
24 friendship except to deepen the soul.
25 Because the love that is not called love,
26 Except when it’s secrets are shown.
27 It is not love. But, a deserted net that
28 won’t be any benefit to the fisher.
29 And make what is best in you be to the
30 Friend of yours.
31 And if he was to know the roots of your lives,
32 He may know it’s length as well.
33 And who is your friend that you call
34 Him and with your time you kill him?
35 Call him instead and always, you’ll
36 have many hours, revive it he is to
37 fulfill your needs not your gaps.
38 and moreover, laugh and share the
39 sweetness of friendship and happiness in the
40 smallest cool things where the heart finds
41 it’s laughter and it’s content.
And he said
Child: Tell us about friendship
He replied: Your friend is your established -----, he is your garden in which you plant
love & harvest thanks, he is your dinner table and your heater. Since you come to him
when you are hungry and ask him for comfort.

When your friend is being honest with you to be afraid of saying ‘No’ in when you
express your opinion, and don’t hesitate to say ‘yes’ to him.
When he is quite, not saying anything your hearts does not stop listening to his heart.

Every ---- in friendship, every interest and every hope in friendship is born & shared
without the need of talking and in endless hapiness.

When you go away from your friend don’t be upset, because the thing which you love in
him mostly may be clearer to you when he is away; Just like the high mountain as it
appears much clearer from the bottom.

In addition, don’t make a goal of the friendship, other than spiritual
Because <the> love which asks for revealing its secret is not love but a thrown net which
only catches useless things.
Be the best you can with your friend and if your friend was to know the bad things and
the sorrow in your life Then he should also know the good and the positive side of it.
Your friend should not be there only because you have time to waste, he should be there
when you have plenty of time to spend and enjoy with him. Because your friend is there
to meet your needs, not to simply entertain your spare time.

In the <happiness> of <happiness> friendship, laugh and share those happy times
because
the heart finds its happiness and in the small things therefore the heart gets alive
and fresh.
A child said: Tell us about friendship.

He replied: your friend is what was needed and got found.

He is the field in which you plant with love and harvest with thanking god.

He is your dinner table and your heater because you go to him when you’re hungry and in need and ask him for comfort.

Xxx—when your friend is frank and honest with you don’t be afraid to say ‘no’ to him and don’t hesitate and keep away from him the word ‘yes’. Your hearts don’t stop listening to your friend’s heart even when they are quite, not saying a single word. That’s because every thought, every interest and every hope in friendship is born and shared harmoniously between friends without the need of speaking.

Do not be upset when get away from your friend, because the thing which you love most in him/her may appear much clearer in his absence. Just like a high mountain as it appears much clearer from the bottom.

Also, don’t aim for anything through friendship then for deepening the spiritual connection between you and your friend. Because friendship love which aims at revealing its secrets is not real love but only an-thrown net which only catches useless things.

Be the best you can with your friend and if he knows the tide of your life, then he should also know and be aware of the flow in your life.

Don’t ask for your friend only when you have some spare time you need to waste somehow but always ask for him when you have plenty of hours you need to revive and enjoy, because he is here to fulfill your needs not your spare time.

In the name of the pleasant friendship, laugh and share the good &happy times.

Because the heart finds its happiness in such little things so it revives and feels fresh.

Edited Slow

A child said: Tell us about friendship.

He replied: your friend is what was needed and got found.

He is the field in which you plant with love and harvest while you’re thanking god.

He is your dinner table and your heater because as you go to him when you’re hungry and in need and ask him for comfort.
When your friend is frank and honest with you, don’t be afraid to say ‘no’ to him and don’t hesitate or keep away from him the word ‘yes’. Your hearts don’t stop listening to your friend’s hearts even when they are quite, not saying a single word. That’s because every thought, every interest and every hope in friendship is born and shared harmoniously between friends without the need of speaking.

Do not be upset when you get away from your friend, because the thing which you love most in him/her may appear much clearer in his/her absence. Just like a high mountain as it appears much clearer from the bottom.

Also, don’t aim for anything through friendship other than for deepening the spiritual connection between you and your friend. Because friendship love which aims at revealing its secrets is not a real love but only a thrown net which only catches useless things.

Be the best you can with your friend and if he knows the tide of your life, then he should also know and be aware of the flow in your life.

Don’t ask for your friend only when you have some spare time you need to waste somehow but always ask for him when you have plenty of hours you need to revive and enjoy, because he is here to fulfill your needs not to simply fill your spare time.

In the name of the pleasant friendship, laugh and share the good & happy times because the hearts find their happiness in such little things so it revives and feels fresh.

Since it’s

Let your heart revive & feel fresh through finding happiness in such little things like those found in a friendship.

S3

The boy said: tell us about Friendship.

He answered by saying: your friend is the Friendship is your need and its done. He is a field where you plant a love and you get it with thankful. And he is your food and home. Because you go to him while starving and You ask him for fillfull you.
When he says “No” you afraid from his No in your opinions, but he does not deserve your yes, if he needed. When he is silence, everyone hearts listening to his silence. Because every thought in friendship, every fulfillment, which set up after birth, without any need for talk, with joy not that not called. When you farewell your friend, you don’t get sad. Because the most be loved about him appears might appear be obvious on his wo when he is his absence. as growing mountain, which seem easier to be more obvious for him. Do not make friendship just for something accept make it more the deep soul deeper. Because the love that you would know know its secret, its not love, but its a net just fish whatever it needs. Whatever is good for yourself, make it for your friend. If he knows your jazr of your life, he must know the maddiha as well what who is your friend that you want him him and then kill him. you have time to kill him. but asked ask him to come and you have more time to enjoy. He he can fillful your needs, not you loneliness. In the loveness of friendship, smile and divide the joyness.

S3 Slow

The guy said: tell us about friendship. He answered him by saying: your friendship is your needs, and its been served. He is your field which you plant it with love, and you cut it with thankfull. He is your food and heater. Because you go to him with starving, and you asked him for comfort. When he talks openly and says No, you get afraid from “No” in your opinion, and you hold “Yes” when to from to him. when he is silent, everyone hearts listen to his silence from listening to his silence.
Because every thought in friendship, every desire, every hope, yet it gets birth and shared without any need for talk, just with joy full joy not asked for. When you separate your friend you don’t get sad.

Because the most be loved about him is may be more obvious in his absence, as growing mountain, which seems more easier and obvious for him.

Do not make friendship as an object except deepening the soul.

Because the love that you do not want to detect its secret, its not love, but it a thrown net, just catch whatever is good in it.

Let the weal the best thing be in your friend.

If he can know the refluence of your life, to get know the tide as well.

What is your friend that you call him and you have time to kill him? But asked him always, and you have time to in inspirit.

He has to fill your needs, not your vacancy.

In the pleasantness of friendship, smile and share the joy.

In the dew of small things, the heart find his morning and freshen up.

S3 Edited Slow

The young boy said:

Tell us about friendship

He answered by saying:

your friend is your need, and it’s been served.

He is your field where you plant it with love, and you harvest with thankful.

He is your food and heater.

Because you go to him thirs hunger and you ask him for comfort.

While he talks openly, you afraid from “No” to in your opinion, and you not scrimp “Yes” to him.

when he is silent, everyones heart does not stop from listening to his heart silence.

Because every thought in friendship, every desire, and every hope in friendship, yet its gets birth and share, without any need for talks that
with joy not called for it. even when you
get separated, you don’t get upset
sad.
Because most be loved about him might be
in his ab obvious when in his absence,
as a mountain towards a climber, it seems to
be easier more obvious for him.
Do not make wi friendship with a desire
except deepening the soul.
Because love that you want to discover
its secret, its not a love, but a <its like> thrown
net just catch whatever is beneficiary.
Let the best thing you have to your friend.
If he can know the refluence of your life,
let him knows the tide of it as well.
Who is your friend that you call him, and
you have time to kill him.
But asked him always, and you have time
to inspirit.
He has <is> to fill yours needs, not your
leisure.
In the pleasnt of friendship, laugh and
share the joy.
In the dew of small things, the heart finds his morning and get fresh.

S4  Fast

And he said
Boy: tell me about friendship
he replied:
your friend is your need
he is your farm you plant with love
and get it by thanking.
he is your table and heater.
because you come to him hungry, and
need him for rest.
when your friend tells you the
truth you are not scared of “No”
when you tell your opinion, and
do not hesitate to say “Yes” to them.
and when he is silent your hearts
do not stop from listening to his
heart because every mind, in
because friendship, every desire and
every hope is born and shared without
need to talk, in happiness which is not called. And do not be sad when you are separated from your friend, because the most thing you like in him might be clearer than in his absence, as a mountain for the climber is. It might be easily clearer for him and do not exploit friendship but for deeping the spirit because love which do not ask but for revealing its secret is not love but a thrown net which does not catch but unuseful thing. and let your good deeds be for your friend benefit. and if they know about bad things about your life, let them know about its good things as well. So, what is your friend do who you need and then you have time to kill him? but ask for him them all the time and then you have hours to spend together. their his duty is to meet full your need not your emptiness and in the sweetness of friendship laugh and share happiness. in the of minor things, the heart find it morning and gets refreshed.

S4

Slow

and a boy said: tell me about friendship. He replied: your friend is your need and it was done/met. They are your farm which you grow with love and xxx by thanking. It is your table of meals and heater. for you come hungry to them and ask for him for rest. When your friend tells you is frank with you> do not be afraid of saying “No” and do not hesitate to say “Yes” to them. And whenever they are silent let your hearts do not stop listening to their heart, because every mind, in friendship, and every desire—and every hope are born and shared, without need to talk, with happiness that is not called. And when you farewell your friend do not be sad, because the most thing you like in them might be clearer in their absence, as a mountain for a climber which seems to them. and do not make have interest in from friendship but exploit friendship but for deeping the spirit, because love which do not ask seek ask for anything but
A young man said: tell us about friendship.
He replied: your friend is your need and you have got it. They are your field which you sow with love and gather with thanks to God. They are your table and fireplace because you go hungry to them and need them for rest.
When they are frank with you, <you> do <not> be afraid to say “No” and do not refuse to say “Yes”. And when they are silent, do not let your hearts stop listening to theirs, because every mind, in friendship, every wish and every hope is born and shared, in without need to talking, with happiness which is not sought.
And when your friend leaves you, do not be sad because the most things you like about them might be clearer in their absence, like the mountain for the climber which <easily> seems <looks> easily clearer for <to> them.

And do
Do not look for anything from friendship but deeping the spirit, because love which does not seek anything but revealing its secret is not love but a thrown net which doesn’t catch anything except useless useless things.
So, let your good deeds be for your friend’s benefit. If they know about the ebb of your life, then let them know about its flow as well.
what is your friend so that you ask for need ask for them and then have time to kill them?
Rather ask for them all-at all times and then you will have time to spend together. Their duty is to fulfil your needs not wasting your time. In the sweetness of friendship laugh and share joys as in the dew of tiny things the heart meets with his morning and revives.
He’s your soil that you plant with love and harvest peace. He’s your food and shelter because you come to him hungry and asking for relaxation.

When your friend asks you for your honest opinion, do not hesitate in saying “NO” and be generous with your “yes” replies.

When they are silent keep listening to what’s in their heart because every thought in friendship, desire, and hope grows and develops without the need to talk, to become happiness that never ends.

When you are apart from your friend do not be sad because the most of what you love in them will be close to you, just like a mountain for a climber, it looks easy to climb from far away.

Make friendship an aim to touch the soul because the love that asks for revealing of secrecy is not love, but a net thrown to catch whatever is useless.

Let all your good be for your friend and if they know the little details of your life, let them know the big ones as well.

Your friend is there for you to call and spend time together so call him often and spend good time with them, for they fill in your needs not your emptiness. In the innocence of friendship laugh and share happiness, for in the middle of tiny things, the heart finds its happiness and relaxes.

The boy: talk to us about friendship.

He replied saying: your friend is your need that has been done. They are the soil that you plant with love in, and harvest peace. They are your food and shelter because you come to them hungry and asking for relaxation.

When your friend asks you for your honest opinion, do not hesitate in saying the “NO” and do not scared of saying the “Yes”.

When they are silent keep listening to what’s in their heart because every thought in friendship, desire, and hope will grow and develop without the need to talk.

When you are apart from your friend do not be sad because what you love the most about them will remain in their absence, just like a mountain for a climber, it looks clearer and easier to climb from far away.

Let the friendship have an aim of touching the soul because the love that asks for the reveal of secrets is not love, but a net thrown to catch whatever is useless.

Let all your good be for your friend and if they know the little details of your life, let them know the big ones. Your friend is there for you to call and spend time together, that’s why call him often because they fill in your needs not your emptiness. In the innocence of friendship laugh and share your happiness, for in the effect of small things, the heart finds its happiness and relaxes.

He said,
- A young man, talk to us about friendship.
- He answered him.
your friend the one you need and after that you don’t need him any more.
- He is your’s field that plant with love and you get that in the end by thanks. and it’s your’s table and heater. So that, you come hungry and demand rest.
- When your friend talk to you in faith don’t worry or afraid about your opinion and don’t be hard to give him. When you are silent don’t let your heart stop to leasining to his heart.
- Every thought on friendship, wish, hope will born and grow up without talking but with joy, and you leave you friend don’t be sad.
- Because the most one you love on him is clear in his absent like a high mountain as it looks like very clear. Don’t let the friendship target as itself but treated as a spiritual wish. Because the love that required to be released, doesn’t call a love, but it will be a trope for fishing only what is good for it self. So, what’s good on you let it be benefit for your friend.
- If he wants to know the waves in your life he should know also as which extend.
- That is your friend you have requisted, so you have time to kill him? but requiste him alaways when you have enough time to love him. he can fill your life with love and you need not your spare time.

S6 Slow

- He said, A boy has told us about friendship
- He answered: Your friend is the one who help you when you need him.
- He is like a field that you plant in it a love and harvest by thanks.
- He is the one you want to see him when you feel you want to and you feel secure with him because you need him in disperate and you will be happy with him.
- Don’t be afraid to say your opinion whatever Yes or No when your friend tells you the truth.
- Do not stop your heart listening to his heart even when his heart is silent
- Every thing in friendship would born and gather with amazing joy and happeniss without even ned to talk about whatever thought, desire, hope.
- So, when you left your friend don’t be said.
- The most good thing you love about him can be clear in his absent like a high mountain which seems more easy and clear to him.
- love the friendship as a friendship and do not let it as a target.
- Because the love which requires to expose its secrets will not be a love but it will be a casting net hunt what in its benefit.
- give you friend only the good things you have.

S7 Fast

He said
A boy said: Tell us about friendship.
He replied him, saying:
your friend is your need and he fulfilled.
This is your field which you sew with love and harvest with thank. It is your meal
and your heater.
Because you come to him hungry and you asking him for rest. When your friend
admitted say, Do not be afraid exept in your opinion. Do not he hesitate to say
yes.
When he is silent do not let your heart stop listening to your heart.
Because every thought, in frendship, every desire and every hope, it will be born
and be shared, without the need to return to talk, with joy does not call by.
When you depart your friends, do not be afraid. Because most you like in it, could
be clear in his absence such as mountain for the ascendent. He is seemed to be so
clear.
Do not let your friendship a mean but to depth of soul.
Because love do not ask , except exposing her secret, is not love, but an open
network does not hunt except what is needed.
And let good will be offered to your friend.
If he was to know your life high to know the tide also.
Who is your friend until you ask him and you have time to kill him.
Ask him always and you have hours to spend.
He is only to fill up your need, not your free time.
In the purity of friendship, smile and share par ties. In the small things, the heart
find his morning <get> refreshed.

S7 Slow

A boy said: Tell us about friendship.
He replied him saying: Your friend is your needs and it spends. This is your field
which you cultivate and which you harvest with praise.
This is your dining table and fireplace. This is because you come to him hungary
and you ask him for rest.
In case your friendship was frank, worry only about “No” in their opinions and do
not be stingi with “Yes”.
When he is silent, your hearts will not stop listening to his heart, since every
thinking (thought) in friendship and every will and every hope, it will be born and
shared, without the need for talking with joy which do not call for.
When you depart your friends, do not be afraid.
Because what most you like in him, will be more clear in his absence to him.
Do not let friendship a goal but deepen spirit.
Because love which do not ask except revealing her secret, is not love. But a net
which do not hunt except what does not fall in.
And let goodwill for your friend. If he has to know your high of your life and tide,
he needs to know it’s tide. What is your friend until you ask for him and you have
time to kill him. But always ask for him and you have hours to love him.
He has to fulfill your needs, not your free time. In the purity of friendship, smile
and share the joy. In the moist small things, the heart find it’s morning to get
refreshened.
Appendix D

S1

1B I’ve looked at your fast translation and I’ve analysed some of the features
2S1 OK
3B what I want to do now is to show you some of the things that you wrote . and to
ask you what you might have been thinking when you translated them
4S1 right
5B in the meantime we’ll be looking at the edited version of your fast translation and
we’ll be referring to that as we go along
6S1 all right
7B let’s start with line 10 When your friend open up to you you don’t fear from him .
have you translated
8S1 yeh . if I fixed it here you mean?
9B just wondering if you’ve fixed it
10S1 when your friend opens up to you
11B mhm . OK . so you think it’s because you were translating fast that
12S1 yes . because I was fast . I
13B you’ve omitted the 3rd person singular –s
14S1 yeh yeh
15B have you just corrected it?
16S1 no I have put it can you see? I realized like when I went home before . after the
translating . I went home and looked at it . I thought .oh no! there some mistakes here!
17B and there is another one with a 3rd person singular –s . line 17 it only become
18S1 it only become . line 17 (searching)
19B eh because every thought in friendship .
20S1 yeh . because you come to him . no? because every thought in friendship and
every wish and every desire . it only becomes .. borned
21B so you’ve forgotten the –s
22S1 yeh . I forgot it . we should have this ..
23B yes it means that you understand the concept of 3rd person singular –s but you
failed to produce it in this particular case ..
24S1 yeh . I do know ..
25B you’ve acquired it but omitted it in your translation (I use SLA terminology
because I am aware that S1 is enrolled in an SLA unit).
26S1 yeh . out of unaware . unawareness!
27B OK .. the second question is about the words I’ve circled in blue .
28S1 words in blue
29B Without the need to the words
30S1 you want me to look at the new one or the first one?
(S1 does not seem to have grasped the concept of Fast and Slow translation)
31B let’s look at the first one first
32S1 all right . no worries . so without the need to
33B do you need to look at the Arabic source text?
34S1 it’s OK. without the need to the words
mhmm. why do you think you’ve translated
is it .. yeh we can look at the Arabic?
yes. that’s what I thought . it’s better maybe
yes . yes .
you don’t have the Arabic source text with you?
no . I didn’t take it .
but I gave you a copy!
it’s in the book anyway .. isn’t it?
it should be here somewhere .. if you want you can do the editing of the fast
translation now as we are doing the interview .. so
yeh . like we said . every desire kul rigba wa-kul rajā’ it only innamā yūlād wa-
yutaqāsam it only becomes borned and dividened .. divided (long pause)
without the need to the words
yeh! so this one . yeh there need to be something changed ..
yeh I’m interested to know how you came up with without the need to the words ..
what do we have in Arabic? dūnā ḥājatin ilā -ilkām
yeh . dūnā ḥāja ilā -ilkām without . without the need to the word (repeat)
have you kept it the same in the second version?
mhm without the need the call for it
no this is different, this is another sentence
eh
because every thought in friendship and every wish and every desire it only
becomes born and divided ah without the call for it!
it should be the words there
no this is another part of the sentence you’ve omitted the
I did?
yeh
mhm mhm mhm
why do you think?
eh . well this one . because this one . I have been trying to do it without . I didn’t
have theee original one ..
the Arabic source text you mean?
yeh sorry . I don’t know but I tried .. sorry but I tried to do without this one .
without the original one . from this . and fix it up . but I probably have to have this .. so
what do you want me to do? you think it’s enough? like that or we have to go through it
again!
yeh I’m not sure because you need to look at the Arabic
yeh of course . now what do you want me to do?
eh (long pause) what we can do is to keep working directly from the fast
translation and you can take the Arabic source text with you and try to retranslate the text
at home.
yeh all right if you want
and then we need another session just to check what you’ve done with the
translation
yeh yeh yeh all right
now let’s just work with what we have . OK?
70S1 yeh all right OK 
71B OK . there’s another one circled in blue . it’s on the next page
72S1 because the love that’s that is not called love .. yeh there’s something wrong here .. because the love that is not called love
73B OK this is correct . correct the way you wrote it but you still have to compare it to the original
74S1 yeh OK
75B what I’m interested in is why you think you’ve translated al-maḥabba as the love? Do you think the article the is necessary here?
76S1 yeh I do because we’re talking about the love . we . you see . because of the love (long pause) isn’t it?
77B yes . because in Arabic (long pause)
78S1 yeh in Arabic . when you mentioning something you talk about it you say the something . yeh but eh
79B let’s see do you have friendship in the first utterance?
80S1 yeh . I did have friendship . yes here . Tell us about friendship ..
81B in Arabic we have al-ṣadāqa
82S1 yeh ḥaddīṯnā ‘an ṣ-ṣadāqa Tell us about friendship .. so you mean here I shouldn’t have the love but because the way he said it ḥaddīṯnā ‘an ṣ-ṣadāqa yeh . I thought we omit it but we can’t
83B yeh it’s right!
84S1 yeh so you mean here I shouldn’t have the love
85B yes
86S1 OK . so because love is not called love
87B let’s move now to the stuff circled in green .. I want to ask you why you think you translated these sections the way you did . especially the copula ‘is’?
88S1 because I said here that is not called love . because I have here that
89B OK . so you’ve fixed it here . what about that other one it’s content?
90S1 and it’s content .. that means (long pause)
91B it is?
92S1 yes . yes . no . no I mean content . that means something happy
93B yes . but what do you mean by this here?
94S1 probably if I just get to know which ones I’m talking about
95B eh . it’s on the following page
96S1 yeh
97B the last one
98S1 oh . yeh . yeh . the love . yajidu l-qalb šabāḥahu fa-yanta‘iš .. this is I mean the heart content this is what I meant . so it’s loater (meaning laughter) and it’s content . that’s for the heart . I’m talking about the heart ..
99B When the heart finds its laughter
100S1 its loater and it’s conten t .. yeh . that’s what I meant
101B yajidu l-qalb šabāḥahu fa-yanta‘iš
102S1 yeh
103B can you see the difference here?
104S1 yeh . yeh . fa-yajidu l-qalb šabāḥahu fa-yanta‘iš .. The heart finds it’s šabāḥahu .. means morning?
you can translate it as morning
you the heart finds its morning and it becomes.
yeh so here it is a pronoun. we have its as a possessive pronoun and here as a
pronoun followed by the auxiliary is .. so you don’t need the apostrophe on the first its
but you do for the second one ..
OK ah. all right. yeh. yeh yeh all right yeh (long pause) OK
OK so here I just wanted to know (long pause) I see that you’ve corrected it in the
edited version
yeh. yeh
and. it is. you mean it becomes content
yeh yeh..
yeh OK that’s fine
what you think? I have many mistakes?
OK (here I try to explain that there is a pattern of errors that she can detect and try to
correct focus on form. Because sometimes a tiny mistake can change the whole meaning
of the text
yeh exactly!
eh. OK let’s look at the stuff in red now
it has been fulfilled
yeh we have to read I think we have to read the whole sentence to check how
you’ve translated it here (long pause) your friend is your need it has been fulfilled (long
pause)
yeh. here I think. your friend is your need it has been fulfilled .. what I meant
sadīqum huwa ḥājatukaq wa-qad quḍiyat
mhm
I translate it exactly because with poem
yeh
you can’t change around because they are set words
this is what I thought because you read a lot of poetic stuff that’s why you
yeh
you didn’t put the (X)
no you can’t
OK
it’s just like when you’re translating some, holy script, you can’t change anything
. you have to be strict eh eh to the register . you can’t change any one word or letter . so
in the poem I thought is as well . you can’t . yeh
OK . so the second one here he is your garden of affection
you grow it you grow it with love yeh . because it says here innahu ḥaqlakum allatī
tazra‘ūnahu bi-l-maḥabba .. He is your garden of affection you grow it with love . OK? allatī
tazra‘ūnahu. we should have put that
you didn’t think of it before?
yeh. . I didn’t .. well I should . yeh I should because as I said you have to do it
word by word
when you were translating it did you think of using allatī but do you think the text
type . I mean being poetical . had something to do with your omitting of allatī?
yeh. because it’s poetic I omitted allatī
OK. that’s interesting
138S1 yeh mhm OK
139B OK. if you were to put *allātī* did you translate *allātī* in the revised version?
140S1 because I didn’t have this (the Arabic source text) I had no choice .. [I had no choice ..
141B didn’t have the source text. ah OK OK
142S1 *He’s your garden of affection you grow it with love*
143B can you try to add *allātī* to this sentence?
144S1 yeh that you have growned it. growned it. growned it with love..
145B OK so you still put the pronoun *it* at the end?
146S1 yeh *taṣraʿunahu*. growned it not grown!
147B OK (long pause) OK. because every thought in friendship and every wish and every desire. it only become. it only becomes you’ve corrected it here
148S1 yeh yeh
149B borned and divided (long pause) yeh here I want to ask you the same thing
150S1 yes
151B because it the same sentence division
152S1 yeh yeh
153B is it the same here?
154S1 in here?
155B mhm
156S1 yeh because every thought
157B *because every thought in friendship* ..
158S1 *because every thought in friendship and every wish and every desire* .. *it only becomes borned and divided*
159B mhm (long pause) you know what you can try to translate them on-line (long pause)
160S1 *because every thought in friendship and every wish and every desire* (long pause) *innamā yūlaḍ it only become .. becomes*
161B so you keep the –s
162S1 yeh
163B OK. eh without the call for it
164S1 ah all right (long pause)
165B ah you kept it as it is
166S1 yeh
167B OK
168S1 anything else you want me to (long pause)
169B eh. on the following page (long pause) *that won’t be benefited from it*
170S1 (searching) *that won’t be benefited from it* this one sounds not really (XX) so which one (XXX)
171B where there is *šabaka matrūḥa*
172S1 *šabaka matrūḥa lā taṣṭad illā*
173B *illā mā lā naʿa fīhi* .. you think that you’ve translated this word for word because you were working fast?
174S1 no. this one not word for word .. I translated the meaning here ..
175B ah. that’s right!
S1 yeh. I got the meaning. of eh what what he meant..
S2 OK. so this was (long pause)
S1 eh so what do you think?
B I’m looking at the pronoun it here. of the way it comes up in your translations
S1 so in here. probably. I should have put word for word
B no not necessarily!
S1 no? OK. all right!
S1 eh this one
S1 you kill him?
B can you read the Arabic just to see (long pause) it’s on the next page
S1 taqtulūnahū. fa-mā huwa šadiqūkum ḥattā taṭlūbūh wa-ladaikum waqtun taqtulūnahū?.
so who is fa-mā huwa šadiqūkum (long pause) and who is your friend that you call him and
and with your time you kill him. fa-mā huwa šadiqūkum ḥattā taṭlūbūh wa-ladaikum waqtun
S1 taqtulūnahū (long pause) yeh. and who is your friend that you call him. yeh this is all
right. yeh I think this one is all right (long pause) who is your friend
B taqtulūnahū. Xdid the same thing.. hu in taqtulūnahū refers to waqt. not to šadiq
S1 ah. mhm (long pause) so
B him here refers to friend while it should refer to time
S1 ah OK
B you get it? it is a bit ambiguous
S1 yeh it is totally ambiguous. that’s why it’s a little bit hard to figure out (long
pause)
B (it’s as if you killed your friend. we both laugh)
S1 OK (long pause) halla’ you mean taqtulūnahū l-il-waqt!
B yes. like when you say you have time to kill
S1 you know what? because the time like you said it was quick. it was good like to
do it like part by part and understand what he meant. because it’s poem it’s not like
every day talk
B yes
S1 you can just pick it up straight away
B mhm
S1 you have to dig in. find out what he meant by the ambiguity in his sentences
but since here we didn’t have much time it’s not too bad! I feel this way
B you’re right. even very good translators make mistakes when they work under
pressure
S1 really!
B now the stuff in yellow in the fast translation you had centre of affection then you
replaced it with garden of affection. why do you think you did that?
S1 because I’m going deeper in his thought! because if you only dig you just go back
(long pause) his meaning. what he meant. to put it in a poetry way..
B because you have al-mahabba (long pause) OK
S1 all right
B eh (long pause) divided (long pause) let’s have a look at the Arabic version
S1 divided (long pause)
B li-anna kullā fikrin fī-s-ṣadāqatī innamā yūlād
S1 wa-yutaqāsam it (long pause) become borned?
211B  here I’m looking at the metaphorical meaning of those words not the grammar ..
I’d like to know why you think you chose the word divided
212S1  mhm, mhm probably because it was the same meaning
213B  yutaqāsam?
214S1  eh . would you have another one?
215B  bas hon (but here) we have yutaqāsam
216S1  yeh . divided. ye’ne(that means īnnamā yūlad wa-yutaqāsam .. it would be borned
and divided .. yutaqāsam .. divided in in the past
217B  no yutaqāsam is like passive
218S1  yeh . that’s it
219B  ye’ne (that means)  yaqsum
220S1 wa-yutaqāsam.. that’s it yeh
221B  if yaqsum is divide yutaqāsam it has another meaning of sharing
222S1 (long pause) yūlad wa-yutaqāsam, like every one can take a share .. that’s what it
means .. and it can be divided
223B  so your idea is that it should be divided
224S1  yeh
225B  OK .. li-anna aktar mā tuḥibbūnahu fihi qad yakūn awḍahā fi ǧiyābihi .. why do you
think you translated ǧiyābihi as distance?
226S1  ah . OK . li-anna aktar mā tuḥibbūnahu fihi qad yakūn awḍahā fi ǧiyābihi . so because
most what you love in him, it will be more clear when he’s away .. when he’s away from
you ..
227B  so you didn’t use distance this time .. so by in his distance you meant when he’s
away from you ..
228S1 ka-jjabal li- ș-șā’id . just like an elevated mountain
229B  yes this one is ka-jjabal il-șā’id you all thought it was as-șā’id rather than li- ș-șā’id
230S1  ah . OK . like a mountain for the climber (long pause)
231B  yes you have it here but it should be climber with a b
232S1  b?
233B  c l l m b to climb
234S1 to climb?
235B  mhm . but you used elevating mountain to give the meaning of ssaaid right?
236S1  yeh . kal jabal lil said
237B  yes so you put 2 meanings here
238S1  yeh so it should be like a mountain to the climber . this is how it should be . like a
mountain to the climber fa-huwa yabdū min-as-sahl aktar wuḍūḥan. it appears from the
bottom very clear
239B  here you had ground instead of bottom
240S1 from the ground . yeh . sahl, eh(yeh) . ground aḥsan (is better) .. it appeared . yā
(or) it seemed easy from the ground and clear..
241B  OK . I’m interested to know how you’ve translated this, and the meaning behind it ..
242S1  eh . because șabaka maṭrūha deserted net (long pause) but here șabaka maṭrūha lā
taṣṭad ilā mā la nafa fihi . it’s deserted net . it won’t fish. except what is nothing . what is
left out . yeh . that’s what I meant . did you like it?
yes. but what I’m mostly interested in finding out what you were thinking when you translated this utterance ..

is it right

and here you were looking at the meaning

yeh the root of your life . yeh exactly the meaning .. I’m following the meaning

what does the Arabic say? I think it’s on the following page (long pause)

jaṭr hayātkum yeh . jaṭr the root yeh .. so to know the root of your life he may know its length as well . fal-ya’rif maddahā aydan ..

OK

mā mazbūt (isn’t it right)?

OK. so tarjamtiya kelme kelme (you’ve translated it word for word)

e (yes)

OK

so in general how can you assess me for this translation?

I can’t assess you right now .. the idea behind this experiment is to explore the extent to which you are able to reflect and assess your own translation competence .. the next step after this experiment will be for me to analyse this data and then come up with a self-profiling tool that you would be able to use yourself (long pause) I explain to her that ‘noticing’ helps trigger something for next time just like the idea of ‘focus on form’ .. noticing helps you remember that thing the next time you come across it..

ah OK all right

now let’s look at the stuff circled in Blue . but we have to refer to the source text as we do that .. just tell me if it’s OK ..

wa-matā yakūn šāmitan lā tatawaqqaf qułūbukum ‘an l-īṣgā’ ilā qalbibi .. and when (long pause) (she realizes that she had omitted when)

OK so you noticed it was omitted in the first translation

ah OK all right

now then towards the end . the last two sentences

as I said when I went back . straight away I correction . that means for next time .. if I’m interpreting . because limited time!

if you’re working under pressure?

yeh . you still do it .. you still do this .. but I mean . how can you have chance to correct if there’s not much time?

you will get to do it through practice ..

all right . that’s good

now this is the last sentence and we’re finished

falahu huwa an yamla’ ḥājatukum lā farāḡakum .. and he .. and he is to fulfill . and he’s the one it should be

so you’ve added the connective and this time

yes . yeh . yeh and he’s the one . it should be ..

so you think there needs to be something to connect the two clauses

yeh

and here it was ambiguous . here the last sentence faff nadā l-aṣyā’ ʾṣ-ṣaḡira . no wa ʾuṭūbati ʾṣ-ṣaddāqa

and make what is best in you to be for the friend of yours

no no no the last sentence sorry

smallest cool things where the heart finds yeh wa ʾuṭūbati ʾṣ-ṣaddāqa idḥa
ah this is cool things!

yeh

OK I didn’t get it at first. OK .. ُحاوذه ُواسعُرىُحُكم ُصاديقُكم

OK yeh

I didn’t get it at first. OK .. ُحاوذه ُواسعُرىُحُكم ُصاديقُكم ُلائِفُنْ ُاللَّ أَسْرُىُكم ُواَللَّ تَبَكِلُنا ُآلِهُي ُبِنْنَاٰمَ َوَأَنَّ أَنَّكَ لاَ تَجَٰذَبُكَ لِلْجَمَٰلَةِ يُسْتَعْلَى

I smile

(what, isn’t it right)

eltya metl mâ kente ketibtiya (you said it exactly the way you’ve written it) (we both laugh) bas hon. elte (but here you said ) yes on agreeing .. bta’refe le 'am es'ali? .. 'am bettala’ ُاَّلِا ُجِمِلُيُهُي ُلَئِدُ ُعِشَّى ُفِيَا (you know why I’m asking, it’s because I’m looking at the additions you’ve made to the sentence)

anâ deyman boktosir (I always write in

e bas heide miš muktasara (yes, but this is not xxx)

eh (yes) . OK

bas kent badde a'rif šu tefkirik min warâhâ (I just wanted to know what you were thinking when you translated it this way)

mâ la'eit el' (I didn’t know the) equivalent word w-fassartâ (and I explained it).
sometime bikûn (when it is a) general word...take more that’s why the text is more wordy (long pause)

here we have for example elevating mountain

yeh (yes)

and it seems easy from the ground. I cannot find the word for easy in the Arabic source text nor the one for elevating

honi innahû . wainû (where is it) a-jabal fa-huwa yabdû mina s-sahl akât warûhan from the ground more clear

could it be possible that you’ve come up with these two words because you were translating fast?

yimkin . é . é . mazbût (could be . yeh, . yeh . you’re right)

OK thank you
let’s start with the stuff circled in Blue .. the first one you’ve translated in fast as *don’t make a goal of the friendship* .. and in the slow version .. you’ve changed the whole sentence ..

OK . do I have to answer why?

yes

*la’an no awwal wehde kénit* (because the first one was) literal . it was more literal translation . and I didn’t have time . so I had to do literal .. eh . the other one I had more time to think [about it .

[mhm]

convey it eh according to the English eh eh context ..

so when you say literal, that’s why you think you put *the* in the fast translation?

yeah *w*(and)-*goal la’anno kéno éylin* (because it says) *hadaf hownık kelme kelme ‘melta ..* (in the original I made it word for word)

I’m wondering about the reason why you decided to add the article *the* to *love* in the fast version

because *henné kétbin* (it’s written) *as-šadāqa wallā* (friendship,or) *al ḥub . lā* (love,no) *as-šadāqa al mahabba* (love friendship) .. *al attā’rif la’anno* (the definite article *al* because) we’re talking about *love. hwwwe* (it’s) *šū bi’ īlū* (what do you call it)? something untouchable *ma finā n’iūl* (we cannot say) whatever *love .. hon ‘am nehık ‘an no’ m’ayyan mnīl ḥob . l-mahabbé . mā kill-el-love love, love elle byes’al ‘an hašši bikūn love ..* (we’re talking here about a special kind of love .. not all love is love . love which aims at this thing would be that love) ..

OK. now to the stuff in Red .. I noticed that in the fast you’ve repeated the word *heart* twice but then in the second version you replaced it by the pronoun *it*

*reading at low voice* mhm

do you think there’s a reason behind this or just

because again it was more literal. *la’anno hwwwe kétib l-alb w-kétéba martem* (because he’s written *the heart* and he’s written it twice) . I think in the original ..

*yaqidu l-qalb saḥāhahu*

*bas ba’dén šort o’ra l-fa’ara kella w-ba’dén tarjem . l-σatr kello w-ba’den tarjim* (yes, after that I started to read the whole paragraph, then translate the whole line, then translate) ..

*wen fi awwal* (where is the first) *heart*?

the heart finds happiness therefore

ah, *fafi nadā l-aşyā’š-ṣagira* ah! because the way you wrote the sentence made you use the word heart twice

because *izā elet …therefore it gets … yimkin mā tkūn da’ā* in the other version it is clear

ah . OK

*el-muhimm* (what’s important is that) *awwal marra tarjamet šatr šatr* (the first time I translated line by line), not even . *ma’ta’ ma’ta’ . bas heidike kint . ’rit kil ši . w-kint am tarjim* (section by section, but the other one I had read the whole text and I was translating) pragmatically . *šu fhemt kint am tarjim . la’anno izā ilt* (whatever I was understanding I was
translating it, because if I say) and the heart find its (long pause) in the small things therefore it gets alive and fresh . *yimkin mā tkūn dārā‘a* (it might not be accurate) ..

23B mhm . you know about transcoding in translation? when you translate fast it happens a lot .. here in the fast translation you say *in which you plant love* and in the slow you’ve changed it to *in which you plant with love* . and in your final edited version you go back to the choice you had made in the fast translation ..

24S2 in the third one?

25B mhm . when you did the editing (long pause) so you went back to your first

26S2 *haidâ‘* (this one) . I’m still . until now I’m not very sure (long pause) of it .. yene what (long pause) to say in English (long pause) you know .. it doesn’t have anything to do with translation (long pause) *izā anā‘am illik bil* (if I’m saying to you in) English I’m gonna plant something . I don’t know if I should say I’m gonna plant it with love [B uhm]or I’m gonna plant ..this garden (long pause) I don’t know .. I wasn’t sure of it.

27B then here we have the word bottom that you’ve used in the three versions .. were there other words you thought of before deciding on the word bottom?

28S2 *anā‘ ṭallā‘a‘at bil* dictionary *tol‘it* (I looked it up in the dictionary and it came up as) land . it didn’t make sense so *ḥattā‘it mitl mā hiiyē* (I kept it as it is). *yimkin tkūn ‘ālyē . yimkin tkūn wāḥē‘* (it can be high as it can be low).

29B here I couldn’t make sense of the word *high* .. why do you think you wrote it?

30S2 (reads) in addition don’t make a goal of the friendship other than spiritual (long pause) *ṣu hiiyē l‘arabē*?

31B (we both read the Arabic)

32S2 ah . don’t make high expectations

33B ah so you couldn’t find the right word after high! It’s good you can still remember the process

34S2 é(yes)

35B OK OK the other version in slow translation and the other edited versions you’ve replaced *love* with *friendship love* . can you think of the reason behind your decision to use friendship love instead?

36S2 *la‘anno hénnē ṝéyîn* (because it says) *maḥabba w-anā‘ mā fiyyé* (and I can’t) (long pause) love *ṣī* (is something) *w* (and)-friendship (long pause) I had.. *ye‘ne to ejma‘* (I mean I had to combine) between them (long pause)

37B *la‘anno bil‘arabi ḍe‘ir sī‘an l‘inglizī* (because in Arabic it’s different than in English)?

38S2 exactly . I can’t just say *love* .. it’s all about friendship *w-anā‘ iǰī ‘ūl* love *kazā kazā* (this and that) . *ba‘a* (so) I had to put (long pause) *friendship love* .. you love your friend but you love a *friendship love* ..

39B mhm . OK .. eh what else .. here in fast you’ve translated *jazra hawā‘itkum* and *maddahā* as the bad things and the sorrow in your life and the good and the positive side of it . but in the other versions you’ve replaced the four words that make up each term with only one .. why do you think you’ve made this choice?

40S2 *la‘anno mā kint mittal‘a‘al* (because I hadn’t looked it up in the) dictionary *bi awwal wehde* (in the first one) .. *mā kint ‘erfē šē hiiyē* (I didn’t know what it was) exactly ..

41B so first you were thinking about meaning of the word and later you chose the right word

42S2 yeh that’s right
43B actually after looking at your editing I noticed that each one of you has their own style (long pause) so the last sentence here in the last sentence I’m interested to know why you’ve chosen to translate ‘utūba with In the name of
44S2 mā to’īt mā’e (it didn’t come out (the equivalent of)) ‘utūba again pragmatically
45B OK .. and here the last part of the last sentence . revives and feels fresh, then alive and fresh and in the last version you’ve come up with a completely new sentence (long pause) can you comment on this?
46S2 (long pause) ken meneha ahla bil arabi . it’s not conveying the same message
47B now the stuff in green
48S2 mhm
49B here in the first translation you’ve used the word established but you’ve left a blank space next to it .. do you recall what you might have been thinking then? and what is the meaning behind established?
50S2 mission .. hiyyé kénit .. bitténé mā ḥatteit (it was in the other one, I didn’t put) mission? wa-qad qudiyat.. in a way, kent rah ḥot (I was going to put) your established mission .. in a way . bass rje’t elt (but then I said to myself) mission ktr kbir ‘alaya (is too much for this) .. rje’t elt la’ (then I said no) mission is not the right word . I’ll come back to it .. ba’den ganyarta kellā la’an meti mā eltellik (then I changed it altogether because as I told you) pragmatically . ye’ne (I mean)
51B I remember you were very concerned about the pragmatics
52S2 é . é ..(yeh, yeh)
53B in the fast translation you’ve translated düna ḥājatin ilā -kalāmi with without the need of talking . then you’ve changed it to without the need of speaking in slow . then in the edited version you’ve gone back to your first choice .. why do you think you’ve made these choices?
54S2 btfekir (I think) very similar ..
55B did you think at all about using a noun for example such as words?
56S2 (long pause) I wasn’t satisfied with it
57B so you think there is still need for editing?
58S2 could be (long pause)
59B do you think the text was very challenging?
60S2 challenging because it was talking about pragmatic meaning .. kénit maktūbē bi-tarīṭ natr aktar mā hiyyé . law ‘ataytínė şi lal-centrelink
61B because you are used to centrelink type texts
62S2 yeh mā kint (long pause) kint šift specialised terms w-bektebun w-ţalaş . bas heidé there’s a message going through . you have to get it
63B here why do you think you’ve chosen to replace he and his with him/her and his/her?
64S2 la’anno (because) it could be a girl ..
65B but don’t you think for this type of text it is stylistically better to stick to one of the two?
66S2 é bas nehnā ‘atūl mnehkē bil-muthakkhar bas l- (yes but we always talk using male gender but the) English it’s not..that’s not the case ..
67B OK .. now I want to ask you about three sentences .. I noticed that the last paragraph you’ve changed it in the last version .. (I read the three versions) I’m very
interested to know why you’ve decided to use different word orders and which one you think is the best

68S2 the last one. because the message. kén hu kén ‘am yédé la-šī so I had to put let your heart revive whatever. the actual. ahamma šī be-ji mlle ḥattayta bi’il-awwal la’anno heik bi English bifūtu digre bil-mawdūr neḥnā ‘innā bit’ūlē šū kén lézim ta’mlé ba’ dén lawain rah tūsālē

69B OK here in the first version you put When you go away from your friend don’t be upset then Don’t be upset when get away from your friend. you did it the other way around. baden in the third one Don’t be upset when you get away

70S2 hai’dé lé’a a’wa starting the sentence with ‘Do not be upset’ is stronger!

71B which one?

72S2 because as I told you in all those ‘am yédé la-šī there is a message coming through .. the message comes first because the writer ‘am yédé la-šī is calling for something!

73B ah so you put the message first

74S2 message first ba’dén .

75B OK

76S2 mêtli mêtli when we talk in English we usually say water is essential because blah blah blah .. in Arabic we do it the other way around .. people got used to water . because water is essential (long pause)

77B mhm the last one Your friend should not be there only because you have time to waste . in the second version Don’t ask for your friend only when you have some spare time you need to waste somehow and in the last version Don’t ask for your friend only when you have some spare time you need to waste somehow so they’re completely different translations

78S2 yeh (long pause) kamén hai’diké kent mit’assra bi’l literal again the first attempt was a literal translation.

79B ah OK

80S2 I did the additions because I had to convey the pragmatic meaning of the words. not just the literal meaning the semantic meaning

81B mhm

82S2 because if I did that. like just like the first. if you read my first version you won’t get the same message as if you’re reading the original

83B mhm

84S2 if you read the second one you get an idea of what the author is trying to say OK?

85B I noticed for example here in the fast version you’ve translated bi-faraḥin là yunādā bhi’ as in endless happiness . then you replaced it in the other versions with the word harmoniously .. why do you think you’ve chosen to use harmoniously instead? This was actually the only instance where you chose to convey the meaning using a short item why?

86S2 ah. no reason. I just thought that conveys the meaning .. so there was no need to add. I wasn’t adding for the sake of eh adding or just making (long pause) enno fassér kil šī la’ (to explain everything, no) I was doing it in order to convey the same meaning . lahatta teh’mul (so that it carries) the right meaning .. mà fīyyē esta’tīl kelmē weh’dē w- ūl lézim ta’tē l-(I cannot use a single word and expect it to convey the ) message . in most cases one word wasn’t enough to cover.

87B OK so your main concern was to convey the same meaning as accurately as possible?
88S2  yeh w-izā fī (and if there are) long sentences that’s not common in English bkūn mit’athrā bi-ttar‘a l-arabiyyē (it would be because I was influenced by Arabic style)
89B  now in this last utterance . what do you think was the reason behind your decision to add somehow and simply?
90S2  la‘anno (because) time to waste could be la‘anno ‘endik wa‘t w-baddik ddayyī (because you have time you want to waste) .. whether positive or negative, enno ‘alā šī yā emmā téfh yā emmā mnīḥ . bas huwwé ašdo /-(on something either good or useless . but he meant) -author bass ddayyī(just to waste) for the sake of (long pause) huwwé ‘éndo (it has) negative connotation ..
91B  OK but ask for him when you have plenty of hours to so you’ve added plenty of as well
92S2  mhm
93B  OK . thank you very much it was very interesting discussion
so here you were trying to convey the meaning of youth

yes

it’s right because in the original English version. Gibran’s is it the youth so you’ve joined both meaning that of boy and guy

mhm

OK .. in the first sentence in the first version you wrote you plant a love . in the second version you replaced it with with love and in the edited version?

with love

why do you think you’ve chosen a love in the first translation?

(long pause) maybe it’s wrong grammar .. ‘îndî (I have) problem bil (with) grammar

it’s OK if you have a problem with the grammar . but can you think a bit why you think you’ve made this choice?

ta’.. aw (or) maybe first time I mention

ah . because it wasn’t mentioned before!

yeh

OK . there’s another one . growing mountain

é na’ám

did you correct it?

hon šallahta anā āyyartā (yeh, yes, I’ve corrected it here, I changed it).

(as searching) as the mountain towards a climber

it seems to be easier more obvious for him .. OK so in the first translation as growing mountain

fakkart innu-l (I thought that the) -mountain growing (long pause)

if as growing mountain were the proper choice would you rather say as a growing mountain?

hîyey bil-’arabî šâyay .. miš mafhûmi (In Arabic it is not comprehensible) ..

ambiguous?

é miš mafhûmi

OK

li-anna akṭar mā tuhibbûnahu fīhi gadd yakūn awwad fī āyyabīhī ḥattā ha-jjemle (even this sentence) (long pause) doesn’t relate to the other one

but going back to the article a would you put it in this case?

é huna (yes, here) . as a mountain (refers to the edited version)

OK there’s also that one. Because the love that you would <not> know know its secret, its not love, but its <like> a net just fish whatever it needs ..

(laughs) āyyartā hon katabtā (I changed it here, I wrote) but its like thrown net just catch whatever is beneficiary ..

OK did you think at all about having the verb catches rather than catch?

(bass istakdamt is
yeh it is like a growing net..why do you think you kept it like this?

(long pause) maybe because . la’annî istakdamt el - s hon so mā gdert istakdim hān

(long pause)

but this is different
but it's like thrown net
(yeh. try to look at the Arabic)
in Arabic we have the meaning of allati' but it is not there
so you can't think of any reason
(you've taken out the word fish)
laughs) é
OK . OK . hon (here) the net just catches
ah (yes)
(fakkart fiya ši inna) did it occur to you that it was 3rd person singular
it . bass istakdamt (but I used) it is
yes. why do you think you've kept it like this?
ye'ni yimkin la'anni istakdamt il - s hon fa mā gdert istakdima hon (maybe it's because I used the –s here so I couldn't use it there)
bas heidé ġer ši (but this one is different)
silence
now, let's look at a different section of this same utterance which seem easier.
seems to be easier
seems . you've corrected it
é (yes)
OK ye'ne rift badda (so you knew it needed an) – s
é (yes)
the last sentence you didn't translate in fast
é mā 'arifta .. la'ayta şo'bi .. tāni marra tarjamta w-ḥatteit (I found it difficult, the second time I translated it as) the heart find his morning (he laughs)
‘am tidḥak 'ala tarjamta (you're laughing at your own translation)?
é . ana gayyarta ba'd (yes, I've changed it one more) In the dew of small things . the heart finds his morning and gets fresh
ana ma 'am bottalla 'ala kil ši bas ešya m'ayyane la'anno ma fi wa't .. hon (I'm not looking at everything you've written, just at particular items, because we don't have much time) the heart finds ḥatteit (you've put the) -s bas hon ma ḥatteita . lāḥazat (but you didn't put it here, have you noticed)?
é . yemken (yes, maybe)
ye'ne btentebih 'ala kam weḥde bas meš kellon (so you must notice some of them but not all)
here when you talk about silence
yep
in fast translation you say everyone hearts listening to his silence then in slow everyone hearts does not stop from listening to his heart silence.
hiňa katabta (I wrote it) when he is silent, everyone heart doesn't stop from listening to his heart silence.
OK (long pause) if we compare the three attempts what do you think is happening here?
é (yeah) the s (long pause) maybe ma fîl (there is no)-s (long pause) ana kint biktiba
(I’d been writing it)
71B why? kent ‘am tfakkir fiya ye’ne (you mean that you’d been thinking about it)
72S3 possessive –s
73B so kent ‘am tfakkir fiya la’an ḥatteit hon (because you put an –s here it means you’d been thinking about it.
74S3 é
75B here I first thought the problem was with is but after our discussion I’m realising
it has to do with the possessive –s
76S3 ah
77B so you were going to put it here . you were thinking about it
78S3 êxxxx
79B let’s have a look at the sentence with fi ġiyābihi . here When you farewell your
friend
80S3 which one?
81B wa matā tufāriqūn šadiqakum lā taḥzanūn .. in the fast translation you say. When you
farewell your friend, you don’t get sad . in the slow When you separate your friend you
don’t get sad and the edited version?
82S3 even when you get separated, you don’t get sad
83B OK and the rest . because the most be loved about him might be obvious when his
absence
84S3 in his absence
85B you’ve fixed it .. what do you think happened in the fast translation was it because
you were working fast that you got confused between absence and absent? am I right?
86S3 lā mā a’taqid l-maškal (no I don’t think the problem is with) absent
87B you didn’t think about absent?
88S3 la’
89B ah OK so what is the last version now?
90S3 in his absent badal when in
91B ah OK .. here in fast translation you wrote Do not make friendship just for
something accept -make the soul deeper . then in the slow Do not make friendship as an
object except deepening the soul . and in the edited version
92S3 sallaḥtā ḥatteit . (I’ve corrected it . I put) except deepening the soul ..
93B enta’ am teṭ’ajab bi-tarjamtaḥ? halla’ šu šārīt? (you’re surprised at the way you’ve
translated? What has it become now?)
94S3 yimkin anā mā fakkart (maybe I didn’t think of the word) except fi awwal marra fa-
stakdaml (in the first translation so I used) accept fa-gayyarta (so I’ve changed it) except
make the soul deeper . fa-yom ken ‘indi wa’t aktar fakkart bi (so when I had more time I
thought about) except
95B so w- gayyart fikrak kamēn ‘an (and you’ve also changed your mind about)
something w- şaret (so it became) object w- ba’dēn (then) desire?
96S3 ah (yes) laughs
97B howde la’aytun bil (did you find these in the)
dictionary?
98S3 el (the) desire? yes
OK. eh now let’s have a look at the stuff circled in Yellow. *The Friendship is your need and its done.*

100S3 *mā fhemta* (I didn’t understand it) *wa-qad qudiyat*

101B so *kailayta meti ma hiyye*? (long pause) *ana yalle ‘am buttalla’ ‘ alei huuwe* (you’ve kept it as it is, I’m looking at) the pronoun *it* *w-ttari‘ yalle katbat fiya* (and the way you’ve written) *its done.*

102S3 *it is done*

103B you mean *it is done* but you didn’t put the apostrophe on the *t*

104S3 *é(yeh)*

105B somewhere else eh (long pause) let’s look at how you’ve translated *wa-ladaikum waqtun taqtulūnahu*

106S3 (long pause) *Who is your friend that you call him, and you have time to kill him* .. (laughs)

107B one of the other students translated it the same way .. she said to kill him .. the pronoun *h* in Arabic refers back to *waqt* not to *friend*

108S3 aaahhh!! (Ohhhhh!!)

109B so you’ve both killed your friend!

110S3 *fa-mā huwa sadiqukum ḥattā taṭlūbūn wa-ladaikum waqt taqtulūḥ? ya‘ni l-‘aarabi muš maḥūmū* (the Arabic is not clear) *taqtulūnah* (long pause)?

111B *bas wein l-waqt hon bas wein fi* (but where you have) *wa-ladaikum sā‘āt tahyūnahā bi-sagar yalle ba’do mā eja ‘ala fekrak abadan lamma kent ‘am ttarjm enno waqt taqtulu:nahu mitl sā‘āt tahyūnahā? fa-mā huwa sadiqukum ḥattā taṭlūbūhu wa-ladaikum waqtun taqtulūnahu?* And you have time to kill *ye‘ne ‘endak wa‘t kti‘ la-tmaddi* (in the line that follows, it didn’t occur to you at all, when you were translating to relate *time to kill* to *hours to live*. *fa-mā huwa sadiqukum ḥattā taṭlūbūhu wa-ladaikum waqtun taqtulūnahu?* (and you have time to kill meaning you have plenty of free time)

112S3 mhhmmm

113B it’s like an expression

114S3 *āāā ā‘ni waqt taqtulūḥ . waqt fi farāg* (Ohhhh, time to kill means plenty of free time)

115B *é(yes)*

116S3 *āāā (Ohhhh)*

117B so you didn’t understand it when you were translating

118S3 *la‘ (no)*

119B here after *taqtulūnahu, But asked him always, and you have time to inspirit*. you’ve kept the slow version

120S3 yep

121B right? why do you think you’ve chosen the word *inspirit* to replace enjoy? did you find the word in the dictionary?

122S3 *é(yes) and you have time to...(lost a bit)*

123B so it didn’t just come up like that

124S3 *la‘ (no)*

125B can you think of any reason why you chose this word and not another?

126S3 ..... *baddi šūf wein* (where?)

127B *bal utṭlūbūn dā‘ iman wa-ladaikum sā‘ āt tahyūnahā But asked him always,*

128S3 : yeh you always asked him....

129B so you didn’t choose the present?
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130S3 yeh
131B *ye’ne gayyart* (so you’ve changed) the verb tense and the word *leisure*
132S3 *é* (yes)
133B *He has to fill your needs, not your vacancy*
134S3 (smiles)
135B why are you smiling?
136S3 *fakkart bil* vacancy lel-otel (I thought about hotel vacancy)
137B I noticed that sometimes
138S3 [mhm
139B your first translation is OK but as soon as you start replacing words by others you find in the dictionary your translation gets messed up
140S3 *aa sah* (yes true)
141B *ye’ne wa’t hatteit majhūd la-tuzbīt l-kalīmēt tkarbato* (I mean when you put more effort into fixing words . you’ve made it worse)
142S3 yeh
143B here *In the loveness of friendship, smile and divide the joyness.*
144S3 second one I think *share*
145B *In the pleasantness of friendship, smile and share the joy, so share is better than divide* . you’ve made the change in the last two versions
146S3 pleasant (long pause)
147B you didn’t have a problem with the words *maḥhabba . friendship and love ..* you know how we have in Arabic *ḥubb . maḥhabba* and *ṣādāq* while in English it’s different
148S3 *la’* (no)
149B OK uhmm..let’s see how you translated *innamā yūlād wa-yutaqāsam*
150S3 *mā fhemtā* (I didn’t understand it) *yūlād wa-yutaqāsam*
151B *yutaqāsam meaning it is shared*
152S3 silence
153B mhm (long pause) here how did you translate it *get birth?*
154S3 *mā araẓ fhemtā..innamā yūlād wa-yutaqāsam*
155B *did you notice there is a damma?is divided rather it should be is shared*
156S3 searches
157B *yeh you got the meaning of shared*
158S3 *it get*
159B *born rather than birth*
160S3
161B (long pause) you put a 3rd person singular –s then you cross it out .. here also you put the –s then you cross it out
162S3 *é ‘indi* (yes I have) problem sometimes I think some words doesn’t take –s .. so I take them off.
163B OK
164S3 *‘indi* problem
165B problem *bīl* (wth the) 3rd person singular –s? *bīl* (with the) pronoun *it?*
166S3 *bīl* (with the) verb *anā ‘indi . fī* (there are) verbs I think they don’t take the s
167B why you think?
168S3 I don’t know
169B when *it* is the subject?
I noticed in your translations and in X’s that whenever there is the pronoun it you seem to get confused. maybe it has something to do with the Arabic. if you notice the verbs that come after the pronoun it are mainly nouns in your translations. like birth and shared you’re using those as nouns. you think you have the same problem with the translation of nouns and adjectives like silent and silence? 

émumkin (yes, possible). maybe adjective mā ba’rif istagdimun (I don’t know how to use them). the right one 

maybe when there is is the –s becomes problematic? so mainly the small esses are problematic 

é(yeh) sometimes 

the possessive –s and the 3rd person singular –s? 

muš il-kill (not all), 3rd person (long pause) bḥitt bass yimkin (I put it but maybe) but sometimes I get confused yani I think some verbs doesn’t don’t take -s for example (long pause) in the past it got 

ah I just remembered in the first version you put food and home why? 

maybe I think about pragmatics 

this is quite interesting because you came up with these when you were translating fast and you might have thought about the warmth of the home is that right? 

mhm 

then you changed it 

yeh 

OK thank you very much
S4

1B now tell me, how did you find the editing?
2S4 thee
3B how did you find the last translation that you did? that you did at home
4S4 OK. I think. it’s. you know. it’s my opinion. I think. it’s a little bit better.. maybe. I’m not sure
5B you’re satisfied with it? you think
6S4 yes. I’m satisfied
7B if I were to ask you to rate your translation. you think this is better than the others?
8S4 I think so. because I made some changes. yes. but I’m not sure about the other. but I I I’m OK I’m satisfied yeh
9B if you were to rate it between one and seven, how much would you give yourself? just as an idea and maybe we can see later after we look at the other versions
10S4 eh. OK
11B how much would you give yourself?
12S4 eh. OK. my if I give it to myself if I give myself a mark about. between four to five?
13B OK
14S4 OK?
15B let’s see when we finish. if you choose another version as your best
16S4 no I think this one is much better than the others
17B OK
18S4 I I think
19B OK, eh. let’s start. I chose six different types of structures
20S4 OK
21B OK? that I’d like to discuss with you
22S4 OK
23B and then we will be looking at some words that I chose
24S4 OK
25B so the first one. number 1. and then while we’re looking at the structures in the fast and slow I’d like you to compare them with the one you did last
26S4 OK
27B so the first one we have innahu
28S4 ḥaqlukum alаṭī tazra‘ūnahu
29B can I ask you if it’s possible for you. can you try to translate it quickly because you’ve done three translations so far. can you try to do just what we call on-line just to see which of your translated versions it’s closer to
30S4 OK. your field which you sow with love. and. gather. with thanks to god
31B OK. so this is. I think is your last version right?
32S4 yes
33B eh. OK. so in the fast translation you had he’s your farm
34S4 yes
35B you plant with love and get it by thanking
36S4 OK
and then in the slow. you changed it. in the slow you added *which*

so because. why do you think

eh. it’s just eeh. I think we can put *which* and we can. we can omit it

OK

*because it is your farm you plant it*. it’s OK. doesn’t matter. yeh. but in my translation at home. when using the dictionary I changed the word *farm* to *field*

because it’s the right word

the right word yeh yeh

and you kept *which*?

eeh..

*which you sow with love*

yeh yeh

and then. eh this. pronoun *it*

yes

you notice in the fast translation you have the pronoun *it*. in the slow I think you took out the pronoun *it*?

yes. maybe

eh you didn’t have anything. blank

ah. maybe OK OK OK

so you didn’t put the pronoun *it* you didn’t think there was a need for it

yeh yeh yeh

OK. this was questions one and three together

OK

now the second one

uhm

eh this one

*about love?*

*Lrig ana 1-maḥabba allaṭī lā taṭlūb illā*

OK

*kāšf sīrīḥā laisat maḥabba bal šābaka maṭrūḥa lā taṣṭad illā mā la naʃa fiḥi*

I think

can you. can you translate it quickly. just

OK. *because love which doesn’t seek. which doesn’t seek or ask for anything. but revealing. its secret. is not love. but eeh. a thrown net but a a thrown net which doesn’t catch anything except things*. something like that

OK. so this is the new version. let’s see. let’s see

eh. where is it?

here *because love*

*which doesn’t seek anything but revealing its secret is not love but a* (raises the tone over the article *a*) *thrown net which doesn’t catch anything except useless things*

OK. .. in the fast one

yes

*because love which do not ask*

*which which which doesn’t ask OK?*

yes. *doesn’t*. because you were translating
but for revealing its secret

but for revealing its secret is not love. but a thrown net which doesn’t catch but.
because here. but but in translation at home. I changed the word but to except. except eh
and you changed this word

useless is the right word.
useless right word. here I used useless, OK?
and here things
things. maybe. fast. yeh yeh yeh

so in fast you tend to

just just write the idea and then. make the changes
OK so this one. so that’s why you think this one is

yeh yeh yeh. yeh yeh yeh

OK what else? four. five. ah this one. fa-lahu huwa an yamla’a ḥājatakum lā farā’ākum

OK. I (S4 takes a deep breath) eh
what did you think of this one?
OK. I (S4 takes a deep breath) it gave me a headache
yeh I want to know if

yeh yeh. OK. because here. ehh fa-lahu huwa it means like his duty. like his job.
or his duty. or his mission. eh I I wanted to choose his mission but I said mission is ehhh
for. you know like when someone got some type of mission
uhm. different context.
different context. but here I said duty. because it’s his d because it’s his duty
what did you say? in the fast you said.(searching)
duty
duty
yeh
and then in the slow you said.. uhm what they have to do. it means duty so you made it. you explained it
yeh yeh. I think what they have maybe what they have to do. maybe it’s better.
I’m not sure but here. I I choose duty
what did you put in this one? eh duty. their duty is to fulfill
their duty yeh yeh yeh yeh
OK. then fulfill eh in the fast you put fulfill. in the slow you chose fill your need
fill?
uhm. I think so. if I’m not wrong
yeh yeh
eh. fulfill in the fast. .. and in the slow. what they have to do is to fill your desire
it’s to fill. .. I’m not sure
which one do you think is right. you chose fulfil in this one?
I think fulfill. because. because it’s like a duty you have to do. like
because it has to do with duty?
yeh yeh. with duty. I (stress on I) believe
OK. it makes sense.

OK, so number six.

Actually number 6 is: *wa-fi 'uḏūbatī ș-ṣadāqa idḥakū wa-taqāsamū l-afrāh fa-fi nadā l-ašyā’ ș-ṣağīra, yajidu l-qalb șabāḥahu fa-yanta’iš*.

*Yajidu l-qalb șabāḥahu fa-yanta’iš*, eh OK because here. as I told you I forgot the meaning of *nadā*.

That’s right. I remember you were searching for the meaning.

I I didn’t have a dictionary. here. here I

Eh. *dew*?

*And in the dew of tiny things, the heart meets with his morning and. revives*.

What about the first part. *in the sweetness of friendship laugh and share*.

Laugh and shayre joys. I changed the word *happiness* to *joys* because *afrāh faraḥ afrāh* OK?

OK here you had and *in the sweetness of friendship laugh and share happiness*.

I changed to *joys*.

OK. *so in the dew of*.

*As in the as in the dew of tiny things. I I I tiny things. the heart meets with*. I like this translation instead of *the heart finds*.

Yes.

*The heart. the heart meets his morning. and the heart meets with* (stress on with) OK? It’s like eh why did I choose the two words *meets with*. because itt’s eh not. I I feel it’s better because it’s like they have an appointment. oorr. the date. a date. OK? so they meet with each other. OK?

OK.

*Meet with his morning* and. I used the word *revive* instead of eh.

Gets eh.

*Gets refreshed*.

*Gets refreshed*.

Yeh yeh. when someone *yanta’iš*.

OK yeh this one is much better.

Yeh yeh yeh that’s why I preferred this translation.

So you had your own. you chose a different metaphor in your translation.

Yeh yeh yeh.

OK. uhm (searching) but I’m not a professional translator. I’m doing my Masters in translation now.

Yeh.

It doesn’t really matter. we’re just exploring the way you process your translation. it’s interesting to see how.

Yeh yeh.

So now this one.

Yes.

This one. I’m interested to see.

Ah. yeh this one.

You told me it’s a hard one.

This one gave me it gave me headache as well because eh.
can you try to translate it for me straight from the Arabic?

OK. OK. here it said *fa-maa huwa sâdiqum ūtāt taṭlūbūnahu wa-ladaikum waqtun taqtulūnahu*. eh

OK. what do you think of it? I mean the source text and can you try to translate it into English?

OK. eh. it said*. what is* because it’s a question

mhm

(reflects) (long pause) maybe maybe he means *famā huwa sādiqum ūtāt 

*taṭlūbūnahu wa-ladaikum waqt*. but .. I’m not sure I .. but . but I

what do you think the English would be?

I I just translate as it is uhm *they are not your friend*. so th no no sorry eh eh

(long pause) OK.. *what is your friend so that .. you . ask for them . or need them .

*and then you have time to kill them* (long pause)

this is your last version . here?

oh . sooo . OK OOOK OOOOK I I I (Eureka!!)

what you’ve discovered something?

eyeh yeh yeh yeh yeh yeh yeh

really!

eyeh yeh yeh OK oh oh oh oh oh oh

what did you discover?

OK no no . OK . oh I I related the second part of this sentence to the first part ..

but here *wa-ladaikum waqt taqtulūnahu . you have time to spend or to waste . here and you have time to waste*

(laughs) very good

yeh yeh so OK it says I don’t know why when I

because I think it may be ambiguous

it’s it’s not ambiguous because OK because I’m stressed from the course . I’m doing Masters of translation and my mind is not . is not eh is not eh clear . ehhh like eh because I’m stressed a lot . so

but now after you’ve tried to read it

yeh yeh yeh I think because I had shower before I came so my mind is refresh now

OK. but

eyeh yeh yeh yeh and *you have time to …*

you know if you read the sentence that follows . *wa-ladaikum sāāt*

yeh yeh yeh

*sāāt tahiynahā*

eyeh yeh yeh

it makes sense too

yeh yeh yeh yeh OK?

so you would change your last version?

of course of course I have to change it yeh yeh yeh . I have to change it here .. *and you have time*. OK (long pause) where? where is it?

here

OK. .. *and then you have time to waste . to spend?* because here I spend my time because as if you want to have fun . I have time we . maybe it’s not wasting time because
the the the friend .. may . just have time to spend . not . not to waste . to spend OK?
(reads at low voice) so you have time . then . where is it?

191B here

192S4 (making the correction) but I shouldn’t have . I shouldn’t have made this mistake because I’m very good at Arabic . especially Arabic grammar

193B that’s what I’m thinking . I was going to ask you because you told me that you were very good at Arabic

194S4 yeh

195B if you were to look up the expression qatl al-waqt now

196S4 yeh yeh qatl al-waqt yeh yeh

197B you would get in English time to kill or hours to kill or something?

198S4 OK to waste, time to waste . maybe time to waste but

199B so you would get the equivalent of

200S4 OK

201B because you’re very good at Arabic

202S4 yeh yeh yeh . that’s why

203B w-heide (and that one) it’s not just a simple

204S4 but anyway I found (laughs) I discovered by myself

205B that’s good . lā lā (no no) most students who have tried to translate this sentence did get it wrong in all their translated versions . except for one student who got it right from the first go . so I think when you’re translating fast you tend to just

206S4 yeh yeh yeh anyway but because I. as I told you .. I’m stressed because of the course (incomprehensible speech) that’s why

207B it’s good then that we’re doing this experiment at the beginning of the semester

208S4 yeh yeh yeh

209B OK so this one is resolved

210S4 yeh yeh yeh

211B which number was that? seven

212S4 yeh

213B eight

214S4 about . about jazri ḥayātkum

215B yes we’re going to do it . I’m following the numbers so I don’t get lost

216S4 OK

217B uhm, where was the Arabic . eh . here . wa-in kāna lahu an yaʿrīf . ah . eight is this one you’re right wa-in kāna lahu an yaʿrīf jazra ḥayātkum fa-l-yaʿrīf maddahā aidān

218S4 OK, eh

219B you were you were struggling with the word jazr

220S4 and .. I used the same word jazr and madd

221B you’ve kept the same words?

222S4 yeh yeh yeh because you know how . I went through the Internet so I saw . I saw like someone wrote like a story and the title was the ebb and the flow of life that’s why I kept it OK?

223B OK

224S4 but I looked for the meaning . I saw it and then

225B so without a dictionary you wouldn’t have been able to find it . you found it through the Internet
I found it through the dictionary. First, I looked for the meaning of jazr and madd in English.

OK? Just to remember and then before I wrote it down I went to the Internet just I wrote the ebb and flow of life so I read it somewhere a story and the title of the book the ebb and flow of life.

Yes. I think I’ve seen it.

Here in the fast translation you had so can you try and translate it quickly just to see?

OK? which one?

this one

OK if OK if they know about the ebb of your life. Let them know about its flow. as well. OK

Actually (S4 looks at his edited version)

Is it similar to your version? (both of us searching) if they know about the ebb of your life let them yeh it’s exactly the OK it’s exactly the same. in fast you said and they know bad things about your life let them know about its good things as well.

bad things. bad things. good deeds or bad things

no you used deeds in eh maybe in the slow one? let’s check the slow in the slow eh and if they know the bad things about your life let them know about its good things as well.

I think this is the same. maybe maybe I’m not sure.

I just wanted to know why you translated about the use of the pronoun in this sentence.

which one. which one?

it

if they know about bad things. let them know about its good things. yeh. because life. eh things about life. so the life is it so its

yes what I’m OK.

because eh the possession. life is you know life is. it. I can’t say about her.

so it refers back to life.

yeh refers back to life. yeh they know about your life. they know. they know the bad things about your life. let them know about its good things as well

OK here you wrote.

yeh yeh yeh

OK so number nine wa-matā tufrīqūn šadiqakum lā taḥzanūn. li-anna akṭar mā tuhibbūnahu fīhi qad yakūn awdaḥ fi giyābihi,

mhm

can you translate?

the word tufrīqūn

mhm

when. when. if we say when your friend or whenever they say farewell to you or when your friend leaves you or when you are separated from your friend.

yes
**258S4** don't. don't be sad .. but in English if we say . I didn’t do it . I I I used the same way here . like the Arabic order . eh but English we say . it’s it’s acceptable to sayy eh if your friend leaves you don’t be sad but better if we say don’t be sad if your friend . don’t be sad if your friend leaves you . or be separated from . or say farewell to you

**259B** can you continue translating?

**260S4** eh OK eh where is it? OK . OK don’t be sad because . because .. the most thing .. you . like about them .. might be clearer in their absence

**261B** OK yeh I noticed in the fast translation

**262S4** yes

**263B** we're doing number nine . in the fast and do not be sad when you are separated from your friend . and in the slow you said when you farewell your friend .. one is passive . the other is . or you chose .

**264S4** eh . eh it’s better if we say when you say farewell . but here I didn’t I I in this one

**265B** what did you chose in this one?

**266S4** I I chose when when you leave your friends . soo maybe leave . I used leave . yeh

**267B** but you were thinking of the word order . this is what was thinking of . you changed the word

**268S4** and I I here I went back to the first one I don’t want to change it I just kept it as it is

**269B** mhm . what do you mean?

**270S4** when you say . it’s like the same order as in Arabic . I kept

**271B** ah . you kept the same word order as in Arabic

**272S4** yeh

**273B** eh OK .. eh . because the most thing you like in him .. the most thing . you kept it in the three translations right?

**274S4** yeh because the most thing

**275B** why do you think you chose the most thing?

**276S4** eeh . this is the easiest word to come to my mind . eh . we can say the most interesting but things you like in them not interesting .. eh .. we can say the most interesting things (long pause)

**277B** if you take out thing . can you come up with eh

**278S4** with another word?

**279B** eh if you take out thing

**280S4** just most? (long pause) because the most you like about them?

**281B** yeh because that which you like most in them

**282S4** I’m not sure

**283B** you’re not used to

**284S4** I just . eh OK

**285B** no . just thinking . just as an alternative eh (long pause) you told me when you were doing the fast translation that you were confused between using them and him

**286S4** I I I used them

**287B** so you’ve made up your mind

**288S4** yeh they . them, because your friend may be male or female

**289B** OK
OK? so eh instead of saying . OK when you transfer from Arabic because the Arabic when we use eh . the male OK? but in English . instead of saying him/her . she/he . we say they . because we don’t know who they are . OK?

it’s OK we have twenty minutes

A container has left . when you are separated or when your friend leaves you . maybe leaving as they’ll come back but Arabic to part ya’nī to part ya’nī (means) you don’t see them

OK but the word order you think the fast

don’t be sad do don’t be sad when you say farewell yeh but I prefer like say farewell don’t be sad when you say farewell to your friend or when you part from your friend? the English one when you part yeh

don’t be sad in English I said don’t be sad when you . yeh yeh
and then the last one fa-mā huwa ṣadiqum ḥattaa taṭlūbūhu wa-ladaikum waqt taqṭulūnahu

Sorry before. Before that. Do you know why he used wa matā tuftariqūna ṣadiqum lā taḥzanūn? Do you know why the Arabic was like that? Because in Arabic we have wa-matā. Wa-matā (stressed) tuftariqūn bi-ayy wagt ya'ni tuftariqūnahu lā

Actually you’ve just reminded me when we were talking about the tense. Verb tense and when you were doing the fast translation

You were trying to decide on which tense to use

You kept telling me what. Which tense do we use? Because. Do I say uhm. Is it an order? Is it amr or matā tuftariqūn ṣadiqum. So what did you decide to choose? I’m interested to know

OOOOK it’s better to say and do not be sad when you part from your friend or when you say farewell to your friend

So you don’t think. What do you think of it?

In English. In English

What do you think of it? Is it fīl amr (an imperative) or?

No no no. ṭalḥūqun is it’s not fīl amr (an imperative), it’s it’s eh simple present tense. Huwa fīl muḍāri’ básīt li-annahu kullahu ṣadiqum huwa ḥājatukuuumuuum, li-annakum tajī‘ūnahu jā‘i‘iīiin, lā tabkulūn ‘alay.mhiīii, yūṣūrihukuuumuuum. OK. Innamā yūlād wa-yutagaasaamaam, kullahā kullahā fīl muḍāri’ b-īl ‘arabī (these are all in simple present tense in Arabic). Huwa fīl muḍāri’ ‘ādi. Li ‘an bi-l ḥa‘d yagṣūd bīhā bas b-īl inkilti’i in English simple present tense OK. In English we use simple present tense because it says like your friend is your neeedd. Eh it’s your field which you sow with

Even those negative constructions. Everything?

Yeh yeh yeh that’s why. You give me very good idea when ehhhh like no one escape of eh open open their heart to them so that’s correct but in Arabic for the first time it’s like (long pause) it’s like. It’s like eh for the first time hīna yūṣūrihukum ṣadiqumum lā like for the first time lā takāfū (high pitch) hīna yūṣūrihukum ṣadiqumum but then no it’s it’s English like you don’t you don’t be afraid when your friend eh is frank to you or frank with you. So that so that why I told you. As I said, check check the English the English text maybe. Maybe sometimes. Maybe when they print. They print the text but it’s very accurate so

It makes sense now

Yeh with that I told you make sure. Maybe maybe the typing. Maybe when

Like lā takāfū

Yeh like like lā takāfū they make it lā takāfūn OK. For that I told you to ma to ma to eh

You think it’s because you’ve translated many times that it gets better? If you get the chance. If you’re doing a translation course. And you get the chance to translate many times

Yeh. No of course I know (long pause) if they. If they say to me translate what is there. I will I will exactly follow the Arabic grammar so I’m not make any mistakes OK?

Ah. OK

Of course I’ll ask them first is it like a a typing mistake? Or

Yeh because sometimes they give you texts with typing mistakes
yeh yeh yeh I have right to ask before. Before I translate. Maybe when I translate
I will be penalized. OK so that's why I told you. Make sure. But I think there
students didn't xx that or didn't know that
no it's a bit ambiguous
yeh yeh yeh OK? But because I I know what this idea
can I ask you very quickly about some words?
yeh yeh yeh sure
mhmm ten, when
k-al-jabal li-šā’id? k-al-jabal li-s-šā’id... do you want this one?
yes let's do this one because I'm not sure where I'm up to
take your time and find out where you are
yeh I should have picked this one but I didn't. Here. Uhm. OK let's do this one
ka-j-jabal li-š-šā’id, fa-huwa yabdū mina s-sahl akṭar wudūḥan lahu
yeh yes I
did you change. Can you translate it and then we see the difference?
OK. I said eh as a mountain for the climber. Eh. it looks. Eh...OK... it easy
looks clearer. For... For them. OK. So that's why. That's why I actually think eh
like a mountain for the climber which easily looks clearer to them
like a mountain for the climber. OK. For a (stress) climber better. For a climber
OK? Which easily looks clearer to them
can you. If you look at this. I think it's the same as the one in the fast. Because
in fast you said as a mountain for the climber might be easily clearer for him... And in the
slow you said eh as a mountain for a climber which seems to them. Seems clearer to
them
yeh
but if you notice here. I'm not sure if you notice that ka-j-jabal li-šā’id fa-huwa
yabdū mina s-sahl ye’nē (meaning) min al ard as-sahla
yeh
but we have an expression in Arabic that says mina s-sahl, yabdū mina s-sahl anna,
that's correct!
so this is maybe why it may be confusing. It's an ambiguous
OK. did you. OK I understand. Do you know why I used eh. It leh. OOK.
you thought of it as an expression? Yabdū mina s-sahl?
eh. Eh it easily looks clearer to them. You know. You know eh. You know why I
used this one. Because. The climber before. They. They climb a mountain they know.
How high the mountain is. How difficult it is. So because they are. They are. They are
at the bottom. They can see they can see the mountain so. That's why
but this is the meaning
that's right.. Yeh yeh yeh
but you didn't get this meaning in the translation. You said it is clearer. You used
clear. Because in Arabic. I'm not sure what you were thinking
I said mina s-sahl, mina s-sahl mina s-sahl ya’ni(mean) it's easy. It's easy clearer
for the climber. Like the mountain. Is easily clearer for the mountain
so you think that you used the word sahl because sahl has two meanings in Arabic
yes. sahl is sahl
the bottom? Or
I didn’t mention it.. from xx because I know the climber before they climb the mountain. eh. it looks clearer for them. I didn’t xx

you mean because ٍ-شْشِّدي because he’s still climbing?

eh. eh. that’s why I said. eh OK. we know climber is the person who climbs who climbs the mountains

whether before. before or af. because they are climbers. we say mountain climbers. so if I’m a climber that’s eh I don’t need the the. so whether a climber as a term no no. a climber as as a person they have the job of climbing.

so who likes their hobby. their hobby to climb the mountains. but the word sahl. the meaning of sahl. I tell you like there is sahl in Arabic eh from the. the like

the plain

yeh ٍلأ سأرل) yeh. I thought the word sahl. I thought the word sahl is easily. sahl but. I know. the climber. I know the climber before they climb the mountain. they know how high the mountain is. how difficult it is.

so you were thinking from the point of view of the climber

yeh yeh.. I yeh yeh yeh yeh yeh I

that’s why you chose

actually it’s easy for the climber to find out. to discover. how difficult. and how high. the mountain is eh before. before. they start climbing the mountain. but the word sahl because I saw I. I related the word sahl to the climber because. because the climber knows very well. before they climb the mountain. how difficult the mountain is OK?

OK

I came with this. I I came up with with this idea

OK

but here sahl means the plain land?

mhm

O OK!

yabdū َمِنَّا س-سأرل

yeh yeh yeh yeh yeh yeh of course because he’s down

from the plain

yeh yeh yeh yeh. because he’s down. I I got the picture. I got the picture.. eh but I didn’t know that the term here means. but I know. that the climber. before they climb the mountain they know. you see? I just got the idea!

eh, here again number 11

yes

wa-in َكِنا لا حِي an ىأرل jazra ُحَيْيِكِم fa-l-ىأرل maddahā aidan

mhm

eh. let’s see (searches for data)

I think. I think here if if I changed my translation if they had chance. if they had chance. if they had chance to know about the ebb of your life (long pause) then let them know about its flow as well. if they had chance

you know the construction wa-in َكِنا لا حِي?
yeh yeh yeh *wa- in kāna lahu* yeh yeh yeh *if they had chance* . *if they had the opportunity to know* but I said *if they know* . I think maybe (long pause) but here means

**eh** I now remembered why I wanted to ask you about this . because of the tense

**if they had time** or **if they had chance** . is is is the exact meaning . *if they had chance* or *if they had time to know* . like *law sanaḥat lahu l-furṣa*

**what do you mean?**

**bi-an ya'rifū, law kānat l-furṣa sāniṭa lahum bi-an ya'rifū**

**mhm**

**ya'nī idā kānū ya'rifūna sābiqan** already . they already know about yeh yeh yeh OK? *wa- in kāna lahu an ya'rif* because kāna mādi (past tense) OK? but we we yeh if they had chance if they had time to know . *if they had chance to know about the ebb of your life* then let them know about its eh its flow as well

**OK**

**yeh . have you read the original English?**

**yes of course**

**so . what they write there?**

**if he must know**

**ah . if he must know**

**because it is very difficult when you're translating** . I found because of problems of correspondence . between tense and aspect of the verb

**yes**

**because we have a lot of choices that we can make when we’re translating**

**yes *if he must know* that**

**so you have to know the whole context in order to be able to choose the right verb**

**but . but but as I told you . *if they have chance***

**that’s why I asked you about the Arabic** . because your Arabic is very good. I thought if you give me the meaning in Arabic

**yeh yeh yeh in Arabic if I expexxx but *that if he must know* yes . that’s very good translation**

**yeh**

**and they use *ebb* and *flow* as well?**

**mhm**

**OK . yeh yeh yeh .. and what about the translators they used the same words *ebb* and *flow?***

**no . I told you this is the original English version and that I have three different translations of it . even one of them is translated by a priest . a Coptic priest I think .. he uses words that are very . like angels**

**ah . OK .. from Arabic into English or the English?**

**from English . from Gibran’s text into Arabic . he uses . he has his own personal metaphors . like you chose your own metaphor**

**yeh yeh yeh yeh good deeds and bad deeds**

**he uses xxx and you can tell he is someone very spiritual . he uses the term angel’s wings or something like that . I’m not sure .. I can get you the other translations if you’re interested**

**OK OK no I mean . I mean the original English . the original English**
if he must know
no I mean about ebb . ebb and
the ebb of your life
what about the students you you tested . they use ebb as well?
I haven’t looked at their translations yet
OK
but the first group . in the fast translation . no . they said the good things and the bad things because they got the idea but they couldn’t tell the word and then they looked it up in the dictionary and they got the words
and they used the same words?
yeh they used the same words .. eh . I’m trying to see . eh . OK and the last sentence . 12 . let’s see where 12 is .. li-anna kulla fikrin fi-ş-şadāqa wa-kulla rağbatin wa-kulla rajā’īn innamā yūlad wa-yutaqāsām dūna ḥājatin ilā l-kalām bi-faraḥin lā yunādā bihi
yeh they used the same words .. eh . I’m trying to see . eh . OK and the last sentence . 12 . let’s see where 12 is .. li-anna kulla fikrin fi-ş-şadāqa wa-kulla rağbatin wa-kulla rajā’īn innamā yūlad wa-yutaqāsām dūna ḥājatin ilā l-kalām bi-faraḥin lā yunādā bihi
wow! OK
try to translate it . can you?
OK OK OK . because every mind . eh every thought I’m not sure . but every thought or every mind (long pause) in friendship (long pause) every . every wish . I like every wish not every desire . I think in my translation I said every desire . every . wish and every hope (long pause) eh . I think here is rather . or is actually (long pause) yūlad I said born because it’s born and shayred is born and shayred . eh . OK . without need tooo talking or to talk . eh with happiness . OK lā yunādā maybe with uncalled happiness with happiness . which is . which doesn’t need to be called which doesn’t to be sought or to be looked for maybe
what do you understand by lā yunādā bihi!
something that is ya’ni (meaning) l-wāḥad lā lā yu lā yuṭālab lā yuṭālab bihi, automatically . comes automatically . spontaneously . OK? I think .. I want to use the word spontaneous spontaneous happiness . yeh
in the fast translation you used that is not called . I think . in both
in both called . which is not called
mhm . because every mind in friendship . honé fikr bil ’arabe (here the word fikr in Arabic) . in Arabic fikr can have two meanings . mind and thought
thought . yeh yeh . mind and thought
so here which one did you think (long pause) in both you chose mind . in the third one what did you choose?
I think I chose mind yeh mind . yeh yeh yeh yeh
why do you think you chose it?
(long pause) every thought . we can say thought maybe fikr wāḥida . thought . I have an idea . thought but . I think thought isssss because mind . the person has mind mind not thought
it’s stronger . you mean
yeh stronger . mind stronger
you said every mind in friendship every desire and every hope is born and shared without need to talk in happiness which is not called
which is not called that’s that’s the fast answer?
that’s the fast
what about the slow one?
in the slow . uhm . 12 . eh . because every mind in friendship . every desire and every hope are born and shared without need to talk . with happiness which is not called . the same . what do you have in the third one?

because every mind in friendship . every wish . wish I changed . and every hope is born and shared I said is is is it’s right . in the slow in the slow it wasn’t right

OK is born and shared without need to talking .. like it’s shared with happiness because I (long pause) OK which is not sought

I’m not sure we look for . maybe maybe I thought stronger . maybe . I’m not sure

OK we leave it at this

yeh yeh yeh . OK what about the original one? the English? what do they say? in English? you have the copy in English?

of course . I have the book (long pause)
you have the book

with happiness that is unacclaimed

that is not acknowledged in front of others . unacknowledged

maybe

now number 13 . fa-fi nadā l-ašā’ š-ṣaḡīra yajid l-qalb šabāhahu fa-yanta’iš

with this one . as in the dew dew? of tiny things the heart meets with his morning and revives

why did I choose? I think I chose it because of the . to see if you translated the same order as in Arabic . because in the fast . and in the sweetness of friendship laugh and share . in the essence of tiny things . ah this is the slow

that’s the slow

and that’s the fast . OK

so what . do you remember what Gibran

for in the dew of little things the heart finds its morning and is refreshed

and is refreshed . so refreshed is .. there I used refreshed

and finds his morning

oh OK . I said finds

yeh . find . yeh . you chose it in the fast also . you chose it

it was good . sometimes it’s all right
that’s why we because sometimes when you’re doing the fast translation I noticed I compared the fast with the slow some of the fast translation is much better than the slow .. especially in the choice of eh words I think .. because when you started thinking too much maybe you started

you don’t know what to do
can I ask you very quickly about some words?
yeh yeh yeh sure
did we talked about farm . you’ve changed it . here and get it by thanking then in the last version you said

and gather eh and gather with thanks to God
OK

can I ask you very quickly about some words?
yeh yeh yeh sure

so you added something to thanking because the verb thanking you noticed it could not stand on its own . it needs something

maybe . and because . who who you thank . you know in . in Arabic in Arabic culture . you know the farmers thank God for what he gave them so of course it means

with thanks to God
here you had thanking God

OK . then you come to him hungry . and then in the slow you said you ask for him . you come you come to him hungry

you come to them I changed him to them

OK when your friend tells you. when your friend is frank with you . what did you have for the ? is frank with you

OK when your friend

when they are frank

they are frank with you . do not afraid you see! ehh

can I read theee

I that’s why . you you it’s better . it’s better to say you don’t be afraid to say no . you don’t be afraid to say no when your friend when your friend is . is frank . with you . it’s better to say . I mean in English like you don’t or you’re not . you don’t or you’re not be afraid to say . to say no when your friend . eh eh . is frank with you because here we can’t say in English when they or when they are or when they are frank with you you don’t be . you see that’s why in English we have

so . you prefer to change the word order?
yes . change word order . yeh

OK so you would have another version of this

just to avoid to you (?) OK?
and mind we’ve discussed it . not called . you kept it . right?

happiness which is not sought

sought OK

OK which is not sought

I think you chose this one not called . called it needs something . it is a transitive verb I think

when you call someone when you call someone
not called for. not called it needs something after it so that’s why you chose this one

you thought because we discussed it

but but but but I know that the climber before they climb (long pause)
you’re still sticking to this idea

no no no no I’m but here I thought when I read it. I thought the climber before they climb they they know but I didn’t come to my mind the the the plain land yeh yeh

OK. here deepening the spirit did you keep it?

yeh yeh yeh deepening the spirit yeh yeh yeh. deepening the spirit I kept it

I think if we look it up it should be deepening

deedening yeh yeh. deepening yeh yeh

you didn’t correct it in the last version?

OK deepening where is it? where is it? yeh deepening. yeh deepening yeh yeh deepening

mhm. OK because now the mistakes. the simple mistakes with the 3rd person singular .. I think you know how to write the third person singular –s but when you write quickly .

yeh yeh yeh

like here love which do not ask for revealing its secret .. this is in the fast then you changed it to does not ask. so there’s no problem. no problem with this

no no no. I don’t have a problem. I know but you know with that

you were writing fast. I know

and kill him OK. fulfill and fill. here when you put time

yeh

why did you choose time instead of emptiness

which one? where?

here. their duty is to fulfil your need not your emptiness .. why did you choose time?

the the the fast translation?

in the fast. you said not your emptiness . then in the slow you said your time . I’m not sure with this one

time

wasting your time .. why why can you think why you chose time?

eh, eh in Arabic where’s where’s where’s the Arabic one?

fa-lahu huwa an yamla’ ḥājatakum lä farāgakum

Okeyyy

can you try and translate it just

Okeyyy they are to. maybe. they are to they are to fulfill (long pause) their duty is to fill your needs not wasting your time. yeh I chose this their duty is to fulfill your needs not wasting your time

you think it makes sense?

no I’m not sure
568B can we go to. do you have one minute. we’re gonna finish soon
569S4 OK
570B if you go back to the Arabic. because your comprehension in Arabic is very good
how would you understand it in Arabic. just to see if it makes sense in English. fa-lahu
huwa an yamla’ ḥājatakum lā farāḡakum. ʿutlubūh wa-ladaikum sāʿat tahyūnahā
571S4 yeh. it’s about the friend. that’s right? fa-lahu huwa an yamla’ ḥājatakum because
the friend is. eh. to not. to make me meet my need. something like that. to make us
meet our needs
572B mhm
573S4 to make me meet my needs. not to kill our time. not to waste our time like some
friends. what do you think? what what
574B mhm. because here if we look at the Arabic the verb yamla’ refers to ḥājatakum
and to farāḡakum
575S4 na’ām?
576B fīl yamla’ (the verb yamla’)
577S4 aiwa (yes)
578B huwwe m’alla’ bi (it is linked to) ḥājatakum wa-lā yamla’ farāḡakum
579S4 aiwa aiwa (yes yes) lā yamla’ farāḥakum aiwa (yes). ya’ni (that means) il (the) person
the person the friend. the friend is to fillll
580B ye’nē (meaning) it is his
581S4 yeh yeh
582B fill your needs
583S4 not your emptiness yeh yeh yeh. what about in English?
584B for it is his to fill your need not your emptiness
585S4 yeh. yeh that’s correct
586B so the first one. I noticed the first one in fast you used emptiness. .. maybe
because it was a simple translation
587S4 yeh that’s why. .. maybe you tried you try to think you you try to read behi behi
beyond beyond the the meaning so sometimes you choose emptiness tooo as I told you
when you are in the in the battlefield you try just to to protect yourself to defend yourself,
whatever whatever you do maybe you lose your hand, your leg (laughs) you get injured,
it’s better that
588B so if you’re in the battlefield
589S4 yeh yeh yeh that’s right you’re in the battlefield
590B so how do you make. if you’re in the battlefield how do you choose?
591S4 of course I I choose whatever comes in my mind and and make sense immediately
without wasting the time
592B mhm
593S4 I’ll have time. I’ll have time because limited time. it’s not xx
594B with the fast
595S4 yeh with the fast yeh yeh maybe they will give me one hour but first what I do
with translation paper when I do test at NAATI or here first I try to do fast translation.
and then. and then try to make. after I finish. and then I try to make I try to make
changes if I find something but if I don’t find something better. I leave it
596B I want to ask you one more thing because I needed to go through the way you edit
your translations
597S4 yeh
but maybe we won’t have time now to do it but the way you edit your translations do you when you translate do you do most of, when you translate. because I noticed you do a lot of editing even in the slow and even in the last version you have so how do you know when. how do you think you do your editing? the last one. this one we have the three versions. we have the slow. we have the fast. and we have this one in the slow you’ve done more editing than in the fast yeh yeh and the last one even has editing. so how why do you think maybe I. I I tried my best too find to find. to read beyond what what the word means so I I wasn’t stuck . with the with the words. so maybe farājākum. ehh. to fill your needs not wasting your time. maybe wasting your time maybe wasting your time gives mooorre sense. makes more sense but emptiness. not to fill your emptiness. just xxxx I think it’s good idea but ehh I don’t know why why I changed it OK if I ask you to rate your translation again. after our interview. if you want to assess your translation how much would you give yourself? because some of the things you remember you they were better in the other versions yeh if you rate not this one, if you rate the way you translated all of these with the interview you know. eh I I don’t have to revise. I thought 4 to 5 maybe you won’t change your mind how much would you give me? no no I’m gonna try to see what you give yourself because after we discussed the translations you came back to the fast or slow for you thought those ones were better I I didn’t say everything there because I missed I missed some the meanings of some words yeh but you chose one word order from here that you thought was better yeh yeh and you were right yeh yeh, the first. the order. yeh yeh yeh and some of the words also some of them, yeh yeh yeh you still think OK 4 or 5. I don’t know if 4 or 5? OK 4 or 5? I think 5 (laughs) OK. very good! thank you! you are welcome!
Ok so as you can see I’ve divided the text, the original text into particular sections and I’ve numbered them.. so we’ll be looking at these sections because we won’t have much time to look at everything.. and while we’re discussing the translations.. if you can.. before discussing each of the sections I will ask you to translate them on-line.. on-line means automatically.. as if you’re translating fast.. is that OK with you?

yes I’ll try

so we can compare your translation with the previous ones.. OK let’s start with this one

your friend is your need that has been done.. or it’s done

it’s done or has been done?

that has been done

why do you think you translated it

it has been done

ah.. it has been done.. OK.. before we start I forgot to ask you to try to rate your translations between one and seven.. can you assess yourself? how much would you give yourself.. and later after the interview I will ask you to revise your grade if you can

six and a half?

OK.. and we’ll see when we finish.. out of seven?

out of seven? eh three and a half

three and a half?

six and a half?

out of seven? eh three and a half

yeh

OK

yeh probably

xx the pronouns eh.. I think there’s a difference between your fast and your slow.. you say he is your soil you plant with love and harvest peace.. and the other one (long pause) they are the soil that you plant love in and harvest peace.. and you took out with

yeh.. because eh.. here when you say plant with love.. it means.. it it probably means enno (that) you’re like you’re planting with.. with love.. you’re happy to plant! but here actually means plant the love

mhm.. OK

and harvest the peace

eh four.. li-anna l-maḥabba allati lā taṭlub illā kašī sirriḥa laysat maḥabba bal šabaka maṭruḥa lā taṣṭad illā mā la na‘a fiḥi can you try to translate it?

yeh.. the love that asks for

ah you’ve already translated it. ẖayya’t anā (I’m lost) because it’s the same as two.. so where is it here? four a net thrown to catch what is no use for (S5 reading at the same time) OK.. usually when I ask about this section I want to see how you use the relative pronoun in this particular case.. if you put the pronoun where it is obligatory in English. so it’s fine

yeh

eh five.. fa-lahu huwa.. yeh I want you to ask about this one fa-lahu huwa an yamla’ hājatakum lā farāḏakum

eh he fulfills your need for stuff not not eh not your emptiness for ye’ne (it means) he’s not just a friend that that whenever you’re bored.. you know you just go and spend time with.. he’s more of a.. like a mate.. the lows and highs.. that kind of stuff
but this expression *fa-lahu huwa an* (long pause) because the way you’ve translated it. *for they fill in your need not your emptiness*.. this is what you just said

and I think here it’s the same

so you don’t think there should be some other expression?

*fa-lahu huwa* as an expression in Arabic *fa-lahu huwa an*

*halla*’ (now) here *fa-lahu huwa, bittarjmiya enno* (you translate it as) *he has to enno*

(it means) *an yamla’a ḥājatakum lā farāğakum*

*yes it is his to fill your need. but not your emptiness*

*you mean words*

*when* here *fa-lahu huwa, bittarjmiya enno* (you translate it as) *he has to enno*

(it means) *an yamla’a ḥājatakum lā farāğakum*

*yes it is his to fill your need. but not your emptiness*

*it’s part of what you call friendship but not duty*

*fa-fi nadā l-aşyā’ ʃ-şaqira yajid l-qalb şabāḥahu fa- yanta’iš*

*ye’ ne (I mean) it’s not in the shade of this stuff*

*do you want to try to translate it now maybe you come up with something! or*

*up until now I’m still looking for a proper term for nadā l-aşyā’ ʃ-şaqira (long pause) because it’s not. ye’ ne (I mean) it’s not in the enno (as) in the shade of this stuff*

*did you look it up in the dictionary?*

*no*

*you didn’t. because nadā is dew*

*so you can translate it*

*I know nadā is dew*

*but you’re trying to find*

*as a meaning nadā l-aşyā’ ʃ-şaqira you can’t just put dew enno (I mean). you know what I mean?*

*because I noticed in your translation you’re. you did not follow the same expressions as in the Arabic text. you came up with your own expressions. your own words. your own word order*
yeh because depending, like for example you can’t put *dew* here for example because it’s out of context

but as a metaphor you can, can’t you?

I’ve never come up with

maybe because we’re dealing with literary translation

yeh maybe you can put *in the shadow of* or whatever is happening, or something like that, but. I personally have never heard *dew*

OK

that’s why. I know *nadā is dew* but that’s why I didn’t use it

OK so how would you translate the second part?

*yajidu l-qalb sabāḥahu fa- yanta’īš. the heart feels its happiness*. you can’t say *enno found its morning*

mhm .. I noticed one thing .. you used the word relaxes at the beginning and at the end .. you took it out in the slow .. you didn’t put anything instead. you forgot to finish it .. but I noticed that you used relaxes for the heart here. and at the beginning you used it also you ask him for relaxation .. can you tell me. can you just think why you used it twice?

yeh because. when eh when when you’re with someone and you feel relaxed technically. when you’re sitting down and you’re relaxed your heart is relaxed

so when you were translating it you actually thought about it?

I didn’t really think about it but then when I skimmed through it ..
mhm

I noticed it and I realised so that’s why I didn’t change it

mhm

I was looking for something, when I skimmed I was looking for something to change or something like that, then it sort of clicked together

yeh because it’s in the first sentence and the last one in the fast

that’s interesting the way you process

yeh

so we were at number six, number seven. *kamen* (also) I want to ask you about the tense in this sentence .. I’m interested in the whole text .. I’m interested in the way you use the tense, the way you use the questions. for example here it’s a question in Arabic but you translated it differently . so can you try to translate it?

as a question?

try to translate it any way you think is right and then we’ll compare

*your friend is there for you to call whenever you need him. and and eh to spend time together*

OK

it took me a while .. when I first read the text and I was translating .. because I don’t read the text all of it .. and then translate it .. as I’m reading .. I translate so when I first read it .. it took me a few seconds to actually eh get the meaning of the sentence because eh it says *enno* (that) *tulūh* then *taqtaḥū* *enno* (now) it doesn’t make sense to call someone then kill them

most students who translated this sentence killed their friend

yeh. *halla*’ (now) common sense
I think it could be ambiguous in Arabic. that’s why you don’t get it straight away that’s why I remember eh when I was looking you asked me is it jazr or madd and I was like nooo

OK so you think it shouldn’t be a question in English?
yeh because the sentence isn’t like they’re not actually asking
mhm
for .. eh .. who your friend is . they’re just . because when I translate it to English. the question goes wrong there. who’s your friend . is he the person in a way . it is a question but it’s not . it’s like it’s a statement already. an answered question within itself
I don’t know what it’s called . but yeh OK it’s good that you picked up the meaning of taqtulūnahu
yeh
because if you read the sentence that follows wa-ladaikum sā‘āt tahyūnahā so it links with waqt taqtulūnahu
yeh . and even before all reading that . enno (xx) the whole text talks about friendship and how like . the the the friends should blend together and this and that
ah . from the meaning
yeh
OK
yeh it didn’t make sense to kill the friend here after all that
sometimes it’s hard when you’re translating fast, it’s hard really to
can’t see number eight . so I must have missed it .. ah OK
wa-in kāna lahu an ya’rif jazra ḥayātikum fa-l-ya’rif maddahā aydan
here also you didn’t use. can you translate it or eh?
uhm. I remember vaguely but I didn’t use jazr or madd I just used little details that’s right
and, big drama or something like that
so you don’t like using metaphors
no. I like . but to be honest. at that time I couldn’t remember what jazr and madd meant .
OK
in English . and then even when I did the slow translation. and I looked it up . eh . it felt . you’d explain it more because I don’t know maybe not all of people understand all metaphors or something like that
ah . so you were thinking of the readership of your translation
mo most of the time
OK . uhm . can you translate it now? it would be the same maybe?
yes
‘am yutla’u zet š –šì (it’s been almost the same)
mhm
again wa-in kāna lahu an ya’ rif
(long pause)
just this part of the sentence
if he knew . or if if he knows . should be
what do you have in the fast. let’s check. and if they know the little details?
yeh
I think it’s the same in slow.
yes
OK. so it should be in the present. in English. do you find difficulties in
translating tense? from Arabic because there’s a lot of differences between tense in
Arabic and English
there is a lot of difference uhm but the thing is when you revise it. you know
where to fix. what to fix. because from from from what I learnt you cannot start a text in
present and then finish in past or the other way around or something like that. it’s gotta
be all the text. I do that. I swap around. but when I revise. I usually. if I see it like I
notice it. I change it. see whatever goes well with the text. because in Arabic you can use
so you get the context
yeh in Arabic you can use future present past. everything in one text but in
English you can’t
and in Arabic. if you want to translate tense. eh in Arabic you cannot understand
tense unless you look at the context
so maybe that’s why you have to go through it again
so maybe that’s why you have to go through it again
OK so. eh nine wa matā tufāriqūna šadīqaqum lā taḥzanūn
here again I’m interested in the whole sentence. can you translate it just
(long pause) I know I did a different translation but now I’m looking at it and
I’m thinking eh eh coz if I want to translate it just from eh from eh reading it I would say
don’t be sad if you’re depart apart from your friend. or something like that. but then
again it might have a meaning of death because the sentence
ah tufāriqūn?
yeh
I thought about this because I wasn’t sure. for me at the beginning it sounded as
if eh
they travel maybe or something like that
yes but later I thought that it could be related to death
because it says li-anna aktar mā tuḥibbūnahu fīhi qad yakūn awdāh fī giyābihi as in.
you might remember a lot of stuff about them when they die or something like that
but for me still I like to think of it as not as losing your friend just as your friend
being far away from you
yeh.. and then again
I think you’re right
yeh I think being apart is death why because after that it says ka-l-jabal li- š-ṣā’id fa-
huwa yabdū min-as-sahī aktar wudūhan lahu
I wanted to ask you about being apart. you chose apart
yes
eh and there’s the verb to part from your friend. what do you think of it?
yeh. but to part probably gives the the meaning of to just sort of go past. if
you’re apart from someone. then you didn’t have a conflict and you parted
mhm. it’s already done. it’s
it means you’re apart but on good terms. if you see each other again, you will talk to each other. but if to part from someone, it probably means just you not talking to them whatsoever.

if you got to part or something like that

so you chose not to use part

yeh

let’s see what ten. ah ten is tense. in ten. eleven and twelve I wanted to ask you about the tense (I feel a bit lost) for example li-anna kulla fikrin fi-ṣ-sadāqa can you try to translate it?

where is it?

li-anna kulla fikrin

and every though. in friendship, every thought and desire and hope. eh. is this linked to that one? coz if it’s linked I’ll probably use. eh or for every thought. desire and hope in friendship. it will grow. without the need to talk (long pause) something like that

it must be a bit difficult to translate on the spot

(yeh (long pause))

so you think we should use the present? you used the present in

yeh

is born and shared

yeh

OK I want to ask you about the word call because if you notice in the first. one of the first two sentences you have taṭlubūnahu li-r-rāḥa. asking for relaxation. and then we have love that asks for revealing its secret al-maḥabbā allati’ lā taṭlub illā kašī sirrihā. and then utlubhu where you used call. can you just tell me why you chose different English translations from the same Arabic word?

yeh because here we’re talking. at the beginning. ye’ne (xx) it’s more about more general enno (that) the friend is. the person that you ask for for relaxation when you’re with or something like that. but here it’s sort of more specific. to actually enno (that) actually utlubhu making a phone call or going over and or something the actual actual action of it to be together

(yeh)

OK so this is more abstract

(yes)

OK I get it now. because I was wondering why you used call. I thought like utlubhu like mnutilu ‘ala t-telefon (we call him as in phone call)

I didn’t mean like just utlubhu as in phone call but yeh. as in. eh. just make that action. the contact

OK.. OK ah there is one thing. ah we finish thirteen fourteen and fifteen then I have something to ask you about eh. thirteen.. fa-fī nadā l-aṣyā’. eh for in the middle of tiny things I noticed you used the same word order as in Arabic. you didn’t change anything

yeh

and fourteen. wa-matā tuفارقین it’s also the same I think in this one you changed the word order your friend is there for you to be with and here you changed from negative
to positive do not make .. in Arabic lā ta_CODEC_jālū l-شركاء you made it make friendship .. can you try and translate this one very quickly just to see what you might come up with?

186S5 which one?
187B wa-lā wa-lā ta_CODEC_jālū li-شركاء
188S5 (silence) make friendship eh . an aim to touch the soul
189B you think of it as positive not negative
190S5 yeh . and beside if you want to say here do not make friendship this . but eh an aim to touch the soul . so you gotta have something there
191B can I ask you and can you honestly tell me because this is quite interesting . did you try to avoid this structure that’s why you’ve chosen the positive
192S5 yeh . yes .. la'anno (because) I thought about it la'anno (because) I was trying to translate because I thought if . you got . you gotta put a word there!
193B yeh, that’s right
194S5 and you don’t have but to put a word .
195B but or save I think in the original Gibran uses save
196S5 yeh . and what happens if if I pick the wrong word it might change the entire meaning
197B OK ah, so to be on the safe side you chose not to take a risk
198S5 yeh
199B this is what I’m looking at also . the way translators make choices . whether they are willing to take risks or not . OK .. so you follow this strategy most of the time when you translate?
200S5 to a certain point
201B because you told me that you translate without the need to drafts as you go .
202S5 yeh
203B so that’s the way you process
204S5 yeh
205B OK . there’s something I noticed in eh in the fast translation, when you talk about the yes and the no do not hesitate in saying no or in saying yes and then in the slow if you notice you used the, can you try to translate it now see what you come up with?
206S5 yeh (she reads the Arabic) when your friend asks for your opinion .. do not hesitate with telling them . with answering them the no . I said that no and be generous with the yes
207B why did you choose to use the article the?
208S5 because it’s like it’s specific about the opinion . and usually and usually when you ask people about their opinion .. they never say no even if something is really ugly or something like that . they never say no .. so that no (stress) that specific no (stress) yeh that’s the no (stress)
209B so you think the no
210S5 yeh
211B OK because here you used replies I thought that maybe the was replacing the no . and the yes was the replies . yes no replies
212S5 no
213B no? uhm . so you thought of it from the start when you were translating
214S5 yes
215B OK .. so you think the slow version is better
OK...uhm...we did apart...ah...there's a sentence. this one *li-anna akṭar mā tuḥḥbünuahu fihi qad yakūn awdah*, can you translate it? can you try?

*li-anna akṭar mā tuḥḥbünuahu fihi qad yakūn awdah fi ġiyābihi*: eh...for whatever you love most about your friend...will be closer in his absence

yeh. I'm interested in the second part of the sentence

just like eh...just like a mountain for the climber...it looks eh...it looks really easy to climb from down the bottom

ah...just like eh...just like a mountain for the climber...it looks eh...it looks really easy to climb from down the bottom

OK. because...the word *sahl*. what did you understand it as?

as in *sahl*. not the mountain...*sahl* as a

you understood it as *sahl*?

ah...because you translated it as easy...to climb (long pause) from the...see what I mean?

for example did you think of using the word *plain*. or *bottom* or something like that? because I have the feeling that one can get mixed up between *sahl*. as *plain* and *sahl*. as *easy*. some students translated both meanings and others used the meaning of *easy* rather than *plain*...so I'm interested to know if you thought of it as *plain* but...why you chose this word?

(long pause) I don't know...now I'm reading it I'm thinking about it as in the *plain* now

because you told me *plain* straight away after you translated on-line

yeh...but maybe when I read it the first time

mhm

because the translation here easier

that's right...so now this time you got the meaning because...you said it yourself...

yeh

OK. eh...what else? (long pause) asking for .. relaxation...so can you rate your translation a second time after our interview...would you still give yourself the same?

yeh

I mean if you look at it all as a process of all the translations plus our discussion...don't look at it as one part but look at it all as one translation

probably four...four and a half

OK...OK...I'm just trying to think if there's anything else I want to ask you...do you want to say anything about the interview...no?

did you like the translation?

I'll have to analyse all the translations and then I'll have a feedback session with each one of you...I can't say anything at this stage

mhm

but I'm interested to see how you are able to assess your own translations...so did you find it useful to work in different modes like fast and slow? was it useful doing it this way?

yeh...yeh

but you were one of those students who always work in fast mode I think (thinking of S1 who was similar)
so how do you do your. I'm also analysing the way you edit your work. but you didn't have a lot of editing
you must edit. you edit internally
yeh yeh yeh as I'm as I'm writing it.
you edit internally
yeh. and then and then it's like. because like I said I don't read the text. all of it. then translate. I start with the first sentence and then I go. I change I change a lot while I'm doing it. coz if I'm at the third or fourth paragraph like I find that something links to the first paragraph. like different meaning or something like that. I go back and change it. but once I finish. I write down my last sentence and then I look at it again
OK. do you think you're better at interpreting or translating?
I'm doing both..
which one do you feel more comfortable doing?
both are all right. halal' kamen (now also) depending on the text. like now I'm doing community translation. I hate it because the texts are really hard. they're really really hard. the texts..
OK. thank you for doing this interview
you're welcome!
1B by the way, I forgot to ask you something. I wanted to ask you if you could give yourself a grade between one and seven for your translation
2S6 the whole one or just for this one?
3B what we’ll do is, which one are you satisfied with and how much would you give yourself? and then after we finish the interview you can change the grade. so
4S6 all right
5B so how much between one and seven. how much do you think you can give yourself?
6S6 I give myself on the word choice and tense and grammar it’s about four out of seven. yeh four out of seven yeh
7B OK and we’ll see later. because you’re starting to see differences in your translations
8B so if we look at the. let’s look at. what we’re gonna be doing now is we will look at the fast translation the first translation that you did.
9S6 mhm
10B then we compare it with the slow one. so this one we call a slow translation because you used a dictionary and you had plenty of time to finish the translation
11S6 yes
12B and the section that is missing we’ll try to translate it on-line. like you translate automatically. on the spot. OK?
13S6 yep I can do it now. yeh
14B OK! I just check. so let’s start with one
15S6 yeh one
16B can you try. is it OK if we read the Arabic and then you try to translate it straight away? and then we can compare with the other two?
17S6 ah. without looking?
18B yeh. can you do that?
19S6 yeh. I try. he said. a young man. or a boy. just talk to us about the friendship. he answered saying. your friend. this is the one you need him. eh. this is the one you need him..
20B it’s OK if you can’t finish it we look at the translation
21S6 eh this is the one you need him. when you want. he is like a field. this is the one you plan on it the love. and you and after that you take the grow up plant love by thanks
22B OK we can stop here.
23S6 yep
24B thank you. so in the fast translation if we look at number one. you said he said a young man. talk to us about friendship
25S6 mhm
26B and then in this one he said a boy had told us about the friendship. why do you think you you chose different. you changed the translation. yes
27S6 eh like
28B I noticed you changed told us and talk to us
probably when I take my time. I took my time to think about the meaning. I just started to translate the the try to translate the the right meaning. yeh because I have my time. enough time. just to think about it

29S6 probably when I take my time. I took my time to think about the meaning. I just started to translate the try to translate the the right meaning. yeh because I have my time. enough time. just to think about it
30B Ok. so. here told us. so you would change told us
31S6 talk. talk to us
32B yeh
33S6 OK. because in the text. the original text said hadditha just tell us. tell us about the relationship. tell us about the relationship. or talk to us. here now another xx translation tell us
34B so you think. which one do you like
35S6 I think tell us. this is the right one because the tense.
36B so the tense here in the fast translation
37S6 the tense
38S6 yeh yep
39B OK eh. and then you changed a boy and
40S6 young man
41B young man
42S6 because fataa actually is a young man or a boy you know. I don’t know it’s exactly it’s a young man or a boy
43B it’s in between. youth
44S6 youth. yeh. yeh
45B so there is a third word
46S6 ah. youth. yeh. yeh. I don’t think about this word no. it doesn’t came in my mind
47B yeh. that’s why when you were trying to look for the right word you came up with two different
48S6 yes
49B OK. OK so number two you already translated it on-line.
50S6 mhm
51B in the fast he answered him your friend is the one you need and after that you don’t need him any more. and in this one
52S6 he answered. your friend is the one. eh. who help you. when you need him
53B OK. so it’s completely different
54S6 it’s completely different as I said before. I took my time and think about it what it is exactly he wants to say. what is the meaning exactly he wants to say. in the first translation what I said I said your friend is the one you need and after that you don’t need him any more. but probably totally different meaning here
55B mhm
56S6 he answered. your friend is the one help you when you need him. yeh no probably I look deep in the meaning
57B yeh. hajatukum wa-qad qudiyat. so you were looking at the
58S6 qad qudiyat it’s it’s pose problem also you know. because. what does mean qad qudiyat you know. yeh. yeh
59B what does it mean?
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60S6 yes (smiles) you have to look beyond the meaning of this one. especially just to eh. to suit the text. you know. 

61B qudiyat even qudiyat you have to understand the meaning by Arabic (laughs) qudiyat I think. qudiyat it’s finished. something is finished or done

62S6 yeh. something like that. yeh

63B but you were looking deeper. into a deeper meaning. that’s why you didn’t put done

64S6 exactly!

65B like others for example used done. but you were trying to look

66S6 yeh, the meaning beyond

67B OK

68S6 OK

69B so now if we continue with example three. ah you translated it on-line already

70S6 mhm

71B he is your field

72S6 is your field he’s your. yours field that plant with love and you get that in the end by thanks

73B OK. what do you have here? can

74S6 what I have here. he’s like a field that you plant in it a love and harvest by thanks. and harvest. actually when I translated on spot just I. get stuck with harvest yaḥṣud and but when I looked in the dictionary I just found this one. the harvest you know

75B OK

76S6 it’s get the right meaning or not. you know but

77B can you. can you. if we look at the sentence eh can you tell me why you chose he’s yours field

78S6 he’s yours field. because it said in the text. original text eh. innahu ḥaqlakum allātī tazra’ūnahu bi-l-maḥḥabba. ḥaqlakum here it’s. yeh he he just wanna describe.. this is a place he wants to put as a plant as a plant as a love as a plant or something like this as a ḥaql. a field

79B yeh but why do you have yours. why yours?

80S6 ah. why do you have yours? because it said here in the first innahu ḥaqlakum which one he means ḥaqlakum? you? your field. your field. yeh because

81B so when you thought about it you got it right

82S6 yes yes ḥaqlakum

83B because when you don’t have field. you say he’s yours

84S6 yeh. yeh

85B but if you put field. you need to put your field

86S6 your field. yeh

87B OK. eh here you missed you the pronoun.

88S6 as ah!

89B because you were translating fast?

90S6 mhm

91B that you plant. here you have plant

92S6 yes I put it here

93B but here you said with love.

94S6 mhm
and here you said *a love*. in the fast you said *with love*

*96S6* yeh

here you changed to *a love*. why do you think you made this choice?

I. probably in the first one. was right, with love in the second one because I tried to translate it a a literally . like *anta tazra'hu bi-l ḥub in it* just as I said literally *in it love* I think this is *with love* is a better choice translation

when you translated fast you got it right

probably sometimes not all the time

which one is the right one?

does the literary meaning give real meaning what the writer wants to convey . you know . *wa-huwa ma'idatukum wa-madfa'atukum* I think the original one what I said I said . eh . probably what I said . this is the literary meaning and it is your table and heater . that is totally wrong

that’s why I wanted you to do the translation eh . automatically . if you translate automatically . what would you get? if you just try

ye you try to switch your brain quickly to the right meaning

if you can

ey if you can

after you did these two because you now have an idea already . it’s not like you’re seeing it for the first time

ye that’s right . but when I had my time I just think about the beyond the meaning the ..

what was beyond the meaning?

*he’s the one you want to see him when you feel you want to and you wanna to feel secure with him*

you want to feel secure with him?
yeh I just I just translated yeh I just
you merged the two
yeh I just not translated it as a word but I translate as sentence at all you want to see him when you feel you want to and you feel secure with him because you need him in desperate and you will happy with him actually I didn’t put the exact meaning from mā᾽datukum wa-madfaʾatukum. but I put the meaning the meaning
so you translated the rest also līʾannakum tajjūnahu jāʾ ṭǐn wa-tatlibūnahu lī-r-rāḥa
lī-r-rāḥa that’s right
so you didn’t use any of the words rāḥa w-jāʾ ṭǐn
effectively exactly
you changed
eh that’s right I changed to the real meaning that’s wants the writer to convey you know. without using hungry for example. because if I write hungry it’s not the one he mention. you know he wants to know. you know but in the.
in the fast one
in the fast one. so that you come hungry and demand rest (laughs) no probably I translate it literally hungry coz that was wrong it’s not right
that way you’ve constructed the sentences. because you told me about the grammar (long pause)
mhm
eh he’s the one you want to see him when you feel you want to. and you feel secure with him because you need him in desperate and you will be happy with him
is there anything with that. special?
I’m interested to see how you constructed the sentence with him using him. why is there. is there. what’s behind your choice?
of him. of him
yeh
OK
if you can think of something
because he said wa-huwa māʾdatukum wa-madfaʾatukum, wa-huwa. wa-huwa. him
so it has to do with the Arabic then?
yes
OK
yes, I think
wa-huwa māʾdatukum
wa-madfaʾatukum
līʾannakum tajjūnahu jāʾ ṭǐn
wa-tatlibūnahu lī-r-rāḥa yes
OK. so you’re following the pronouns in Arabic
yeh yeh. but I think is right or wrong? is not right because you have to
eh. I’m just trying to see how your works. how it works. the brain
yeh. how you think. and why you think you translated this to get you to think about the way you translated it. so you. you translated it. although this was a slow translation. you still got the pronoun. you stuck to the pronoun the same pronouns as in
Arabic. for example here you could have said for example here. I could say he is the one you want to see when you feel that you need him for example

160S6 ah . all right
161B without him. in you want to see him. without him
162S6 without him yeh yeh. I tried I tried to just follow the original one. coz wa-huwa mā'datukum. is is. or him you know you know or something like that
163B OK. eh. he is. now this one ḥīna yuṣarīḥukum ṣadiqukum lā takāfūn al-lā fi ārā'ikum wa-lā tabkilūna 'alayhi bi-n-na'am
164S6 mhm
165B wa-matā yakūn sāmitan lā tatawaqqaf qulūbukum 'an l-īṣā' ilā qalbibi. eh
166S6 that's in fast translation?
167B can you translate it?
168S6 eh quick?
169B yeh. can you do that? it could be interesting just to see how
170S6 mhm ḥīna yuṣarīḥukum ṣadiqukum when your friend. eh eh tell you the truth. tell you the truth. don’t hide or don’t be afraid to tell him your opinion. eh. whatever you say yes or no
171B OK
172S6 and wa-matā yakūna sāmitan and whenever he is. eh silent. don’t let your heart stop eh to listen to him
173B OK so in the fast translation let’s see how
174S6 when your friend talk to you in face don’t worry or afraid. about your opinion and don’t be hard to give him
175B to give him what?
176S6 eh
177B your opinion?
178S6 yeh. probably. probably just what I meant yeh
179B mhm
180S6 don’t be afraid to give him your opinion just back to the opinion
181B OK
182S6 and when he is silent don’t let your heart to stop to listen to his heart. this is the fast translation
183B that’s right. yeh. in the on-line one you forgot to say to his heart but here you did
184S6 ah. all right. yeh
185B OK
186S6 mhm
187B so here in the last one. eh
188S6 don’t be afraid to say your opinion. whatever yes or no when your friend when your friend tells you the truth
189B do not stop your heart listening to his heart even when his heart is silent did you notice something. I think I noticed the word order is different here
190S6 yes the word order is different than the one
191B why? this is actually one of my questions about word order
192S6 mhm
193B and this is a good example here
194S6 mhm
195B can you just try to think why you changed the word order?
the word order I read the eh eh . the back line the back line or the second line .
because the cause and effect . you know . just I put the cause and effect . in this one I
tried to do this . but in the first one I I I didn’t think about the cause and effect and I
translated quick . you know

so which one do you think is better?

I think the second one . the second one . yeh the slow one

don’t be afraid to say your opinion

don’t be afraid to say your opinion . whatever yes or no when your friend tells
you the truth don’t stop your heart listening to his heart and when

even when his heart

even when his heart is silent

OK . this one is the same order . word order?

no I changed it
don’t let your heart stop

yeh
to listening to his heart .. do not stop your heart . here you had to listening and
here you have listening

mhm
do you think there should be something before listening , which one?

ah . the verb? the verb in the first one?
because here the main verb is . if we think about the verb is . has to do with stop

mhm
do not stop your heart

to be listening . to be listening to his heart?
orrr from? do not stop it from listening?

ah . from listening . yeh

maybe .
yeh yeh from listening probably it can be that one yeh

OK . eh halla’ heide (now this one) it’s a continuation of the other one li’anna kulla fikrin

li’anna kulla fikrin fi-ş-şadāqa wa-kulla ṭagbatin wa-kulla ragā’ innamā yūlad wa-
yataqāsam

yutaqāsam

yutaqāsam

yu yutaqāsam

yataqāsam

yutaqāsam

yutaqāsam?

yes , yutaqāsam , halla’ (now) we’ll see how you translated it because this one is a
bit tricky

yataqāsam it’s old sh’r (poetry) old old
dūna hājatin ilā l-kalām bi-farahin lā yunādā bihi . what did you think of this sentence?

OK .

and can you try to translate it? but what did you think of it?

this thing is eh . this sentence is eh . you have to play around with the words and
structure . because you can’t translate word to word . it doesn’t give the meaning . in the
Arabic language
uhm
but you have to eh abstract the meaning and what’s the writer who wants to say and just put the meaning. not translate word by word fa (so) if I try translate word by word probably I stuck and I can’t find any equivalent for the words like yūlad wa-yataqāsam you know. which. I I translated in the fast one

can you do it on-line?
ah (yes) I can do it on-line
famous on-line translation!
"I'llanna kulla fikrin fi-ṣ-ṣadāqa because every e e in the relationship. every thought and every. eh desire . and hope eh will be born. aw (or) resulted resulted as. resulted as without any eh eh any speak or talk about it. which is, will be joy it’s more joyable
OK . lā yunādā bihi ye’né (that is) the meaning
bi-faraḥin lā yunādā bihi. it’s more joyable most joyable one
let’s see the fast translation.
the fast translation. every thought on friendship. wish . hope . will born and grow up . probably I translate grow up huwa yūlad (is born)
because you were translating fast maybe. grow and born . born and grow up
yes . exactly and I try to put equivalent word to words without looking at the meaning . you know
ah OK
and grow up without talking but with joy and when you have your friend do not be sad
OK so the last in your slow translation
slow translation.everything . everything in friendship . would born and gather with amazing joy and happiness without even need to talk about it . what are whatever thought desire . hope
again you notice the difference in word order
mh
why?
different word order because as I said
you put all desire . hope at the end
eh . yeh . as as I wanna put the meaning of the sentences .
uhm
I don’t wanna stuck with the structure eh in the original text
OK, so, everything in friendship would born and gather
with amazing joy
you remember when you were doing the fast translation you told me it’s very tricky for you to deal with the verb tense?
that’s right, yes .
what did you think of the tense in this text?
in this text in general?
yes . because I noticed you changed the tense from the fast to the slow because . if the tense talks about the past or the present . something . the past . the present . and eh you have to change it as you see the sentence . you know .
so for example here . if we look at the tense .
everything in friendship. would born would born and gather would born as innämä yūlad wa yataqāsam that’s what I translated it as. would born and gather

so innämä gives the meaning of would?

yeh probably

it’s called modal. ye’né (meaning) it’s a probability (?)

yeh. would. innämä yūlad, innämä yūlad wa-yataqāsam it can be. without any. or without amazing joy

with amazing joy?

ah with amazing joy here. I tried to

gather. what did you put here. did you put gather here?

I said wish hope, will born

ah grow up

yep grow up

so grow up was not the right word

yūlad as in the first translation it will grow up as yūlad

mhm

but this is literary one it’s word to word

yutaqāsam. what do you understand by yutaqāsam? if we’re looking at words. I have a list that we we’re going to discuss later in the interview. but let’s think about this one in particular now

yataqāsam, share. share together

mhm

yutaqāsam something with someone else. you know share sandwich. share money. share relationship. yeh

but here you didn’t put share you put gather

ah (yes) gather

gather jam’ (to gather) ye ŋi (means) yujma’ (is gathered)

ah (yes) yeh ah ah (yeh yeh) gather ma’ ba’d (together). gather ma’ ba’d (together). aw (or)

why do you think you chose this? and to have the meaning of yutaqāsam differently?

eh. I don’t know too! you know I try to. I try to just understand the meaning. if this is the meaning he wants to say or not. probably.

is it possible this was from the dictionary or?

no no I didn’t look this one in the dictionary

so you just came up with the word

yeh

I think Gibran uses the word shared

share? yeh. probably as the most appropriate yep

with amazing joy. so amazing here refers to lā yunādā bihi?

ah (yes). bi-faraḥin lā yunādā bihi. amazing joy lā yunādā bihi probably xxx this one, we can say amazing joy. it’s most amazing joy you know. faraḥ lā yunādā bihi

where did we get up to? bi-faraḥin lā yunādā bihi laken (so). you. you’re satisfied with this word order. with this one? or the fast one?
the fast one? no the fast one is. no the slow the slow one is better because more word choice more good word choice. yeh
did you find the text easy in Arabic’ because you told me you haven’t been. like your Arabic is not a strong as others. right?
no the text what I found here. you have to understand.

mhm

because it’s not the word just only. you know. you have to understand what he wanna say you know. yeh because if you don’t understand the meaning you translate wrong. (laughs)

but as a text. was it OK? compared to the texts you’re used to translating?
no. it’s a bit hard because this is a poem. šīr (poetry) iš-šīr (poetry) probably it’s a bit harder than

you find it harder than a Centrelink text for example?
oh. of course because the Centrelink or migration or any other document it’s for word. words and English words. you can understand the meaning. but fi-l-šīr fīhā ḥāgāt (in poetry there are things). there’s too many words like magāzī (metaphorical)

metaphors?
ah (yes). ḥāgāt magāzīyya (metaphorical things). ḥāgāt (things) describing. for example you have to go beyond this things you know.

metaphorical meanings?
yeh metaphorical. yeh
mitl (such as) māʾidatukum (your board)
yeh māʾidatukum wa-madafiaʾtikum you know comes here also like ka-j-jabal li-šāʾid

yeh. how did you find this sentence? hallaʾ (now) we’ll get to this one. but how did you find it?

I just translate it as high mountain. you know.
hiyye (it is) ka-j-jabal li-šāʾid
ah (yes) ka-j-jabal li-šāʾid? ka-j-jabal li-šāʾid

ka-j-jabal li-l-latī fāṣaduhu

no probably. no
hallaʾ (now) we’ll try to translate it on-line to see. it’ll be interesting
very interesting (laughs)

OK. so so when you left your friend

wa-matā tufāriqūn, wa-matā tufāriqūn šadiqakum lā tahzanūn, that’s one. you wanna.

li-anna akṭar mā tuḥibbūnahu ḥinī qad yakūn audaḥ fī giyābihi, ah and then we continue ka-j-jabal li-š-šāʾid

yeh yeh here also you don’t know where is the sentence its end and joined sentences you know. you have to know joined sentences

how do you know how to join sentences?
joining sentences you have to like guess you know. eh you know. guess ((laughs)
in the fast. if you’re translating fast you tend to translate just by sections sometimes. that’s what I noticed with various translations

mhm

but in the slow you have time to think about what cohesive devices to use right?

exactly. yeh yeh

so you have more thought
more thought . exactly . this one joined this paragraph or this paragraph or this sentence

335B can you try and translate this one?
336S6 ah (yes) wa-matā tufāriqūn sādiqakum lā tahzanūn?
337B mhm
338S6 eh . eh and when you left your friend, do not be sad .. li-anna akṭar mā tuḥībbūna because the most things you love . about him will be clear in his absent
339B OK . the word thing you’ve used refers to
340S6 akṭar mā tuḥībbūnahu fihi yakūn audah fi ġiyābu. but
341B the most thing. akṭar mā. mā? thing is mā?
342S6 inna akṭar mā tuḥībbūn most thing you love about him
343B I mean mā in Arabic refers to thing? in your translation?
344S6 yes . yes
345B OK this is what I thought . OK can we see how you did that in the fast?
346S6 in the fast probably the same because the most one the most one you love on him is clear in his absent like a high mountain
347B eh la‘(no) there’s the first section. and when you leave your friend don’t be sad . OK . here you said..
348S6 so when you left your friend don’t be sad
249B OK you changed the tense
350S6 I changed the tense here yes this is what
351B I’m interested in . why?
352S6 probably when you left . it’s like (long pause) something the past but not in the past when you left here ..
353B mhm
354S6 it’s like when we said if you eh if you won . or if you won the lottery . but actually . you know . you know
355B mhm
356S6 if you won the lottery . but actually you didn’t win the lottery now . yeh . yeh
357B OK . it makes sense . now I know what you were thinking when you chose this word . so you think this one . the slow one is better
358S6 it’s better just more time to think about it . I think so
359B because here . when you leave your friend do not be sad
360S6 don’t be sad
361B OK because the most one . and here the most thing
362S6 the most thing you love about him . yeh . word choice here probably
363B so one and thing . what if we take them out all together?
364S6 yeh . we can take it out doesn’t doesn’t make any difference
365B that which you love most in him . I think that’s how Gibran wrote it
366S6 doesn’t affect anything . the translation yeh
367B but maybe because in Arabic we have mā. automatically you think
368S6 yeh . it’s mā this what. it has nothing to do with the translation . we can omission . we can omit it this one . because if you read it the English I don’t think you can translate the English mā . there’s no mā (laughs)
369B I’m just trying to see where you got thing and one from . from mā or not .. so it didn’t come from mā it just came from the brain
from this mā (laughs) it's amazing how language

what did you put here absent?

yeh

absent, here qad yakūn audaḥ fi ḡiyābihi

absent . in his absent, fi ḡiyābu . qad yakūn audaḥ fi ḡiyābu it will be clear in his absent

if I were to say . I was absent . from class last week for example .

does mean you wasn’t physically here

ye'né kint qelibe (meaning I was absent)

yes

ḡā'ba (absent) ḡeir 'an (it’s different from) ḡiyāb (absence), ḡā'ba hiyye ṣifa aw ḥāl (it’s an adjective or an adverb) I don’t know what you call it . ṣ-ḡiyāb is a noun

yeh . how you think about it . yeh I understand he wasn’t here physically but

ye'né fi tene kelme bel-inglize ye'né masalan (there’s another word in English for example) ḡeyīb absent? absent ṣ-and] absence

absence ḡiyāb?

ḡiyāb is absence . ṣ-and] ḡā'ib is absent . absent is an adjective if we’re talking about someone we say he was absent

aha yeh

and when you’re talking about a state we say ḥālat ḡiyāb we say absence

yep this is the problem also the adjectives the adjectives another

yeh and I think because in Arabic we have ṣifa m'all'a bi-l-kelme (the form of the adjective is the same as the noun) we use the same word as adjective and as noun that’s why it’s very tricky when it comes to translation

bi-z-zabṭ il (the) adjectives bi-z-zabṭ

so here it should be absence

yeh absence, yeh probably is right word

so . yeh . heyde (this is) the famous one! ka-j-jabal let’s see how you would translate it now

ka-l-gabal li-ṣ-sā'id where is this?

translate it on-line it’s OK

yeh this one is all right ka-l-gabal li-ṣ-sā'id fa-huwa yabdū

ye'né yakūn audaḥ fi ḡiyābihi ka-j-jabal li-ṣ-sā'id

li-l-sā'id? ah yes I think I saw this one wrong because I see it as a high mountain . but now I understand the meaning . ka-l-gabal li-ṣ-sā'id is like someone he climbs the mountain . like someone he climbs the mountain . he seems . he seems easy and . mo more . clearly . and more clearly

fa-huwa

fa-huwa yabdū mina-ṣ-sahl

huwa refers to what? what do you think?

refers . refers to ḡiyābu to his absence I mean his absence seems like is that’s right?

li-anna aktar mā tuḥībbūnahu fihi qad yakūn audaḥ fi ḡiyābihi

ka-l-gabal li-ṣ-sā'id

ka-j-jabal li-ṣ-sā'id fa-huwa yabdū min as-sahl ye'né (it means) huwa refers to the previous sentence you think?
la’ (no) huwa it refers to the one I described now. the person who climb the mountain. huwa. yeh huwa

that’s why I’m asking. in your English translation it seems like you were talking about him

mhm. yes. yeh

but what did you put in the fast? let’s see because you didn’t have much time to think

no. clear in absent like a high mountain as it looks like very clear

ah. OK

no. this is totally different

and here

so when you left your friend do not be sad. ah OK. clear in his absent like a high mountain which seems more easy and clear to him. no probably I can’t

here it’s right which seems because which refers to mountain

to mountain ah OK

w-mazbūt (and it’s right) huwa refers to jabal

that’s a good one! OK! yeh

mazbūt (right) refers to jabal ye’né ka-j-jabal li-š-sā’id fa-huwa fa-j-jabal yabdū mina s-sahl

ah (yes) beautiful

ba’den fi šaglé (there’s one more thing) did you think of the word sahl. what it means?

easy?

yeh in Arabic

ah (yes) it’s not the easy yabdū mina s-sahl

you were not the only one to think like that

you mean as-sahl

as-sahl ye’né plain

ah (yes). no!

most thought of sahl as having two meanings. easy and plain

aha

so you got the meaning as easy. you didn’t think of it as sahl

no fa-huwa yabdū mina s-sahl

in Arabic we have the expression yabdū mina s-sahh kaza kaza (blah blah)

(ah now I know the plain is a small river. a small running river) fa-huwa yabdū mina s-sahl akṭar wuḍūhan lahu

ye’né li-š-sā’id (it means to the climber) you got the meaning now!

mhm mhm yes

so you translated it differently

ah (yes) exactly because I didn’t understand the sahl/yes (laughs)

I won’t ask you to translate it now because you won’t be able to. yammā (or) you can?

what. what do you want me to translate it now?

can you? I don’t want to pressure you

from where. from here?

la’ (no) ka-j-jabal li-š-sā’id
OK. eh eh as as a high mountain which . which seem . which seems . which seems like a a a . I don’t know what this sahl . nahr (river) . water

sahl is plain . from the plain

plain?

ye'né (it means) al-ard al-munbasita (the flat land)

ah . which seems like a plain eh eh much clearly

hiyye (it means) fa-huwa yabdū min as-sahl , ye'né (that is) from the plain . for whoever is going up the mountain

from the plain it looks easy . eh . I’m starting to get confused . it looks . clear to him . let’s stop it here . because after analysing the previous translations I’m starting to think the others did . I’m using their words . I cannot process anymore

you went back to the Arab world

yesterday I was writing something and all I could think of was the translations of one student . as if it was my own

inna l-maḥabbat llati lā tālūl illā kašfī sirrihā laisat maḥabba

ah . wa-lā tālālū lī-ṣ-ṣadāqa gāyatan illā ta’miq r-rūḥ

this one . it’s a bit silly . you know

silly or ambiguous?

because because you because the meaning . what he wants to say . don’t let your . don’t let the . don’t let the friendship a . as a target . as a target but let it be as . as a friendship . as a friendship . with its meaning that’s why I translate it . I don’t know here (long pause)

don’t let the friendship target

don’t let the friendship target as itself but treat it as a spiritual wish . here in the slow one . love the friendship as a friendship and do not let it as a target . what I understood it’s like kalli friendship ka-ṣadāqa ma ykunṣī min warāhā ḥāga ay ay ya’nī anta muš bitṣādiq wāhid ‘aṣān tākud minnu ḥāga aw tikun ‘āwiz minnu ḥāga bas kalli ṣ-ṣadāqa ṣadāqa (keep friendship as a friendship with nothing behind it that is you don’t become friends with someone so that you take something from them but keep the friendship as friendship)

ye'né be-ra'yak (so in your opinion) ta’miq r-rūḥ huwē maḏza ṣ-ṣadāqa (is the xxx of friendship)

yeh yeh

so that’s why you kept ṣadāqa

yes I think so

because for you as-ṣadāqa hiyye ta’miq r-rūḥ

yeh what other way can I say . you know

so li-anna l-maḥabbat llati lā tālūl illā kašfī sirrihā laisat maḥabba

OK if he wants to know

because love

because the love that required to be released

why did you choose released?

as

here you have exposed

exposed yes . as kašf sirrihā

eh expose its secrets
474S6 expose its secrets I think this one appropriate. eh does not call a love but it will be a trip
475B I didn’t understand
476S6 me too (both laughing) a trep. trap. no trep
477B trap?
478S6 yeh
479B OK
480S6 trap for fishing as a misyada ya’ni (that is)
481B here. did you look it up in the dictionary. casting?
482S6 yeh I look in dictionary but casting net?
483B cast net
484S6 šabaka? OK
485B a net cast forth
486S6 cast net. all right dictionary ‘arabi zibāla
487B here taṣṭād we can use it for tuyūr (bird) and for samak (fish). in English I think fishing for fish hunting for birds. or maybe we use hunting for whales?
488S6 OK
489B or you catch a fish. I think Gibran uses catch. I think
490S6 bal utlubūh dā’iman wa-ladaikum sā’ āt baḥyūnahā ya’ni (it means) just call him when you happy and you have time to get together to enjoy
491B yeh laḥazet (did you notice) taqtulūnahu
492S6 wa-ladaikum waqt taqtulūnahu
493B it refers to what?
494S6 when you have time spare time
495B you got it now. but in your translations you said time to kill him
496S6 exactly yeh
497B you’re not the only one
498S6 min-ūl bi-l-‘arabi (in Arabic we say) mni’tul il-wa’t (we kill time)
499B so you know the expression
500S6 yeh fa-lahu an yamla’ ḥāgata’um lá farāḥakum he is can. he is can give you
501B fa-lahu huwa what do you understand by fa-lahu huwa?
502S6 fa-lahu huwa ya’ni (means) he can. he can. huwa ‘induhu l-ma’dira innu huwwa yamla’ wa’t farāḥakum bi-l-ḥāga il inta btiḥtaghā (he has the ability to fill your spare time with the thing that you are in need of)
503B so he can fill your life with love and your need not your spare time
504S6 yeh yeh lā farāḥakum ya’ni (it means) miš li-t-tassliya bass (not just for fun) wa fi’ uzūbati š-sadāqa idḥakū wa-taqāsamū l-afrāah and eh in the good relationship just laughing and tshare the
505B why choose laughing?
506S6 idḥakū here idḥakū
507B laugh
508S6 laughing what he said
509B laugh
510S6 laughing ah laugh and tshare the the joy
511B OK fa-fi nadā
fa-ši nādā l-ašyāʾ ʾṣ-ṣağira yajid ʾl-qalb ṣabāḥahu fa-yantāʾiš. fa-ši nādā ah probably. I understand ʾanī fi nādā l-ašyāʾ ʾṣ-ṣağira in the small things whatever you know. eh. the heart find his. his joy. its joy

here you said in which the small things the heart find himself and will be fresh

yeh mumkin (possible)

why you think you chose in which. the small things

which. fa-ši nādā l-ašyāʾ ʾṣ-ṣağira

(I read it again) what you were thinking when you chose in which the small things?

eh eh which in the small things eh ay ʾl-ḥāgāt ʾṣ-ṣağira ḥatta ʾl-ḥāgāt ʾṣ-ṣağira mumkin tiddī l-ʾlāb refreshment (even the tiny things provide the heart with refreshment)

yeʾnē which. what does it refer to?

which. illi (stress) ʾl-ḥāgāt ʾṣ-ṣağira

ah

illi ʾl-ḥāgāt

ah so it’s like you’re linking it to the previous section

yeh. I link it

I think I’ll have to stop here. thank you
I wanted to ask you before we started.

If you could rate your translation.

The one you’re happy with, which one are you happy with, the last one?

The last one I think I eh eh the first one, the fast maybe.

If I ask you to rate your translation how much would you give yourself between one and seven?

One and seven? I give myself eh eh four out of seven.

OK, when we finish I’ll ask you again if you can evaluate your translation with the interview, the whole lot, OK?

We’re going to try to speak English because it’s much easier for me to transcribe, so what we’ll be doing, we go over each section from the beginning and then you try to translate it on-line. We call on-line automatically without stopping, and then we discuss the translation. So the first one...this is the fast, this is the slow, and this is the Arabic.

And, and a young man a you, said talk to us about friendship.

Continue?

Here you had and tell us about friendship, so you prefer talk to us about friendship.

You were to say youth?

Yes youth.

Yes it’s better.

Yes better he answered saying your friend is eh eh. is your need and eh eh that’s it. and and

And

And he’s

OK I wanted to ask you when you said in fast your friend is your need and he fulfilled.

In slow you said your friend is your need and it spends. I couldn’t understand what you meant by spends.

Yeh actually, actually that’s slow, and that’s fast.

Yeh.

Now this is it spends it means like, I tried to be like literal, mean it’s like, he’s your need and then, eh eh when you need someone and you have used it, you have spend so you have money spend it.

Ah so you’ve related it to money!

Hard I mean that’s hard, I wasn’t sure about it. I wasn’t sure about it.

So, uhm, so here now I understand spends.

Yeh see I get it now.
but here you said *he fulfilled*

yes. different

what did you mean by *he fulfilled*?

I think, I think *fulfil* is maybe better than *spends*

yeh because you put *he* and you put *fulfil* and nothing in the middle

yeh yeh I know, but but it’s like, it’s like *he’s your need and and and and to be fulfilled*, I think

ah, OK because if you if you put *he is fulfilled*

yeh I think this is much better but that one *spend*

so you think *spend* is better?

yeh you can say it, like this is hard, that word because you know what, I didn’t even understand what this is mean

*wa-qad qudiyat*

yeh

OK

yeh I didn’t understand, what does it mean?

*ye’ne†(it means) qudiyat , kento bi-ḥājē la-šī wa-qad qudiyat*

*yeh* you put in *need of something and your friend answered your need*

ah so this is it!

yeh so it gives the meaning

ah wow! good boy X!!

*innahu*

*this is your field eh which you eh eh plant with with love, and you harvest with thanks, to, with thanksgiving*

OK in fast you said *this is your field which you sew, you meant sow with love*

yes

*and harvest with thanks*

*with thank*

in the slow, *this is your field which you cultivate and which you harvest with praise*. which one do you think you prefer? you translated something similar to the fast I think?

yeh, I think, I think I prefer that one

the slow one?

yeh

OK

which you cultivate and which you harvest with praise. now what happen. it’s like, you see in translation, what’s about, I mean I mean translating and interpreting, you never you never get it same every time, even if you translate something, you don’t do it the same as every time because every time this depend on the words coming to you at the time. that’s what I feel the difference between my translations

ah the difference between the fast and the slow, yeh, that’s why we’re working in different modes

yeh

to see how you process each time

yeh, that is good for your

*wa-huwa mā’idatukum*
and this is your eh eh your meal table meal and eh fire eh place
here you said this is and in the fast it is your meal and your heater
yeh soo, which one?
you kept the meanings it’s the same meaning as food?
yeh yeh actually I think he’s your meal is much better maybe, better
better than your table?
yeh maybe
but this is or he is or it is?
this is I think, yeh better
OK so for huwa you say this is!
this is, like you’re talking about something, have you šefté addaiš l-inglize taba’é
awiyé anā a’wā min l-’arabé (see how strong my English is, stronger than my Arabic)
mā anā ‘am šūf la’anno fi minkun l-’arabé a’wā (yes I can see that some of you are stronger in Arabic)
bas anā a’wā wēhid bi-š-saff bi-l-inglīze, anī šarle arb’a w-išrīn sēné ġaun (but I’m the strongest in class in English, I’ve been living in Australia for twenty four years)
ḥerzēnī (that’s a lot)
bas bi-l-’arabé bi-l-marra (but my Arabic is nill)
la’ (no) you’re OK. ḥalla’ minšūf, fi jēmal badna nšūf aza hmemta mazbūt (now we’re going to see if you understood some of the sentences)
OK
li -annakum taji’ūnahu jā’ ī’in wa-taṭtubūnahu li-r-raḥa
because you come eh come to him hungry and you ask for mercy. ask for but this was hard
ah, you found the text hard?
yeh not easy!
X found it hard as well, he told me centrelink texts are much easier
of course that’s’ hard
OK, eh, and this one, ḥina yusārihum
when your friend, eh eh like..admit to you. or open his heart to you, do not say, do not be afraid to say no in your opinion, and do not be eh and and say to him no eh yes I mean tabkūlīn ʿalaihi there’s no word for that we say do not be afraid in your opinion, do not hesitate to say yes
in the fast you said do not be afraid except in your opinion do not hesitate to say yes
yes
in the slow, in case your friend was frank, worry only about no in their opinion
ah this your one!
no this one, right?
yeh. OK
mazbūt (right)?
yeh
laʿanno ʿaydton abal (I have them written down) in case your friend was frank worry only about no in their opinion and do not be stingy with yes
yeh
this is an Australian colloquial word, why did you choose it?
OK what why is stingy that is good because I couldn’t find a word, at the time which means stingy, in eh, I think there is but at that time I wasn’t able to get this word so you thought of it as if you were speaking to someone you would say that?
yes but actually but actually some texts they use stingy I mean you know, I mean stingy you use you can but but. some text you can use it sometimes one you allow one or two maybe in every, in every text, I used it, but here, I should have used a different word eh, so are you happy with this translation or with the other one?
with that one? be afraid xxxxx I think that one
the slow one, so far you’re happier with your slow translation
yeh, yeh
OK
coz you have more time..but I discovered that this is not bad (smiles)
ah! that’s good
because I mean
because it’s true
yes, it’s true because you know why, I think it depend on how good you are, how good translator you are, and I think by the end of the year I’m going to be good, very good, you know because I’m still in the training process. but that’s why
you still have six weeks I think
yeh for this semester but I still have fourteen weeks for the whole year
ah, you’re doing a whole year course
yeh
Ok, so.. so you got this do not. do not be afraid. so you think it’s asking do not be afraid
yeh
instead of you won’t be afraid
do not be afraid better
do not be afraid because I’d like us to look at the tense in the whole text eh wa-matā yakūn šāmitan lā tatawaqqaf qulūbukum ‘an l-īṣā’ ilā qalībī. and when it’s silent eh when it’s eh silent, do not let your heart stop on listening to his heart
uhm, it’s similar to the fast one
yeh
but in the slow when you had more time, you said when he is silent, your heart will not stop listening to his heart
uhm
so you used what I was just talking about, you didn’t choose do not you said will not, why do you think?
why I said do not
because. there’s a difference in the tense between the two, hon (here) lā tatawaqqaf w-hon (and here) lā tajālū qulūbakum tatawaqqaf actually, actually you know it should be, which do not not which will not, you know like sometimes too, when you talk, you do mistake like here, here it depend what you think when the words come to you quickly, you say it
but which one do you think is right?
do not
do not? not will not
OK, so this is the fast, you’re happy with the fast translation?

yes

because for every think thinking eh eh in in friendship and for every desire and for every hope. eh eh eh it will be, it will be born and be shared without the need for for speaking, with, with with eh joy which you do not call for

Ok. it’s similar to the

the fast

slow one I think

slow one yeh

because in the slow you said do not call by (I read it)

OK and and as you notice eh eh like I can be one day, Gibran khalil Gibran translator because you know what when you’re writer it’s is like I am a poet but he’s a writer but what I mean when you translate you need to translate it good so it sound like like Gibran Khalil Gibran, you know, you have to be eh eh faithful, and I think this is beautifully done

you think the fast one is beautifully done

did you understand what I’m saying?

uhm, better than the slow one?

yeh, so far, so far I think mix between

uhm. it’s true

yeh

here, do you need to put be?

and be shared yeh

will be born and shared?

no, and be shared

be shared? OK

how long have you been here in Australia?

!!!!!

yeh, that’s why because the longer you are here, the better you’ll be in English

really!

in grammar yeh

so you think

because my English now is to do with, I listen it comes from listening, it does come from

ah you mean the longer you live in an English speaking country the better

yeh, I think

I think you become better at idiomatic expressions

yeh and also you can discover, you can test yourself if you’re good by by listening, so if it doesn’t sound good, that’s it, it’s not good

that’s why you think the fast one

much better

because here you had thought then you changed it to thinking

I think, thought is better

yeh
but you know because when I was doing it I just, I was (laughs) I was doing something and doing this at the same time

you were cooking?

not cooking, I was doing my assignment

‘an jadd, yā allā (my god!)

ma ḥona bitṣūfē el quality, bitṣūfē (here you can see the quality)

OK now this one

when you depart your friend, do not be eh eh, sad or do not despair eh eh because what, the most you you like about him, eh will become more clear in his absence, eh it’s it’s like, a mountain eh eh for the eh , for the ascender, and it will seem to be easy eh and more clear

OK we stop here, in the fast you said when you depart your friend do not be afraid, but here you said the right word, you said do not, something

yeh

because most you like in it

in him sorry in him

so it should be him

yeh, I just mistake, yeh

could be clear in his absence

yes

OK, as mountain for the ascender. you said

ascender yes

for the climber you mean

you can say climber but ascender it’s more, is more appropriate because this is like poem you have to use idiomatic because it’s clear, it’s close to the English to the Arabic ones, that’s why here you can see I’m a bit, I’m a bit poetic, because you need to use right word

in the fast one you mean?
yeh, in the fast one that’s why I used it. and I think this is true, because you can’t use any word like ascender this is like more more poetic is is more more powerful

OK

more powerful

OK this is good so

tekram ‘ānik (you’re welcome)
you know in the slow translation you said he is seemed to be so clear

yes

in the Arabic you have fa-huwa yabdu mina s-sahl what do you understand by this expression?

eh eh which one?

k-aj-jabal li-s-sā’id fa-huwa yabdu min as-sahl akṭar wuḍūḥan lahu

OK, it seem more easy

OK we have an expression in Arabic which says yabdu mina s-sahl but here as-sahl ye’né the plain

ah ah OK OK I made a mistake

it’s OK, most of you didn’t get it right

this is confusing
it’s ambiguous, a bit ambiguous in Arabic
you know and I think that that what many people fall in, by not understanding what the author is saying and that’s why this is hard because you know Khalil Gibran is not anyone, you know he is very smart, he’s very articulate, more than us of course, and so when he write that, some people think oh you know he’s not, you know he meant it’s easy but it’s not because there is \textit{aj-jabal} and there is \textit{as-sahl}
but he wrote the original in English, remember there is \textit{aj-jabal} and there is \textit{as-sahl} so there is there are connection that’s right
I should have done that but I didn’t but you got this one while others didn’t they thought \textit{aj-jabal as-	extasciitilde{s}	extasciitilde{a} id, j-jabal yall	extasciitilde{e} t	extasciitilde{a}l}’ but \textit{ka-j-jabal li-	extasciitilde{s}	extasciitilde{a}	extasciitilde{a} id yabd	extasciitilde{u} mina s-sahl ye	extasciitilde{n}em in as-sahl akt	extasciitilde{a}r wud	extasciitilde{u}h	extasciitilde{n}}. so you might change your translation again right?
\textit{ba’d fi wehd	extasciitilde{e} téné} (there’s still one more) \textit{wa-l	extasciitilde{a} taj	extasciitilde{a}l	extasciitilde{u} li-	extasciitilde{s}	extasciitilde{a}d	extasciitilde{a}qa g	extasciitilde{a}yatan ill	extasciitilde{a} ta’miq r-r	extasciitilde{u}h}
\textit{do not let friendship a mean except deep deep eh deeping of the soul}
\textit{OK you put in do not let friendship a mean but depth of soul} and then in the slow
\textit{do not let friendship a goal but deepen spirit, soul and spirit}
I think, I think better word is eh, \textit{spirit}
\textit{soul and spirit} the same \textit{soul} and \textit{spirit}
\textit{tnynetun r	extasciitilde{u}h bal ‘arab	extasciitilde{e}?’}
\textit{r	extasciitilde{u}h, spirit}
\textit{nafs w-r	extasciitilde{u}h} (soul and spirit)
\textit{I think spirit, I think spirit}
\textit{spirit? OK}
\textit{the the same you know, like this very hard like bit’	extasciitilde{u}l	extasciitilde{i} helo aw b	extasciitilde{a}‘a	extasciitilde{a}’id.(beautiful or breathtaking) \textit{tnynetun helo aw b	extasciitilde{a}‘a’id}}, (both mean beautiful or breathtaking) this is very hard to distinguish, so both right, because \textit{soul} and \textit{spirit} is the same because you know
\textit{soul nafs spirit r	extasciitilde{u}h} I think
\textit{yeh}
I think, I’m just trying to think about the distinction between the two
you know like when they say when we say \textit{we’re praying for his soul}
\textit{nafs w} (and) \textit{spirit r	extasciitilde{u}ho (his spirit)}
\textit{r	extasciitilde{u}ho yeh, bas hiýyé matl ba’dun ley la’anno wa’t l-wéh	extasciitilde{d} ymút bi’	extasciitilde{u}l	extasciitilde{u}l} (but they’re the same because when someone dies they say) \textit{his spirit is still here his soul is still here, r	extasciitilde{u}h	extasciitilde{e} ‘al’internet}
\textit{haidé l-orthodoxy ‘am téstéjil} (this is Orthodoxy at work)
\textit{ak	extasciitilde{id} (of course)}
\textit{do not let friendship a goal but deepen the spirit} here you put \textit{depth of soul}
yeh I think that is much better
\textit{deepen deeping the spirit}
yeh \textit{depth of soul}, is better
but then you cannot put \textit{to depth of sou,
1 to deepen the soul}
\textit{to deepen the soul, yeh}
yeh, so you prefer this one
OK, if we look now at *l'anna l-maḥabbā*

because love eh eh which, which doesn’t, ask, except revealing revealing its secret. is not a love. but it’s a a a a network eh eh right down where you don’t where you cannot hunt except which cannot hunt except things fall in it. which fall in it

OK I noticed something, in the fast you said because love do not ask except exposing her secret

I think now you just said which which does not ask you need which

you need which which does not ask,

yes yes you do

OK so when you had time to think about it you put which

because love, ah you put it, in slow you put

yeh

but still, I noticed that you’re forgetting the s on the ends of the auxiliary do does not ask

yeh OK

yeh of course, of course, but you know what happens, because what happen is that when why I do mistake too is that eh people when they speak they do a lot of mistakes, when they write they do less mistake but they do less mistake if they read it more, because *anā* I didn’t think I didn’t go over it

because I asked you to edit it, as many times as you think is necessary but as you said earlier you didn’t have time, most of you didn’t do that, but it’s OK, it’s part of the way you work

because I have other more important things

well thank you for accepting to do the experiment in the first place. because love, so here you know that you need which

yeh

except exposing its secret and then revealing. exposing and revealing

yeh

you said in the on-line translation revealing so you prefer revealing. you still put her secret?

yeh

OK, is not love but a net which do, here again do

eh which doesn’t

yeh, hunt you think hunt, I was telling X that hunt is more for other types of

you can say

catch?

yeh yeh yeh

catch, it’s better I think. we can still use *hunting for whales*

I I know but to say hunt here you could say because like like because in poem you can use any word
279B good argument! OK I chose this literary text so mā rah fiyē shērī’ (I cannot argue with you)
280S7 yeh, that’s hard
281B OK
282S7 so here, yes
283B eh here illā mā la naf’a fihi yē’nē yallē mā byina’a’ (it means except that which is useless)
284S7 yeh which, you know I said this yaqa’
285B ah yaqa’ fihi (falls in it) OK halla’ fhamt lei mā tarjamta mażbūt (now I understand why you didn’t translate right) OK wa l-yakun kair mā fikum li-ṣadiqikum
286S7 eh eh and like and let good will be offered to your friend for your friend
287B uhm and let good will be offered to your friend and let good will for your friend, which one?
288S7 offered to your friend
289B be offered to your friend?
290S7 yeh let good will be offered to your friend
291B good will?
292S7 yeh good will
293B OK
294S7 good words, powerful words
295B OK, wa-in kāna lahu an
296S7 and if if he has to know eh, eh know your life eh your life high, then he needs to know, its tide, you know like the madd w-jazr, high w(and) tide, that’s what I said, ‘am tefhamé (do you understand)?
297B so if if I think in the fast you said and if he was to know
298S7 your life high to know
299B to know the tide, why did you put to know the tide?
300S7 no I think I made a mistake it should be like what I said now
301B eh, but you said if he was to know in the fast and then if he has to know in the slow, which one you think is right?
302S7 I think this one, if he was to know
303B OK
304S7 bté’te’de yauman mā bṣīr mtarjem awé (you think I’ll become a famous translator one day)?
305B baddak téšteqil ‘ala tarjamtak, baddo ydal lwāḥad yētmarran. (you need to work on your translation, you need to keep working, to keep practicing) I noticed in the fast that some of the expressions you got them right in the fast more than in the slow
306S7 yeh
307B eh
308S7 kent awwal mā kent ‘am nēm (I was about to fall asleep) OK fa-mā huwa ṣadiqikum eh and who’s your friend he is is one you ask for and have enough ti, enough time
309B can I ask you something? can you translate the one with this one? both together and we look at your translation?
310S7 OK
311B thank you
who’s your friend until you ask for him and you have enough time to kill him eh eh but ask always you you you’ll ask for him always and you have and you have hours eh eh, to achieve it
tahyūnahā!

my friend

I didn’t understand it very well, it could mean that you have hours to make this thing come true

sāʿāt tahyūnahā tīṣuwa (to live), if you understand this one you will be able to understand enno (that) you don’t kill your friend

I know, I know

(what does it mean)?

wa-ladaikum waqt taqtilūnahu, you’ve got time to spare

right! why do you think you translated it first as to kill your friend?

(laughs) I tell you why because you know what, that’s why you know in my final exam, I’m gonna be like now, very eh eh.

relaxed

relaxed coz when I’m relaxed I do better, anything in life, I discover all my life, when I’m tense, I don’t do in anything in life, but when you’re quiet calm, you can do it better, seriously and that’s why you know look!

very good so now if I ask you to rate your translation you would rate it differently because you got this right by yourself, I didn’t have to explain it

yeh actually, actually now I mean I give myself six out of seven

OK we still have two sentences to go

yeh, and he, he what he need to do is he need to fill fulfill your need not your eh not your free time, not your eh eh free time, there is another word not your free time, eh, and in in that’s hard

to fulfill or fill?

in fast you said he is only to fill up your need not your free time

should be to fill your need, not fill up your need, sorry

to fill your need

yeh the fast

not your free time, OK

yeh, and in the purity of friendship eh you eh you eh laugh eh you laugh, no not you laugh, laugh and and share eh eh eh eh celebration, parties

I like that! because in arabic the word afrāh we use for weddings and stuff and you got this from the way we use in advertising for afrāh

parties

yeh parties

yeh, but it’s not parties

it’s like joy

no it’s it’s celebration

celebration?

yeh

OK so you changed it from parties to celebrations, actually what did you have
and actually you know one thing too, I had to, really like let you know, I feel, since I have improved so much, from first to now, I think what I’m now is even better than the slow or fast why? because I’m getting more practice, I’m practicing more, see, I’m trying now to get better so I can be a good interpreter

if you had the opportunity to do different translations as part of your course, different translations of one text in various modes, you think it would be beneficial?

S7 yeh
B like fast, slow, sight translation and so on
S7 yeh yeh and then you can see the difference between them
B so this helped
S7 yeh it is it is helping me
B OK, so, let’s do the last one
S7 and in the
B why did you say in the purity of friendship?
S7 because this is purity of friendship 'udūba 'udūba is eh eh ‘udūba can be like virginity but you don’t use virginity you know it can mean different thing
B but you use it also for water we say miyāh ‘adba
S7 yeh yeh yeh but here purity
B OK so that’s why you chose purity
S7 yeh
B it could have the meaning of sweetness
S7 yeh sweetness yeh but ‘udūba ‘udūba can also mean in some meaning, context, in some contexts virginity or someone is ‘azb, you know, but here
B a‘zb heydiike bil z (that one is spelled with a /z/)
S7 yeh but can be anā (I) that’s what I thought but here purity, here purity
B OK , and here you said laugh and share
S7 OK and and fafi nadā l-aşyā’ ş-şağīra
B if you link it, if you link it to the other one
S7 yeh, in the purity, in the eh in the purity of friendship, laugh and say eh eh, say ehh celebration, and in the eh eh nadaa and in the eh eh what’s nadā? eh eh
B you said in the small things
S7 lā lā
B nadā is dew
S7 dew dew, ma nsīta in the dew things, small things you can find, you find a heart, eh eh
B yajidu l-qalb
S7 ah ah OK, the heart find his morning
B find?
S7 the heart find, yeh find his morning šabēho? and and he refreshes
B I interrupted you at the word find because you need a third person singular s
S7 yeh, no no no no it’s fine because find found yajid mean they can find not finds
B are you sure?
S7 there are some words you don’t use, I never see finds, never, never I don’t know, because some words you don’t change I don’t know
B you can’t put the s?
S7 some, I don’t know maybe find I forget about that
381B  OK we stop here, thank you